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PREFACE.

T HE Lectures printed in this volume were composed
and delivered for the instruction of students in the

University of Cambridge, and with special reference to
the Examination for the Semitic Languages Tripos.

It appears from the Cambridge University Reporter
that Professor Wright began c~ a short course or"elemen
tary lectures" on the Comparative Grammar of Hebrew,
Syriac and Arabic in the Easter Term of 1877, and he
continued to lecture on the subject at intervals till he was
withdrawn from work by his last illness. The manu
script from which this volume is printed represents the
form which the Lectures ultimately a.c;sumed, after they
had passed through repeated and sedulous revision.
They were never redelivered without being retouched,
and in parts rewritten; and the whole manuscript, except
a few pages at the end, was so carefully prepared as to
be practically ready to go to press. It was Professor
Wright's intention that the lectures should one day be
printed, and during his last illness he often spoke of
this intention in such a way as to make it clear that he
meant to publish them without any substantial modifi
cation or addition. I t was not his design to produce a
complete system of the Comparative Grammar of the

w. L. 6



vi PREFACE.

Semitic Languages or to give Cl complete account of all
recent researches and discussions, but to do through the
press for a wider circle of students what he had done
by the oral delivery of the lectures for his Cambridge
pupils.

Under these circumstances the task of ediling the
book for publication has been very simple. I have
divided the text into chapters, for the convenience of the
reader, but have printed it for the most part word for
word as it stood in the manuscript~ In a very few
places I have removed repetitions or other slight incon
cinnities of form, but in such cases I have been careful
to introduce nothing of my own, and to limit myself to
what would certainly have been done by the author's
own hand if he had lived to see the book through the
press. Occasionally I have thought it necessary to add
a few words [within square brackets] to complete a
reference or preclude a possible misconception, and I
have also added a few notes where the statements in
the text seemed to call for supplement or modification
in view of facts or arguments which had not yet come
under the writer's notice when the lectures were last re
vised. So long as his health allowed, Professor W right
closely followed all that was done in Semitic learning,
and incorporated with his manuscript, from time to time,
references to everything that he deemed important for
the practical object of the lectures. But it was no part
o( his plan to give a complete view of the literature of
the subject; as a rule he only referred to essays which
he wished to encourage his hearers to read in connexion
with the lectures. Bearing this in mind, I have been
very sparing in the introduction of additional references
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to books and papers; but, on the other hand, I have
borne in mind that every written lecture must occasion
ally be supplemented in delivery by unwritten remarks
or explanations, and a few of the notes may be regarded
as taking the place of such remarks. I have, for example,
occasionally thought it necessary to warn the reader that
certain words cited in the text arc loan-words. In all
questions of phonetics this is a point of importe'1nce, and
I am informed by those who heard the lectures that
Professor Wright was careful to distinguish loan-words
as such in his teaching, in cases where the fact is not
noted in his manuscript. A considerable number of the
notes are due to the suggestion of the author's old and
intimate friend Professor Noldeke, of Strassburg, who
has kindly read the lectures in proof, and the notes
signed N. or Nold. are directly taken from his observa
tions. Some of these, which were not communicated to
me till the book was in page, have been necessarily
placed among the Additional No/es and Corre&lions, to
which I desire to call the special attention of the reader.

It will be observed that the Lectures do not embrace
any systematic discussion or classification of the forms of
nouns in the Semitic languages; nor can I find any
indication that the author intended to add a section on
this important and difficult subject. He seems to have
regarded it as lying beyond the region that- could be
conveniently covered in a course of lectures to under
graduates; and he did not live to read the recent works
of his old and valued friend Professor de Lagarde
(Uebersidu tiber die im A ramaisclten, A rabisclten und
nebriiisclten ub/iclte Ri/dung der Nomina, Gottingen
1889: Abh. tier k. G. d. W, lld. xxxv), and of Professor
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Barth (Die Nom':'Mt6,:tdu1IK ':n dm Sem. Spraclum, Iste
Halfte, i., Leipzig 1889). On the other hand he doubt
less intended to complete the subject of verbal inflexion,
and I have therefore thought it right to make a few
additions to the rough sketch of the derived forms of
verbs whose third radical is' or " with which the manu
script ended, and also to supply, by way of appendix, a
short section on verbs one of whose radicals is an N.

Here also I have derived great advantage from Prof.
Noldeke's suggestions.

The printing of the volume, necessarily' slow from
the nature of the work, has been still further retarded
by a prolonged illness, which fell upon me after the early
sheets were printed off, and which would have caused
still more delay had not Mr A. Ashley Bevan, of Trinity
College, kindly undertaken to read the proofs during my
enforced absence from Cambridge. I have to thank
Mr Bevan not only for this service but for suggesting
several useful notes..

W. ROBERTSON SMITH.

CHIlIST's COLLkGB, CAMBIlIDGE,

7uJU, 18g0.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. THE TERM SEMITIC. DIFFUSION

AND ORIGINAL flOME OF THE SEMITES.

IN commencing a course of Lectures on the Comparative
Grammar of the Semitic Languages, I feel it almost unnecessary
to begin with an apology for my subject. The results which
may be attained by the comparative treatment of an entire class,
or even of a single group of languages, have been patent to all,
since the time when men like Bopp, Pott and Schleicher, have
investigated the connexion of the Indo-European languages;
Jacob Grimm that of the Teutonic j and Diez that of the
Romance. What has been done in these fields may yet be
accomplished in anoth,er; and every attempt to illustrate the
history and grammar of the Hebrew language in particular
ought to be welcome to its students, even though the results
should fail to be in exact conformity with preconceived notions
and ancient prejudice!!. ,

To myself it is a matter of more importance to apologise for
the meagreness of the outllne which is all that I can pretend to
ofTer. I have no great discoveries to announce, no new'laws to
enunciate. The field of our investigations is limited. Instead
of ranging from the farthest limits of Hindiistan to the coasts of
Ireland, and from the shores of Iceland to the isles of Greece,
we are confined, I may say, to a small portion of Western Asia.
Our position is that of the Teutonic or Romance philologist
rather than that of the Indo-European. The languages with
which we have to deal form a small group, which are as inti
mately connected with one another as old Norse, Gothic, old
High German and old English, on the one hand j or as Italian,
Spanish, Portuguese, Provenc;al, French and Wallachian, on the
~L 1



2 THE SUBJECT AND [CHAP.

other. And not only this, but I propose to confine myself
chiefly to three of these languages-Hebrew, Syriac and Arabic;
and to consider these as they appear to us in the ancient forms
of their literary monuments, and not, save incidentally, in the
modern aspects of their spoken dialects.

You probably infer, then, that our path is a smooth one;
that there is not much to investigate; not much room for inquiry

.or speculation. And yet this is far from being the case. On
the contrary, it is surprising how relatively little progress the
comparative philology of the Semitic languages has yet made;
partly owing to the inherent difficulties of the subject, and partly
to the imperfection of our knowledge on many preliminary
points of importance.

A hundred years ago the Sanskrit language was barely
known to Europeans by name j so recently as 1816 appeared
Bopp's Conjugatiolzs-Syftem, the first work of the great master
and founder of the science of Comparative Grammar. And ,be
hold, the mustard seed has already grown into a great tree, and
has yielded an ample and goodly crop of fruit.

Beside the results of Indo-European philology, those as yet
attained by Semitic grammarians seem scant and dwarfish.
Since the days of Reuchlin, who died in 1522, we Europeans
have been engaged in the study of Hebrew and its sister-lan
guages. The Dutchman De Dieu and the Swiss Hottinger, our
own Edmund Castle and the Germans Buxtorf and Ludolf, Alting
of Groningen and Danz of Jena, were among those who laid the
foundations of our science; and they found worthy successors in
the three great Dutch l,inguists, Schultens, Schroeder and Scheid.
But yef the labours of these scholars were not far in advance of
those of the classical philologil.ts of their day, who speculated
upon the obvious affinities of Latin and Greek, and their con
nexion with other languages, without being able to arrive at any
satisfactory results; simply for want of the proper key where
with to unlock this linguistic treasury. It was reserved for the
men of our own day to take a decided step in advance. Thanks
to the studies of a Gesenius and an Ewald, a Roediger and an
Olshausen, a DilImann and a Noeldeke. the Comparative Gram-

,mar ,of the Semitic languages is at last beginning' to assume tile
proportions of a science; and we may therefore hope, before
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many years are past, to see the results of their labours embodied
in a work which shall not be inferior in fulness and accuracy, I
wilt not say to those of Bopp and Schleicher, but rather to thoSe
of Grimm, of Diez, and of Curtius. .

You understand, then, that there exists as yet no work
which I can recommend to you as a complete text-book of
Semitic Comparative Grammar; no treatise which we can con
fidently follow as a guide from the beginning of our course to
its cnd. The French Orientalist Renan proposed to himself to
write such a work; but he has not yet advanced beyond the
introduction, the His/o;re Glnlrale tks LangYus Slmi/~s [8vo,
Paris, 1st ed. 1855]. The second part, the S)'s/Jme Comparl,
has remained, and is now, I fear, likely to remain, a desideratum.
Differing as I do from Renan, not merely in small details, but
also in various matters of principle, I can still admire the in
dustry and scholarship which are manifest in every page of the
Histoire Gln/rale; the justice of many of its views, and the
clearness of its style and arrangement j and I therefore advise
those of you who have not yet read it, to do so without delay, as
a good introduction to the studies to which I" now invite your
attention'. In connexion with our special course I would re
commend to you more particularly the Hebrew Grammar of
Justus Olshausen, LeltrlJuclt tkr HelJr;;isc!ten Spracltt (Brunswick,
1861); that of B. Stade, LeltrlJuclt tier HelJr;;isc!ten Grammatik,
Iter Theil (Leipzig, 1879); and Bickell's Grondriss del' HelJr;;
ischnz Gramma/ik (Leipzig, 1869,70), of which an English trans
lation by Curtiss appeared at Leipzig in 1877 under the title
of Oil/lilies of lIelJre"ltJ Grammar. To this little book I shall
sometimes have occasion to refer, as I prefer it to Land's
HelJrCC1l'ltJsclu Grammatica (Amsterda"m, 186g), of which there
i" also an English translation by "Reginald Lane Poole, Prin
dples of HelJrew Grammar (London, 1876). I would also men
tion with commendation the latest or 22nd edition of Gesenius'
HelJriiisclu Grammatik, by Professor Kautzsch of TUbingen, as
furnishing some useful hints; [24th 00. Leipzig, 1885].

The term Semitic is, as has been often observed, more con
venient than scientific. It is not, however, easy to invent a

1 [See also NBldeke's article .. Semitic Languages" In the ninth ed. or the
E"ryd_jJtutIitJ DriltJ""ica, vat. xxi. (Edin. 1886).]

1-2
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better; and it is, at any rate, no worse than "Hamitic," and
much superior to "Japhetic" or "Turanian." The word is de
rived, as you are aware, from the tenth chapter of the Book of
Genesis, in which the ~ations of the world, so far as known to
the Jews, are divided' into three sections, not, as it would seem,
ethnographically, nor even geographically, but with reference
to political history and civilisation I. Thus alone can we satis
factorily explain the inention of the Phoenicians and other
Canaanites among the children of Ham. That the languages
of Canaan were akin to the Hebrew, almost to identity, is
certain; that their connexion with ancient Egyptian was a very
.remote one, is equally certain-many philologists would deny it
altogether; but that Canaan and the Phoenicians were long
subj~t to Egypt, and that they derived a great part of their
civilisation from the Egyptians, are historical facts which do not
admit of dispute.

The Semitic races occupy but a small portion of the earth's
surface. They are known to us historically as the inhabitants
of the south-western corner of Asia. Their territory is bounded
on the north by Mount Taurus and the mountains of Armenia;
on the east, by the mountains of Kurdistan and Khuzistiin, and
the Persian Gulf; on the south, by the Indian Ocean; and on
the west, by the Red Sea and the Mediterranean. Early colo
nisation led them across the strait of Biib el-Mandeb into the
country which we call Abyssinia; and they also occupied, at an
extremely remote period, various points on the shores of the
Mediterranean Sea and even of the Atlantic Ocean, the trading
ports of the energetic Phoenician race.

If you ask me whether the Scmites were autochthones,
whether they were the original, primitive inhabitants of the
Asiatic region above describ<xJ,-I must beg of you to formulate
the question differently.

It seems certain, on the evidence of ancient monuments,
that' the great basin of the Tigris and Euphrates was originally
occupied by a non-Semitic people or peoples, of no mean
civilisation, the inventors of the cuneiform system of writing.
Hebrew tradition, as contained in the Old Testament, mentions

1 See Tide, Y~lijlunM Gm4Udl"iI PR" tk ED/liKje nI Meltl/fllalNiI,je
CIJltlimslm (8vo, AmsterdAm, 18;2]. p. 20.
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various gigantic tribes as the primitive inhabitants of Palestine

(~~ C'-,7bry, 1 Chron. vii. 21), such as the Emim, C'~P,

Nephlllm, C'~'~~j, Rephli'Im, C'~~1" 'Anal.dm, b'P]~P,
Zuzim, b'~;:t, and Zamzummim, C·~tl?!; the J:Iorim or Troglo

dytes, C''';'i1, and others j some of whom at least were probably

non-Semitic.
It appears then that in certain parts of their territory the

Semites were not autochthones, but a foreign conquering race.
Was this the case with the whole Semitic region? Does the
cradle of the Semites lie within the boundaries designated above,
or .outside of them? That is the shape which your question
should take.

Here, on the very threshold of our inquiries, the opinions of
the best modem authorities diverge widely, some maintaining (as
I myself was formerly inclined to do) that the Semites were
ancient immigrants from the North East; others that their home
wao; in the South, whence they gradually overspread the whole of
Syria and Mesopotamia by successive migrations in a northerly
direction. In recent times the former view has been upheld, to
mention only a very few names, by von Kremer, Guidi, and
Homme! j the latter by Silyce, Sprenger, Schrader, and De
Goeje.

It was in 1875 that von Kremer published in a German
periodical called Das Ausland (nos. 1 and 2) two articles on
.. Semitische Culturentlehnungen aus dem P8anzen- und Thier
reiche," i.e. on plants and animals which the Semites obtained,
with their names, from other races. His conclusions, so far as
they interest us at the present moment, are brie8y these. Before
the formation of the different Semitic dialects, they had a name
for the camel, which appears in all of them j whereas they have
no names in common for the date-palm and its fruit, or for the·
ostrich. The one the Semites knew while they were as yet one
people, dwellihg together j the others they did not know. Now
the region where there is n(:ither date-palm nor ostrich, and yet
where the camel has been known from the remotest antiquity, is
the great central tableland of Asia, near the sources of the Oxus
and Jaxartes, the Jai1}ul1 and Sai1}un. Von Kremer regards the
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Semitic emigration from this region as having· preceded the
Aryan or Indo~European.perhaps under pressure from the latter
race; and he holds that the Semites first settled in Mesopotamia
and Babylonia, which he looks upon as the oldest centre of
Semitic .civilisation. .. In . der babylonisch-mesopotamischen
Niederung, wo die Semiten sich angesammelt hatten, entstand
das erste und alteste semitische Culturcentrum."

In 1879 the Italian orientalist Ignazio Guidi wrote a memoir
upon the primitive seat of the Semitic peoples, "Della scde
primitiva dei popoli Semitici," which appeared among the
p~blications of the Reale Accademia dei Lincei.. H is line of
argument is much the same as von Kremer's (whose articles
appear to have been unknown to him). Comparing the words
in the various Semitic languages which express the configurations
of the earth's surface, the varieties of soil, the changes of the
seasons and climate, the names of minerals, plants and animals,
etc., Guidi arrives at nearly the same conclusions as von Kremer,
viz. (I) that Babylonia was the first centre of Semitic life,
.. siamo sempre riportati alia Babilonide come centro degli anti
chissimi Semiti (p. 48)"; and (2) that these primitive Semites
were immigrants from the lands to theS. and S.W. of the
Caspian Sea, which he regards as .. probabile punto di partenza
degli antenati dei Semiti (p. 5I)." .

In the same year, 1879, Hommel wrote a paper on this
subject, which I do not possess in its original shape. His
conclusion, however, is nearly identical with that of von Kremer
and Guidi, that lower Mesopotamia, and not Arabia, was the
original seat of the Semites. You will find his views stated briefly,
with some slight polemic against von Kremer, in his book Die
Namnl der Siitlgetkiere be; dnl Siidsemitisckm Viilker'l [Leipzig,
1879], p. 406 sqq. Consult also his later work, Die Semitisckm
Vjj/ker u. Spracllell, 1883, especially p. 63.

Assuming for the moment the correctness of this view,
taking it for granted that the Semites first settled as one race in
Mesopotamia and Babylonia,-how are we to depict to ourselves
their dispersion over the territory which they subsequently occu
pied 1 Somewhat as follows :-

Having forced their way through the mountainous region of
Kurdistiin, and reached the Tigris, the Semites would cross it
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and settle in the country between the Tigris and Euphrates.
Thence they would gradually make their way southwards by
two different lines, through what we call Syria and Babylonia..
The one branch would extend·its wanderings as far as Canaan;
the other to the head of the Persian Gulf, where in process of
time they would cast off a fresh swarm, which occupied Arabia
and then crossed over into Africa. All this of course is supposed
to happen in pre-historic times; as Guidi says, .. tale parmi che
possa esscre stato il movimento preistorico di questi popoli."

Let us now consider the opposite view, which I am at presen't
strongly inclined to adopt.

The plainest statement of it in English is that of Sayce in
his Assyrian Grammar (1872), p. 13: "The Semitic traditions
all point to Arabia as the original hor:ne of the race. It is the
only part of the world which has remained exclusively Semite.
The racial characteristics-intensity of faith, fe~ocity, exclusive
ness, imagination-can best be explained by a desert origin."

Similarly Sprenger in his A/le Geogr. AralJuns (Bern, 1875),
p. 293: "All Semites are according to my conviction successive
layers of Arabs. They deposited themselves layer upon layer;
and who knows, for example, how many layers had preceded the
Canaanites, whom we encounter at the very beginning of history?"
.. Alle Semiten sind nach meiner Ueberzeugung abgelagerte
Araber. Sie lagerten sich Schichte auf Schichte, und wer weiss,
die wie vielte Schichte zum Beispiel die Kanaaniter, welche wir
zu Anfang der Geschichte wahrnehmen, waren 11"

Schradcr expresses views of the same nature in an article in
the ZDMG. for 1873, vol. xxvii. pp. 397-42~ After a long
discussion of the religious, linguistic and historico-geographical
relations of the different Semitic nations to one another, he
arrives at the cO!lclusion that Arabia is the home of these races:
.. Die Erwagung der religios-mythologischen, weiter der Unguis
tischen, nicht minder der allgemein geschichtlich-geographischen
VerhaItnisse, weist uns nach Arabien als den Ursitz des Semi-
tismus" (p. 421). .

Lastly, De Goeje in his academical address for 1882, Het
Vat/erla,td tier Semielisdu Vo/ken, has distinctly declared himself

1 [The SlIme view is IIlrcndy exprcsse<1 IInd derended in Sprengcr's LA" u~tl
u!lr~ "~I AfD!la",man',·1k1 i. (IJerlin, 1869), p. 1"1 Ig.]
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in favour of the view that Central Arabia is the home of the
Semitic race as awhole. Laying it down as a rule without ex
ception that mountaineers never become inhabitants of the steppe
and nomade shepherds,· De Goeje rejects the notion that the
Semitcs can have descended from the mountains of the Arrapa
chitis to become dwellers in the plains and swamps of Babylonia.
On the other hand he shews how nomadcs arc continually paSll
ing over into agriculturists with settled habitations; how villages
and towns are gradually formed, with cultivated lands around
them; and how the space needful for the pasturing nomadc is
thus gradually curtailed until the land becomes too narrow for
him and he is forced to seek a home elsewhere. So it fared with
Central Arabia. The result was that the nomade population
was incessantly overstepping its bounds in every ·direction, and
planting itself in Syria, Babylonia, 'Oman, or Yaman. S4C
ccssive layers of emigrants would drive their predecessors in
.Syria and Babylonia farther northwards towards the borders of
Kurdistan and Armenia, and thus the whole of Mesopotamia
would be gradually semitised, and even portions of Africa would
in course of time more or less completely share the same fate.
This process, I may remark, has often been r~pcated in more
recent, historical times, in which the Arab migration has over
flooded the whole of Syria and Mesopotamia. In the earliest
centuries of the Christian era, the wealthy city of Palmyra was
ruled, I may say, by a company of Arab merchants. Three
petty kingdoms, those of Ghassan, of the Tha'labites, and of
al-l:Iirah, divided between them the southern part of the Syrian
steppe; and in the struggles between the Byzantine and Persian
empires the Arabs of Mesopotamia had always to be reckoned
with, and yielded a reluctant obedience to ·the one side or· the
other. De Goeje also lays stress upon the fine climate of Central
Arabia and the splendid physical and mental development of
the race; and, like Schrader, compares their language with those
of the other Semites in the earliest stage at which we know
thcm, drawing the inferencc that the speech of the Arabs is the
nearest approximation that we can have to the primitive Semitic
tongue. "En dat van alle Semietische talen het Arabisch het
naast staat aan de moedertaal, waaruit zij gesprot~n djn, is over
tuigend bewezen door hoogleeraar Schrader te Berlijn (p. 16)."
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This view is of course diametrically opposed to that of Sayee,
who claims for the Assyrian .. the same position among the
Semitic tongues that is held by Sanskrit in the Aryan family of
speech." Which of these scholate is in the right. we shall be
better able to judge by and by. Meanwhile I will only say
that I range myself on the Arabic side with Schrader and De
Goeje.

Accepting this view of the cradle of the Semites,-assuming
that they spread from Arabia as their centre,-how shall we
depict to ourselves their dispersion over the Semitic territory?
Let Schrader speak. He imagines the northern Semites-i.e.,
the Arameans, Babylonians and Canaanites-to have parted in
a body from their brethren in the south, and to have settled in
Babylonia, where they lived together for a long period. The
Arameans would be the first to separate from the main body of
emigrants; at a considerably later period the Canaanites; last
of all the Assyrians. At the same time an emigration would be
going on in a southerly direction. Leaving the northern Arabs
in Central Arabia, these emigrants would settle on the southern
coast of the peninsula, whence a band of them subsequently
crossed the sea into Africa and pitched in ,Abyssinia I,

1 [On RII thelle theories of the cnulle of the Semitic race see allO NOIdeke's
remarks In E",. Orit. xxi. 64" lie himself suggests, .. not as a definite theory but
as a modest hypothesis," that the prlmltlye _t of the 5emita la to be sought in
Africa, though he regards the Arabian theory as .. not unt_ble." It may be observed
that. if the 5emita originally came from Africa, Arabia mlly yet be the centre from
which they spread oyer other parts of Asia.]



CHAPTER n.·

GENERAL SURVEY OF THE SEMITIC LANGUAGES.

I NOW proceed to give you a more detailed account of the
several languages, or groups of languages, which constitute the
Semitic family. I divide them broadly into the ,wrtlurll.Semites
and the soutller11 Semites. By the former I understand the
Arameans, the Canaanites and Hebrews, the Babylonians and
Assyrians j by the latter, the northern Arabs, the southern
Arabs or l:Iimyarites, and the Ge'ez or Abyssinians. In the
course of my description it may, perhaps, be better to follow a
geographical than a historical arrangement j for this reason, that
linguistic and political history are very different things; that one
nation may have played its part in the world's history, and have
disappeared from the stage, long before a kindred people has
come prominently into notice j and· yet, from 'a linguistic point
of view, the language of the latter may exhibit their common
speech in a more antique phase, and may prove in the hands of
the comparative philologist a more efficient implement than that
of the former. An example of what I mean is afforded us by
the Icelandic, which among all the existing Teutonic dialects
has retained the greatest number of original forms with the least
alteration. Another and still better instance is the Lithuanian
language. It is spoken by only a couple of millions of people
(at most) on the borders of Prussia and Russia j its earliest
written literary document dates from the middle of the sixteenth
century; and yet it has preserved many of the forms of Indo
European speech in a less corrupted condition than any of its
European congeners, aye, than any dialect of the entire family
which is not at least two thousand years older.

The causes which produce results such as these are, probably,
manifold; but some of them at any rate are, as it seems to me,
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sufficiently clear. Language is after all, as Whitney has re
marked, the work of tradition i we speak as we were taught by
our fathers and mothers, who were in their turn trai~ed by a
preceding generation. This process of transmission is always,
and necessarily, more or less imperfect Hence language is
always undergoing a process of modification, partaking of the
nature both of decay and of growth. The less imperfect the
transmission, the slighter will the modification obviously be.
Now two circumstances above all others are favourable to the
continuity and completeness of linguistic tradition: isolation is
the onc i the possession of a literature is the other. If a race,
!'pcakin~ a single lan~ua~e, occupies a circum!'cribcd ~erritory, so
long as that race is confined within those narrow limits, and
thrown but little into contact with surrounding races, the forces
which produce linguistic decay and growth are, if not entirely
repressed, at least limited in their operation. Dialectic differences
will probably arise, but they will be comparatively few and
trifling. On the other hand, if the said race extends its territory
largely, by conquest or colonisation, and is thrown into constant
contact or collision with other races, the decay and growth of its
speech proceeds with greatly accelerated rapidity i and the
language runs no small risk of being ultimately broken up into
several languages, the speakers of which are no longer mutually
intelligible. Here the possession of a literature steps in as a
counteracting force, exercising a strong conservative influence.
English, as is well known, has changed less since Shakespears
time than it did in the interval between him and Chaucer i and
certainly much less since Chaucer's age than it did during the
five preceding centuries. So too with Arabic. As long as the
Arabs were confined within the limits of their peninsula, the
variations of their speech were but small. We know indeed of
dialectic differences, but they are neither numerous nor im
portant. The words and names handed down to us from
antiquity as Arabic,-whether in the cuneiform inscriptions, the
Bible, or the writers of Greece and Rome,-are easily recognisable
as such, unless when they have undergone corruption in the
course of transmission. Since Mu~a.ml11ad's time, however, the
changes have been more rapid and numerous j and by this time
the natives of Syria, Egypt, and Morocco, would perhaps have
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bet:n scarcely intelligible to one another, had it not been for the
link of a common literature, commencing with the ancicnt poets
and the ~or'an. The existence of this link has greatly retarded
the pro~sses of growth and decay; and hence it happens that
the Arabic of the present day is a far closer representative of the
language as spoken, say, two thousand years ago, than modern
Italian and French are of the Latin of the same period.

We commence, then, our survey of the Semitic tongues with
the Nor/hem section, and herein with the Eastem group, which,
as it happens, is the first to appear prominently in the field of
history. This group comprises two very closely allied lan
guages, th~ Babylonian and Assyrian, which have been pre
served to us in numerous inscriptions, written in cuneiform or
wedge-shaped charactt:rs. The earliest of these inscriptions go
back beyond the time of the Babylonian king J:lammurabi, who
cannot, according to the best authorities, have flourished later
than circa 1500 D.C. j and the latest come down to the beginning
of the fourth century D.C., when the Persian monarch Artaxerxes
Mnemon reigned I .. They are all written, unfortunately for us, in
a non-Semitic character, primitively hieroglyphic, and of pecu
liar complexity, one of the varieties of the cuneiform type. Into
a full description of these, and the history of their decipher
ment, so far as it has till now been accomplished, I cannot here
enter. The Assyrian character, as I shall call it for shortness' sake,
is not alphabetical, but syllabaric. Such syllables as Ita, Iti, Itu,
aIt, ik, uk, are each expressed by a single sign, as well as sylla
bles of the form Itaw, Itim, sak, silt. These latter compound
syllables 'may, however, be also denoted by two signs, the one
indicating a syllable which ends with a certain vowel, and the
other a syllable which begins with the samc vowel j e.g. ka.am,
si-ik. Under these circumstances alone, the learning to read
Assyrian texts with fluency would be no' light task j but the
difficulty is enormously enhanced by the fact that a great num
ber of the signs employed in writing are not syllables but ideo
grams; not phonetic signs, bu~ characters denoting an object or
idea. Some of these ideograms have no phonetic value what
ever i whilst others are both ideographic and have a phonetic

I [The Dr. Mua. has an inscr. of Antiochus I., Soler, of the yeill' 269 D.e.]
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value as well. For Instance _ .., as a syllable sounds an, but as
an ideogram it means "God," i1u, which Is otherwise written
phonetically with two signs, Uti. One class of ideograms are
mere determinatives, their object being solely to indicate the
nature of the following group of signs j e.g. , before every
name of a man, "\'- before most names of countries, etc.

How much perplexity is caused by the intermixture of these
ideograms with the phonetic signs you can easily conceive; and
that the Assyrians themselves found a difficulty herein is ob
vious from their use of what is called "the phonetic comple
ment" This consists in the addition to an ideogram of one or
two phonetic signs, indicating the termination of the word
denoted by the ideogram. For example, a certain combination
of wedges sounds KI j but as an ideogram it means "the earth."
Consequently the phonetic complcmcnt tiv is added to it, to
lead the reader to the correct pronunciation, which is not ki.tiv,
but ir";-tiv <r'1N). Two ideograms, the phonetic values of

yy

which are SU-AS, mean" I burned." Now in Assyrian the
idea of .. burning" is expressed by sarap, isnp (q~), or kava,

il.'1.In (i'1t:l). Consequently, when the 1St pcrs. sing. impcrf. of
TY

the former verb is intended, the syllable up is added to the ideo-
grams SU-AS, and the whole word, though written SU.AS.tp,
is pronounced turtp. We do something of this kind ourselves,
but on a vcry limited scale, when we write LSD,· and read
.. pounds, shillings and pcncc"; or write & and i.e. and vu., and
pronounce" and" and" that is" and "namely." The Persians
made more use of the same procedure in writing the PahlavI
character. Using a strange jumble of Semitic and Persian,
thcy wrote lImit; and 6srtJ [i.e. the Aramaic IalftNJ, "bread";
!Jura, "flesh"], but spoke Itan and g6sltt; thcy wrote a6 and
read pit ["fathcr"], but a6itr did duty for [the synonym] pitar.

To return to the Assyrian. A yet greater difficulty lies
ahead of the deciphcrer than any of those already mentioned ;
for it seems to have been established that some at least both of
the syllabic signs and of the ideograms are polyphonic, that is,
have several different sounds and significations.

For further details and explanations I must refer you to the
works of Mcnant, Smith, Oppert, Sayce and Schrndcr, espc-
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dally the treatise of the last-named scholar in the ZDMG., vo!.
xxvi. pp. 1-392 j Sayee, An Assyrian Gram,nar lor compara
tive purposes, 1872 j An Ele,nenlary Grammar of tire Assyrian
Languap, in "Archaic Classics," 187S (2nd ed. 1877)1. The re
searches of these and other writers, such as Rawlinson, Hincks
and Norris, not to mention younger scholars, such as Delitzsch,
Haupt and Hommel, have rendered it clear that the language of
the Assyrian and Babylonian empires, as handed down to us in
this particular variety of cuneiform writing, was a member of
the North Semitic group, closely connected with PhOenician
and Hebrew, and only in a somewhat less degree with Aramaic.

As I shall not often refer hereafter to the Assyrian tongue, I
may take this opportunity of stating that, in regard to its vowels,
the Assyrian seems to have preserved more than the Hebrew of
that ancient simplicity which is so conspicuous in the Arabic.
It appears to possess only the three radical vowel sounds a, i, u, a
fact which need not surprise us, if we look to the written vocali
sation of the Arabic and to the analogy of Sanskrit in the Indo
European family'. In respect to its consonants, however, the
Assyrian approaches more nearly to the lower level of the
Phoenician and Hebrew, as contrasted with the higher level of
the Arabic. This is especially obvious in regard to the sibilants,

as "three," salaSti, r,P,ri, ~ j "manly," cikanl, .,~" j"J.
T TT

Some salient and distinctive features in its grammar we may
have occasion to notice from time to time j and I therefore only
remark in conclusion that this eastern branch of the North
Semitic languages has left no modern representative whatever.

Proceeding northward and westward, we meet with the great
.Aramean or central group of the North Semitic dialects.

The Bible has made you familiar with the name of Aram
(written C"1N, constr. C"1N, for which we should rather have,.-: --:

expected C"1N, agreeably to the analogy of -O~ -O~~ It
YT TT' _ •

. speaks of P~l'~ or "the Aram of Damascus," i'1~;y C~,

1 [See a1Jo L)'OA, Allyritm M",,"'" (Chkago, 1886) l DcUtDch, A,I7'". Cr. (Berlin,
11189)·]

• [But Haupt (A",,.,.. :ToN"'. 0/ Plli/"l. viii. (1887). p. 165 Iff.) and De1itDch
maintain the existence of ~ in Assyrian.]
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M~Pb tl~. etc.• all places situated in Syria. C'.,.,) C"'1N.
,. -:\ - •. • - -:1- - -:

"Aram of the two rivers," is usually supposed to mean Mtsopo~

tmnUz, but it is possible that the two rivers were not the Euphra
tes and Tigris, but the Euphrates and its chief affluent: the

. ChabOras or Khlibiir, which would limit the designation to the
western half of what is generally understood by Mesopotamia.
A part of this territory bore the name of tl~ f':1~, which we

may probably identify with the village of l.i~. called by the
. c~

Arab geographers 'o1i [Faddlin]. near Harran. Artfm seems,
~ .

therefore. not to be a geographical or political designation, but
the ancient name of the race, which they brought with them in
their wanderings from the banks of the lower Tigris, the district

known in the time of the Saslinians, and even later, as ~;l'~
[Beth Armaye], or "the home of the Arameans." Now the Jews,
as is well known, employed the word 'N~~ ('~;tt) in the sense

of" gentile," "heathen" j and under the influence of their usage,
it was retained by the Syrian translators of the New Testament
to express "E~~'1vE~,E(hlllcol, and similar words. But a term
which was used in the Bible to designate "heathens" could no
longer be borne by a Christian people. Hence the old name was

modified into ~'l' [Aramayfi] i but even this was gradually
discarded and replaced by another. the Greek designation of
Cl Syrians." This is merely an abbreviation of"Assyrians." At
first the Greeks called all the subjects of the Assyrian empire
'Auuvpun, or more usually by the shorter form Ivp,o' or Ivpo,"
Subsequently, as they became better acquainted' with these
regions, they used the fuller form 'Auuvp/o, 'to designate the
lands on the banks of the Tigris, whilst the shorter form IvplG
served as the name o( the western lands i and at last this term
was adopted by the Arameans themselves, who as Christians

1 • ...applied to themselves the term ;a.m [Suryliye]. See Noel-
deke in Hemus for 1871, p. 443. and in ZDMG. xxv. 113.

From its northern settlements the Aramean race gradually
extended itself over the whole of Syria, Palestine and Mesopo
tamia i and its language is consequently known to us in various
(orms, attaining their literary development at different periods.
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Firstly, there is the dialect of northern Mesopotamia, specifi
cally of the district around Orhiii (UrhOi) or Edessa, which we
commonly call Syriac. It is known to us as a literary language
from about the second century after Christ down to the thirteenth
or fourteenth. The best grammars of it for our purpose are those
of Noeldeke [Leipzig, 1880] and Duval [Paris, 1881].

Secondly, there are the dialects of Syria Proper and of Pales
tine, the region to the west of the Euphrates. These arc usually
spoken of by the absurd designation of Cllaldce, which would
properly mean something very different, as we have seen above.
Leaving out of account two words in the book of Genesis (ch.
xxxi. 47) and a verse in Jeremiah (ch. x. 11), the oldest literary
monuments of this branch of Aramaic are certain passages in
the book of Ezra (ch. iv. 8-vi. 18, vii. 12-26), going back to
the end of the sixth or the beginning of the fifth century D.C.,

which are, as Renan says, really specimens of the Aramaic of
the time of Darius Hystaspis, Xerxes, and Artaxerxes Longima
nus'. About the Aramaic portions of the book of Daniel there
is a doubt, for they are, according to the best foreign critics, of
much later date, having been written by a Palestinian Jew in the
time of Antiochus Epiphanes, about 166 or 165 H.C. This point,
however, is one which I am not called upon to settle, and I con
tent myself with merely indicating the doubt. Then follow the
Biblical Targums, On~elos, Junuthan, Pseudo-Jonathan, and the
Y~rushalmi. Now, do not for a moment suppose that the Jews
lost the use of Hebrew in the Babylonian captivity, and brought
back with them into Palestine this so-called Chaldce. The
Aramean dialect, which gradually got the upper hand since the
fourth or fifth century D.C., did not come that long journey
across the Syrian desert; it was tltere, on the spot; and it ended
by taking possession of the field, side by side with the kindred
dialect of the Samaritans, as exemplified in their Targum of the
Pentateuch, their festal services and hymns. For the grammati-

1 [See however Kuenen, OttMra«k, 'IDd 00. (Leiden, 1887) vol. i. p. 50'2 Sf.,
where lhe view is tAken thAt the Author oC Chroniclcs-EzrA·Nchemillh Dlade extmcts
Crom an Aramaic work: this wock may have been written in the Persian period, ADd
it CQDtained authentic history, but the documents it cites IU'e not literally authentic.
Upon this view the llUlguageoC the Aramaic portions oC &ra is not 10 old as Renan
IUpposes.]
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cal study of the' Biblical Aramaic I recommend to you the
grammar of S. D. Luzzatto, Elmtenti grammaticali del caMeo
biblico e del dialctto ta"nt~dico-babilolleu, which has been trans
lated into German by Kriiger (Rreslau 1873) and into English
by Goldammer, rabbi at Cincinnati (New York, 1816). The
works of Winer and Petermann may also be named. The for
mer hac; been done into English by Riggs and by Longfield.
Turpie's Manual (1879) may be found convenient; but Kautzsch's
Gratlltllatik des Bibliscn-aramiiisdun (Leipzig, 1884) is the best
in its particular field. The best Samaritan grammars are those
of Uhlemann (Leipzig, 1837), and Petermann (Berlin, 1873).
That of Nicholls may also be mentioned..

Subord inate dialects of this second clac;s are:-
(a) The Egyptian Aramaic, as exhibited, for example, in

the stele of Sa~~a.ra, now in the Berlin Museum l
; in the inscrip

tion preserved at Carpentras in France'; in the papyri B1acassiani,
formerly in the collection of the Duc de Blacas, now in the British
Museum·; and the papyrus of the Louvre edited by the Abbe
Barges·. The Berlin stele is dated in the fourth year of Xerxes,
n.c. 482. The other monuments specified, and a few more of the
same class, may perhaps be ascribed, as M. Clermont-Ganneau
maintains·, to the periods of Persian sway in Egypt, D.C. 521 to
405 and RC. 340 to 332 ; but it is possible that some of them at
any rate may be of later date, the work of Jews dwelling in
Egypt.

(b) The Nabathean dialect, or that of inscriptions found·
in l;Iauran, Petra, and the Sinaitic Peninsula, as well as at
Taima and MadaJn ~alil:t or al-l;Iijr in North Arabia. The
great inscription of Taima' is of the Persian period and
therefore some centuries anterior to the Christian era. The
inscriptions discovered by Doughty at MadaJn ~ali~, and just
published by the French Academy', date from n.e. 3 to

• [Figured and published in the Palaeographlcal Society's Orimlal &FUI, Plate
lxiii.]

• [/lNd. Plate lid•.]
• [/"id. Plates IlU., nvi.]
• [Paf17nu 1DfJ/D.artlmlm, Paris, 186'1.)
• [Nnmt A,TIIIDI-.fifJ"t 1878, 79, nul. 93 sf/fJ·, nxvll. 'lI SffJ.]
• [Pnblished hy Noldeke in Si/lunp". d. I. Pr. A~ntI. I" Bmi", lo.July, .88•. ]
, [!J«r,mnlls ',rpicmPlliqllfl, &c., .~ Pl\n!l, rRR.; now Inpel'llCfled for mOllt of the

inllCrlptions by Eullng'. Nn/JnI/iild,f Insrllriflm a,u Ambim, .0 Her'in, ,RR~.J

~L 2
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A.n. 79'. The Sinaitlc inscriptions are certainly not of earlier
date, whatever the Rev. Ch. Forster may have written to the
contrary·.

(c) The dialect of the inscriptions found at Tadmor or
Palmyra, a large collection of which has been published by the
Comte de VogUe in his work Syrie Cm/rale, l"scrip/ions SI",;
tif/lles, 4to, 'Paris, 1868-77, on which Nocldeke has based his
admirable article in the ZDMG., vol. xxiv., p. 85. They range
from 9 D.C. to the latter part of the third century of our era.
Since Dc Vogue's publication considerable additions have been
made. to our stock, notably one large bilingual inscription in
three columns, containing a tariff of taxes and imposts on
merchandise of various sorts·.

Cd) The dialect spoken by the Christians of Palestine, the
principal literary monument of which is a Lectionary, edited by
the Count Miniscalchi-Erizzo under the misleading title of
Evangeliar;um Hieroso/y,,,itatlllm [4to, Verona, 1861, 64J, since
there is nothing to connect it speci~lly with Jerusalem. The
remaining relics of this literature have been collected by Land
in the fourth volume of his An«dota Synam [4to, Lugd. Bat.
1875]. Th~y comprise portions of the Old and New Testaments,
hymns and fragments of theological writings. . The grammar of
this dialect has been written by Noeldeke in the ZDMG., vol.

. xxii. p. 443. The extant MSS. of the lectionary belong to about
the eleventh century, but as a spoken language this dialect was
probably extinct several centuries before that time.

The third and last subdivision of the Aramean branch com
prehends the dialects which occupied the Assyrian mountains
and the plains of al-·Ira~. Of the former, so far as ancient times

1 [These are the dates given by the French ac:ademicianl. The inscription which
they assign to D.e. 3 (Doughty 7=Euting 12) is really, according to Euting's more
perfect copy, of the fortieth year of l;Jirithat IV. =A.D. 31. Hut Euting 1 (which WlIS

not in Doughty's collection) dates from the first year of this king, 10 that the series
begins in D.e. 9. Again the inscription of the fourth year of Rob'cl (Euting '38=
Doughty 19), which the academicians plllCe ill A.I). 79, is lISSigncd by Euting with
more probability to A.D. 75. The date of king Rab'cl depends on the reading of the
inscription ofllmcr, published by Sachau in ZDMG. Dxvili. (188.) p. 535']

• [Euting has copies of dated SiDnltic IDlCrlptionl of the 3rd Christian cent.1
• [Puhlished by De Vogile! in ](lfIrnnl Asiali'l"', Ser. 8, t. i. iI. (1883). Sce also

ZDMG. xxxvii. 5th 1'1'1" and xiii. 37011/'1" where the literature is full)' cited.]
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are concerned, we know little or nothing. Of the latter, to which
-,,, -"

Arab writers apply the name Nabathean (~ or ~4J), the

older representative is the language of the Babylonian Talmud
(exclusive of certain portions, which are written in late Hebrew).
Its more modern representative, which has only died out as a
spoken language within the last few centuries, is the Mandaitic,
the dialect of the Mandeans or Gnostics (N"N'~), otherwise
called Sabian~ (i.e. "Washers," from their frequent ablutions and

... . .",. ... "...
wa!'lhing!l, C1~\.al" rad. N:1Y = V:1Y, or .n ..,;..-0.1,) and, though, ,
very absurdly, St John's Christians. A miserable remnant of
this race still lingers in Chuzistan [and near BalJra], where they
have been visited by Petermann and other recent travellers; but
even their priests seem now to understand but little of their
Aramaic dialect Our MSS. of their religious works are aU
modern, the oldest in Europe being of the sixteenth century.
The grammar of this dialect too has been written by the inde
fatigable Noeldeke, Mmzdiiisclte Grammatik, Halle, 1875.

All these Aramean dialects may be divided into two classes,
which are readily distinguishable by the form of the 3rd pers.
sing. masc. of the Imperfect In the western dialects-Biblical
Aramaic, the Targums, the Samaritan, the Egyptian Aramaic,
the Nabathean, the Palmyrene, and the Christian dialect of

Palestine~the prefix of this person is yod/z, S~7~; whereas in

the eastern dialects-at least in Syriac-it is mm, ~~. The
mmge of the Babyloni:lO Talmud and the Mandaitfc appears to
nuctuate between " and /, though "n". preponderates in the
latter. The form with / appears occasionally in Biblical Aramaic,
and very rarely in the Targums, but it is restricted to the verb

N!~ (N)~~ or ')n.~, l\'~~, l:~'~)'
Each of these two classes of Aramaic dialects has its modem

representative. Around the village of Ma'lula, among the hills
a short,distance N.N.E. of Damascus, Syriac is still spoken, more·
br the women and children than by the men of the locality.
The prefix of the 3rd pers. sing. mase. Imperf. isyOdlt, and this
dialect therefore represents the Western Aramaic. For instance:

2-2
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• 1 ....;bA:~ ..

In the mountains of Diyar-Bakr and Kurdistan, northwards of
Mo~ul, from Maridin and Midyad on the west as far as Urmiah or

.........
Uriimiah and Selmas (UN\..ol... ) on the> east, other Aramaic dialects
are still spoken by the Christian and Jewish populations, who, in
the eastern districts at least, have a hard struggle for existence
among the Mu1)ammadan Kurds. The eastern dialect-the
grammar of which has been written first by the American
Missionary Stoddard [Lonqon 1865], and afterwards more fully
and accurately by Noeldekel-is usually called Modern Syriac
or Neo-Syriac. This term is, however, erroneous, in so far"as the
said dialect, though a representative of the old Eastern Aramaic,
is not directly descended from the more ancient language which
we usually call Syriac. but from a lost sister tongue. Owing to
the state of its verbal inflection, we cannot say for certain that
the 3rd pers. sing. masc. Impcrf. was formed with 11 instead of y,
though this is highly probable, considering its relation to Syriac
on the one side and Mandaitic on the other j but several points
connect it more closely with the Mandaitic and the dialect of
the Talmud BablJ than with S)'riac. For example, the infin.",' ,Pa"el in old Syriac is 0 ~o\o, but in modern Syriac it is

lfc?~ (Nt'~':1,=,), l.c;6~ (Ni2'~), which stand (as the usage of

some subdialects shews) for NJ:"':1~. NRi~. and correspond

very closely to Talmudic forms like 'IJ;~~. '31~'~. ~;~~) and

Mandaitic forms like N'~'~:l. N'i'':)N'. N'~"NP. In one respect
there is a curious approximation to Hebrew, viz. in the existence
of participles Pu"al and Hor'al, of which old Syriac has no trace,
though we find the latter in Biblical Aramaic and perhaps in .

Palmyrene. When the modern Syrian says ~~ ~ lJit

1 [See Ferrellc in 7(111771. R. A,. .s«. n. {186J}, p. 43' If/'/ot Niihkke in ZI>MG.
xxi. 183'"" IIWU1 in 7f1unlal AI. Ser. 7. l. xii. (1878), p. 490 l'/f., and Duval, 16iJ.
t. xiii. (1879), p. 456'99. Fuller infol"llJ:llion is promised by Prym IInd Soon.]

I [Gr. "" "euSyril~"nI S/,rlKN aNi (Irntia·Sn ","I;1I KlIrdisl4", Leipz. I~']
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par/filt, "I will save," he uses a I'a"el participle active, with the
loss of the initial 1n, ~ 6it being a contraction of l ~ [it is- ,
required that], and ~..e standing for U1 .c~ [saving be,

I]. But when he says ~ A.eJ~ p,,;#t 11, "I have saved

thee," he employs a l'u"al participle, A.eJ~ being a contraction

of AJ) .c~~, so that the literal meaning is "thou hast been

saved by me." The original form .c~~ is of course identical

with the Hebrew ~~, Tl~~, eI;e~, and quite distinct from
\\ I.!.. _ .......

the old Syriac and Arabic passive participles ~. J.i,L..
These Neo-Syriac dialects have been largely illustrated of late
years by the publications of Sodn and I)rym, of Merx, and of
Duval'. '.

I pUt; on from the Central or Aramaic to the next great
division of the Semitic family, the Wester", the members of
which inhabited the narrow strip of land on the coast of the
Mediterranean Sea, from the mouth of the Orontes southwards.

Here we have two different, though kindred, layers of
population to deal with.

(I) The Catlaaltites, under which term we include the
Bene I;Ieth or Hittites, the Amorites, Jebusites, and some other
tribes frequently mentioned in Scripture in dose connexion with
onc another, and the l'hocnicians of the seacoast. The Philistines,
who occupied part of the south of Palestine and afterwards gave
their name to the whole country, I purposely exclude for the
present, as being a}"A.6cfw}"O&, of. a yet uncertain race, though
not improbably Semitic.

Just as the various Aramean tribes called themselves C~
'W' -:'

so these Canaanites called themselves by the common name of
X..ii, i.e. )')::1. Stephanus Byzantius says that X..a was an old

T:

name for Phocnicia; Sanchuniathon, [Philo Byblius, ap. Euseb. Pr.

I [Prym Ilnd Sacin. Dw ,UII-{unnt. Dinl«l a,s rflr 'AMin, Gatt. 1881; Socin,
Die ,wI·nrn",. Dialedt flt'II Urmin 6il Af"IIII, .0 TUb. 1882 (cr. NOIdeke In ZDAfC.
lluvI. 66g Sff.); DUVIlI, us aialNlel nt/1·aralllltns tit SnlnllUJI, Paris, 1883; Men,
Nell1?rlldlts 1.t'1t"• ..to, DrC!llnll, 1873; Gllilli in ZDAIC. uxvii. 293/99']
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Efl. i. 10 (Fr. Hist. Cr. iii. 569)] that it was the name of a god or
of a heroic ancestor. In the Old Testament it appears as a geo
graphical term, under the form t~~~ [which is taken to mean

"lowl.and'']. Whether this territorial sense was the original one,
may be doubted. Palestine, as a whole, is anything but a low,
flat country j and the supposed contrast with C"1M is out of the

T-:
question. It may be that the name was brought by thcse tribes,
as a national designation, from their original home in lower
Mesopotamia; or it may be that, as a national designation, it
has some other source as yet unknown to us.

Of the differcnt Canaanite races thc only one that attaincd
and maintained a great political importance was the Phomiciall.
From the district of Sidon and Tyre the Phoenicians gradually
spread, principally northwards, along the coast of Syria, occupying

such places as Berytos (Beirut), Byblos (S~~ [Gebal, Ezek. xxvii.

9], J.~;), Botrys (~J;' Batran), Tripolis, Simyra ("i.tf'UpA.
'~ [" the Zemarite," Gen. x. 18]), Arke ("Ap""l or 'TC£ "APICA,

'/?1~~ [Cl the Arkite," Gen. x. 17]), Sinnas (I"'Jlali', '~'~::t [,r the

Sinite," Gen: x. 17]), Aradus C1!~P [" the Arvadite," Gen. x.

181 o)~~) and Antaradus (V"'.,i,.:ct Tortosa), Laodicea, and
, ,.

Amathe (~~ [Hamath], iLo.>.), farther inland. With the

extension of their domains by colonisation we are not now
concerned. Suffice it to say that the I'hocnicians occupicd, in
whole or in part, many of the islands of the Mediterranean, such
as Cyprus, Rhodes, Crete, Malta, Sicily,. the Lipari isles,
Sardinia, and the Balearic group. They had settlements in
Egypt and throughout all northern Africa, where Carthage rose
to be the dreaded rival of Rome. They set foot in Gaul at
Massilia or Marseilles· j and a large portion of Southern Spain
was in their hands. From the port of Cadiz their ships sailed

I [The evidence for thc existence of a Phoenician colony at Marseilles before the
Pho<:aellJl settlement ill wholly nrchacological and hns broken down bit by bit. I.a.l
of all il hllS been &hewn, &i~ lhese lecturo:s were written, that the faDlolI. J'hocnician
&aeri6cial tablet is of Carthaginian stone and must have bc;en brought from Carthlll.'I: ;
how or when can only be matler of conjecture. Sill: Corpus Itmr. Se",. i. 217 S9'f']
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southwards along the coast of Africa and northwards towards

Uritain; whilst from Elath (~) and Ezion-geber on the Red
Sea they traded with S. Arabia and India, which they also
reached by way of the Persian Gulf. In short, go where you will
throughout the ancient world, you find the Phoenician ,ryo,
as keen and energetic a trader as his kinsman the modern Jew.

All the languages of this Canaanitic group, it would seem,
closely resembled what we call Hebrew i but the only one of
them with which we are well acquainted is tne Phoenician. It
has been preserved to us in numerous inscriptions from all parts
of the ancient world, varying in date from the seventh (or eighth)
cent. to the first cent. RC., or, if we include the Punic, to the
second or third cent. of our era. The grammar which you should
consult is that of Schroder [Dil' PhOnizisclle SjJradtt, Halle,
186<)], and you should also read Stade's treatise .. Erneute
I'rUfung des zwischen dem Phonicischen u. Hebraischen beste
henden Verwandtschaftsgrades," in MorgmlalldisCM Forsclttl1lg"l'fI,
Leipzig 1875 '.

Of the so-called Hittite empire, the chief seats of which were
at Kadesh on the Orontes and subsequently at Karkemlsh on
the Euphrates, I here say nothing; because it is doubtful
whether the K luta of the Egyptians and the K !taU; of the
A!lSyrians can really be identified with the m '):3 or 0'':1':1 of the

Hook of Genesis. Ramses 11., in the fill:eenth cent. B.C., waged
war with the Kheta and captured their city Kadesh; and the
Khatti were always a bar in the way of the Assyrian kings down
to the year 717 D.C., when Sargon succeeded in taking Karkcmish.
This northern kingdom may be meant in such passages as
I Kings x. 29, 2 Kings vii. 6, and 2 Sam. xxiv. 6; but scarcely
in Gen. x. 15, xv. 20, and xxiii., or Deut. vii. I, where we have
clearly to deal with a strictly Canaanitic tribe.

(2) The Canaanites were already long masters of the
land, when a body of strangers appeared among them. These
immigrants had originally started from Ur Kasdlrn, i.e. the city

.~ ..
called in the Assyrian inscriptions Urtl (now aI-Mug-air, ,;::-i-oJ')

, [A complete eollcclionof Phoenicmn inscriptions will form the first pllrt of the
Cwpal I"KrijJli."lIm &",ilictll'Um undertaken by the French Anlli. tIu ltUn'. The
firll yol. bu appeared, fol. Paris, 1881-87, with Iltlu of plates.]
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in Babylonia, and had gone northwards to J:Iarran in Meso
potamia. Here a split took place among them. The family of
Nal)or remained in Mesopotamia j that of Teral.t. under the
leadership of Abram, marched south-westwards into Canaan.
These strangers received the name of lJ'~!1Jl or lJ''11l!, most

probably because they came "\':1~" ~».~, from across the great

river Euphrates. This is what the LXX. intended when they

rendered the words '-U31i'1 C,:ltb (Gen. xiv. 13) by ,A{3pclp. 'Tb;
.: ·IY T: - : •

'lffpa"11 j and what Origen meant when he explained t E{3pa:io' by
7Tepa:wcoL Some of these strangers remained in the country,
and in the end permanently occupied different portions of it on
the East side of the Jordan and to the east and south of the
Dead Sea; viz. the Children of Ammon, of Moab, and of Edom.
Others of them, the Children of Ishmael, wandered away among
the adjacent Arab tribes to the E. and S. E., and ultimately
became inseparable and indistinguishable from them. Others
still, the Children of ]acob, after dwelling for some considerable
time in Palestine itself, moved southwards, and swelled the ranks
of the Semitic immigrants into Egypt. After a sojourn in that
country, which is variously estimated at from 215 to 430 years I,

the Children of ]acob fled or were expelled, and resumed a
nomade life in the Sinaitic peninsula under the leadership of
Moses. This event may be placed in the fifteenth or fourteenth
cent. D.C., for the calculations of different scholars vary. March
ing northwards they came once more to the borders of Palestine,
and passing by their kinsmen of Edom and Moab, they fell upon
the Amorites, who had succeeded in crushing Ammon and
seriously crippling Moab. The Amorites went down before the
fierce assault of Israel, for whom God fought (as the name
betokens), and the land to the north of the Arnon was the
reward of their prowess. From this vantage-ground they
entered upon a long struggle with the Canaanites, which, after
various vicissitudes, ended in the substantial triumph of the
Israelites and the conquest of large portions of the Canaanite
territory, in which they settled side by side with the conquered
race.

1 [See the commentaries OD Exocl. xii...0.]
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The language of the Hebrews is well known to us, its
literature extending over a period of many ages, from the date
of the earliest Biblical books down to the redaction of the
Mishnah. about the end of the second century after Christ, when
Hebrew had long ceased to be the language of ordinary life,
and was only written and spoken in the schools. But the same
cannot be said of the languages of Ammon, Moab and Edom,
of which, till within the last few years, we knew no more than
the Old Testament itself could teach us. However, in 1868,
the German missionary Kldn discovered a stone with a long
inscription at Diban (the ancient Dibon, ~:l'~) in the territory

of Moab. This passed. after it had been broken and mutilated,
into the hands of M. Clermont-Ganneau, then one of the officials
of the French Consulate at Jerusalem, and is now deposited
in the Louvre. This inscription belongs to the time of Mesha',
king of Moab, in the first quarter of the ninth century 11. c.,
and gives an account of his wars with the Israelites and his
domestic undertakings. The language is so similar to the
Hebrew of the Old Testament that Pror. Roediger simply
treated it as such in the last edition which he published of
Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar (the twenty-first, 1872)'.

If, then, the difference between the Phoenicians on the one
side, and the Hebrew and Moabite on the other, be so slight, how
is this to be explained? In one or other of two ways. We might
suppose, firstly, that the ancestors of the Hebrews, who wandered
from Ur KasdTm northwards in company with Arameans,
were, though of the same stock, yet of a different family from
these j and this circumstance might have led to their separation
from the Arnmeans, and to their seeking a home among more
closely allied peoples ill Canaan. Against this view, however, it
may be fairly urged that, in the Old Testament itself (Deut. xxvi.
5), Abram is spoken of as ';,tN 'r.;>j~ "a wandering," or "nomade,

Aramean "; and that Jacob's relatives in Paddan Aram are
always expressly called Arameans (Gen. xxv. 20, xxviii. 5, xxxi.
20, 24). I incline, therefore, to the second explanation, put
forward by Schroder and other scholars. which is. this: that

, [The latest edition of the" Moobite Stone" is that of Smend and Socin, Freiburg,
1886. In the SlIme year 11 fllCllimile of a portion or the inl5Cription with transliteration
I\lIdtmnsllltion WI\I published by the l'nlncogmphicnl Society (2nd Ser. pi. 0)']
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these nomade Aramcans. the tribes of Abram and Lot, having
settled among a Canaanite population of a much higher order
of civilisation. were soon constrained to disuse their mother
tongue, the Aramaic, and to adopt the kindred language of the
people among whom they had settled. To the advanced civili
sation of the Hittites and Phoenicians the monuments of Egypt
and the Old Testament itself bear ample testimony. We know
for certain. thanks to the labours of such Egyptologists as the
Vicomte de Roug~ and Mr Goodwin, that in the time of
Ramses 11., that is, in the fifteenth century D.C., the Kheta of
Kadesh were in possession of the art of writing and of a litera
ture. And as for the Phoenicians. when Solomon desired to
build his Temple to Jehovah, Hiram king of Tyre supplied the
materials and the artisans; when Solomon sought to trade
with South Arabia. it was again IIiram who manned the fteet
of ships at Ezion-geber. That a small and less civilised tribe,
such as the Hebrews in the time of Abram undoubtedly wer~.

should have soon adopted the language of the more numerous
and cultivated race among whom they took up their abode,
has in itself nothing surprising, and is a fact not altogether
unknown in history. In France and Spain, for example, the
conquering German race soon gave lip the use of its mother
tongue. which left but slight traces of the conquest upon the
language of the conquered. The Norsemen invaded and took
possession of a district in France, to which they gave their name;
but the Normans invaded England as a French-speaking people,
and were again in process of time merged among the English
whom they. conquered.

The last .great section of the Semitic languages is the
Soutltem or Arabian, which we may divide into three branches;
viz. the North Arabian or Arabic, commonI}' so called; the
South Arabian or I:Iimyaritic; and the Ge'ez or Ethiopic.

f. Arabic is. in its historical career and literary develop
ment, one of the latest of the Semitic languages to rise into
prominent notice. Though we read of wars between the Arabs
and the Assyrians, the Romans, and the Persians, who were
each acknowledged at different periods as liege lords of a con
siderable part of the Arabian Peninsula; yet it was not till the
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seventh century of our era that the nation acquired a really
historical importance. It was under MuJ,ammad and his suc
cessors that the Arabs, maddened by religious enthusiasm,
rushed forth from their deserts like a torrentj broke the By
zantine power on the banks of the Hieromax (Yarmiik)j crushed
the might of Persia on the day of al-~adisiyahj and adding
conquest to conquest, planted the standard· of their Prophet,
within a hundred years, upon the banks of the Indus in the
east and of the Tagus in the west.

The literary development of the race dates from the same
period. Before MuJ,ammad's time the northern Arabs had
only a literature of ballads, mostly handed down by oral
tradition. With the promulgation of the ~or'an a new era
commenced, and there are few, if any, nations of ancient and
medieval Europe which can boast of a literature like the Arabic,
especially in history, geography, philosophy, and other sciences,
to say nothing of poetry, and of the peculiar systems of theology
and law which depend upon the ~or'an and the Sunnah.

The Arabic language was thus peculiarly fortunate. Leading
n life of comparative seclusion-not ground, like the Arameans
~nd Canaanites, between the two grindstones of Assyria, Babylon,
or Persia, on the one side, and Egypt on the other j nor, like
the Phoenicians, thrown by commerce and colonisation into
close contact with a dozen foreign nations-the Arabs had
preserved, down to the sixth or seventh century of our era, far
more of the ancient form and fashion of Semitic speech than
any of their congeners. If not the Sanskrit, Arabic is at least
the Lithuanian among the Semitic tongues. At this particular
period too the dialect of the tribe of ~oraisht, which had already
acquired a certain supremacy over the rest, was fixed by the
~or'an as the future literary language of the whole nation.
Ilad it not been for this circumstance" we might have known
Arabic in the form of half a dozen languages, differing from
onc another almost as widely as the members of the Romance
group or the modern languages of northern India. But its
literature has in a great measure prevented this, and preserved
the unity of the language, so that the dialectic divergences

1 [The ~ornish, i.e. the brnnch oC Kiniinn seuled in.and nbout Mecca, were the
tribe oC the IlrOI,hct.)
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of what is called "vulgar Arabic N are by no means so great
as we might have expected after all the struggles and vicissi
tudes of the last twelve centuries. From the mouth of the
Tigris, throughout Mesopotamia, Syria and Palestine, Arabia
proper, Egypt, and North Africa, as far as Morocco, the lan
guage is essentially one and the same-Arabic, sunk by the
gradual decay of its inflection to the level at which we become
acquainted with Aramaic and Hebrew. In its purest form
it is probably to be heard among the Bedawin j in its most
corrupt in the island of Malta. The standard grammar of the
classical Arabic is that of Silvestre de Sacy (second edition,
2 vols. Paris, 18311). Smaller works in various languages are
numerous. For ~he modern dialects there is also an ample
choice. For the Egyptian dialect none can compete with
Spitta, Gra1ll1llatik des Arabischt'" V"lgiirdialec/es vou A!.gyptt:ll
(1880). For the Syrian a useful book is the GralJlIJltlire Arabt:
vulgaire of Caussin de Perceval (fourth edition, 18S8) j and for
the Algerian the E/lme/lts de la Latlglle AlglriCII/le of A. 1'.
llihan (185 I). The Maltese has been treated by Vassalli,
Gram",atua del/a /i1lgua Ala/use, second edition, 1827 j and
by Gesenius in his VersllCk iiber die Ma/tesisclte SpTae/u (Leipzig
1810).

2. The S'!uth Arabia" or lfimyaritu [also called Sabaean]
is one of the less known of the Semitic tongues. I use the term.....
l;Iimyaritic (;.:-0-, }:~, rOp:qp'iT€u) here, in its widest

... '"
sense, to denote the language, or rather group of languages, whose
territory extends along the south coast of Arabia, from the strait
of Bab-el-Mandeb on the west to the mouth of the Persian
Gulf on the east. There seems to be little doubt that the three
great provinces of ai-Yemen, I~adramaut (l'\~'ln, Gen. x. 26),
and Mahrah, spoke dialects of one tongue, and that these
dialects have their modern representatives in the EI}kili, also
called l;Iakili or I,<.arawi, and the Mehri.

The ancient l;Iimyaritic is chiefly known to us through in
scriptions, which have been found, in great numbers, especially

I [The grammar oC De Sacy is now difficult 10 procure, ami lh.: reader who dCllircs
to bring his knowledge down to dale must take with it the noles oC Fleischer, which
Corm the lint yolume of hi. Kki,,"~&Ariftnr, Leipzig, 1885' ~tudeot. will therefore
prefer the excellent grammAr DC tbe autbor of lheliC leclurcs, 2nd ,"od. London, 18H.]
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in the most accessible of the three provinces above named, that
of ai-Yemen. How far back they may go in point of time is
uncertain. According to Mordtmann and D. H. MUlier in their
Sn6iiisc!te Dnzkmiiler (4° Vienna, 1883), p. 86, the era of the three
dated inscriptions as yet known to us is, as guessed by Reinaud,
the Seleucian. These inscriptions belong therefore to A.D. 261,
328, and 357'. None of the l;Iimyaritic monuments are likely
to be later than the seventh century of our era. The grammar
of thel'e languages has not yet been formally compiled by any
onc orientalist, but we may soon expect a work on the subject
from the competent hand of Prof. D. H. MUller of Vienna.

3. Crossing over into Africa, we encounter the Ge'ez or
Ethiopic, the language of the Abyssinians, an ancient l;Iimyaritic
colony, as the word ~O'H: "migration" or "the emigrants," itself
shews. Its territory is the mountainous region S.W. of Nubia,
where its modern representatives still flourish. The most promi
oent of these are: on the north, the Tigrl, spoken in the Dahlak
i~lands, and on the mainland in $amhar and by the Habab,
Men~a, Rogos, and neighbouring tribes; in the centre, the Tigrinn
[or Tip-ni], which prevails in the districts of Dembeya, Hama
sen, Sarawe, Akala-guzai, and Agame, around the ancient capital
of Aksum, and in the region of Wal~ait; and in the south, the
A m!tnrinn or A m"nric, the language of Samen and the districts
around Gondar and the .Lake $ana or Tana, as far as Gojam.
Of these three languages, the Tigre most resembles the old
Gc'ez, whilst the Amharic has deviated furthest from it.

The oldest monuments of the Ethiopic literature are a few
inscriptions, belonging to the first five or six centuries of our era.
Ncxt to thcsc we must rank thc translation of thc Bible, executcd
probably at different times, during a space of severar" centuries
from the fourth ccntury onwards. The bulk of the literature
is, howcver, modern, and consists of translations from the Coptic,
and still more frcquently from the Arabic, which were produced

, [In his article" Yemen" in the /iru:ycltJ/flLditl B";lfI""ietJ, 9th ed. vol. uh'.
(,888), Prof. MUlier looks with some favour on the view put forward by I-IIl1~vy (~/.

SnIJ. p. 86). whn takes the inscription J;Ii,n Ghorlb, dated 640, to speak of the over·
throw of I>hn Nuwb, IInd 50 fixes on "5 R.e. III the epoch of the iflll)lletln ern. In
thllt cn.~ the jir~ dRted in!!Cril'lionl now known lire to be nscrihcd to A.n. '70.458,
..67. 5'5. Rnli 1I54 rCll(>CCtivcly. Cf. C.I.S., IV. i. 1" ,8.]
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in abundance from the thirteenth to the sixteenth centuries,
when the ancient Gc'ez had died out, but was still cultivated by
the priesthood, like Latin by the learned of Europe or Hebrew
in the Talmudic schools. T~le standard grammar of the ancient
Ge'ez is that of Dillmann [Leipzig, 1857] which has superseded
that of. Ludolfus or Leuthof, an admirable work in its day.
The Tigril\a dialect has been handled by Praetorius, Cra1ll11latil.:
der Tigril7a-Spraclle (Halle, (871) [and Schreiber, Mall. de la
m1lg-11e Tig-rai (Vien. 1887)1 For the Amharic I may name the
works of Isenberg (1842) and Massaja, Lecti01les gralllt1laticaks
(Paris, 1867); but the best book on the subject is that of Prae
torius, Die At1Iltarisclu Spraclu (1879). [See also Guidi, Cr. drt1l.
de/la /. A marina (Rome, I 88g)].

Having thus taken a rapid and necessarily imperfect survey
of the Semitic languages, it may be well for us to spend a few
minutes on an inquiry as to their connexion, real or imaginary,
with the great contiguous· families, more especially with the
Indo-European and the Egyptian.

This is a question of great difficulty, and not to be settled in
the crude and offhand manner of FUrst and Delitzsch on the
one hand or of van Raumer and Raabe on the other. The
temptation to identification is great, and too much weight has
been attributed by the scholars mentioned, and even by men
of higher reputation, to analogies that lie merely on the surface.
The Semitic languages, like the Indo-European, belong to the
inflective class; but this circumstance, as Whitney has remarked
(Langllage and lIu St,«Jy of LanK1«1ge, 3rd ed., p. 300), by no
means implies a genetic connexion or even descent from a com
mon stock. The resemblance between the two families is, on
the whole, not greater than we might reasonably expect to find
in languages produced by human beings of nearly the same
natural endowments under very similar circumstances of develop
ment. The probability of an ultimate connexion will of course
seem greatest to those who believe in a common birthplace of
the two races. If they both spread themselves abroad from a
point near thc Caspian Sea, or in Central Asia, original unity is
not impossible. But if the Indo-Europeans rootcd in Central
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Asia, or, as some recent scholars (such as Penka in his Origines
Ariacae [Teschen, 1883], and O. Schrader, in his Spracltv"Kld
clzlltW una Ur~schicltte [Jena, 1883]) have tried to prove, on the
shores of the Baltic, whilst the Semites were autochthones in
Central Arabia, the chances of original unity are reduced to a
vanishing point An ultimate relationship, if one exist at all,
will only be discovered when we have solved the great mystery
of the Semitic tongues, the triliterality of the roots. With a few
exceptions, the most important of which arc the pronouns, every
Semitic root, as historically known to us, is triliteral j it consists
of three letters, neither more nor less, and these three are
consonants. The vowels play only a secondary r~le. The
consonants give the meaning of the word; the vowels express

its modifications. The letters !ftl (Jij, ~P)' for example,
are the bones of a skeleton, which the vowels clothe wit~

flesh and endow with . life. These three consonants convey
the idea of .. kill." Add vowels, and you get such words as
'" , J ~,

~ !fatala .. he killed," ~ !flltila .. he was killed"; ~ !fatl

..
"the act of killing" or "of being killed "; Jij !itl" a killer,"

....
....

.. an enemy"; JJ\; /fifli!" killing." The use of prefixes, affixes,

and even of infixes, is common to both families of languages j

but the Indo-Europeans have nothing like this triconsonantal
rule with its varying vocalisation as a means' of grammatical
inflexion. The Indo-European roots are not thus restricted in
their nature j the radical vowels, although more liable to pho
netic change than the consonants, are as essential a part o( the
root as these latter. A root may consist of a single vowel j of a
vowel followed by one or more consonants j o( one or more
consonants followed by a vowel j of a vowel preceded and
followed by a single consonant j and so on. The Sanskrit roots
i "go," stluf "stand," ad Cl eat," vid "know," gralJlt ff seize," are
something wholly different in character (rom the Semitic roots
!frlJ "come near," '!ftl .. kill," pig- .. divide," which, as Bopp has
justly remarked (Vergl. Gr., 2 1e Ausg., I leT Rd, p. 196), are un
pronounceable, because, in giving them vowels, we make an
advance to a special grammatical form. And yet here, if any-
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where, will an' ultimate corinexion between these two families of
languages be discovered. It cannot escape the observation of
the student that a great many Semitic roots have two consonants
in common, whilst the third seems less essential, and is there
fore variable. For· example, ~t or IpJ are common to the

- - --
series, ~, ~, ~, ~, .i.i, bit ~. ~. Jb;. ~.

all of which convey the idea of" cutting" in some form or other.

PI or jI are found in L.U, ~. ~. -cU' .lli. t::li. ",ill,
rUt ~. all meaning "cleave" or "divide." If, ~ are the basis

of ppn, npn. ;"" of which the original signification is also

.. slit" or .. cut" PIf or flf are the essential constituents of.e' c.U, t.U, f!J' ~, meaning "blow," "puff." When

Semitic philology has advanced so far as to have discovered the
laws by which the original biliterals (assuming their separate
existence) were converted into triliterals j when we are able to
account for the position and to explain the function of" each
variable constituent of the triliteral roots j then, and not till then,
may we venture to think of comparing the primitive Indo
European and Semitic vocabularies. Meantime, to assert the
identity of such a word as iU::l .. he built" with PO'IO, or of "p::l

. yy y

" he burned up" with 7rVp, is little better than sheer folly. And
why 1 Because the comparison is not that of original forms, but
of an original form (or what is very nearly so) with a comparatively'

late development n)::l was originally fJltlu'lyt'l; POliO is a softening
. TT

of posno, as we learn from its perfect and supine, and includes a
suffix and a pronominal element. "S'::l originally sounded lJa'ara;

-T

'Il'Vp is stated to be a contraction of 7rvip, which probably stands
for an original •pavar, and comes from a radical pll, in Sanskrit
"to be bright," Cl to purify," pillS a derivative suffix. If such
comparisons as these could be upheld, they would prove that
Hebrcw and Arabic were not merely connectcd with, but actually
derived from Sanskrit or Greek or Latin. What has been
written on this subject by Ftirst and by the elder Delitzsch in
his :Jesunm (1838). is absolutely worthless j as are also the
lucubrations of van Raumer and Raabe. The best that can" be
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If to them" nlllOT, n6....

"to us .. n6.n·
If to you .. n~Ten, nHTen

said about it you will find in the younger Delitzsch's Stut/im
;ilJer Intl0K'"'"'anisclt-Semitisc!te W"r.elverwantltscltajt (Leipzig
1873) and in McCurdy's Aryo-Semitic Sptuk (1881).

As to the affinity of the Egyptian language with the Semitic
stock, that is also a question which is as yet nIb jlltlue. Benfey,
in his well-known work Ueber tItu Vtrltaltniss tier iiDptisd,m
Spracke slim semitiscltm Spracltstat1tm (Leipzig 1844), sought to
establish this affinity by various considerations, grammatical and
lexicographical; and the conclusion to which he came was, that
the Semites are only one branch of a great family, which includes
not only the Egyptians but also all the other languages of
Africa. His views have been combated by Pott, Renan, and
other scholars; and certainly in 'this unrestricted form they seem
to land liS in almost Tumnian absurdities. But with regard to
the ancient Egyptian and the Coptic, Egyptologists seem
gradually to be arriving at conclusions similar to those of
Benfey. De Rouge, Ebers, and above all Brugsch, in the
introduction to his Hieroglypltic DictiOttary, have declared their
belief in the descent of the Egyptian from the same stock ,as the
Semitic languages. An examination of the Coptic alone readily
suggests several considerations in support of this view. For
example, there is the marvellous similarity, almost amounting to
identity, of the personal pronouns, both separate and suffixed-a
class of words which languages of radically different families are
not apt to borrow from one another. .. I" in Coptic .is,
"noli., "n6.lI..

" Thou" nToR, nT6.11.
" He" n.oq, etc.
If She It n~c, etc.
If We" ~non, ~n6.n

"Ye" ft.blnn, ftTblTn, ;lT6.Tft
.. They" ;l~O"', nToOT, ;lT6....

The suffix pronouns I give as they appear. in connexion with
the preposition n6. If to."

.. to me" lUll, n6.J

.. to thee," m. n6.R

f. ne

"to him" nMl
"to her" n6.C

W.L. 3
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Again, there is the curious resemblance in the forms of some
of the simplest numerals i e.g.

I, mase. O'l'U, 0'1''', O'I'WT i fem. 0'1'1, O'l'el, O'I'WT

2, mase. cu...,., fem. cenTe, cuo-rt

7, masc. !B"!Bq, C"!BCli feme !B"!BClI, Uo!BCle
8, masc. pHII, pO'l'U j feme pHIU, PO'l'IU~.

In the verb, the formation of the present tense presents a
remarkable analogy to that of the Semitic'imperfect or, as some

still prefer to call it, future,-I m;an,the form ~it E.g.

sing. I. t. TW.M I am join- pI. I. Tel\. TWoM

i"K', adluri"K';
2. m. K. TW.M, X: TW.M 2. TeTen. TWoM

f. Te. TWoM

3. m. Cl' TWoM 3. ce. TW.M

f. C. TWoM

Analogies like these seem to favour the idea of a genetic
relationship between the Semitic languages and the Egyptian j

or at least of a closer affinity than can be said to subsist between
the Semitic and the Indo-European. To discover any connexion
between the two latter, we must endeavour to work our way
back to the very earliest stage of their history-to a period
before Semitic really was Semitic i we must try to disintegrate
the triliteral Semitic root; to extract from it the biliteral, which
alone can be compared with the Indo-European radical. And if
haply we succeed in this, it is apparently the utmost that we
can hope (or; their subsequent developments; the growth of
their grammatical systems, are wholly distinct and discordant.
But the connexion between the Semitic and the Egyptian
languages seems to be of a somewhat nearer kind. It is true
that we are met by the old difficulty with regard to the form of
the Egyptian roots, the majority of which are monosyllabic, and
certainly do not exhibit Semitic triliterality; but, on the other
hand, we have not a few structural affinities, which may perhaps
be thought sufficient to justify those linguists who hold that
Egyptian is a relic of the earliest age of Semitism, of Semitic
speech as it was before it passed into the peculiar form in which
we may be said to know it historically.



CHAPTER Ill.

SEMITIC WRITING.

AFTER these preliminary investigations and surveys, there
remains yet another subject on which it is desirable to say a few
words before we address ourselves to the special object of these
lectures, the comparative grammar of the Semitic languages.
That subject is-the origin and history of Semitic writing. My
account of this interesting topic must, however, be very brief and
sketchy; the more so as I hope to treat it more fully in a
subsequent course of lectures. Meantime I would refer those of
you who seek further details to the treatise of the Vicomte de
Rouge, M/moire stir I'origine IgyP/imne tie ralpltalJet pltlnicim,
1874; to the work of Lenormant, Essai stir la propagation tie
lalplurfJet plt/nidm dans lancien ",untle, of which the first part
appeared in 1872, and two more have since been added, though
the book must now unhappily remain unfinished; to the
Mllanges d'A rcltlologie orim/ale of the Cte de VogUe, 1868; and
to Mr lsaac Taylor's excellent book TIte A IpltafJd [London,
1883], especially vol. i.

All writing-Chinese, Assyrian, Egyptian-was originally
pictorial. The next stage was that of the ideogram. Each
picture received a fixed, often symbolic, value, and was' always
used in the same way. In Egyptian the figure of a tongue
meant" to speak"; two hands holding a shield and spear meant
Cl to fight"; and so on. The third step-a great onc-was to
make a particular sign stand in all ca'les for one and the same
syllabic sound; e.g., the figure of a mouth <::::> for ro, the
Egyptian for Cl ~outh"; the figure of a hand for tot; the figure
of an eye for 'ri. The last and greatest step was to divide the
syllable into its component parts or letters, and to represent

3-2
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each of these by a special figure. Here the ancient Egyptians
happily lighted upon what. has been called the .. acrophonic ..
principle; that is to say, they designated each letter by the picture
of an object, the name of which began with the sound which the
letter was to represent For example, the picture of a lio",
would mean the letter I, because the word labo, ~"'!OJ, begins
with that sound j the picture of an owl the letter 111, because the
word mulag, AlOT'A...'X, begins with that sound j the picture of a
moutll the letter "', because the word 1"0, po, begins with r.

To this st~e the Egyptians attained at a very early period i

but, like the inventors of the cuneiform charact~rs, they did not
avail themselves fully of their great discovery. On the contrary,
they mixed up the two principles, the ideographic and the
phonetic, in a manner that is extremely puzzling to the reader.
To an Egyptian the figure of a lioll might actually mean le a
lion" j or it might, as ~n ideogram, be a symbolic sign, meaning
le preeminence," "sovereignty" j or it might, as a mere letter,
designate the sound I. To an Assyrian a certain combination of
wedges might convey the idea of "the earth" j but phonetically
it might express the syllable Iti. Hence the mass of de
terminative signs of various kinds employed in writing by the
Egyptians, Assyrians and Chinese.

Of course, in process of time, the picture gradually faded
away. Details were neglected; a few bold strokes sufficed to
depict the object intended; and, in the end, the form of the
letter often bore little or no resemblance to the thi/lg from which
it was derived. The group of wedges, the hieratic or demotic
character, and the modern Chinese sign, arc, in most cases,
wholly unlike any object in heaven or earth.

The Egyptians, in addition to the stiff pictorial hieroglyphs,
had two sorts of more current or cursive characters. called the
hieratic and the demotic. The former, used (as the name
indicates) by the priests, was employed for sacred writings only;
the latter, used by the people. served for all ordinary secular
purposes. It was of the former that the inventors or adapters
of th~ Semitic alphabet appear to have availed themselves.
They used the forms which are found in papyri anterior to the
eighteenth dynasty, belonging, roughly speaking, to the period
between 2100 and 1500 D.C. De Rouge endeavours to show
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that out of the twenty-two Phoenician letters, fifteen are beyond
doubt directly derived from Egyptian models, whilst only one,
the 'ay;'" is clearly. of Semitic invention. It may be that the
"spoiling of the Egyptians" went so far; that the plundering
Semites appropriated not only the idea of a written alphabet,
but the very forms which the letters were to take. However,
I cannot profess myself entirely convinced, not even by Mr Isaac'
Taylor's argumentation. If they did so, the Semites both re
modelled and renamed their acquisitions. Out of the Egyptian
eagle or Vtlltm'e ~ they made the head and horns of an ox,

4, ~7~; the throne, "7.., became the head and neck of a camel,

1, 'b); the group of lotus plants growing out of the water,
~~

~, a set of Icelh, W, r~; and so on I.

Deecke's attempt to derive the forms of the Semitic alphabet
from the Assyrian, I must regard as an utter failure. You will
find his views stated in an article in the ZDMG., vol. xxxi. p. 102.

The remodelled Egyptian alphabet has been, in the hands of
the Phoenicians and other Semites, the parent of nearly all the
systems of writing used by the nations of Europe and Western
Asia. The Greeks received it from the Phoenicians, and having
again remodelled it, passed it on to the Etruscans, the Romans,
and the Copts, The sacred books of the Persialll are written
with an alphabet of Aramaic origin. The UTgiir Tatars [and
through them the Mongols] acknowledge a similar obligation.
And even the Sanskrit alphabet, with aU its Asiatic offshoots,
has been traced to a South Semitic source.

The oldest monument of Semitic writing as yet discovered,
with what we may caU a certain date, is the inscription of
Mcsha', V~~, king of Moab, which we may place about D.e. 890'.
Here we find already a carefully developed system of ortho
graphy and punctuation, which contrasts favourably with those
of Phoenician inscriptions of later date by several centuries.
Final vowels are expressed by the letters ~ (I), , (Ii) and n (0),

1 IInlc!vy, with whom NOIdeke inclines to agree, derives the Semitic alphabet
from the hieroglyph••

• [i.e. soon after the death of Ahab, which, according to the received chronology,
. took plru:e 1197 B.e. If, 1I9 ill concluded from the Assyrlan monument., Ahab wu

alive In 854 lLnd took part In the battle of ~rltlLr (Schrader, KnJi,ucA,.. unJ AT.
,nd ed. Gleaen, 1883, pp. r990 463) the stone of Mesha dates from about 850 D.e.]
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e.g.•~••~. *'l.. rin·~. rb j and the words are separated

by a single point, which is also found in a fcw of the younger
Phoenician inscriptions, and in Samaritan, and which we may
compare with the line I of the ijimyaritic, and the two dots of
the Ethiopic (:)1. Equally old, if not older, is the inscription on
the fragments of a bronze bowl discovered in Cyprus (Corpus
buc". Semi/t., i. pp. 22-26, and pt iv). To the same class of
alphabets as these inscriptions belong the various Phoenician
monuments and coins of Tyre and Sidon, G~bal, Cyprus, Athens,
Malta, Sicily, Sardinia, MarseiIles, Carthage and other parts of
N. Africa, and Spain. The oldest of these datc from the sixth
or fifth century D.C., whilst of the youngest or Neopunic many
are post-Christian. The difference between the earlier and later
monuments in the form of certain letters is very marked.
Observe these in particular:-

Moab Cyprus Sidon
) 1 /\,

£\ ~ '\, ::I: . + /\/

n ~ ~ ~
t:) ® A} (t)

:J- 1- 'l(

~ r ~ r
~ (, L ~
Z) ., ,., '+j
0 =t= f ~

P er f er
It,' w W \V

n X r t
The ancient Hebrew modification of the Semitic alphabet

is now known to us in a document to which an approximate
date can be assigned, viz. the Siloam inscription, of the seventh

I (Cc. the Cac5imile, P""-rra,"ufll .5«;'17. sod Serica, pi. xliii. (1886).]
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Israel,
a
~

l'
::::z::

et,
l

t1

century n.c.' As compared with the Mesha' alphabet, notable
varieties in the forms of single letters are:-

Moab Israel Moab

f
~
~

\::\
Old seals and other gems, dating, say, from the seventh to the
fourth century D.C., exhibit identical forms; and the same re
mark applies to two fragmentary inscriptions from the neigh
bourhood of }erusalem, discovered by M. Clermont-Ganneau
and now deposited in the British Museum. This alphabet is
still found, with slight modifications, upon the Maccabee and
other Jewish coins; and is known to us in its latest shape as
the Samaritan alphabet It began, however, to be disused by
the }ews even before the commencement of our era, and to be
supplanted by a modified form of the Palmyrene character, the
so-called square character, J,'::l,D:lM3 Some of the extant

.,. \: 'I' ••

inscriptions of this type belong to the century preceding our
era. For the first three or four centuries after Christ our
materials, though not abundant, are sufficiently ample for palaeo
graphical purposes.

The third of the Semitic alphabets is the Aramaic, our
knowledge of which commences with some Assyrian weights,
which go back as far as the seventh or e'ighth century before
our era. There are also extant some gems and seals of nearly
the same age. Among the inscriptions may be mentioned that
recently discovered by Prof. Euting at Taima, clearly belonging
to the Persian period, say from the sixth to the fourth cen
tury D.C. A sure mark of antiquity in this, as well as in the
Phoenician alphabet, is the undulating or wavy form of the
letters ", and sll, as contrasted with the later forms, which
exhibit a cross-line. In the inscription of Mesha', as well as in
the Assyrian weights, we find ~..., Uf and W, which become at a
later. time '# ~ and 1.1/ lV. The letter 0 too in the Moabite

, [Cf. the fllCSimlle In the OrimlttJ Sni~1 of the PalneogmphlCllI Society. Plate
Ixuvil. (1882). 11 The Inscription ...may be ascribed to the reign of Ileuklah towards
the ymf 7oon.c.": cf. 2 KinCl' n. 20; 2 Chron. xni!. 30.}
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stele and the oldest Aramean seals ha~ the forms 4: ,'. whereas
later on it appears as l ~ ~ ~ and the like. A peculiarity of
the Aramean alphabet is that some of the letters have open
heads, and thus contrast markedly with the closed heads of
the Phoenician type. These are :-

Phoen. Aram.

~ ~ !:I,
~A 4l.l

Y 0 u,
l\ L.j

To this class belong the Egyptian-Aramaic alphabet, the Na
bathean (including the Sinaitic inscriptions), arid the Syriac
Es~rang~lii with all its more modern developments, comprising
the Mandaitic on the. one hand and the Kiific and Naskhi
Arabic on the other. The character of the Palmyrene' inscrip
tions is very interesting, as coming nearest to the Jewish square
character.

The alphabet used by the southern Semites, though ulti
mately sprung from the same stock as the l'hocnician and
Aramean alphabets, must have been separated from them at
a very remote time, and have run its course under peculiar
influences. The oldest inscriptions which we possess, whether
from North or South Arabia, whether Thamiidite (a~-$ala)' or
Himyai-itic or Ethiopic, are written, like all other Semitic
writings, from right to left Others, probably of later date, are
written, to use a Greek word, {JolJarporp'18oll, " as the ox turns in
ploughing," that is, like some Greek inscriptions, alternately
from right to left and left to right, Finally the latter course

I [The inscriptions oC A!·~aCi in the volClU1ic region S. E. oC DamllSCus were lin;t
oblervcd by Graham in 1B57' Ten ,,'ere publilihed by Welz&lein (/Mse!Jerid/. Bc:rL
1860) more by De Vogiie! in his SpU Central.., burr. SI",. (olD Paris, ,868--77); d.
Halc!vY'1 papers in 7. AI. 1877. B,. B,. Other inscriptions in the SlIme character
have: been copied by Doughty and Euting in vanous parts or northern Ambia, especi·
ally in the region auociatccl wilh the name oC the ancient racc oC Thamiid (OA,""""I'GI);
hence the name Tbamudilic. Euting'l ioscriptioDl have been ,Icclphered by D. 11.
Miiller (Dm..tlc4r. of the Vieona AClId. ,B89). Twenty·six chanu:terll have been

determined, and a twenty-seventh prooobly corresponds to the Ambic,.1: "A Ilgn

Cor ~ prooobl)' exLitc:d but does 1I0t occur in known lnscriptioDll. "J
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prevailed, and the Ethiopian, like the Greek, wrote from left to
right, even as we do at the present day.

The Semitic alphabet, as framed by the Semites upon an
Egyptian model, consisted of twenty-two letters, all consonants,
which were faithfully retained by the Arameans. The Hebrews
long subsequently added onc to this number, by distinguishing
W into ti sk and t' s. The Arabs, who tried to distinguish the
finer shades of sounds in writing, required no less than six
additional letters; viz. ~ .3 and .J,;, as lisping modifications

of c.:.J "" and j,; uD as a modification of l.P; and i:. and t as

harder forms of t:. and t: The order of the Syriac alphabet
was retained by them in the numerical values of the let~ers,

(t:~ ~'~) vd- ~~~ ),. ~~\; but the ordinary

sequence of the letters was very much altered, chiefly for the
sake of bringing similar sounds or similar figures into juxta
position,' e.g. y c.:.J ~, ti: t:. i:.' etc. The Ethiopic alphabet

has two letters fewer than the Arabic, or twenty-six in all, owing
to the addition of i i:. and evG. which it has in common with

the Arabic, and of two ps, the one of native origin Pt ft#!, the

other borrowed from the Greek, T pa, perhaps originally psa.
The sequence of the letters differs both from the Hebrew and

Arabic: .U" rh ~Wl. ,., et» n... i. i 1\ n<D 0 HP J? 1 mPt Reti. T.
From what I have just said you will see that I do· not

regard the ancient Semitic alphabets as a<Jequately representing
all the sounds of the Semitic languages. My belief is. that the
finer shades of utterance were disregarded, and that one sign
was in several cases used to represent two 'cognate sounds.
I believe that the lisped dentals of the Arabic, ~ J 1;; and the
letter vG (as distinguished from l.P)" represent sounds of the
prote-semitic tongue. I also think that the stronger gutturals

i:. and ~, as distinguished from t:. and t, belonged to that

speech; and that it proba.bly had three sibilants (besi~es) JI and

l.P i), viz. sll (~), s (t'), and J =0, of which last sound I do not
know the peculiar original nuance. De Lagarde l and others
think that it was originally is or hll, which was gradually
softened into sll and then into s.

I [Lngardc:. SYIIIIII;(/(J (Goeltingen••877). p.• ra 19·]
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TilE LETTERS OF TilE SEMITIC ALI'IIABET AND TilE

CHANGES THEY UNDERGO.

WE will now proceed to examine the letters of this alphabet
in detail, and to ascertain, so far as is possible within our pn:scnt
narrow limits, what changes they undergo in the different Semitic
languages, more especially in Arabic, Syriac, and Hebrew j so
that we may be enabled to compare the words of these lan
guages with one another, not by haphazard,. but according to
certain fixed rules. For this purpose it will be best to arrange
the letters in groups, according to the vocal organs with which
they are pronounced.

I. We commence then with the gutturals, 'which' are in
Syriac and Hebrew four in number, M. rt, n. and y. In Arabic
and Ethiopic n has two representatives, th c. and i i: j whilst

in Arabic Vhas two representatives. t. and f: Most scholars

regard the sounds of t and t. as a later development in Arabic

and Ethiopic; but with this view I am not disposed to agree.
I believe. on the contrary. that these differences of sound existed
from the earliest times, but' that the inventors of the Semitic
alphabet were not careful to distinguish in writing what seemed
to them to be merely different shades of the same sound. That

the Hebrew possessed the sound of t. seems certain from the

fact that the LXX. expresses y by ry (i.e. gk) in several proper... -'"' .names; e.g. rI!3l, rata, ~ j ",.If.J~. rO~ppaj ",VY. Zoryopa

and I'1'Y~p,;j. Further. Xo8o'A.Mtyu~p=~n~. corres-
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ponding with an Elamitic Ktidur-Laramar (a name formed
like Kud"r-MalJnr and K"dur-na!Jundi or Kudur-nan!Jund.) j

and rcd8c:i8 for "'V, Genesis iv. 18, where the Massoretic
text has (probably incorrectly) '1'V. On the contrary, t
is indicated in Greek merely by the spiritus asper, and even

. more frequently the spiritus Ie"u, with a vowel j or in the
middle and at the end of a word by a vowel alone j as rHM,

'?~; 'EfJpaio<;, '":'tP.; 'Ap.a"A-~It, i"t~~; IvperSl1, ~V~; cl>apam,

~; re"A-fJow, ll!7~. It is not so easy to prove the exist

ence of i:. as distinct from r. in Hebrew, because the Greeks
had no precise equivalent for either sound, and expressed them
by It, X and the soft breathing indifferently. Thus the name.. . .....
of the river ";~r;t is in one place XafJo,pa<;, ..Jy'\;d\, and in

....
another 'AfJmpa<; ['AfJoppa<;, etc.] j l'!t,. ~'.t--, becomes Xappciv

..
and Kdpptu j ~~ is transliterated by wdtT')(.a and t/JatT'It, ~\.

However, the comparison of the cognate languages, particularly
Arabic and Assyrian, makes it exceedingly probable that the

distinction of r. and i:. once existed in Hebrew and Aramaic.

Compare S~r;t bind, J;:., with S;1r;t act wickedly, Jf be cor-

rupted, "tlSOll1uJ, mad; ,~~ dir,;u.., with ,~ be asluzmed,
8

bask/ul, }~; S~r:t pro/mIC, desecrate, J:, ~, jL:., with S~"
... .......

bore, WOtlnd, ~ 1.

I. Of these gutturals N is the weakest, indicating nothihg
more than that very slight, almost imperceptible, movement of
the vocal organ~, which the Greeks represent in writing, though
only at the beginning of a word, by the spiritus lmu. The
Arabs have a special sign for it, viz. the hamza, s, which they

1 [For the evidence to 11 similar effect from the Assyrilln see p. So, infra; also
Delitlleh, PrrmC"IIIntIJ ftMS ru_'ulJriiisd.-ttram. Wirtn1Ju,Iu..,m "To (LeIp&. 1886)
p. 173 sq·l .
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write either with or without \, according to circumstances:
t t
\\ I, t" ~ 't. This sig~ is nothing but the letter t. written small,
•to show that the a/if is to be pronounced somewhat like an t!

which is also indicated by the name NnnJ1a, i.e. "compression,"
viz. of the upper part of the windpipe. In this way the Arabs..
readily distinguish the consonant \ from the long vowel , a, of
which more hereafter. The only thing resembling the lumll:a in
the Hebrew system of punctuation is the single point which
appears in our Bibles in a very few CilSCS, and is treated of in

our Grammars under the head of Mappi/;; e.g. 1e':1" Gen. xliii.
• y-

26, Ezra viii. 18; ~':lA Lev. xxiii. 17; ~, N~ Job xxxiii. 21 ;
. • y \

but in some MSS., e.g. the codex Reuchlin. it is quite common...
N \, as a consonant, may be found in Arabic and Hebrew

at the beginning or the end of a syllable, and that either at
•• t.' _, ,"I ... s ....... '

the beginning, middle or end of a word: uJ\. ~\; JL..,.t.lL-;
.... ..

"'" c.. ", to... , ......... S J, 5 '" $ .. ~

5 ~. ~. ,n. I ,,' J C . H b"J""" ...;-' 'r!' ~~, V"'~, ~~' ,.... ompare 10 e rew,
. ..

L L ~ ,,.,
~, '~, r9N; 7~~, i1?tt~~, iTttT; and with uJ~ such

cases as :l~~ Prov. xv. 9 (where others read ),"~I~); ~:1

Gen. xlvi. 29; ~" Hosea xiii. I; ctlAA Hosea xiv. I;

i1'S~ Jerem. ii.- 3:1~~At the beginning-of Ya syllabic in the
... : .. :-

'middle of a word, if the preceding consonant have no vowel,
~

, is apt to be elided in Arabic, and its vowel transferred to the
. .,"".... "

preceding consonant; e.g. ~l" lIIa/'aR- becomes c.l1c mali'k;
t.... .t ..,. ~~

.s~ (~7~) becomes .sft.; JW becomes JW. Compare

in Hebrew "iJtt7~, but i1?N7l? for i1?tt7~; '~111? for

'J:'tt11?; ~Nt)t' for ~~, and that for ~~, jW. This
.,r ",

is still more common in Aramaic; e.g. ~lho for ~lho, and
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with entire disappearance of the N, lhcm for U~.-At t~e

s
end of a syllable in the middle of a word , is very apt to pass
into a vowel-letter, and to be brought into conformity with..s., ,
the preceding vowel. Thus V'~ ra's"· becomes V'~ rifs;

5 '" ."'......

~..; dl,.~",,· becomes' ~..; dlttlJ i J;'" sllI- becomes JJ'" SIU... ...
!J c.. ."... .

The usual spelling ~..;, Jj-, is a compromise in writing
... .. ..

• S. 5 ....

between the ancient and the modern forms (,":-,1";, JL. : ~..;,
... ...

~

J,...). Hebrew, Syriac, and Assyrian, took nearly the same
course. An original r:;N., first became r:;N., rlish in Hebrew,

• - T

as in the actual plural C~e'N" and then ~N" rosk. We should. T'
have expected this form to be written tIi." but here the spelling
has lagged behind the pronunciation, and the N remains as a..

S'"
vestige of the original form. So also l.;)l;, t/Itd"-,, "sheep,"

Hebrew originally l~~, then IN¥, and finally 1Nl Ion. The

corresponding Aramaic forms are ~'1, ...&.II!, for rdN~, and Ill,. .
~, for t/luJn. In Assyrian I find cited such forms as rlsltu or
rlshll, lintl or flnll.-rnitial N is often dropped at the beginning
of words, when pronounced with a short vowel; e.g. ~)~~ for...
n~~; 't', ,....., for ,.....1 (Heb. -,r;t~, ,,,~); ...a.J1 for ~~. , , ,. .,
(Assyr. "Ish,,); lJ~l- "Ij~; 1~ =n'~; 1~ =n~~, but

"' .. " , ~ .,
plur. llCL.J1; ~1kinsman, from ~1, Mtt. Similarly in vul-

". " "1,,. ",'1 , !J ,,1
gar Arabic, ~ for .k;..1, JS' for JS", ~ for ~I. Per contra,
an initial N with its vowel may be merely prosthetic, to lighten
the pronunciation of an unpleasant combination of consonants,

especially in foreign words; e.g. 3l'''It$ for ~~, ~i" ~"I;

'~b~ for ~~b~ (Eth. ~,,~: ti",ifll'm, ~ll); ~~, teXlp4;
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..£t ~; L~lt tT'lrD,.,yo'ti ~1, trX~JUli ~I,
t T- ,,---=--· . .. ·

~ ....
D'TO~~; J}:w\, D'TcS~i.-At the end of a word this weak guttural

is exceedingly apt to disappear altogether, particularly after
.. '

a diphthong or a long vowel. Hence~"... .sail'" is vulgarly pro-

noun~ed sau ;.:, Heb. "~; ~~ slun~"" is vulgarly pronounced.. , .

~sluz;: compare In Heb. ":~, ,~, constr. M'}, '~; MtfIJ, with

suff.~. In some of these cases, assimilation of the" to
: Y,

the previous sound formed the intermediate stage. For example,
s

':~ nahl'- became first ~ nalJiyun l
, .and then ndlJi, ~.

Hence, whilst the Hebrew holds fast "':1) (though with silent M),
• T

pI. O't:t';t~, the Aramaic emphatic is ":~~, ~, with double

y, (or Ntt'~~, 1~. When preceded by a short vowel, the

consonanttilij is usually vocalised after the loss of its own
1 , t, Lt" , I"

proper vowel i e.g. ~ ~; ~ "79; 1.., )ho; I)., ~~,

l.:o.-In Aramaic indeed" rarely appears as a substantial
consonant, and in all possible cases throws back its vowel on
a preceding letter, which is either vowelle!>s or has a very short

, ~. _ ' '':'la L.o ,1,
vowel; as n~ for 1PD, ~p, ll;; \\~ for \\..-, ~Fi, JL.i

~~i for -~l; 'b11.1 (or 'b11.1. In the middle of a word. .. ...
it may preserve its consonant power, especially when originally

\\1~ 1'.!. 'k~~doubled, as ... ; but at the end of a word forms like ~, ~,

are very rare. • In some cases assimilation takes place, especially

in the Ettaral of the verb, as ~;"":t1.1 for ~~11.1, ·0· <"'1.. .. .
, •• ..... .... pp- ......... .,.

for ~11.1. Similarly ~21J, ~~; .."U], ~~; ~i2.J

(from ..u.Jl).
. I [AppareutJy a loanwoni (ram tile Hebrew, through the Aramaic, in whleb the

:A_ was already laM: Noldeke, Gn~A. tUs QK6"s, p. I; Guidl, SMII, p. 36;
Frinkel. Fr""tiwrIf•• p. 232.] ..
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Mis prone to interchange with M, particularly at the begin
ning of a word. Arabic and Aramaic have frequently M. where

t •
Hebrew has M; e.g. \ '" n; ~]. 1,;)' = pj, M?":,; ([but conversely]

, ,1'· • ,,~I

Try for ~'~); c.lJ\ - 'q~' (where Syriac also ~); J.Ai\,

~l = S~'r1; -~, Il, in passives and reflexives = -M;:1·
•

In Arabic, especially in the vulgar dialects, , may interchange
,,,,. , ,.... ., --- e,,'J

with J' as ~'J for ~', ~'J for ~" wid" for ~" ftli/f for. .. ..
Lo .... ..,

c...il', IJ"'\J.J for IJ"" '.J; tarwls. .. introductory formula," for
•

e,...,oo e."" t,
~j, and the verb IJ"'J.J for IJ"'~' Very rarely does it inter-.. .

I A.~,

change with , )I, as in yast,. for ;+-0\' ma!ytJ" for 1,;)1. •. Parallels

to this latter permutation in S:riac are~ = tlSM .. ! ~ •
I • "--1" or ' c...JU t..

2. M does not require much remark after what has just
been said of its interchange with M.-Occasionally it inter
changes even in the ancient languages with M. as ""13 boW dow",

-y

f"~ l'r:t~ (with M) \.~ Also with 1; e.g. 'U and .".,) De

brigltt, s!liHe, 'mm; ~:l and ~. IJe aslta",~d; T1' and ~ad,

nm; "1\-, and ;.;; [perhaps also] l1:l and JM.:l, whence lvi and
•

~01:).-On a substitution of M for a primitive initial ~, I shall
s

~'ly something when we come to that letter.

3. Hebrew and Syriac M we ought properly to distinguish,
according to the Arabic and Assyrian. into t: and i:.; as ~':'

, ,,'" .. , ,
CIIt, plouglt, 4w, ~r; ~1" De deaf a"d du",o. -~, IJ"';"

,
~In the Aramean dialects there is a strong inclination to
weaken its sound to that of M. Only the modern Syriac of
Uriimiah exhibits the contrary tendency, and uses the rougher. .
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sound of t in all cases, going so far ind.eed as to harden "",0'';

into ~i rak"iI.

In old Arabic t: interchanged dialectically with t.' and i:. with
• ' .'" ""."". c......... ,t; ,e.g. Loi- and ~; ~ and ru;~ protector, g'llard, and

.J!~. In the modem Arabic of Egypt, the substitution of t:. for t.
seems to be common, when the l is immediately followed by

. '" ..... , ". '" ,.
another fconsonant; as semilJ/ == ~, ma!Jsare == ~,

I
miibi':u'" = ~...;. ~\ t... Hence \Ve may be justified in com-

paring, for example, :l~ IJe "ungry, ~,J desire, eO'lltt, with ~n:

IJe "",,gry; p~, dip, dye, ~, with R.fli: ;~ ;19;lre, oppress,
..... , . .

il/ use,~ lJe firm, strong, brave, with OQ';)ij: oppress, an inter-
,

mediate link being r~, ~, oppressor.

Occasionally too n corresponds to k-sounds; e.g. ,ti~ bribe,
.... "'... -, ,

l,.we.-, ~; ~ seare", ~~~; ..,~: N. sllort, "~i?; ..,.eel:
"" ", ""

and t.e~: row, ·W~ (as well as w~, w~, w~).

4- Hebrew and Syriac p ordinarily represents Arabic t.and
" se...... "'" L:.... ~t; as l1, ~, ~; ~~. ~, ~; but 7Y, J.i;

L ., s ... s "' ...
O?V yout", 1'0. \'" r~; :11V evening, ",:".1; C':;1~~ willows,. , .-" -.... '"
l~~, y'; [PopultlS Eupltratica]; :l')t ravt1l, 16;~, y\~.

-Possible relations with n(t:.c) I have already indicated.-It

is sometimes weakened into N, as in~ abllorri"g (Amos

vi. 8), compared with the ordinary form j~~; and even passed

over entirely, as in '~pryt"ee, for '~~, S~r. ~; S~ for

Sy.~. This tendency gains ground to' an enormous extent in

the Aramean dialects, where we find such forms as~ for..
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N~, and in the Punic or later Phoenician of Africa, where

we find .,~ for .,t'~ wood, as ,,~ ~ (inscr. of Tugga),

confirmed by S. Augustine on Ps. cxxiii.-Of the Aramaic
substitution of 31 for Arabic,.p, Hebrew r, I shall speak here
after.

It would appear from this short survey of the gutturals, that
they were exceedingly apt in the younger Semitic dialects to
be confused with one another, and to disappear altogether.
In Ethiopic MSS. there is usually no distinction observed between
U, th, or, , on the one side and 1\, 0, on the other; modern Amharic
pronounces them all as 1\ at the beginning of a word, and slurs
them over in the middle or at the end. Similar is the case of
the Samaritan. In modern Syriac 0'1 is very feeble, and \\
scarcely heard at all; and in Mandaitic there is absolutely no dis
tinction between N, 31, on the one hand and i'1, t1, on the other.
The Talmud too writes N for p and i1 for t1 in not a few words;

e.g. .~ (with following dog-MSh) for ~p; N~~ (not N~~) wood,

for N?P, ~, ~~; Sm for STY, J) spin j NR~~ =~ neck;

N?~ 'wiDow, C'~1P., ~;; N?~~ sieve, JL;~, J~~ (cri/m"",. .. . ,
••.. L . 1'"

cr;!JeD,I'I' I); '11Q O1le anotlu,., ll~; ~?!lM~ sieve, l~.~,
~ ... ~

JSU... It is related that the Babylonian rabbi l;Iaiya was held
guilty of blasphemy for pronouncing, in Isaiah viii. 17, 'n'3t.,
with i'1 instead of 'n'3t1 with " (,'JIa "J:\~i'1 i'1",,'S 'n,in,

.. .. .. T'Y" • - - .......

:l~~n'~)I. In Assyrian there is obviou~ly no difference i~

sound between N i'1 and 31, nor any way of distinguishing them
from one another in writing; e.g. ifu, "god," ish'alri, .. they
asked," mrqa'u, "exit"; la'a!Ju, "Rame," h~omtu, re sea," doni,
"eternity," "an/, "river" j '18811, "strong," 8inl or 81nl, "seed,"
isllmi, "he heard," ,.i,ml, "thunder." Neither ha~ t any distinct

sound or representative, as u8altl, "gazelle," tiri!Ju, re raven."

I [Lngnnle, Ant/milellt SI/I({itn. p. 65, No. 976 i but sce Il1so Friinkel. Art/",.
Frnnthuw. im AmI. (Leiden .886). p. 91.]

I [rB. Afee. '4 h.]

W. J.. 4
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Mc. has likewise sunk to the same level, e.g. rlJimtl, "loving,N
rimu, "grace," i",lru or i""ru, "ass," ajJli, "I opened," r~,

"distant, remote." But" i:. has preserved its sound and is
represented by a special sign i e.g. kMtu, " sin," klta",illi, .. five,"
ak"u, "brother," a",~, "I destroyed," .. defeated," ark"",
.. month." In this case the comparison of the Assyrian may
be important for Hebrew lexicography, as shewing us the dis
tinction between Mc. and Mi:. in this language. E.g., as Friedrich
Delitzsch has pointed out in his little book TIle Hebrew La,,·
guage viewed ill llle Light of Assyriall Research [London 1883],

,.",.
~ ~' to 0je11, Assyr. ipll, .. he opened," is quite different

from tAA. carving, engraving, Assyr. iplakll, "he carved." So
L to,.

too M'Y~J c.l..J sailor, is in Assyr. ma/4k~ or mal/4k"u (with i:.),

and has nothing to do with ~' r1t9 .. salt," It is said to be

a word borrowed from the Accadian.

11. Advancing from the gutturals, we next encounter, in
the order of the organs of speech, the so-called palatals, .2, ~, p.
These interchange freely with one another in the different dia
lects. E.g., in Hebrew itself the radicals p.2 and p~; ~O and

" , , ,
~, also Syriac ~. and ~; further 'r:t~ and ~;

Mi!, ~ and ~; '12~ almond tree, N1~, l~; ~p

trutlr, lA..~ J but Ma~d. U-aaE>; ~~ an,,", ~; f":I1
, ,

and~. In Mandaitic the interchange of pwith .2 is very

frequent, under the influence of a neighbouring ~ or ~ j as

Nt:)tN) [gaif4] =~ su"'mer, ~nd so in the radicals ~), Jt:).2,
t:»)S, for ~p, Jt:)p, t:>p~; ~~) "reak off (a "ra1ICh) = C\~p (comp.

n~~p in Joel L7 : M~i?? t~~~t~~ ~). More rarely
,,,,,,,. r ,

does ) exchange with t i e.g. t::U' P~), \\.QJ and ~; M~,
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~~, and ~.; 6e a"gry;~ and (.\;, f*t&ry; ..J;';' and,
, ""
w~ (dial.), row'.

I.· ) is hard in Hebrew, Aramaic, Assyrian, an~ Ethioplc,
like our ,. in KO, give, ret; in Arabic its sound varies, for the
Syrians pronounce it soft, like,. in gem, whereas in Egypt and

"" ..
parts of Arabia the hard sound is retained, ~, ~J' The

Hebrew and Aramean, however, modified its sound, when im
me<tiately preceded by a vowel (however slight), Into one much
resembling that of the Greek ,., between two strong vowels,
as ';"'J~, or the Arabic t. Indeed, when writing Arabic with

Hebrew letters, the Jews generally use j to represent t Modern

Syriac gives unaspirated '""\\the sound of dy or j in a few roots,

such as~dyiin;tI or jii"'tI(~ Cl steal, carry off";~
dyiJ",1a or ju",1a, Cl camel" In a very few cases the Arabic
soft K has been still further softened into sll i e.g., in Egypt the.. ,
word wirlull, cc face," apparently = ~J' Similarly the old

grammarian al-G'awallt<t mentions~ as a faulty pronunciation..
• "c" .,

of~, "it chews the cudI."

2. 1 is also hard in Hebrew, Aramaic, Assyrian, Arabic

and Ethiopic, like our .k, as:lM:!l .o!6 ~ "ai. The Hebrew
- '9' , ., •

and Aramaic modify its sound, after a vowel, into one closely

resembling that of the Arabic t.. as ~~, ~~ (but Arabic
~ .. L ...

~). Hence, when a Jew writes Arabic with Hebrew letters,

he uses 5 for t.-In modern Syriac unaspirated k:!l is said to
, , .

have the sound of ty or ell. e.g.,~ tyallJii or ellallJa; ~.

1IIIl/tyii or 1IIIlkllti; ~ tyafJPii or cllafJP4.-In modern Arabic

, [These lut teem to be loan.words, Friinkel. p. u7.]
I [.lhn tI,s I_tu"s fliri",uz, p. J 4S, In M",.,mI. F"-scll.,,I"', LefpL .875-]

4-2
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~ is also softened dialectically into a sound like that of u or
,.

tsll, sometimes of dj or i; as ~" ,.tfti/J or I'ati/J,~~lIIji11l,

J.." iamil.-In some Amharic words the old Ethiopic k has been
,.

aspirated, kll, and finally becomes 11, e.g. !Wna, "to become," for
•,

kona, C)'IS; "'ill-', "all," for kwllll-" J,S. Perhaps this may help
•

us to connect such a form as Ar. 4\, fla, with Eth. ll.1: kfla.,.
3. P in the older dialects is a k pronounced far back in

the mouth, or rather, deep in the throat. In our English alpha
bet its lineal representative is q. In some Arabic dialects it

" ..
takes the sound of dsll or dz, sometimes of ell or &i e.g• .d.:U as!t,./JU

,....
or asi/JII, '-ri.} dzari/J,~ 'adzil, ~\; ta'id, Air sirca. But

, .. ..
its ordinary sound, throughout Arabia and Africa, is that of a
hard g. This too is common in the modern forms of Ethiopic,
whence Magda/a for Malfdala, Q'i)CJ>~t): J tagdIJIJa/a for tatd!J!Ja/a.
In parts of Syria and Egypt, on the other hand, as well as in

•
Amharic, pis apt to be converted into N,. A Syrian Christian

~ ""... ~ ... I
says 'ult, 'dfll, for~, J;\; and a native of Shoa pronounces
ta'dIJiJala instead of tagrJIJiJala or ta/f4lJbala. The Egyptian rail
way station Zagazig is written ~j\;j Zalfii8i4:, pronounced

,
either Zag4Jllg or Za'4JlI'; the word ~,*i ~..~ becomes

lldl'i.

Ill. We next come lo the dentals " ,n, 10, which are
common to all the old languages: e.g.

s- ..
y.,), R"1I: Ass. du!J/Ju,

s ..
~, ~R": Ass. idu (power),

~J :tihT: ,nnT-1- -,
t"z:,.-,

~l~l;
• &

~~.,
}..:....~.,
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s ~t

}jU·L:J\j, , Ass, atdnu, ~ntt, ,
•....

~, 1Il;J1, m&\:
... ...

O~,~;~, '\'0Q\l:
...

t ...
~.J'!-' "'1\'1\: Ass. iMti, Nf?':',

Of these, 1'1 and t:) interchange freely, as ~~~, ~, but
"", . .,. ,.."" .

J,.'U, eJ't(Uj nfR and ~; ~p and lh..ClDj ~, ~,
p ......

and i"1~J;1, rarely ~; ~~J;1, ~""', u.b;.., and~. In
...

modern Syriac trl for A~, , often interchanges with 1'1. as

in the Hebrew radicals "1'1 and -n-1, Arabic ); and ~,;; tt'
s

and ~~; in Mandaitic N"'N::J, .. shoulder," for lZ~, ~.I)f,
s '" • •
~ ; Nm''', "silence," loA..; and even :ut,::J, as well as

:lNJ'1::J, .db!;). More rarely does' interchange with t:), as :'1::1':1.. '

'l":'" 1 ~t 'l': I , l , P
and '7"'; ~~, ~\:.I, and HHlCJ1 or ~CJ1, Mand. Nt:)Nt:)N;

~, "height, mountain," Sam. ~., Eth. .N1C:; p;S-". ,,, "" '"
.o.!:)l. (}!,) and ~,mneJt:: Of a possible interchange of n
with 1. f shall hav~ something to s~y when we come to speak
of the persons of the perfect in the verb. As another instance
I may mention the substitution of k for t in some modern

It • t •

Syriac forms of the verb lll. "to come," e.g., particip. Wand. '

Wl (tyla, ityii). for l;'l1 and ~Z]; imper. W (tyd) for ~z. (12),
Of these three letters' and n undergo a slight modification

in Hebrew and Aramaic, when immediately preceded by a
vowel. In this position they receive a sound nearly approxi
mating to tit in tllat and tki"k respectively i whence the Jews
in writing Arabic use ,. for J and f\ for~. E.g. P~1, P~T i
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~J;'. ~J;\~. The fate of such aspirated letters is usually to

disappear gradually. especially when they stand between two
vowels or at the end of a word. Final d is almost lost to the
ear in a Spanish word like dudad, whilst in the Italian ciflitd
it is gone even to the eye. So in French there is no trace of
a d in /pie, but the comparison of the Spanish esjJtzda and Italian
spatia reveals at once the history of the word. Similarly in the
Semitic languages the final n of the feminine gender in the

noun and verb disappeared. The Arabic~ became in

Hebrew ~O', the Ethiopic 1·':'" gannaJ, was written in Arabic, I~IY TI·.
s ...
~K'lnnat-. and vulgarly pronounced first ga""at, then ganl""',

lL:and finally ganlUl. jamUl, exactly the Hebrew n~. Syriac ~

This has gone much farther in the Aramaic dialects than in

~ ~ \. .'- z." ." _~.=LArabic and Hebrew. E.g. in Syriac,~ forO? \0, TRJ?~;

-r;l for ¥J j \.cT.. lien. ~. }.hO. for n NI,. ~ NI"
n M~, Nn~; lL'l (or totr1 '~. In the Talmud, .~ (or n'~;

'MO for 1'1:' (with the additional loss of the final tI, as in .~ for

.r'~, '~j for r~~). fem. M,., for M"Ji:1; .~ for r1 NZ:; and the

like. In modem Syriac this aspirated t and d disappear regu

larly between two vowels: 1~?'~ for 1~??\,!,; l+ (or

1*; .susiiwa·j(1~) for susiiwatM (old Syr. lf~);

: ,$7 Mt, 30, for ~~ j ~l dlyt. "mine," not for ~l.

as in old 5yCiac, but for the Talmudic '"'!.~ (from ':);~

, _\. 1~" l' 'll'(ytftu) "I know him," for~(~ ... , ~~); QQ.1... Cl igoa-

2. "U' l' , 1· ,ranee," for 1:,! ' '.: . Hence the fem. pron. lC'l (old Syr. lcn)

becomes first lenr. and finally 1. with which compare the Tal
mudic' M" above. I should remark that where , and n are

T .

retained in modern Syriac of Urumiah, their sound is hard, and
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very little difference is perceptible between them, particularly
at the end of words. For instance, the particle bit, which forms

. the future tense (~.m Ae> is a contraction for l ~, but
.,.:.' , .

usually written ~; the imperative of ~, "to do," is written

and pronounced 2~ vUI, for l~; \\~l ~ is pro-
., . .

nounced, nearly as ",i""iI isM; the old Syriac ~l~ is
. ,.'.

pronounced and actually written ~l ~.~Last1y, I may

mention that the hard ... and J? of the ancient Ethiopic are
changed in Amharic, in certain cases [where J' or i follows], into
ty or ch, and dJ' or jj e.g., in the 3rd pers. sing. fem. perf. of the
verb nabarach "she was" (for ~n~t: "abaral .. she sat," compare
Spanish ser, for seer, sedcre); l.i for' 7\£': M "hand," walla} for

(])t\~: walltfdl "father."
Thus far. I have spoken chiefly of the pure ." n, .t), which

remain unchanged in all the old Semitic languages, Rnd undergo
comparatively slight alterations in the modern dialects, such
changes depending mainly upon the aspiration of these letters
in the older forms. Now, however, I must touch upon another
set of modified dentals, which undergo in the old languages
themselves a cegular series of permutations.

Besides the simple dentals '-=-' I, ~ d, 1, I, the old Arabic

possesses a series of aspirated or lisped dentals, ~ tit, J dIt,

~ /It. These formed, I have no doubt, part of the protosemitic
stock of sounds, which has been preserved in Arabic alone. In
the other Semitic languages they underwent various modifica
tions.

The Arameans, as a rule, dropped the difficult lisped sound
",

altogether, and fell back upon the simple dental; e.g.~ /)red,

'l ", L' ", , "I '1 8 .... 1'-'
~ ; ~?" plough, ~; ~J, ~l; ,).;.\, ~.;,rU;, 1oJ'4t;

•;12.i, ~. The other Semites took a different course, modifying

the lispe.rl letter into a sibilant In Phoenician and Hebrew
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S ..,

~ became sll, in Ethiopic and Assyrian .... Si; e.g. ,J)J' -nrtJ,

flC: Ass. sur; J13, S~, 1'1+(\: (ltanr uP), Ass. is~u/ (hang up,
.~ ",

weigh); r.i rar/ic, evtJ, fI~: Ass. sumu; ~r' ~ltt, th6'1: ;."~, nQi)C: (abundant crop). Similarly J became in all these
... s"j

languages s; e.g. ~~, n~!, lHlm: Ass. 8lbu (for sibltu) i ~JI,

,,1
UN, 7\11\: Ass. U81III; okLl, n:rtt, 1\..,H:: Finally, 1; appears in

the other languages as ~,f; e.g. ;.::u:, rnb~~, R"t\~: Ass.
" .

S

fa/mu, "dark It; jl;, ~, R"M-t: Ass. .p//u and falutu; ~,
,

",
R"4:C: na~, Ass. fupruip, ,,~~, i~:: Of course, as every

rule has its exceptions, these series are occasionally liable to--disturbanceS. For instance : W cucumber, t'h,PT: C~NRVDI '
" . \ ,

Ass. ~issi, ought by rule to be in Aramaic N't\j'; but the actual

form is N~~7, ~, the proximity of Phaving hardened the t.

Of the Aramaic dialects some have advanced to the Hebrew
stage, at least in sporadic instances. In the great. inscription of
Taimii, for example, we find ~f for ~" If and its fem. Nf for f"1
and N'; and the same forms Occur in the Egyptian Aramaic
inscriptions and papyri In Mandaitic there are not only pro
nominal and adverbial forms of this kind, as l'fNM, fem. NfNM.. .
(but U~'NM litis is, and occasionally N'NM); 1NrNM = ~~C1

thell; l'f~NM, as well as ~~NM, !tow' but also a few other words,

as N"~f or N"~~f, male, N~:lNf or N~:l~f, offerillr (but N:lN'

offerer, NM:l'~ altar), N.3;'" beard, and very strangely N~i'" as

well as N~'~', paltn tree, and ~f as well as Nt)" blood.

1 [Of the two forms of 1 which are distinguished in AuyrilUl writing, though they
aeem to hllve ultimlltely come to he pronounced alike, the one which corresponds"to

~=tJ is that which Schrllder and Deliweh represent by i, while Sayee ~d other
ll:nglish scholars render it by 5imple I. See be~ow, p. 58.]
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Among the modem dialects the Arabic alone calls for notice.
Geherally speaking, it has adopted the same course as the old
Aramaic, i.e. it retrogrades by changing the lisped into the

c.., "" .. ,

simple dental; e.g. Ji lor, If ox,"~ !u/Cr, ~I itnm, c.:J~

.. beggar." More rarely it advanc~ the In to a sibilant, s, as
""", .,

sibil = ~, lJii~is = ~~ (argue, dispute), klul!JlJiis ""~~
,

(scoundrel). The word ~~ in the sense of narralive, slo17,

is pronounced in Egypt (~/lt, but in the sense of .. religious
tradition," +zdls. Even in ancient Arabic we occasionally find

t for Ill, as in;; = ~, ~~ repent· = ~U return. Similarly

lisped J seems to become in modem Arabic either d or ,1;
tI c. , "" , "I

e.g. dilJ "'" ~J, dallab - ~, ada" - ~\..;\, kidIJ and kiBb
,

Ill" se.. Sc.. /le-"",

"'" yJ.{, Un = ~" sik,. "'" ;SJ (recitation), lamIJ "'" ~..;. In
, . ,

,c. ,

like manner 1; is pronounced either; (~) or I, e.g. 'at/", = ~,,
"c.... .L~ /If.IJ .",

t/iO = J1;, (ialma = i.JJc;, sui", = ~, 4tl"" =~, saltar - ~,
,..

~zifs "'" l:&A. '.

IV. The sibilants next engage our attention, viz. T, D, i'
(ri, "), and r.

, ""
I. Pure B Truns through all the Semitic languages, as tJj,

!I

~ -.~
~!, \\ " Ass. IIru or strtl, "seed"; r' OHlt: tV, l,cu, Ass.,
usu, .. strong." But Eth. H, Heb. T, and Ass. 8, often corres-

!I ..

pond, as we have seen above, to Arab. ..; and Aram. 1; as ~..;,
. .

1 [In this sense Ilnd rorm the word I. Il loanword rrom the Al'Ilmalc ~'l.,
lee Frinkel, ul",rVID. p. 83']

• [The dlllincllve sound or \; I. preServed In some plIrts or the 1.lijll.z.]
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Not unfrequently , interchanges with f and 0 j e.g. f7Y,

~~, ~Y; l'~~, e;; ~~, i'1~, ~~i.;;':. '17~, ,.p~, .l~
r ~,.. _ ......

and ~1, vulg. Arable tlglraiyar and fiJglllliyar (~j ~).

2. The Aramaic possesses two s-sounds, J:D sand .... sll, to
which correspond Arabic V'" sand"'; sit, Ethiopic nand W.
which latter are, however, confounded in modern times. The

. Hebrew has il1so 0 = J:D, but splits .... into tJ sh and ~ s, the
latter of which approximates to O. and is often confounded with

it j e.g. ~3 and O~3· b'~ and 013'· n~".:lb'·' for n~~:JO-- - •• -T -T':· :-
.in Eec!' i. 17. Hence, by a further confusion of sounds, the

Ephraimite n~i19 for n~~ (intermediate stage, n~i1~).

The Assyrian appears also to have had two s-sounds, though
Assyriologists seem to differ on the question of their pronuncia
tion. H~upt. for example, evidently distinguishes between an
Assyrian s = Hebrew tr. and an Assyrian sll = Hebrew ri, but
holds th~t these were gr~dually confounded, as in Ethiopic,
so that both came to be s. As for the Assyrian so~nd cor
responding to the Hebrew 0, Haupt holds that it was sll. On
the contrary. Schrader and others seem to maintain that th'e
Hebrew 0 is in Assyrian s, and that the other letter is Sll, J.
See Schrader's article in the Monatsbericltte tier Berliner ANti
demie, S March 1877 j Hommcl, Z'wci Jagdillsch"jtell ASIIT
/Jmli/Ja/'s, 1879 j and Haupt's "l3citrage zur assyrischcn Lautlchre"
in the Nacllriclltetl tier konigl. Gesel/scltajt der Wissensclllljtell8U
Gottingen, 25 April, 1883, especially p. 107, note 2 1

•

I [ID Sc:hrader'••ystem of traDlc:riptioD I is the Alayrian CODlOlWlt that corresponds

etymologic:ally to Hebrew 0 ADd 1 that whic:h c:orreaponc1l to He~ew ri. Similarly

Delltllc:h. All. Gr. p. 106, rec:ogniaes an AssyrIan I=Hebrew 0 and an 1 whlc:h

etymologii:ally c:oDlidered is of threefold Dllture, viz• .i. = tJ, V"'; .i.= tJ. ~;
,.=tr. ..;. In many English books on the other hllDd, e.g. in those of Sayc:e.

Sc:hmden .. is wrillen I, while hill I is i. I'rof. Wright abstains, it ",ill IJe ot-rn-d,
from expressing any opinion of his own on the controverted <jullStioll of the pronuncia
tion of the aibilanll. and his MS. pr_la variations wbic:h shew that he had Dot come
to a final decision as to the best way of transcribing them. See above, p. r3, I. r9
where I in IflraJ is the consonant which Sc:hrader and Delitzsch represent by J, and
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As a rule, .m = V' = " = 0; as

"1.2:

-at
- v

but there-are exceptions [perhaps merely graphical], as. ~ ........... ."""",
loAm ~!;)_ [for ~tt] but n..i.:.. i".i.:... ,

Hebrew tt, as a general rule, corresponds to Arabic,.,;; and

vice versA, Arabic V' corresponds to Hebrew~. The Aramaic
follows the Hebrew, writing of course .m for b'. E.g.

Assyr. ,,6u (grey-baired)

It1milu (-lIu)
"

Ul.n:

.",.,
'v

..........

"
irsu, irfu

F)~~

y~~

P'~

... ,

s ,

JL.

"110:

similarly p. 56, I. , sqq., wheTe8S on p.••• L '3 J I. used lu Sehrader's sense.
Elsewhere he writes I with lA above it, but on the whole he seems finally to have
Inclined to use i in Schrader'l sense whenever it was desirable to indicate a distinction
between the two forms of the sibilant. For the sake of uniformity this mode of
tmnseription will be adopted in the following pnges. without reference to vmations in
the MS., which would doubtless have been removed had Prof. Wright lived to see
hi. work through the press.]
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"iJ~: Assyr. liJtillu

60 ."
L:)W

"....,

th'J..a.:J UN~ o.h: It ritfl, risu

[CIIAI'.

These rules are not, however, invariably observed. E.g.

'?rr~~ but [as a loanword]~ (not ~ \ :,)
•• • r,.",. ""

~~ but v-.o..:. (not ~, except in some modern

dialects), Assyrian StJlllSu,

There is another Hebrew ~,which corresponds to an Ara
maic l., Arabic ~, Ethiopic 1'1, Assyrian s [1], of which I gave
some examples above. Add:

~
...,

)t,,)
~ .,.,

~ " "
~f' ~ thlfJ:-.,

~
, .,
~~ t':!r:t th.el~:

salK"

i' and ~, as well as Cl, may occasionally interchange with

r, e.g. j'I:1~, Eth. Wth~: or tWffi~:, ptJ~; ~~, ~,

Eth. lhQl)tW: (womb), Talm. N~~'n and N~~'M (fat of the intes-T: • T: •

tines), Mand. N~~':'; ~, n~~, ~L.., R<D.6: j C9~, ~.~.
Cl UN is frequently changed into r ~ under the inRuence of

c.." ...... "
a following t), and in Arabic of a t. tJ or J; as)w, ~,

.. ,
~ ("young camel," "tent pole"), ~; especially in foreign'

w~rds with st, as N~ or NSt)~N.
T : : • T : : •

Very curious is the change in Assyrian of 1 into / before
a dental j e.g. a/lur or altur (~), maImll or mallitll (drink,
~), klt.amisti or kltalllilti (five, t'~), lubuJtu or lubultu (dress,

rh~). It appears, however, to be thoroughly well established.

Lastly, it would 'seem that an initial s may in certain cases
interchange with nit, and later with N. This is most obvious in
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Assyr. "abitll,

., L ,""1 • ~

the verbal form ~, Heb. 7'V.~':1, Ar. J..i\, Aram. \U.e';
and in the pronouns of the 3rd pers., Ass. :ill, f. Si, pI. mntl,
f. Jina j in the suffix forms SII, ~a, pI. Slit"', §it"'. The l;Iimya
ritic offers us a suffix form *" pI. D~, as well as -n, pI. ~.
The other Semitic languages have all the k-form, except the
modern MehrI, which has, according to von Maltzan', masc. M,
f. sf, pI. Jutm, f. sit, j as suffixes M, f. ~s, pI. ""m, f. smll. Such

cases as ~1.:, ~;;r, ~, are very rare, and may either be,
accidental or capable of some other explanation.

3. We have alrcady !lccn that r may be wcakened into the
other sibilants ~, D, 'j and we have also shown that it corres
ponds in Ethiopic, Phoenician, Hebrew, and Assyrian, to the
Arabic ~, which is represented in Aramaic by t:),.../,. One or
two additional examples may not be superfluous.

11 ...,

~....~
D~1.~ .P

Il'! mwat~ (Is. 33· 20) } ~ ROi: ~

W~ load tra'lJ~/ load carry.

I now remark that rin Hebrew may correspond

(a) To Arabic ,jI, Ethiopic R, Assyrian f, Aramaic ~; as
,

,~ o,)t,. ifUd l.sT
5,,,,

~;V~~ ~~ 1\R''lt»: fllmlJu (for
flllJIJII = pl6lu)

D'S~:!I
11" ,

b~~ nRt.'\ :.... :

:l~) ~ ~s'-T

(6) To Arabic ~. Ethiopic a, Assyrian f, Aramaic \\ j as

ae:
a~e:

, [ZDMG., yol. xxv. (187') p. 100 !WJ.)
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, •
l'¥ JU .cu.

..so,

lUrN~ ~IU ~mll, ~'''"... . ,
V'~ Aa. : 1.-~,., ,

rn ~J
\\;.,

TYJ) vii \\2)

aa' c001\ : uti (lC he escaped ") ~
TT part. tJ!U s

l"1'n ~J
("satisfied") ~;

TT
".

."c,,.
1~j'1Y',3 ~ "411

T .. ..
s ..!

~1r1tt ~) i,.,itu (er-)

If another V follows in the word, then this Aramaic y is
commonly weakened into et j e.g.

*~
s,

Ny'?'J. ~~
piu (for

pUll, .(if'II)
s ~,

~fO'31~¥t' '~ ~ NYbt (Nbt)
", ,
~r V1P. \\;1

•
s ..

~i~

$,,"''''''
~l;~P1~V t~ rrn~y, ...

s,

r~ ~ Assyr. if!" yN
.'

T

There are however some exceptions to this rule; e.g.
", ,

't)~ .w..:i 6~R: ~~-T

... " ,
re) viii icI".R : "to be scattered, flee" ~

(with R, not 6)
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•
~J

•
~I

~
••
~
• •

~J..\

•
)lJ~

• •
~and~

IV.] TilE SIBILANTS.

t1,rr1 ~)

",
~.r
,t1 ,

~
s .....

t~
Assyr. s;ru

, .. ,
~~

rbM vi-

S:;'l with. oil, not . ..; t- ,.,~,. ~ ~

~~
In such cases some of the younger dialects seem to be, as it

were, faintly conscious of their loss, and strive to make good
the defect in different ways. Sometimes a p, or the combination

j'N, takes the place of the V; as in N~ for N~~ (Jerem. x.

11), Mand. Nlj'N for N?V. N"\ONj'N for N~P. Occasionally
11 "

the same thing happens in the case of a simple V, as ~Jl, .u,
.. T J-

l~, Mand. N~, but also N~i'N, and even N~)N.
"",. ~

At other times a ) appears upon the scene; e.g.~ "to press,
, "".

squeeze," ~lJeoppressed,instead of~l; ~,Syriac~

. Talm. ;'J:I~, for ~l. This last word, owing to the difficulty

of its utterance, undergoes some curious modifications. The
regular Aramaic form is found in Talmudic and Mandaitic, viz.
,·tr~ (not Afel), n':JMl) , "I laughed" i but also ,"n n~r::t),

and even ;1J1. Something similar occurs in Syriac with the

word ~i. .:..:w, whence are formed the secondary radicals

• •
~and~.

1 [Thl. example I. howeV'er disputed by G. HoR'mann, ZDMG., llXxll. 76t.J
• [See however Frilnkel, Prtmtfflml., p. 183')
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Before going further let us examine by the light of these
permutations the Hebrew radical~. You will find that it
represents nQ less than four different radicals in Arabic and
Ethiopic.

(I) ~ "whistle, twitter," ;..., whence
~.. • 11 ~ .. ~

,;e~, ,~~ "~~,}L. )~, Ass. 4f1ir (for 4Piir).,

(2) ""1 "turn, return, twine, twist,"~, e~: whence
i1'~J)3t .. turn, crown or garland."

or· :

(J) .,.,1 "leap, spring." ~, whence
, ,

,~~ "he goat," M~~~~, J,.~~;

(4) ""1, fl' whence
• c.. ~ • ..

n8~ "nail,"p, R'4:C: Ass. ~lIpnl, l~.

Perhaps we may add in Aramaic, by interchange of 1 and R:",

(5) N"~, 1~;, "dawn" =~ from radical -,wo

V. The labials ::l IJ and J) p interchange freely with one
another; as also ::l band m.

I. IJ and p: ~n~, u'1~, Ass. pars;JI", Ar. jj~ felter,
'" ,

forceps' .

i1VR~,

n~'1~!,

• "A,~ "

~,1~
• , S Lt

1A..~, ~~I
, '"

. 1;0.'"(n"".. ,
~, rJ_~

Particularly when the letter t n follows; as l~i or l~i.

, [Thlalut according to Guldi, $nU, p. 18, Friinkel. p. 153, la a loanword from
the AramAic.]

• [Lonnword from the Aramaic according to Friinkel, p. 153,]
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S l. ., • ." _ • 'I_~ • '\ _~ •
~j "pitch"'j l~ for l~~j. U~ for U~j even

whe~ a vowel intervenes, as Mand. "., for n~. et,,,,., for

N'N... :

2. 6 and",: ~. ~.
• ", s " , ,

r~1. w-e) or ~l.j. HQ\ll: lioi.
.... G.

The Arab grammarians mention such cases as ~ for iLc •
... c,,-o ... L.-tIfJ

~\ ~ for c.!,.,(.o...\ L.; and the like. In l;Iimyaritic f:1 stands

for r~. -a:/w, and J:J for r~. fro"'. ...

A slight aspiration of ::a lJ and J) / modifies these sounds
into v and f. Hebrew and Aramaic have both sounds, the latter
after a vowel, and indicate the difference merely by points.
Arabic and Ethiopic have only 6 andfj Assyrian only 6 and /.
The sound of / is one of extreme difficulty to an Arab. The
Ethiopic A/I and T / (or /s) are in native words usually modi
fications of an original IJ, sometimes of an f.

(I) M~~. M~~~; ~. ~j"
.....

~ ~; nnp: .enh.:
(2) me mJ)"

TT' Y:-'

..jJJ ..j~; tl.RP: .e~:
...

In modern Syriac, I may remark, /Is generally hardened
1" I. \. ' l' 1 \. •into /. as' 9' \0 malptfnd for' '!' ~. The modern Ethiopic

dialects, on the contrary, such as Tigrifta and Amharic, possess
the aspirated 6, or v.

In Assyrian an original ", passes into aspirated 6, or v, as
in argrzmIJnll or argrzvtJnu• .. purple," Heb. l~n~. Aram. JP.~;

slIrmmll or survmu, .. a sort of cypress," Aram. N~'~~. ~'i~,
c.."", ••

modem Arabic ~r; ard"-Ja,,,nu (sa",nu), If eighth month,"
...

, [The Arabic I,. loanword, Frinkel p. IS")

\V.L. 5
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or Jamu (stnmu). Heb.~. These two letters. ". and 11,

are not distinguished from each other in Assyrian writing.

The aspirated IJ and 1, that is to say 11 and j, are liable to

undergo a further change, viz. into flI (0. J)' Examples of this

are comparatively rare in the older dialects; e.g. ::l~~3,~ •
• .... c...... , • ., r

~/. for ~1~; ~;o;, ~;o;. N~l'" for N?'?1" l'~11'i
........ , • r

~!), ~, but Hiph. ~ol, t),e'\,. In some of the modem
- y" . "

dialects, on the contrary, this change is common. We find it.

for instance, in Amharic, e.g. o<D": saw, "man." for (Jol}1'l: saY';
iOl: ruwdra and Cjl: nora (for tlllTlra, naura). But especially
is it common in modem Syriac. where aspirated lJ is constantly

treated as = 0, W, and often wholly disappears; e.g. lL?i 8&1(1.

1, . '1'_ - '1'. -',"time" ; ~gOrd, "husband"; ~l dit1slla. cc honey"; ~=

til),,4 "straw'" p~.. for n'__ " khiilil" debt"· '1'~ for, ,......~, , J'".' .
1:~, klln,il, "darkness"; .cci.. for .Mo e, sllrlk, Illct alone,". .
"pardon." The same remarks apply to f, in the few cases in

which it is not hardened into p; e.g. ~~ nOsll4, fOf~ j

1~; rllsht4, "winnowing shovel," for~t

A curious change in Arabic is that of ~ tll into I; e.g.
'fi.. .... 6 ~ 6~ g "'....

.J "then" .;. .J "garlic" ,.j' ~ j "interstice" (between the
, ' • r ' rJ' , roT' ,-J'."'.... ......... ........
crosshandles of a bucket), U j r~' r.1i, "stuttering, stam-

s, S" Ii ...... s'-
mering"; r'~' r-'.1i, "a cloth used as a strainer"; ";ls, .J";~'

" "Ii .. "'... S ... c.. ...

" calamity"; );;.... and )~, "sweet sap" or "gum" issuing
6" s".,

from certain plants; ~~, w~, "a tomb" (connected with

~) "a stook"). Compare the substitution of1 in Russian for
'y

the Greek 8; e.g. Ftodor for Tluodore. I1jitltti for Atlul,s, etc.
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. VI. The liquids " J,', and the letter l), interchange freely.
(I) , with J, and vice versA: rJrf, and tlnJ'; M3~ and

9: •

M~~; rtJ, Aramaic n~ and ri?'j N~tt? and 1~; Talmud.

~'J for t3t", Nl)"J for Ntt'h, 'l' for ,J,." ~.
(2) , with " and vice versA: M)l)~, moJf,

.,. T: -

' ..'
(4) l) with J; as J~l) tri6,d"m (threshing-machine), T:..),J

(5yriac~ U axe") j }fa:' ..£0 and N~~~. Especially at the
. 5 ., (, IJ "" ...

end of words; e.g. F;t~, h;.r.,~, Arab. r~'; c'~~, ...J..-!,
• j' ~

... '"". (,,"*"'1
~; ,~, ~iJ; ~, "if," \1, ~~. 50 in the pronouns, rZ\,

•• ", c..... ... c.... •

~, but \?AJl; ,..s, c~, cb, ~; ~, Dj, ,001. 50 in the
, ,

plural terminations of the noun, Arab. ~J~' ~"7' Aram. ~.'
..

Heb. C'"T"; in the dual, Arab. ~\L, ~.!..; Aram. l~... ' ~.!.,, ,
Heb.O' •

•"7'

Final 0 and 1are apt to fall away :-
(I) In the constn,&t state of nouns dual and plural.
(2) In the a!Jsoltlte plural of nouns, not only in Talmudic,

Mandaitic, and modern 5yriac, but also in Assyrian, where we
havc such plurals as m"lkl "kings," ill "gods," pngTf .. bodicl' ..•.

, [Dut lee 7"""", -tPltil. Ili•• ifS,)
• [Probably from a Persiaa word "itI41M; Nold. in G. G. A. 188., p. IOU.)

• (Or also. according to Haupt and'DeIltac:h, mfllltl etc.)

5-2
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In H~brew a few cases may perhaps be found, both in the
plural and dual, but they are doubtful

(3) In the 2nd and 3rd pen. plural imperfect masc. and

fem. of the verb; e.g. Arab. ~J~,;i;. J;i~, Heh ~,
J-_ ., • ~ •n!('1:': (~h Syr. (' ~n', < ~n'; but in vulgar Arabic, and

more commonl~ in Hebrew, \) i i;' ~, and in Ethiopic,

.e1'tt'\-: .e+ttl:: So also in Assyrian we find the termination
unu or uni, as well as the shorter ii.

(4) In various other instances. For example, D in the 2nd

pers. plural' perf. of the verb; ~rnA~ compared with ~~,
--........... '" ..............

vulg. Arab. ,- ': \ ':: for,....a.:u. Again, Talmud. 'w,., or NID~ , -..,.; T'

for D~, ,.,'~ or~, fem. ,",'I.:', for D'P'), D)"n, '1'~ for...
C"'l) (':;o~, ~, Mand. CN"1)'l) and N"l)'l)-J in such

Hebrew words as .tn~ and h~, r+,.~ and ;/,,~ for l','m:;,
~'), as proved.by the adjectives .~~, ,~~; etc. Much more

frequently in the later dialects; as Talm. '~ for J'~, ,)., for r'r"
~; 'NI' and 'NI;) fo~ n~ and J'1N9; Mand.I"')'N"l for

1\" r)'N"l; ''",,'''lNbN for J, f'n~; n':1''T.'1') for;"1':1 J'T")'
(~ ~,-.j~

Initial ri, when pronounced with the shortest vowel, is liable
to be dropped in Hebrew and Aramaic, particularly in the

imperative of verbs rJ) (1J::\, ~~, ~. of which more here

after. Initial m too, according to some scholars, is occasionally

rejected in Hebrew, in the participle Pu"al, I"Ilth '~~'; whence
T\' T

we can explain the modern Syriac form~ ~J~ as standing

for ~ Ai( .cJ~... .
Lastly, medial " ), , are exceedingly apt to be assimilated
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to a following letter; and conversely .'J and , are frequently
employed, especially in the younger dialects, for the purpose
of dissimilating the component elements of a double consonant.

«() Assimilation: in verbs r!); further, l~ <1'" 0\0),

l~ (lA\.\.),~(U~ cp. ~i?~ and ~!7~);

l~ n?j7~; l~ .n~~~; ,~~, l~, for ,.,.,~;

nWN for ~.3M' 0'1* for O'IJ.3M· 'T-\! for 'J!I)!' ~ for
1" • Y : .' .- - • -: -, •• • : • , .~:

~~; l~~, It•. ,?M, l~ l~ lAJ1~ <12lf and

lt~). Forms like e.ht:t (rare pt. O'~'~, gen. O'~~), }6';' : .,
~ are easily explained. the long vowel bei~ merely a

compensation for the lost doubling.
"". • 'tI,

. (2) Dissimilation: l~ -n!~, J~; sr:r?~, V':!~~. fOf

p'!, ~; i'11~ for i'11~ <tribute); Mand. ON')'b. N')'b, for

ON"b, N"b; Mand. Nn~')'b, pI. N'S'.'J'b. for l~, ~. .. ..
(interm. l~); m1 and ~~:1, ~Jl; N~~, N:9:~,

11. . - (,.,.

~;Q:), ~;i .
...

. VII. The weak letters '.1 and ,W would easily furnish me
with material for more than one lecture, if I entered into a
minute account of all their changes and vicissitudes. At present,
however, I intend to dwell only upon a few points of primary
importance.

Initial ' ..1 runs through all the dialects, though in compa
ratively few words; e.g.

~
p.fJn: ti:l' ~~~ ~-,. .. ,.

11 ....

0\' ~, ~fJ!, P"~: ,.
......
~ TR:
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More usually an initial tp in Arabic and Ethiopic has been
changed into 7 in Hebrew and Aramaic. The priority of the
tp is proved by its reappearance in various derived forms of
the verb and noun, as we sball see hereafter.

~J <MR: -+" ~~-,... ....
'-:-"">J CDUO: :2,.,. :3,~J :a'-y

.....
~, <DEi: ~

.. ..
-Ut

~, ~.. y

<IYI(: ~

~.. ,
o!Xn..a and~

"'

The original initial tp rarely appears in Hebrew and Aramaic,

as ,~ or ~J (if correct); [POSt-Biblical] 'n1. t1Uh ))0, l~,

liJO [FpO&..]; and in some cases where it has been protected by a
preceding consonant. as in the Hithpa·~l forms~" ~"
~. . .

The fate of the initial , in Aramaic is worthy of further
notice. In Biblical Aramaic and some other dialects we find " as
,~, :a'n'. In 5yriac this letter is vocalised and becomes I,- :' - :

written in older times 'at. more recently' only. as ~1, ~
"' .

(whence (,..1. l:A..l>. Modern 5yriac, however, simply drops the
"' "'

initial'; as ~iL dwd, • sitting"; ~•• they burned,"

Mandaitic follows the ancient 5yriac in the Pc'al fonn of the

verb and similar cases i as ~'ntt I =~A.. n'''tom =~. n"t or
~ .a·"" ,~

nv = b..:1. tnNj'Y = 1.'n:1; but drops the ' in the Ethpe'cl, as

:amy -= ~~l, ,~nS1 =~H·
In Assyrian the initial , of Hebrew and Aramaic is displaced,

we are told, by K. We find, for example, tJ1IIU, "day"; idu,

I [, iD Maudailic ia a mere yowe1:lctICl" &Dd n:pn:seotll initiAl , 01' ;.)
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l' ,
"hand," Eth. ~.e-:; a"kIt., "month," "t, ~..., CDC·~:; tliilJ ..he

dwells, dwelling," ~'; iffR, "going out," N¥.; tJlidtu, tUitttl,
_Lt.. 5, ,

"bearing," nW, i'»\J; ,,*"" ·costly," ;7:. Nor is this dislike
,

of the sound of initial .1 or w confined to Assyrian. Even the
J t

Arabs were prone to change initial J wu and J wi into , 'u and,
, ';; and the combination wawlJ is always modified at the be. . ~~

ginning of a word into 'QwtJ. So in the ~or'in we find ~\
c. ,.. ~ • ",j • ~ • t ...

for~J; further, .,L,\ for .,L,J' "cushion"; c.u,\ for CL.:.,., ., .,.
.. ,'J .. 1'''' S, ,

"belt"; J...',' for J.-'", plural of .tl..'." "connecting link, proxi-
,., ,

,,1. "''' • .., I'

mate cause"; J',' for J\J" plural of .y.;'J' whether in the sense
" ,.'

of "guard" or of "ounce." Hence we see at once the connexion,
,.1

on the one hand, between t}, "to date," and Eth. <DC"': "month";
L .~

7~ "joint," and J...J' where the w is original; and, on the
,

other hand, between ~ and ~'?tc, "learn"; ".~ and lJtt,
"be long," where the N claims the priority.

Of the disappearance of initial w in some verbal and nominal
forms, I shall treat hereafter, when we come to the verbs '''1) in
the Hebrew Grammar.

Medial wand .1 are chieAy liable to change under the in
Auence of a preceding and following vowel, which lead to their
vocalisation, and in some cases to their entire disappearance.
E.g.

, ,
Perf. U "0\): OR ~ for kawamar . ,

~
•

lJi,QI): X1m for sa.1ama ;
T

J ~, • for yalfwumu,Imperf. rj!. ..et,(1\): ~p: ~

..eUl,,(1\): 0'''' X',m, for yasy;111U.
• T .
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'" '"
Compare also c.:JL., N) ~ for mawila; and JUr, for.. , .. ,
(aW,IIa, 'with ~:!l and '\M, for ~ and,"nt$. Uncontracted

exampleS are~ however, to be found; all .J~ "be blind of one eye,"
,

.". , , ., ,
J.P" ,"squint,"~ "have a slend~r waist," Y1!, '1':', "n, 10;,
'. '", ,

;~; and the contraction does not take place when the 3rd radical

is likewise a w or y, as :",~, M"~, ...~;; i1'~, l~; etc.
'". Medial w passes into y chiefly under the influence of an

. r., "'" •• '
accompanying ,~ as .te4J, l~, "a:esurrection" (where the

'" $,,'

Arabic i has become a mere slrlvti in Syriac), for .t.~. Instances
'"

like "~" Aram. N~, l~, Arab. ...};, are rare. In the Hebrew

Pi"el and Aramaic Pa"el the ch~nge is more' frequent; as.. . , .,
~/?, ~,:~,~. ~l; but examples to the contrary

.. , . , .. ,
are not wanting, as ~~ "surround," ~, n.u!. lOl, '\..~,'lO1,

-ci.l,~. AS' the original form is the ~rabic lfawwama, the
change perhaps began with' the 2nd w, which passed into y,
~aW)'ama; this worked upon the preceding w, so as to cause
assimilation, lfa.ryama; and hence arose the Aramaic form
lfa.ryim, and finally the Hebrew Ifa'nim, as we shall afterwards
see in more detail.

Final w, when it appears at all as a consonant, is generally
found in the shape ~fy; e.g. in Hebrew ,~~!, ~~~~~, "they cover

them." Its retention in such forms as ,~. "be quiet," is rare;

"'" '"
for even the Arabic, which tolerates ".L>, requires ~J and

~ for~ and~. In ,~. ,~~. ~. '1. and the like, we

should probably pronounce the final' nearly as ilj as also in the
forms with pronom. suffixes, like "~ plil (for ~'~). "~1 or

'''0":1 dllJluf,tiil (for \""0":1). This view derives some confirma-
TY : : -T :
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''JP ,:2Y ,.)~ i.eo ~!V '~p '1~~~

"'Y ,:2Y ":2N~ i.e. ,~!? '~y ,~~~
In the perfect of the verb the Ethiopic alone retains the

distinction of the final radicals. e.g. 1'(\(0: taldWa. "follow," nnp:
MkdyQ, "weep." In the other languages the w has been changed
into y, and the combination 4ya contracted into 4. In Arabic
the grammarians have introduced an arbitrary distinction, and

tion from andent Hebrew seals. on which we read such inscrip
tions as:

, ,
write lJ for talawa and ~ for bakaya, but tlie sound is the

same in both cases, taltl. baktf; and hence the Aramean has

nI. l6.o. with 1. N. In Hebrew a n is substituted for this N,
mt-1, n~::l; but this does not warrant us in speaking of them as

... "I' ... T

verbs~. The only real verbs ;y.A, in Hebrew are such as
, 'I;:y:u,~ in Syriac ~. croa • and the like. Upon the-... -,. ,

whole subject of the weak letters J and eJ I shall find it necessary
to enter into fuller details. when we come to the classes of verbs
in which they appear as first, second and third radicals.

Having thus gone through the various classes of letters in
the Semitic alphabet. and enumerated the principal changes to
which they are liable in the different Semitic languages. I will
conclude this branch of my subject by brieRy recapitulating
those permutations which are of primary importance, any de
viation from which must be regarded with a careful scrutiny
before we accept the relationship of the words in question. In
so doing. I shall follow the order of the Hebrew alphabet

I. i1 = k in all the languages; but also
I

i1 init = Assyr. N, Arab. " Eth. 1\, Aram. N, 1.
2. , - s in all the languages j but also

,== Assyr. s, Eth. H. Arab. J, Aram. ,. ,.

3. M""' Aram. M. ""'. Eth. rh, Arab. t:' Assyr. N (as imlru)j
but also

M== Aram. M. ""'. Eth.~, Arab. i:., Assyr. U (b)·
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4- • init.....y in all the languages except Assyrian, where it
is N; but also

• inil=Aram.', Eth. CD, Arab.J, Assyr. N.

S. 0 = Aram. 0, J:D, Eth. I'J, Arab. Uo'" Assyr. s (sk~

6. V"'" Aram. V, \\, Eth. 0, Arah t.' Assyr. N j but also
p= Aram. p, \\', Eth. 0, Arab. f! Assyr. N.

'/. r==., in all the languages; but also
r == Eth. R, Arab. ~, Aram. t:), -" Assyr. ., j

r == Eth. 6, Arab. "';t Aram. V, \\, 1. Assyr. f j

r- Eth. 6 (R), Arab. 4.P, Aram. r, ~, Assyr. f·

8. ~ Aram. 0 [.,,1], J:D, Eth. W. Arab. ..;, Assyr. 1 (s).

9- ri Aram. -. Eth. I'J. Arab. Uo" I Assyr. of (s); but also
ri == Eth. I'J. Arah~, Aram. n,L, Assyr.l.

1 [Biblical Aramaic and the oldest Aramaill monument. hllve 11:'="'. In PlI1myreoe
thillI:' interchaDges with D. c.g.IK'*' and IK'~D.)



CHAPTER V.

THE VOWELS AND THEIR PERMUTATIONS.

WE now go on totreat of the vowels and their pe~utations,

a topic which I must, however, handle in a somewhat superficial
manner; as time forbids me to enter into more than the most
necessary details. In fact, a mere outline of the subject is all
that I can pretend to lay before you. Your own reading and
reflection must do the rest; and I recommend to you, at present,
the Grammars of Olshausen, Bickell (translated by Curtiss), and
Stade, as being, on the whole, the most suggestive and the best
adapted to your present purpose.

The vowel-system of the Semitic languages, like that of the
Indo-European I, was at first very simple. There were only
three primitive vowel-sounds, a, i, u, which might naturally be
either short or long, thus giving rise to six vowels:

Cl 4, r ~ il Q.

Of real primitive diphthongs, like the Indo-European ai and
all, we can hardly speak in Semitic; for a careful examination
will, I think, shew us that in every case the second element in' a
Semitic ai or all was originally the consonant y or w. Still, it is
convenient in this place to treat ai and au as being practically
diphthongs, and I shall therefore so' regard them, with the
reservation already mentioned. It may perhaps be well to use
in writing ay and aw instead of ai and au.

No one of the Semitic languages, however, is exactly restricted
to this limited number of vowel-sounds, in the state in which we

1 [TbiI passage appeal'll to hAve been written before the Il'!neral acceptance,
among comparatlYe philologists, of the new doctrine of the Indo-Earopean yowels
which recognises primitive, nnd Cl.]
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are acquainted with it, save perhaps the Assyrian, which seems
to designate in writing only the six vowels above mentioned.
The Arabic, it is true, also exhibits in writing only the same
six vowels, but we know that the actual range of the spoken
language is far wider j and probably the same held good in
regard to the Assyrian, which is unfortunately, as a spoken
tongue, wholly beyond our ken.

Beginning, then, with the Arabic, we find that the ancient
III U are capable of modification in sound, chiefly according to
the nature .of the consonants with which they are in juxtaposition.

In connexion with one of the gutturals, t. t l f: or with
. " '" "

the letter), 11 retains its broad sOund, as ->-- (tadd,.ru>- W"'"

~ /4'lI,~ malllagn, y) rallll, V"j /aras; whilst with one

of the emphatic or harsh consonants, VJ ..; b ~ J' it inclines
to a duller, more obscure sound, somewhat like that of the

broad Scotch a (4) or the English u in lIul; e.g.~ ~ya,,
~ "", ". " , '" '" (. , e" ,

~ Idlalla,>-. mdfl2r, Y.r' <'i.ralla,)~ fadr (fU),~ lIa!n (lIu).
"". -

Also with 'Ill, as ~J wdliid, JJ\ auwa/ (nearly au'IIIu/). Under
the same circ\lmstances 1 has likewise a duller sound, with the
gutturals, especially land t.' inclining more to e pronounced far

back in the mouth, and. with vO ~ 1:- ~ J to that of the deep
~ ~ ~

Turkish)' or English ; in lIird, as ~ 't/m,~ selfr,~ !Je"r,
, ". ,

" • • c.. ...

~. ~s"', L.i ~ssaIJ,~ 17l1l1, Y,;J\ )'drilJ; whilst iJ inclines to
, " " , ,

"'.. " ... ", " ...
6, or with c. and t to iJ~ as~ (iu/r, u.1J lato/a, .....uJ lot/.
Cl... c.... c"... " ..

~ [wm or /Jijm, ~) ro'lJ,~ 'omr,~ IJOki}'a. The same

influences operate upon the long vowels: as~u: ,dlUr, "",:,-"t.:
". ".

,. 1j;" "

/4IJiIJ, i)u;'; n4tJ44m (spectacles), wtlgill j~ ial,lIll/f, ~.

Itju,~ /jII,.)}, ,4r.
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Again, in connexion with the other consonants, whether in
a shut or open syllable, Il takes a weaker sound, like that of the
common English Il (in !lat, cap), or it becomes ,(1, e (as in
MonNr, pet) j whilst 1 and IS are pronounced with their natural

,. .... ""
sounds, as in pin and bull, or nearly so. E.g.~ llata6ta,

"'&,.... ",.... .... ", '" _ 06

c--oS';e "",r1u6, cJ..- smull,~ slums,}~ dlIi!l", JS Ilull.,
The sound of fi was also heard dialectically in old Arabic, as
'I.... 'I... ""

J~ shliddtr, '>J rlidda, for shhdda, ,.ltdda j LH-' s!J/fa, J:U #J/a j
, ,

and is found occasionally in the vulgar dialects, as Iliill for Ilil//j
in this latter case perhaps under the influence of the Turkish.
In a short open syllable, followed by a long one, the short
vowels are liable to be modified and reduced almost to the

, ,
compass of the Hebrew sltlvaj .e.g.~ slmtn, ~ jllt/,

.... , .",

", '" ,,"' ...
~.M mldlnek, ~~ ",illJarn, of which the first two are

,
sometimes vocalised sl",tn, jl"l, whilst the last is vulgarly
pronounced ",'biirllll or, with a prosthetic vowel, 1mbtfrn. In
modem dialects, e. g. that of Egypt, a becomes i even in a shut

c.. "'" c.. "Lt ,c...

syllable, e.g. ~, mln, for ~ "who?" '>J"" for .>,...' "black," ~,
, , " t

n<..t .. _c"t .
for r1-'" "became a muslim," ;Po for a.f'84 .!i.--' "parts." It is also

liable to be changed into tI, under the influence of a proximate
.. ,,, G........

6, f, m or w, e.g. ""'!rabbe, mtJwedde for ~, ;'>,r' grIW4r for
".... (, c..

)~female slaves; similarly, muft4~ for r.\a., Ifu",/ for........-..
, ""

Just as Il was thus modified into 0 1 r, so did a pass into 1
, ,

and even into i. A word like rJ~ or JJ,\i suffered no change j

, , ,
but the weaker sound in y\iS' klttJIJ, ylS'J rl'ktJIJ,~ 1d1l1n,

, , ,
underwent a modification into Illtlo, riIlib, Ilkin, and among the

, ,
Arabs of Africa and Spain into I, so that l:,IW Irstin andy~

,
M6 became list" and IJIb. Hence the Spanish names tam and
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~,

Cani/es are written by the Arabs l:J4=:- and VJLU. This is also
" ,

the usual pronunciation in modern Maltese, as ~l..J Y",Id, JjW
n~l '

The diphthongs ay and aw retain their original sound after

the guttural and emphatic letters, as~ fay/, ~r khaw/.
... ,

Otherwise they are pronounced almost like i and 0; e. g. u.w
... ,

self (almost s1/),~r rot (almost mot~ In the spoken dialects
the original sounds aw and tV' or t)' are still heard, especially

~I -, -,.
when a w or y follows, as awwa/ JJ1, tai)'iIJ ~, seiyed oJ+wo', ,

,...1 _ ... ,

aiwa ',y.'- Otherwise they are pronounced 8 and I, as s8da .'~J""
c...". c" ~ c.., t"" c.., c..,

Ifos lJNj. kMf ~f-; 1JIt/a .~, db .;.~, slf U:w' flf~.

You see then that the Arabic, instead of being limited to the
six primitive vowels and two diphthongs, has in reality as wide
a range of vowel-sounds as the Hebrew.

On the Hebrew and Aramaic we must dwell at greater
length, because in these languages the vowels have undergone
considerable modifications, and it is important for an under
standing of many grammatical forms that we should be able to
trace .them back to their original sounds, in doing which the
Arabic, ancient and modem, will be of signal service to us.

We start then in Hebrew from the sam.~ position as before:

3 short vowels, Cl 1 iJ ;
. 3 long vowels, a I u;

2 diphthongs, ay aw.

Short It is liable in Hebrew to undergo changes analogous to
those which it experiences in Arabic, that is to say to be
modified into I (T) and 1 ("'). Compare, for instance, 'A~~

with eJ;\7~~ and \"T:'7~~; ~ with 't:'~; ~~ with C:,~ i
'....... ,c.., ,e",

n:1i? with i..,.) i MY%?' with~; "-~I~ with ~~i n:,~ with
,c.., ,c......*"i ~~ with ~.r'i N~~~ with J;lN~~~; M!'P) and fern.
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M~~ with rl:~ and fern. M1)7~; ~, ~, with O?~ (f~H
, L~~,

01, r" with O?~, (fe.»; '11', for '111, from ~1 (for
•tMMr); M.,,' from"" These examples are taken, you will

'W'y - •

observe, almost exclusively from shut syllables, or half-shut
syllables before the tone. In such cases the Syriac often ranges

itself on the side of the Arabic: ~,{o, r~~, etc.; ~hi1st

at other times it is the Arabic which exhibits the weakening of- ". ,
the vowel, as Heb. p~, Arab. ~.)w,; Syr. ~'?'" J:1.A~,

"
Arab. jL" ~;:.; Hcb. and Syr. ,.~~I;t, 1; ',!,\l, Arab.

#!"", • ...
~. This change has spread extensively in the later dialects,

, , .
as compared with the classical Syriac and Arabic. In Hebrew
two conspicuous cases are exemplified by segolate nouns of the

form -01 and by the perfect rid of the verb. That words like.,.,
r~, t~! and t'j'?, were originally pronounced r~, t~~ and n~,

c,t c.." "'...

might be inferred from the Arabic forms ,.;), ~ and l,;}};
it is rendered certain by the pausal forms r~, l~~, 1'JJ~, and by

the suffixed forms '~~, '~~t ~)1~. Besides, we can cite the

authority of the LXX.: who ~rite "AfJe). for ,::3,', rtJfTlo,~ ra.fJlp., .,
(I Kings ix. 26) for ,~! l;~~, and the like. In many other

words of the same class the root-vowel has been farther modified

.. ,
Arab.~. In all such words the vowel of the 2nd syllable

is merely supplementary, and has nothing to do with the
original form, but merely lightens the pronunciation of the two
final consonants. Again, as to the verbal form Pid, that ,~'?

stands for '~R is obvious from the following considerations.
,.,

(I) The Arabic form is J,:U ~attala, with afetlfa in each syllable.
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(2) The t'l of the 1St syllable appears in the Aramaic~, and

in" Hebrew itself in 'the imperat. and imperfect ~~P- and .""~.
(3) The t'l of the 2nd syllable is seen in the 2nd pers.. sing.
~7!tIP. and analogQus forms, as well as in numerous examples of

the 3rd person, e.g. ...,:p, pm, ,~\ ~~, where the vocalisation

depends partly upon the accentuation and partly upon other
considerations. Sometimes the t'l of the 2nd syllable is modified
into 1, as in ,~~, ~~, O~~; and this weakening, combined with

the influence of the 1 in the 1st syllable, has led to the form

with I, ~1~, '~1. In the Hiphil, as we shall afterwards see,

the process goes yet a step farther, il being changed into; by
the successive steps ka;(al, hilf!al, hi;!lI, hilf!,I, hilf.til.

On short 1 we may content ourselves with noting that in
Hebrew it is Often modified in unaccented shut syllables into 1
(y-), as ,,~, l.?~~; and that in western Syriac it usually appears

• • ...... c..

as 1 (~), e.g.~ for~, ~~, ~.. . ..
As for short a, it chiefly appears in Hebrew in a shut

syllable with dagesh forte, as ',i:)n \rU and the verbal form ~~.,.'\' \' ~I\

In an unaccented shut or half-shut syllable it generally becomes

I, as ~1R (for ~~R, :~l, 0~7':'; but also '~1~, 0~1¥R.
In Syriac this vowel is us~ally written plene with " as.~~,

}j~" but you must not therefore imagine it to be long in
these and similar words.

An original short ,1 or IJ has sometimes been modified in
Hebrew into 1, which may appear in pausal forms as I. This
remark applies especially to the pronouns of the 2nd and 3rd
pers. pI. and to the word -MM. For instance, OJ:\N stands for 'ilntiJ"".. .. -

c.. ...~t .... _ ,
as is shewn by the Arabic ~, and the Syriac ~AJ1. Similarly,
the suffixes D3 and on were originally kt'Jm and hl1m, as proved

" "
by the Arabic rS and ~, the latter of which becomes in certain..
cases..... The word -nN stands for -nN Ilh, as shewn by the

r~ 7 •
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suffixed· forms 'J:1M, ~nk, O~ and O?J:'~N, tl.~ and o,?-"m.. . . .
The interchange in these cases between these two dull vowels Il
and CV will be less surprising to you, if you call to mind such

forms as '~ and ~~ from tvM, i.e.·!tIJ~, but Arabic ~;

further, ;"-?~ from ";l~; and the frequent interchange of land'11 .
... Il.r '" (, ... -... ... c, ..

in such words as ~l;wiJ. and I:J~; y.), :2~, Syriac ~l; P
,

(.. •• Lt. • ..

and~, Syriac l~; ~\, l!M, lJl!j rl1'J, Syriac ~~~
...

in modern Syriac, lQ..w; for lQ..woJ, lb..,o for lbJQQ, etc... '. .. .
Let me next call your attention to a set of phenomena

which are common in Hebrew to all three short vowels: a
weakening and a heightening.

The utmost weakening or (as Bickell calls it) volatilizing of
these vowels takes place in Hebrew more especially in the 2nd
open syllable before the tone, but also (though less frequently)
in the open syllable immediately preceding the tone. As
examples of the first case, I may give M~ for -rMd/fdn,

"",. "'" ,
Arab. u-'--; M~,!~ for mil, ~.M; '~~If1"'! for ,.11, from ~'n;. ... .
O~l for dlt, from '~1; O~1~ for si, from ,~; O''''1~ for

1JII (M), from "1]; ~,~!~ for yil8ammfru, as shewn by the

Arabic. As examples of the second case take: ,", nj:~~

~rd'/fatlt for !11~l1t, from Mm; r:tf1 '~~?;I kIln/plti for IdJnIlpltl,

from ~~; ~~ for dltMr, from ,~,; the verbal forms~7.. and

~7.; the. plural participle C~p for lf4!flt~ ~U; ~~ for

Id, ,-:-,'.is'; S1;'~ for .r, ~;•.L Sometimes this short vowel is.... ...
more distinctly indicated by one of the con,pound sh~viis;

thus: O'''?~ for '11, from '~SJ (for '11lJrJ); C'~~~ for 'r, from ~~y.,
~ ...

~; C'~]Y-.ror 'r, from :l]~, ~c; C'trllJ for !tll, from ~h;
,. ,,'

o~q for (Ut, from rJ;r;t, ~~; M~~~ from ~, ~m
w. Ih 6
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frocm ~~~; C'~:¥ from 'b:¥; ~~, with suffix ~'¥':" in pause

,:¥Ij, for /.tlfi. More rarely still a fuller vowel is employed, as in

C'~~. (alao 'R? from ~p, C'~ from rJjJ, C~~ (and

'MM) from ~k. I call your attention to these last forms
'I'T: v ..

in particular, as Delitzsch and Baer h~ve recently sought to
revive the erroneous pronunciation ~dddsltl'" and slulrdski"',

The Aramaic, I may remark in passing, shares the tendency
of the Hebrew to weaken or volatilize its short vowels, though

it often proceeds by different rules. For instance, • \ ~0,< a

1"" 1:~, ....~, are weakened in exactly the same way as in
a

1.:' _: 1"' :. \. A. .:..Hebrew i but ~, ~,and -.J~ follow different

rules from ~~ and ,~~~.
The heightening or elevation of the three short vowels Il I iJ

takes place in Hebrew, generally speaking, either in the tone
syllable of a word, or in the open syllable immediately preceding
the tone. Short if is heightened into d j short I into I; and
short iJ or 6 into 4. Bickell, following Olshatisen, speaks of this
heightening (§ 42, note I) as being er merely a mechanical
strengthening of the vowel through an a, which is placed before
it, and which finds its complete analogy in the Indo-Germanic
g'lma and the pronunciation of vowels in new high German
and modern English l

." I am not quite sure that I understand
this explanation j but it is at all events clear that Olshausen I

and Bickell regard the heightened vowels d I 4 as arising by
contraction from Il + Il, if + i, and if + IJ j and they believe
this heightening to have been produced by the solemn reading
or chanting of the Scriptures, and not to have existed in the
language of ordinary life. As to the latter proposition, I myself
believe that the slow and solemn recitation of the Scriptures in
the synagogue has exercised a considerable effect upon the
punctuation as exhibited to us in the Masoretic text of our
Bible j but, on the other hand, I feel sure that even in the
speech of everyday life such differences at least as exist between
the pausal and the common forms of words must have been

I With Ihis compare his elllllllDlllory observlllion III p. 1..0 [of the Eng. Tr.).
I [u"r6. p.IIO, I 57 11.]
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more or less perceptible. The Egyptian feltl~ says ",In It/lda
(" who is this? "), but if you knock at his door, he calts out ,,,,,,
C" who's there? "). You a.'lk a shopkeeper lJi-knn Ir-ra,l, .. how'
much a pound?" j but if you use the first word only, you say
lJi-klfm .. how much?" If we consider, further, that the vowels
, and " 6 and fI, frequently interchange in Hebrew, without our
being able to assign any satisfactory reason'; and that even in
Arabic the sound of kcsr is not, according to the best authorities,
so sharp and distinct as that of our , in pi", but rather inclines
towards lj we shalt I think find little difficulty in believing that
the heightened vowels d (7), I C-=), J (..:..), may, as Noeldeke
holds, have arisen in Hebrew from the short t'J , it, without the
addition of any other element. .

Of the three vowels, 1 and it are almost always heightened
in the tone-syllable; as JP-! for .11#", 1;:"3 for ktJItr", '~j~ for

ylldt'JlJlJlr, '!'l? for sifr; ~~ for kIIll, Cp: for y'4iJ"" eI1P for

kIIdslt. But t'J often remains in the tone-syllable j as in -,:so:r. - .,
~~~; ~t n~~; ~~. In fact, d chiefly appears in the closed

tone-sytlable of the absolute state of nouns, as in '~":Jt t3~;

and in the open syllable before the tone, as in ~1t "~~~t"tbt1t
~":J 1 is also often heightened into I in the open syllable.... '

before the tone, as :J:JS for /ilJlJlJ, :J~ for~. The second..... ...... ,
syllable before the tone is less frequently heightened; as in

~7.. and ~~f?i?t ~7P,7)', ~~~p (for t'1~~), C'~~~t etc.

It may have struck you as curious that, in many of the
Hebrew words which I have lately cited, the short vowel 6 and
the heightened vowel d should be represented to the eye by the
same sign T. This admits, however, of an easy explanation.
Just as the pure 11 of the Sanskrit is pronounced 6 in BengalI, so
the heightened d of the Hebrew gradualty passed in the mouths
of many of the Jews (not of all) into a, and then into o. Conse
quently the punctuators were fairly justified, from a certain
point of view, in representing it and 6 by the same sign, even
though there was a difference in the quantity of the two vowels.
The same thing happened in the case of T, which represents

6-2
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vowels of such different quantities as y in ~~ and in n7r.
In the former instance, however, some confusion of sounds may
actually arise. For instance, the plural of n~~ is written O't:'#,
which must be read bdtItn, and not bottitn, as is proved by
Jewish tradition, by the accentuation, and by the evidence of

the cognate Syriac form ~~ balln. If bomm had been right,
•

'the Syriac form would certainly have been ~~. Another

example is afforded by '~~n (Isaiah xxiv. 16), which, as I...,.
believe, is rightly read by Bottcher r6si-/1 (from a noun '~)J and

not rthI-/I.
In treating of t~is heightening of the vowels, I nave taken

no account of the Aramaic dialects, because in them it is
neither so widely spread nor so readily perceived, owing to the
defects of the vowel-system. I think, however, that the vowel of

the tone-syllable in such verbal forms as ~1-i, ~,~A.i',~,
must have 'differed in sOund from that of the first syllable
almost, if not quite, as much as in the Hebrew l~~. As for 0 in

place of iI, it occurs, according to the eastern dialect of Syriac,
in many verbal and nomin~1 forms j for example, the imperfect

and imperative~ n/#o/ ("i~,t'J/),~ ~l.tO/j and in the

personal pronouns ~ii1. "ciJl' with the suffixes ~, ~, and

the verbal form ~~. In these I~tter cases, as we have seen
above, the Hebrew has modified the original t'J into 1, t:lJ':IM O:il. . ... _ , I' J0.', ~~. The western Syrians weakened tl;lis 0 again into

u, saying~~, "ot:il', but ~o doubt the quantity of this vowel
much exceeded in length that of the original short iI in "~lll/.

I now proceed to speak briefly of the long vowels, a, I, ,-~.

Long il has, we may say, almost disappeared from the
Hebrew. Just as the long tf of the Sanskrit was modified in
Greek into ." and a», so the long tf of the Arabic passed in
Hebrew into o. As dad4tni became Bt8a»f'" or tfmas, r»~I, so

1 (The priority of tlln these cases is not now admitted.)
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did ~dtnla become ~ip (Poel); !!tUll-, ~" (participle); J~'

~. etc. Exceptions to this rule are exceedingly rare. :3rO.
-:' T :

yU$, can scarcely be reckoned a pure Hebrew word j and n1',
, .

~,}, is foreign to both languages [Assyrian Pu,.dt (Bu,.at),

Accadian P"ra-",,,,u, "the great river"]. M13t~ corresponds to

""". ..
the Arabic i}__.• , but the Syriac form has jatMeIt, 1~.

and not 1~. The most conspicuous of apparent exceptions
is that which is presented to us by the perfect of verbs rv,
as o,~, ~, corresponding to the Arabic ~li, ~~. Next are

adjectives o( the (orm ~~~. like ,~, "~~, ~~, ae.',:,~, ~,
..... .....

if they really correspond to such Arabic words as "y...., t~,
-$

J lSl , etc. This identification, however, is, as we shall afterwards
see, somewhat doubtful; the Arabic forms just cited find their

..... 0 ....

precise equivalents in such words as .,i~ =.J~' . ";::J~ =.JIL.
- -,

(in sense~), ne,.? = j\i;, 'i!:'~, and, with a rare retention of the

originalpa;,:ac" in the first syllable, Ni~"? = N~~. The Aramaic

vowel corresponding to the Arabic a and Hebrew 0 is the
8t."!!a!a, .L, pronounced by the eastern Syrians even at the
present day a, by the western if or 0, whence the latter
represent it in writing by the Greek omikrotl,...!.... Compare

with the above cited words the Syriac forms ~, l~; 1;':~.

UCi.i,~. 1;:;(,1~ (with dissimilation); ~,~.

This vowel is sometimes weakened, both in Hebrew and
Syriac, into ii; e.g. Oip~, J;'~'~; O'~~P, (rom a sing. Nirip,

""- of 0..-

Arab. 'W; t"BJJ, Arab. rW; p~, fem., MRW?, pI. O'~~;,

~, '~~; rip,?, O'~~.v,?; lJci,.a.mj or ~, for ~,

~l for ~l, ~ for~. As a parallel I may mention
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,
that "in some parts of Persia long ti is pronounced ti, e.g. l:JU

,
IIUII, for "an or n4n, Cl bread"; ~ biyu, for biyti or IJiyd, Cl come."

,
But indeed I need go no farther than our own language, where
such words as bone, stOtle represent an Old English MII, std",
whilst mooll stands for ,,,6110, which was in its turn preceded by
a form ma''''. In the Hebrew words just cited you will observe
that this weakening depends upon the removal of the tone to
the following syllable; but in the Syriac words it seems to be
due to the influence of the letter n. The Phrenicians appear to
have gone beyond the Hebrews in this respect, pronouncing
for instance shufl! instead of t:)~'~ (sufes, -ctis), rli/I for N"."

slid/us" (salus) for rJi',rj, rus" (rus) for ~~b, and in the plur.

fern. a!6nutn for n'it~. In a shut syllable such an u might

even be shortened into il, 6; thus Wn) and 'J':\eJM) from
. T: \: .: T:

,.n"t,~, V"'~;~from~, l~, iiii." I may

add that in a few cases, in Aramaic, long a has passed into eand
t, just as the Sanskrit ti of dadkii",i became e in Greek TlIh,P.£,....,
or the Arabic ti successively j and t. Thus the Arabic V"!J rt'l's

first became V"'~ rtfs, which the Hebrews modified into ~N"l,

rosh, whilst the Arameans preferred N~" ~J
... .., & •

The long vowel i I may here dismiss with the remark that
in the few cases where it has been shortened into 1, 1, this vowel

is reheightened by the accent into I. Thus,I'~: = ~' but 1;1:

and r~:l =~.

So also long u may in certain instances be shortened into.... ,
il, 6, and then this vowel be reheightened into Oj as :1~ = y~,

.....,
but :lti' and :le;., = ~.

'I' ,. T- ...

Whether long u can in Hebrew be differentiated into 0 seems
a doubtful matter. ,,~~ seems to be identical in form with the
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S · 1:~\.· "".....Yrlac ~; and J~, with its construct plur. '~, may

perhaps be only a variation upon J~, according to the form

N,?~; but both words admit ofother ~xplanations. In Aramaic,

however, a distinction of this sort existed,. and actually forms
onc of the main distinctions in pronunciation between the eastern
and western dialects of Syriac. The modern Syrians still retain
o in many forms where 0 prevailed in the west. The vowel is
represented by the letter 0; a point above this letter indicates
the sound 0, beneath it the sound O. The Western Syrians, who
use the Greek vowels, write .!.o, i.e. the Greek diphthong QV.

Some of the principal forms in which the Eastern Syrians

pronounced 0 are the following: the pronominal forms ~AJi,

~, \,a..m, "cUl, ~, ~, ~~; the verbal forms~•
•

\\ci.0,0l, ~*; the nominal forms U~ <l1o..b, ~);
and the diminutive terminations l.io and ~ <~1, UO~,

lcM· \~).
We next enter upon the examination of the so-called diph

thongs ay (a,) and aw (au).
I have already told you that their sound has been weakened

in Arabic to that of 1 and o. Compare in other languages
(JQ,vp.a and e,;,p.Q" .".tu8lov, vulgar ""Q"S{, pkJlutrlltn and plostn"",
calua and dIOse; German A ug-e and Dutch oog-, German· Stein
and Dutch stem; etc. In North Africa, however, a further

.....
weakening has taken place into ti and l. Thus ('J!. 7awtt1 has

....
gradually become first yOtn and then 7Qm;~ 1Ja7t, first 61t
and then 61t.

Now mark the same progression in the other Semitic lan
guages.

In Ass}'rian I ~nd that our authorities write fimu, lIltll,

Ill" (~), "lfll (egg) without apparently the slightest trace of
the older forms, which must necessarily have preceded them.

In Hebrew ay and aware of somewhat rare occurrence in a

perfectly pure form; for example, .~, .~, D'~'!?~~, ,~, .,~, ''='~'JV,
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n71P, n,tt (~~;); in the suffixed form '~~; and when the

letters' and' are doubled, as i:1, n~ ("cake"), or with suffixes

';3t ~, '~tt, More generally ay and aware modified in

various ways.
At the end of a word ,-: usually becomes 7 or -=-. We find

'~'Q, '~, '1~. and the like j but far more frequently 7, as

M~f~' M1~ (in the construct state i11~), Mtt~, M~~\ imper.

M~~, The intermediate step is marked by the ptonunciation of.: .
the LXX., ~Ula, l:&pa, corresponding to the Arabic termination

". ".".

~~ in'~, l.,1')' Mina, rama, which some pronounce with the

'imalah, .A-lit,e, rame. .In othcr cascs, the it elemcnt in the
diphthong prevailed in Hebrew, and the termination became a,
T, as in "S~ On these points I shall have morc to say when I

y y'

come to treat of the verbs M''',.
In the body of a word ay and aw exhibit several modifica

tions. Sometimes a supplementary vowel is introduced, to
lighten the pronunciation; as ,,~~ for t-I~~, ,,~ for A~. This

latter form, in which the t'J is heightened to d is rare: n~, r~,
YY TT

lW; but N'~. like N~t The same supplementary vowel is

found in the termination of the dual, C~-=- standing for C~-=-,

..
Arabic ~~, At other times the t'J sound in the diphthong

".

predominates, yielding d instead of ay. So ftt, "~, itt'=?, for
, ..1

i!~, Arabic ~\; fJ;l':r for i~t\':r, C~'y. for C~~'31; C't:'# btitim for

C'A'::1' from n'::l; the suffixed form ",:1":J also written '~":J for
• : - '. • - Y''I' :' T'I' : I

\"~":J You will find a similar substitution of d for ai in the
: - 'I' :-

older stages of our own language. The Gothic ai in IlIlils,
ltJailJs, and aiKan, became in Anglosaxon Ita/, ilia/, and aKatl, in
English wluJ/e, loaf and own.

1 If 10, n!1 follows the form of '~A, D'lIA; n~t, D'J:"l; ~!~, DI~I~; ~~,

n\~?; notthatof~, DI1,V; ~P, D'1'~; ~a, D'V:J;I; ~~IJ, D'~:q; I~P, n\):J(.
Noeldeke however pronounces the word'Mltt",.
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Generally speaking, however, ay and aw are modified as in
vulgar Arabic into 1 and 0, the 1 being represented by'....., and
sometimes by 'T, the 0 by t 50 in 't$ for '~ (with suffix, \'~),

• <-t
'IN for ~ (01. J\); in segolate nouns O~!, ~~t', and in the

construct state n'~, n~~; in the Niphal, and Hiphil of verbs

V'!, as ,~) for ~~, ,,~;, for ~." :1~':' for ~~ty; and in

several forms of ve;bs ;r-l" as n'~i for J:l'~1 n'S~, 'for J:lJ,J;'
'I' _. Y • - -' T - • • y • - • - ,

;,)".3J:\ for ;')'~JJ:l. This i is frequently ~ttenuat~d into i, ~nd
';o;e: ~arely ~: i~;o ti. Thus n"J for J:l,SJ n'~J as in the

.... .,. T:-"" T ..... '

vulgar Arabic of North Africa ~) rmU for rmit (ramaita).

Perhaps also the proper name ~)'~, instead of ~~ (2 Sam.

xiii. 20), if we regard it as a contemptuous diminutive, • that
wretch of an Amnon." ~)'~ would then stand for ~)'~

i.e. 'umaindn, just as, in vulgar Arabic, *'ftfaA for l;ufaifaA, as...
the diminutive of .tu *uifaA, "a basket" As examples of 6

becoming 0, I may mention ~S for ~S, Arabic1; ~~~. for ~~~',
,~~, imperf. of ~~:; and '~U, part plur. Niphal of ;,~, for ,~~);

'~'t Here again we find a parallel in the vulgar Arabic forms
,A,~ c."

of the imperfect of verbs rt, J.-~, L-iiy" ~.'!' for J.-J!' '-Ai.'!... ........
~.% •.

In Aramaic the position of matters is on the whole; mutatis
",lItalJis, much the same as in Hebrew.. In 5yriac the original
diphthongs appear, however, more frequently than in Hebrew;

1: ~ l' •for example in the emphatic form of the segolates~, ~,

~; in the construct plural .. :;,\\0, where the Bib!. Aramaic,

like the Hebrew, has '7; i~ the plural suffixed forms .• :;,\\0,
~. ;;,\\0, er,· :;,\\0, ~cio:;% (Ch. '::n5~~); in the Aphel of

verbs '''!, as ,s,01, ..olo1, .ai.1 (Ch. ,~, :JJjiN); and in such

words as the diminutives lLial and 1!-0, $, , (Ch. MIJ'~~Y).
y -
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At the end of a word we find forms similar to those of the

Hebrew j e.g. with i,~l~,~l;~, u;.,~; with ti,~
In the body of a word, Syriac ay sometimes becomes i, as in

A .=.. rL "'1.'_ ....the construct '~, and in the duals ~' , ~L.~, ~J~;

in Biblical Aramaic 1'~1J!', but l~~.

The ~-sound predominates, for example, in Targumic tJ"\Nl;)
T T

(200) and l~ [t~] (80, for l~~, ~~L, as well as I'~,

~L); in the plural ~~; in the adverb ~I, pronounced

4k" (Ch. rt:.t, "IJ'tt); in the plural suffixed forms of the Jewish

Aramaic ;'11lf or "lJ1tlf, cc thy servants," [Targumic] .c.:rPlf
or [Biblical] I:t'''!tlf [ltIrl r.t1~~] cc her servants," N}'1tP I;lri

~1~~ 11 our servants," as contrasted with "'!~~, ~~'1~lf and

t\";1lf. . .
Further, i sinks into i, according to the western pronunciation,

in the simple forms of the segolates ~,~; also in the. .
, .., -=...! - :'\' .:..~! :'\' ..., ("

forms . , \ (construct), ~~, \.~, {'?" \>;

in many for:ns of the 1St and 2nd pe;s. in the perl-. of verbs tr"',
as perr. Peal ~: (but Nestorian ~;), Pael ~i and

~ , ~

~~~ etc. Similarly, 0 sinks into u, in Q'$. cc if"

(=~+ ~); and, at least according to the western pronunciation,

in the simple state of the segolates >oa..:,~ (CC end ").
. In the later Aramaic dialects there is a strong tendency to

get rid of the diphthongs. Already in old Syriac we find ~l

tfIl", with short~, for ~'(; ~ li/y4, for 11/y4, lai/ya (.• $, $);.
and another example of the same kind is ~~! (for 'J:\9 '~);

but the modern Syrian says lit for L.i; Ua or fila (}b}) for

~l; IdII (ll> for. l"!'tt and N1't:.t, lL' and l~t 11.0#,
lJ4t"wa(tk)j, cc houses," ~~ If our houses" j and even tylklwa
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for~. So also, though to a less extent, in Mandaitic,

wher~ we find nry ~ well as n"NS (n~). and 1'1'""1' for h..;.o
as well as ~;.o.

I will now say a few words on the different classes of
supplementary vowels, especially in Hebrew. These, as is indi
cated by the term which I have just employed, do not belong
to the original vocalisation of the word, but have been introduced
at subsequent periods, to make the pronuncialion of it easier by
facilitating the utterance of a harsh consonant or of a combina
tion of consonants.

(I) The so-called furtive patluu", which is inserted between
a long or heightened vowel and the final gutturals i1 n p; as

::n~ for 110", Aram. NC'~. l~, Arab. •i\; 1l~"~ for mO',. . ...., ....
Aram. NPTt. Wl, Arab. tJJ";; 'J~ for tappi21}. Arab. t.W ;. ,

r.:n" for rll{I, c,~, ~J; J:1b for m/l(J, Nr:ntJ, t;.; 'J~~ for

"'lsltal/llt, i.e. ,,,,ukaUftz; S)' for ri', ,.r. This sound is heard in. - .. ,
the spoken Arabic of the present day, in such words as~'

,~... -, ...
~c, d- sutAi''', ~, t"u.. mamjU"U, c.'J' t}J' but it is not,

and never has been, written in this language or in Syriac, where

we find only~~ 1;';rii\ii\ and the like.
•

(2) The auxiliary patltac" which is sometimes inserted
between y or nand , or 1'1 at the end of a word.. It is so
slight in sound as not even to effect the aspiration of the' or n.
For example: t;'tI~1?'~. ';'IJ~, t;'l'~, as well as J;";1~, T;'r;t~?;
":Int , for ":Int , as compared with t-\!)t, J':\!)' ":I'" ~,

: - __ : : •• , : : •• , :: -t : :":' : :-.

(3) The auxiliary vowel -=-, T, "'7", in various nominal and
verbal forms, which is very little stronger than no. 2. For

example, in segolate nouns: '1l~, Jir'l~, i~~, ~-!. N1!, .,~.

~~. V!p. Spe, Ji)~. Ji~~, and in the dual termination O~-=-.
The auxiliary is actually wanting in such words as ~, ~p
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(also ~P), Nt?", N~~,~. And again. in the shortened

imperfect or jussive of verbs ~: 5!J, ~~, ~~~, ~~~, ~~~,
N~\ P!.~, ~~; contrasted with t;'~, TI~,1, ~, ~,. ,~,

~~), ~), and N1), where perhaps the final sh~va may have

once been slightly moveable, wa»iftl, 'llll-ylrdl, etc. A some
what similar insertion of a short t'I takes place in Mandaitic in

the word 1N'N for ~r, and in the plural suffix of the 1st pers.

IN'N for ~L, as IN'NJ)N~ our "'mds, IN'N'V our hands. Perhaps
also in the pronoun of the 2nd pers. masc. nN»C, JV"N)N. The
vulgar Arabic has this auxiliary vowel, for example, in the

c".... c"... "'.... c.. ....

segolates, ~, SIlI1'IJ" ~)' rutlt'1}, ~, sat", ~, ~kII,
..... L

~ na,rkh.
, (4) A guttural letter at the end of a toneless syllable often

takes a very short vowel, when an ordinary consonant would
remain vowelless. This vowel, which is represented in writing
by a comjJound sltlva, conforms in character to the preceding
vowel. Thus: "1b~~ and P!!;!:, for 'b~~ and PP;1~, of the form

~T; 0'1;1:" 0"1.1~ and 0":!!J~, for O'!?" 0'"1';1~ and 01;1:.
of the forms ~~?'!' ~'t?t7~ and ~?:; ;,~, ;~p:~, for ;,~~ and

+Jv.~.Examples to the. contrary are: ~:' ~:, "iJe.~ and

"iJ~~~, ~~~, ~~~, l~~:, O'~J:\, '~~!, ~~.' .
(5) The compound sh~va spoken of under no. 4 frequently

becomes a full sllort 'VOWel, when the guttural is followed by a
consonant with the shortest vowel (sfdlva mQbile). Thus

with -,b~~ compare ~i~p'~, for ~i,?~~

" Pltt " ,'m:" "1';1:
,,~~ " ~~" ~~~
,,~~ " ~~I~" ~~~

.. .. ;'~,~ " ~p'~.. "11~~

. ";~~~,, ,~y~" ;7P~
but on the contrary observe such forms as ~P7~~, 't'b~';1Q.
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Of this supplementary vowel a (ar wider use is made in
Aramaic. Thus in the Targums we find Nnl"1.3 for Nnl,1.3,.,.: ... .,. : :-

Mn""t'1.3 for Nn~' whilst in Syriac we may say ~~,... '1": • T ..... :: -, •

lA:.~, 1~, l~i, ~;oJ and 1.i~, for ~~,- .. .. . . .
r~~, l~, l~;, l.?Joi and li~; (';bii,

~12~ ~iTand \\Ji~, for ~;b).i, ~l2: ~.\l

and \\Ji~. In Mandaitic this inliertion is very general, the
vowel" being also occasionally employed, as NN,),,:n., and

Ml'\t)'l:J'i"1 (l~, M~~), Nro'~l and NM:1'Y'l (r~S"); 'in the

conjugation Ethpe'cl, the normal (orm is :1'Ol'My = .o.aull·. .
(6) Here, too, may find its place the prostlutic 'IJtIWe/. which

is prefixed to a word to facilitate the pronunciation of an initial
consonant which has weakened or lost its original vowel. Com
pare in Greek 'Xe~c; and e'Xe~, tUnrtllpOJ and tMrtllPOJ; Spanish
uCtIt/o, esmcla; French esjJCre, esprit j Italian CO" isdmsa, i"
lspagnn. In ancient Arabic this vowel is usually 10r 11, as in

c.""", (., c.. c....c,....

the imperative Jjl, v-4-', J.Ai1; in the verbal' conjugations
, "

",,.,1. .,,.,c.. ' ... &.o .... L .loo .,.,. .... '"
J..,ii.;', J..i..U', and J.l.i-l....1; in et.' (for ~), son, l.:.l~'" two,
,,. ",. ,. ,.

$ c.. se.. ...
r"'" or r--

"
name, etc. In the vulgar dialects 'examples are (ar

,
........ e" ., ... e" "."" ,.,. ,,.

more numerous; e.g. J..1.A..j1 and JJWI, for J..i.lJ and JJW,
, ,

,. '" L ,. ,. ..

c.!J'.J4-c' for c.!.(,~, etc. In Hebrew we. find I, "Y, as in ~"tt

for ~,~, M1~tt for M,!V~, and perhaps a few more, such as

SV,)t;' a~d ~~, l~, i~t$ "measure." In C~~ the pros

thetic N, though pronounced by many of the Jews, has not been..
written. In Aramaic occur both f and 1. Already in Biblical. '

Aramaic we have i"1::J:J~ "knee," in the Palestinian dialect
T \ :-

l A -- - 1 '1' '1' · 0{~;. In Syriac we find ~ for ~, AtW- Ul (or
a
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fit. \0; ...,~Jf and ~Jf, for ~J, ~, lQ.C...1 for~ "street,"
a • •

rA-I and~~1for f~ and ~~, ~~1for ~~ or 1~, etc.

In l~Jol the prosthetic vowel has been influenced by the

original vowel of the J, as shewn in the Arabic w). In the
later dialects of Aramaic, examples of the prosthetic vowels
become more and more numerous.

(7) Different from this vowel is the likewise very short
vowel which is occasionally prefixed in Hebrew and Aramaic to
words beginning with a consonant and a full vowel. This
addition may sometimes find its explanation in the harshness of
the initial consonant, as when it is p; t:), or even"; but in other

. cases even this reason is wanting. Examples in Hebrew are:
., ,

C'r:t'~~~ "melons" (~, h . ~Q), nv~~~~ "blains" or "small

blisters" <lWo;:',,; "bubbles" of water), O'.e»t "wings" of an

army, C'p.~ "fetters," O.,~;~ probably the' ~~:ne as "apTa,~,
,,&'p-ra,)..XoI;, which is also found in Arabic and Syriac; ~.'3~

a Persian coin, called by the Greeks 8ape,,,~I; "Jet "a nut,"
":

c.. ..... .,

Arab.)~J Syr. 11~.probably from the Persian )1pz; in Syriac

nii for l;i (Pers. j~)' where the 1was doubtless once sounded,
4,.t1ra; in later dialects O'N for O~ "blood," Na"t:)N "leaf," for

- -: - y :- -:

Na"lt); Mand. N'1.:)~V for ~1.:)~ "heaven," NnN1.:)N"'1N for
y :-

NJ'\N1.:)N" "heights," N"11.:)N~ "wool," N"1IlNpt "dust," for the

older1~ and 1;.z;..
This concludes what I have to say for the present upon the

consonants and vowels of the languages with which we are
dealing-Arabic, Hebrew and Syriac. I now proceed to treat
of the different parts of speech, beginning with the pronouns.

I (In APbocnlcian IlIICI'lption o( 96 II.C., recently (ound Il1the l'iraeUl, m~'T1 and
mtl~"_ to stand (or IJpcaxjuU.)



CHAPTER VI.

THE PRONOUNS.

HERE let me 'call your attention. in the first place. to certain
elements which enter into the formation of a great many of the
pronouns. as well as of the demonstrative and other particles. of
the Semitic languages. I can give these elements no better
general or common name than that of demonstrative letters or
syllables. Their origin and precise original force are in most
cases unknown to me; or, at all events. I can only make such
guesses at them as it is hardly worth while to lay before y~u

just now. when you have need rather of facts than of specu
lations. The principal of these demonstrative letters. so far as

regards the pronouns. are: tot and n. , and n. tt, :3. SZ3 .:I.
, and '. We shall notice each of them more particularly as
occasion requires in our survey of the pronouns.

A. TIu Perstmal Pronouns.

, In treating of the personal pronouns I shall begin, for
reasons which will afterwards become apparent. with the suffixed
forms which we find appended to substantives in the singular.

Of the 1St pers. sing. the fullest form in actual use is the..
Arabic o.j ;- iytr, which is usually shortened, according to circum-

, " c.." L ....

stances, into 4J J'tr or 4J7 I. as ~, ~, ",W. It is.. ..
obviously identical with the Ethiopic P: J'tr, in i4:hP: najslya;
and with the Assyrian J'a, in blt-)'a et my house." This latter.
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I am told, becomes ; and in certain cases a, as 6i1l11 .. my
daughter," aMa (for aMya), as well as a6; and even alJa, "my

'" ~ iI' (,,"""',

father"; with which last compare such Arabic forms as ~. ~4... ..
)'tilma 'amma, ~) ~ )'4 ralJlJa. The Hebrew form is, as you all
know, '7'", of which the )'iid, though written, is no longer pro-

nounced in Syriac: ':f?~, . ,;,,\l,. The intermediate step, no

doubt, was the shortening of 1 into r, which we find sometimes-,
in old Arabic, especially in vocative forms like YJ ~, which in--
pause would be pronounced Y) ~ )'d ralJlJ. The corresponding

plural is in Arab. \i 'Id, sometimes shortened into '111; in Eth. i:
,ul, in Assyrian 111 or 1Ifi, Heb.~) Aram. N) Syr. tI, as ~):bD, ... ' .. : - ,

CL ::'\'l:"
N~f?~'~' These plural forms serve also to designate the

accusative after a verb, and we have here evidently the same '1..
that appears in the suffix of the accusative sing., viz. Arab. ""

niya or n1, Eth. ~: 111, Assyr. ni, Hcb. '~, Aram. '~, Syr. ~

n (the)'iid being suppressed).

In the 2nd person we find a necessary distinction of gender
introduced by the differentiation of the final vowel; the masc.

. ,
form was originally, as in Arabic, ~ kII, the fern. ~ kl...
Identical with these are the Ethiopic n: ka, h.,: ki, and the
Assyrian ka, kl. ·The corresponding Hebrew forms are; and
'~, the latter generally abbreviated into 'iJ" The Aramaic

forms are '!J ,.. for the mase. and '~ ~ for the fem., but the )'1«1

:':\.l~ , \. 'has become silent, ~, . '?? Wj so that these forms are

identical with those of the vulgar Arabic, roase. ~~ ok, or k,
fern. ek or kit The plurals were originally, as in Arabic, rnase,

f kumu, s~ortened into kum, fern. IeUnna; Ethiopic \1(Jo)o: JJmu

and t1\: Idn; Assyrian kunu or kun, of whieh the fem.~ according
to analogy, should be ki"a or kin. The Hebrew forms are
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b~ for M"" fern. t?, but for the latter the fuller ;,~~ or M~~

sometimes occurs. The Aramaic forms are t~~ #' fem.~,
but b:J is also found in Biblical Aramaic (Ezra).

In the 3rd person we have again a variation of vowels
~

according to gender. The Arabic forms are, mase. , Itu (with

long vowel, though written defectively), which becomes, hi when
,

preceded by an i, as aM-ItIl, aOf-lti; fern. lal. The corresponding

forms in Ethiopic are U-: lui, 1/: Ita. In Hebrew the masc. is
\"'1, but also M-'-, t which is nearly identical with the vulgar

~

Arabic ,~, pronounced " or 0, as in &.!~, also written ~~.

The Hebrew fern. is M and ::t . In Aramaic the masc. is
• y

::t _ 01 _ , fern. ::t= a,..!... The corresponding plurals in Arabic- .
are, masc. ("" It"",n, generally abbreviated Itu"" which may be

changed by the influence of a preceding i into Iti",n or Iti"" and
1lO ~

In",; the fern. is ~ It,mna or Itinna. The Ethiopic has lfOi)-:

ltJ1nfl and If\: !J". The Hebrew forms are, masc. /:)" and b ,w y-

or, with final vowel, VJ"T"; fern. fl:' (rarely tlJ> and t"T' or, with

final vowel, M)_, MJ_, ;,)_. In Aramaic we find riM .ca. and
"''1' "'" TT ,-"

~a" but in the Aramaic of Ezra also ch b\'. In contrast
with these stand the Assyrian suffixes with initial 1 j sing. mase.
111, fern. la, plur. masc. 1,mtl or I,m, fern. Iina or lin. A similar
form is found in one of the l;Iimyaritic dialects, where the sing.
mase. is written '0 or 0, pI. bD, whereas in the other we find ",
and ~,; and tmces of It exist in the modern MchrI, in which
according to Maltzan, the sing. masc. is Ire, fern. es, plur. masc.
hll"" fern. smn.

From a comparison of these various forms we may fairly
assume the oldest sh~pe of the suffixed pronouns actually
known to us to be :

W.L 7
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1St sing. iya plur."a dual (only in Arabic)
2nd " m. Ita n m. kumfj } k nii

f.. ki f. kunna u,
JI "

3rd .. m. SI;, IIfj .. m. SI;"U, IlIIm" } IIumd
.. f. sa, kd .. f. slna, IIu"""

I have put SI; and hD together in order to lay before you
two alternatives j viz. (I) hij may be identical with su, initial S

having passed into 11, just as in Sanskrit compared with Persian,
or Greek compared with Liltin j or (2) SI; and hi; may spring
from different demonstrative letters sand h, a point to which
we shall have to recur hereafter.

From these suffixed pronouns iya, ka and IIfl, we obtain, by
prefixing the demonstrative syllable an ()tit), the thr~ pronouns
ani)'a, ""ka and an!tU. The syllable ,,",-itself a compound of
Nand l,-we may regard as a sort of demonstrative particle

., (0

or interjection, akin probably to the Arabic ~\, ~\, Hebrew
. ~

Iv. M~":1. Syriac ~l, and Ethiopic ~\: in ~\\lC»-: Wkhni."

.. en vobi!j =accipite."
The third of these pronouns, ""Iu;, appears but rarely as an

independent word. I would instance the Talmudic ~,~~, fem.

~i'1~N possibly assimilated from \"l~N, ~ill~N with the first. .. :. .:. ,
vowel weakened from a to i. At any rate, the plural forms,
which are without assimilation, are 'i'1~~~, ~ljt~, for J\.,t~.

l~;:t~~~. In Syriac too we find ,a.i], ~], assimilated for

~1. ~au1. Otherwise these forms are used as suffixes j for
example, in Hebrew, \'~.' as \'~~~~. assimilated Uy' fern.

M~L' and also in the later Aramaic dialects, as Mand. l"'l~ or
TT'

lU~' fem. J~i'1)~'l~l~; Talm. \.,~.. ~;:Jr

The same is the case with the second of the above pronouns,
anka, which appears in Hebrew only as a suffix, e.g. j~~

(from pMl, Jerem. xxii.. 24), usually with assimilation jy;
in Mand. l'~)" fern. 1~:3)"

The first of these three forms, ""iya, is found, however, with
slight modifications in most of the Semitic languages. What its
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ongln may be, I can hardly pretend to explain, unless we
connect it with a demonstrative root ;, "this," also found in the
Indo-European languRf,tes, in which Cll.'IC a".iya would literally
mean lJelw/d tltis t»U or this one lure, as a designation of the
speaker. This would still, however, leave the final clement
~a or a unaccounted for.

In Hebrew the form aniya appears almost intact in '~,

~

in pau5C, with fuller vowel, ,)tot In the other languages the....
,,1

older form is more or less obscured: Arabic, \i, tln/J, with short
a in both syllables, dialectically dnt'l, in pause tlna and tlntl1J;

Ethiopic likewise M: 4n/J; J. Aram. N~ (M~ Bib!.) or ~,

Syriac 'Oll'na or 1110. Similarly in the younger dialects: Tigr~.
Ni: ana, Tigrifla 1\'1: ani or M: an.a, Amharic ~\: "'1; Mand.- _~... _,.-' i'i- .... 0. -. - - ._-

NlN modern Syriac Ul. As the proper plural of '.:IN we may, . . -:

regard ~ (Jerem. xlii. 6, klth,M), to which, among the later

dialects, the Amharic offers a parallel in the form lfld. I may
add that .in Arabic, Ethiopic and Syriac this pronoun is liable

"1
to considerable mutilation. In Arabic we find t:J' an, and

likewise in Ethiopic, when followed by the particle ... : sa, 1\~"':

an-sa. In Syriac the first syllable is liable to be elided under

certain circumstances, whence arise such forms as ~l ~, ~,

~, and finally, dropping the last vowel,~. Hence in
modern Syriac the verbal form of the present, 1st pers. sing.

~~ I md, \~;.; I repair.·

There is, however, another form of the pronoun of the 1St
pers. sing., which we must endeavour to explain, namely that
which is found in Assyrian, Hebrew and Phoenician. Here the
first demonstrative basis, a", has been strengthened by the
addition of a second, ak or dk, which I take to be compounded

of Nand " and to be akin to such words as N?, ~," here,"

M3 "thus, here, now," '.::I "that," N:3t' "here," M~'N "how," etc.
T Y T ..

As the oldest form I venture to write a"dkiya or nnllk" whence

1-2
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in Assyrian allliku (Haupt. a7lakii'. in which the 2nd syllable
must surely be long. as the corresponding Hebrew form is

. ,
':!)N, in pause ':!)N The Hebrew has preserved the vowel of
••T • .,..

the last syllable in a purer state than the Assyrian. On the
Moabite stone it appears as 1)N. probably pronounced dnokh;
whilst in Phoenician inscriptions we also find 1»t. which in the
ears of Plautus sounded like attl'ck. I may remind you in
passing that the Egyptian pronoun was also allek. ctlek. and the
Coptic ..nOR. The form ilk". without the prefix att. is employed
ill Assyrian as an enclitic with the force of the substantive
verb, e.g. sarriilm re I am king," rabbiiktl re I am great." 8il.:artilm

re I am manly"; thus corresponding to the use of }.il for lJl. .
in Syriac.

The corresponding plural form is still more remarkable:
Assyr. antll;. nt,li. ntllll for am1J1l;. atlalpli. Heb. ~)n)N })hoen.

: --:'ImM. Here then:! of the singular has interchanged with n
• .. .5 "' ...

(as in 'tttl, lr.""Cl.8. compared with~.~ compared with

b'I:1'~~~), and the vowel has been shortened in the shut

syllable. The last syllable of the word. U. is probably short
ened from ~, the plural form of '~, which we mentioned

above. This plural U';1~, abbreviated in Hebrew itself into

~)ry~, is found. in some shape or other. in nearly all the Semitic
.. "', ,Il", ,«..1.

dialects. Arabic: ~, vulgar~ nelJne. ne"n. ~, alJnti in

Egypt ;/tna. Ethiopic: \iM: 71l'/tna. Tigr~ "alj7la. Tigrifta
1ll'/tnii~ Syriac. with an additional demonstrative n at the end.

, '-1' .
~I. commonly ~. which is shortened in pronunciation

, ., "
into nat,. as in~ ~~I' Also ~l. with prosthetic vowel.

"
whence in modern Syriac ~i and ~j, but also iikll1lJkltun

,ci::l~l (with a curious assimilation to the pronoun of the

2nd pers. iikltt6kltun \~Ll>. In Samaritan we also find the

form pn:lN. whilst in the Palestinian dialect of Syriac. aul,
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and in the modern Syriac of Ma'liila, ..-..21 a11a/f., the final" has
vanished. Jewish Aramaic forms are M~~~ and Mn~; but in

several dialects the guttural has been elided, whence in the
Talmud }~, in Samaritan })M, in Mandaitic J')M Calli" for

anAn), and i~ Palestinian Syriac ~1 and more commonly ",",1
Likewise in Assyrian, as above mentioned, anlll;, nl,,; or 11111I1.

On reviewing what I have said about the pronoun of the
1St pers. sing., you may think that much of it is very pre
carious and doubtful i in particular that the derivations which I
have ventured to suggest of the forms '.»t and ':lite are very.-: ....
far-fetched i that '~ can hardly be compounded with a demon-

strative particle or interjection, '+ () +M), and ':lite with two
• I ..

words of that class '+ (:I +M) + () + M). In reply I can only
point to the history of the pronominal forms in other languages,
for instance the Romance. Whence comes the French ce? In
some cases it appears in the modern language as at, for which
the older form is cest. But ast is identical with the Italian
fJllesto, which springs from eCCfI isto, i.e. eCCfltll istum, i.e. ecce mm
istmn I Even the English I is but the last remnant of .-ell or ik,
ego, e-,r1J, e-,o"" Sanskrit alIQm, all pointing to an original agltam
or agatll, which has been supposed to be made up of three
elements, a +glla (or ga) + tII, the first of which is either the
demonstrative root a "this," or else a mutilation of ""'; whilst
the second is a particle, identical with the Greek ~, and the
third, in all probability, another demonstrative letter.

I pass on to the pronoun of the 2nd person in its inde
pendent form. Here the demonstrative syllable all is prefixed,
not to the syllable ka, but to ta. Both these syllables are,
it seems likely, also of a demonstrative character, and admit
of being explained in one of two ways. Either (I) Ita is a
mere variety of la (compare Ttlt Tt with Sanskrit lIif-ki-s "nemo,"
~'i-lII "what?" quis, quid) j or (2) they spring from different
demonstrative letters, k and t. The one of these we have

already mentioned as lying at the root of ~, i"1~, '~, and
similar words j whilst the other gives birth to various forms,
of some of which we shall have to treat presently. If so, the
pronoun of the 2nd person designates the individual spoken
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to as a "this" or .. here," in contradistinction to the more
remote .. that" or .. there" of the 3rd person. In the Indo
European languages the same element seems to lie at the root
of both pronouns, for Sanskrit tvam, i.e. tu-am, "thou," differs
only in its vowel from ta, the base of the demonstrative pronoun
tat, in Greek TO.

The oldest form of this pronoun known to us in Semitic
'" "I "I '" ~ "I

is the Arabic ~\ a"ta, with its fem. ~, a"ti, dual \.o,.ij\,

..... c".t • ""'$

plur. masc. ~\ antumu, shortened antum, and fern. ~\

antu'l1Ia. The dual is found in Arabic only, and has disap
peared from its vulgar dialects, in which the forms in use are
mta or mt (Egypt. in"), enti or mtl (Egypt. i1lty, mty), clltum or
mtu (Egypt. intu). Almost identical with these are the Ethiopic
~ "l'nf: a"ta, attti, atllhnu, a"tltl, which appear in Tigre as ml/a,

allti, alltum, and in Amharic as a1lta, al/t)'i or allt)', plur. alltft.
But in Tigrifta they have been displaced by the compound
\htl: ,"ss/klld, fem. ,"ss/klli, plur. ,wssdtki2m, 1wssdtkt'f1l, by
assimilation for "qS'klul, etc.

In Assyrian and Hebrew 1It have been assimilated into tt.
The Assyrian forms are atta, alti, plur. mase. altu"u, (fern.,
according to analogy, atti,lQ). In Hebrew the masc. sing. is. . .
~, in pause~ or ~; but the shorter ~, atl! or att,

also occurs, Num. xi. IS; Deut v. 24. and in some other
passages in the K!thlbh, e.g. Ps. vi. 4; Job i. 10; Eccles. vii. 22.
Its fem. is .~, which occurs sometimes in the Kethlbh, viz.

Judges xvii. 2; I Kings xiv. 2; 2 Kings iv. 16, 23. and viii. I;

J erem. iv. 30; Ezek. xxxvi. 13; but it has been almost sup
planted by the shorter t-\N attl or att, in pause AN· The plur.

: -, : 'I'

masc. is cr-\N, with I for 11; the fern. is r1)J:\N sometimes written
., - T - -,

n~ and r1~tt; but the shorter l~ or l~ is found in Ezck.

xxxiv. 31, and with assimilation of the 11 to a following 111, in

Ezek. xiii. 20, "",itb OJ:\N ~M (observe Ezek. xxxiii. 26,
• I· ., - '1'-'

n~~ lJ;\'~P; for ~.~, and lsai~h xxxv. I. ~,~ C~~~ for

l*~~)·
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In Biblical Aramaic and the Targnms we find both the
primitive and the assimilated forms. nJ;l~, ,;,~, ~, fem. ';'~,

plur. masc. ~~, ~, fern. I'~, l'~' In Syriac the ",

though written, is never pronounced. and the final I of the fern.

sing. has also been dropped. JUt ...1uI, ~AJ1. ,"~I. The

forms of the later dialects are in some cases such as we should
naturally expect; e.g. Samaritan nJ'\N or MM. fern. 'MM, plur.
~. I'MM; Palestinian Syriac. Ll, fern....Ll, plur. ~Ll and
~AJl. ,"Ll. But in others there are points worthy of remark.
For instance, in Mandaitic. instead of " and t being assimilated,
a short tl is inserted between them. nN)M, plur.I'nN)N. Again,

--t -;-
in the vulgar Syriac of Ma'liila. we find i:' tIC" or~ !tack, with

~ (" t ... .,.
the plur. ~, adlkhu" or~ Iltlchun. where t has been

softened into I)', cll, as in ~01.. <1AJ....~). ~}J <fZ.Sl). ~\S
<1.O&'). The modern Nestorian or east~rn forms are hJj at or

\.~l atti", the latter with a curious appendage; and not less

strange are the plurals ~~l and \~~l. which can only be

explained as having arisen under the influence of the 1st pers.

~l or ~l. whilst conversely the form of the 1st person

~1 must have owed its birth to this falsely formed

~~l·
The separate pronouns of the 1st and 2nd persons have.

as we have seen. received a demonstrative increment at the
Ix.-ginning; with the pronoun of the 3rd pers. the reverse
apparently is the case. The Assyrian In. fern. Ir, and the

corresponding Syriac ~. fern....rf1. may perhaps never have
had nny such increment; but it is. I think, otherwise with the
Hebrew and Arabic singular!. In Hebrew these forms. with
the ancient and necessary difference of vowels, are M~n, fcm.
M'ry. Now some scholars believe that the alep" is a mere

orthographic sign, like the Arabic e/ij in the 3rd pers. plur.
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.. ,.,.
of the verb, I"l-U, which is occasionally found even in Hebrew

(N~~~nn Josh. x. 24; N~:lN Isaiah xxviii. 12). In this view
: IT v 'I"

I can hardly concur, because the words are written with this
ateph in the oldest documents we possess, such as the Moabite
stone (masc. Ni., tu "'ltJN") and the sarcophagus of Eshmun'iizar,

king of Sidon (masc. Nn C'N "that man," fem. Ni, n~S~.,
"this kingdom"). Had the original sounds been merely Illi and
hi, we should have found on such monuments ,n and 'n.
I conclude, therefore, that the words must have sounded origi
nally something like ",i-a and hi-a, with the addition of a
demonstrative a at the end. This will seem less improbable
to you, when you are told that the modern Syrian forms from

001 0 and -.en e, by the addition of l~, another demonstrative

la:. 001 <lc;oo,) ifti, l~ -.01 t ti, Cl that," cc yonder." That Plautus
heard the Phoenician word pronounced as hy only proves that
the Carthaginians, like the Jews, had gradually let this additional
sound drop, although they retained the symbol of it in writing.

I have said nothing to you as yet of the use of t-t,n for the
fem. gender in Hebrew, because I do not believe in its existence.
The distinction of the vowels in t-t~M and tot'ry, su and si, is just

as primitive and essential as in allla, al1ti and ka, ki. I am
aware that tot'\.., takes the place of t-t'n in various passages of the
Pentateuch j but in old Hebrew MSS. , and' are very much
alike, and the Masorets have done well to regard K\, as nothing
but a clerical error, and to substitute for it the correct N'n'.
The same pretended archaism may be found in the famous
Babylonian codex of the Prophets published by Strack, e.g.

1I0sea H. 4, t-t\, (i.e. t-t,i:'!), Joel iv. I, Nin,i (i.e. N'i:'!,j).
To proceed. The same primitive difference of the vowels

and the same affixed syllable are to be found in Arabic, although

slightly obscured, since hu-'a and hi-'a have become hl1wa .ib
...

and hfya~. In Ethiopic these words have received a further

I (CC. Kuencn, O"d~nlltlz. ~nd cd. vol. i. (Lcydo:n, IlIll7), I 16 lUld n. 7. who
rightly reCeI'll the origin oC the error to thc old scriplill dif«liva ten, for ~C\n lUld M'n
alike.]
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increment at the cnd, and in consequence have suffered a slight
curtailment at the beginning. The forms in actual use are
(1)-1\1:: 'ltJt'ltu, fern. .e"t: y~'ltl, which have obviously lost an
initial 1111 and Id on account of their having been lengthened by
the syllable tu and tl. I find the same increment in the
As.';yrinn demonstrative iUd/ti, "this," fern. J(I(III or UII [Del.
JUrt,], and in another form in sasli, fern. iMI, iaJa, as also in
Iltlgti-Jll (Del. agtfiu), which last is found mainly in inscriptions
of the Persian period. SIi seems to be only a weakening of tf"
just as in Greek the pronoun Ill, Dork TV, became uv; or n7IUPO"
(to-day), T'iTe~ (this year) became u~IUPO" and crfiTe~; or the
nominal terminations n~, n~, ntl, TVVJ1, passed into U&~, U&O~, U&tI,

UVVJ1 (.".b;&~, ""MJ6u&O~, 'YEpovuta., 8&~tI&Ouv"'1). Indeed it seems
possible that tIi is the oldest form of the pronoun of the 3rd
pers. in Semitic, of which sli and Itli are successive weakenings.

We have then the following forms of the pronoun of the
3rd person.

singular

Assyr. m. ia
f. si

plural

Jt1nu, itinu-tu, slinut
s;na

dll~1

Arab. m..,. (vulg. Eg.

Eth.

~

Ituwa .,.>
,

f. ~ (vulg. Eg..

Itiya '-tf.),
m. <D'1\1:: wl'ltn

~ ~ (Eg. IlIlm and Imlnd)
" ,.

1\0\)0\1:: ,'VtlintfJ or
<D'1\1"~: w/'nJ,,,1i

"~\1:: bmftltfl or
<D'1\1"\: w,'t'nJ"

Heb. m. N~' (Ph. Nn)

f. N·l:1 (Ph. Nl"1)

}. Ar. m. N~n

f. N·n

•mn....
~~!, ~~~; t~~

t·~
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aiDgulu ..
Syr. m. ocn

Talm. m. ~"~

f. 'r:a'~

PERSONAL I'RONOUNS.

plural

~\QJI..
•• ' i1
~~ ..

'M~'~
"jt~

[CHAP.

Mand. m. ", lU'iI
f. Vii 1')'M

After what I have already said, in this and former lectures,
very few of these forms call for any further remark. I need

.. ., Lt ...

only add, I think. that rA' rA' vulgar Egypt. ,,"1n, huma,
M~j, Ct', and '~0, 1~0' an: really identical, the last being

strengthened by an additional demonstrative element, as is
also the case with ~(1,)0\1:: and ~~\1::: The Talmudic forms
\,~,~ and ',,~'~ (for I;~'~ and 1'''~'~) shew us that the double. . . .
" of the Chaldee, Syriac and Mandaitic is an assimilation of "N,
the syllable ;11, ell, llell being, as I formerly stated, an interjec
tional or demonstrative element prefixed to the pronoun. The

simple ocf. and ....~ of the old Syriac have entirely disappeared

in the modern language; and in the modern dialects of Ethiopia
the place of this pronoun has been usurped by later compounds.

'Thus in Tigrii\a, Illssii, fern. Il1ssa. plur. mase. Illssiitjjlll, fem.
,Ilssatoll. for IIl/sil, etc. j and in Amharic, "1\C.h.: lrS'-I. fern.
~Ch'P: lrslwa. plur. ~c...fCD': lrsatyaw, or with a further
assimilation M.: lssil, etc., from C~h: rl'ls, I( head."

On the formation of the plurals of the personal pronouns.
I shall make some additional remarks when I come to treat
of that subject in relation to the noun and verb. Meantime
I pass on to the other classes of pronouns.

B. Tire D,mlJ/lstrativ, Prollouns.

From the pronoun of the 3rd person, by prefixing the
demonstrative particle or interjection M, in vulgar Arabic d,
we get the compound pronoun ha-lul. This appears in tha
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TalmUd as tot,."" fem. ~~" plur. \.,~, (for JV1~::). The

word is often wrongly pointed tot,."." N';:r.:t, whereby. it is

confoundeu with the Hebrew tot~MtI, N~j, which is of a totally

different origin, viz. by assimilation for N\+i). In Mandaitic. .

the same word exists in the singular, 'MMM, yrfN,." without any
corresponding plural. In Syriac the second It was elided, and

the syllables Itti-n,ltti-l, contracted into om /IaW, -..A~ Itay ~r /lily,
".' ....plur. \.QJO'1 /Mm,f"" ~ /llill1u"Tt, (for /lli-tv,,-Itntl, /lli-l'n-krn).

In the Palestinian dialect we also find the singular forms 0101,
0C71; fem. -..A101, -..A01, but not the plural. In modern Syriac

the corresponding words are oCn aw, -..Aa. ay, often written and

pronounced 61. oT', -..Ai, 0 and i, with the plur. ~T' an' (from

thc old fcm. ~), shortcncd into '1: till and ~ an. From this

is formed another pronoun by the addition of the particle

le;, at the end, t~ designate a more remote object; ~·that,"

"yonder," viz. la, ca, (l~ oa,), o'd, fern. la, -..ACn, i'd. The"

which we have found in the plurals ~, ~M~::, etc., seems to

appear in the singular in the Assyrian a""", Cl this," whether
we regard it as merely = atl +hn, or as = tf + ill +Itn. The forms
given by the grammarians are:

sing. masc. a",m (fern. a",.at), (a,,";t)
plur. masc. atll,nt" fern. a""tft'~, a"',IIII,

with another plural form, perhaps of both genders, anti' or anni.
In vulgar Arabic of Egypt the forms corresponding to

mry, tot'ry", \,~" are still used with the original interjectional

force: tfI,J, u th~re he is," dlt!, er there she is," imftm or dlufm,
"there they are."

A very large number of demonstrative pronouns have their
source in the cognate letters d and t, in juxtaposition with
which we often find k, I and n. You will remember that Aram.
., d = Arab. .; dlt, 15 = Eth. Heb. Assyr. 8; and that Aram. n t ...

Arab. ~ th, ~ = Eth.... : s, Assyr. I, Heb. ~ sh.
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,
One of the simplest of these pronouns is the Arabic \J, fern.

"" ....... , /j,j "j , j

..;~, ~~, ~, li, plur. J\ or ~~" often written plene J,\, ~~J\.

The corresponding forms in vulgar Arabic are da or di, fern. di,

plur. J," dtull or dol, dO/a, doll (which seems to arise from
a combination of the singular with the ancient plural). In
Ethiopic we have the same word in the form 1i: sI, fern. 11: sa,
plur. 1\(\.: 1//4, fern. 1\1\: 1/1". Its Hebrew equivalent is in,,'
fern. nNf, for sdt, shortened into rif and ~f, plur.~ (I Chron.

xx. 8, generally with the art. ~,1), n~N. The" Phoenician
•• T Y -

forms are, as might be expected, very similar j viz. f for both
genders (perhaps with a difference of pronunciation, zl, 8i-');

fern. also nI, in Plautus s)'Ik; plur. ~N, in Plautus it)'. The
form fN, which also occurs in Phoenician, has been regarded as
equivalent to the Hebrew nm; but the article in Phoenician,,-
is the same as in Hebrew, and f does not take the article in
Phoenician even when the preceding substantive is defined
(f :l~D and f 'U;;n). I prefer therefore to consider the alep/'

'1': • -- -
in IN as merely prosthetic. The very curt form of the word I
might readily lead to such a vowel being prefixed; and we find
some support for this idea in the modern Ethiopic or Tigrifta
form 1\1i: fern. 1\11:: In the later Hebrew of the Mishnah we
have masc. in, fern. " (80 or Sl-'), plur. ~~N. In Assyrian it is

" .
curious to find the form with I in the singular as well as the
plur.j

sing. masc. u//u
plur. mase. u/luIu

fern. "I/at
fern. u/litu'.

By appending a demonstrative 11 to the masculine, we obtain
the common J. Aram. form r:~, "1, emphatic n~~, N.?~, with its

simple fern. n1, N1. and its plur. "~t:t. The' corr~sponding

1 [The latter only in the PentAteuch. where it is probably to be viewed &I a mere

smptiD tkj«liva alCi]) as in Phoenician. Cf. Kuenen ut su/N. In any case ~Q

is younger than "~~I}, final "y- being readily lost in Hebrew, as in Vl=~.~
• [The feminines are not recognised by Delitzscla.]
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Phoenician forms are tf and MT; and in certain Aramaic dialects
(Egypto-Aram., Nabathean) these words appear as M)T and Mf.
An Ethiopic form, with further demonstrative increment, is

~\1:: zt't"til, fern. I-It: Batl, plur. 7\'\0\1:: ellDntA, fern. 7\,,\1::
clldnlti.

For the !lake of still greater emphasis, IuJ is prefixed to these
.... 1 I I ,,"',

forms, giving in Arabic \~, fern.•~ or t.J~, ~t., uta, plur.
A- ,,'" ,

... , ... -, I

~Jta or ~~J.; and vulgarly Itadd, fern. lu'fdl, plur. 1«Jda1l1, and in

Africa IuJdnrn. In Egypt, with somewhat of the original inter
jcctional force, tfdf, "this here." The corresponding Aramaic
words vary considerably in form according to the dialects.
In the Targums and the Talmud we find t~;;t, fern. "1"
(or M1P), plur. t'~~:' and l'~" (less correctly pronounced t~t1

and r~;;t); and similarly in the Palestinian dialect ~1C'1 or

\.~, fern. llin (ltMf for ltifda), plur.~. In Mandaitic f has

generally t~ken the place of,; t'TMi1, fem. MTMM, plur. r'~M.
~MM however occurs, as also the compound ,)"Mi1 = Talmud.

,)";" i.e. 'M r"M. The ordinary Syriac forms are }jm, fern.

1lc", plur.~. Of these, ucn stands for Mnp, and 1;0, is

weakened from 1~, which occurs in the combination ...ci11ien
(for ...~liai). Shorter forms are "en, for 11::', and~. Here

too mUl't be placed the Talmudic Iv::' or Itttt, which latter is

also found in Samaritan. Here M has taken the place of i1,
whilllt the aspirated , dk is represented only by the aspira
tion k. This gradual elision of the d, combined with the
ordinary dropping of the final ft, enables us to explain the
common Talmudic forms 'M;;t, fern. M;:t, plur. '~, or '~j,

as corruptions of I'!::', M1::', and t'~;;t. The modern Syriac

words are very similar, viz. l~f tfltd or 1" d, plur. ~j anne. l~f

springs from the fern. 1~, the original aspirated d (dk) being
represented, as in tt1tt, by an k; k having been gradually
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"-
.... ,. 'J ,,'" "J

plur'~~J\ or c.:.lH,\. The Arabs have, however, regarded the
...

dropped, a'ii has been contracted into iI. Dialectically the forms

~lt '''";'It are also used, both from m·
N9w if to these series ~f pronouns we append the Icttcr l'

we obtain another serics, generally dcsignating more distant
objects.

The simplest of these is the J. Aram. on or '~1, fern. ;1,
plur. ;~, which are formed from l':!, N1 and r'~~, Thc

Palestinian dialect exhibits the plural in the form ~.

By prefixing IuJ we arrive at the Talmudic ;'~', fern.,;" plur.

;?, or ;~t1, and the Mandaitic 1Nl., (masc. and fern.), plur.

1')N,", which are contractions for 1)''''', 1N'M, and 1).I,M.
Here too the Syriac varieties ~, fern. ~, find their
place; the former of which may perhaps be compounded with a

form corresponding to thc Mishnaic ~~t:t. As for ,..ClJ01 (".,xrt),

which is always rnase., it is probably not a mere variation of

~, but a different compound, viz. from ~ and ,...
~ "" """ ~

In Arabic the corresponding pronoun is ~\..;, fern. ~\i, d;tJ,
'"

'"suffixed # as being the pronoun of the 2nd person, and hence,
... ...

t~ough ~,..; is commonly used in speaking to two or more per-
...

sons of both sexes, it is also permitted to use ~,,) in addressing
,~, ~~'" .~,

a woman, LoS\'; in speaking to two, and f''; or JI'; in speaking

to several, according to their sex. The ·vulgar forms, at least in
~

North Africa, are ~\.i "ilk, fern. ~.i dlk, plur. ~,.i dlik.
...

In Egypt we find, with the addition of M, the forms diklui
(masc. fern.) and dukluJ (masc.); and thcse may be still further
strengthened by appending the pronoun of the 3rd pers., mase.
dukllauwii, masc. fern. dikltaiya, plur. mase. fem. dllkkanima.
The Ethiopic presents us with this augmented pronoun in
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the form lill-: sl'kA, (em. 1\\tl1-: tnt/leA, plur. 1\ti\ll-: llllleA.
Here the fern. is remarkable, but we shall speak of it when
we come to the simple relative form 1\\t: Inta.

These pronouns again may be heightened by the accession
of a fresh demonstrative syllable. Thus in Chatdee we find
,~~ for both genders, with additional n. The Ethiopic presents

us with a form with additional In, viz. lil1"'1;: slkwt.'ftA or lilrt::
clkiA, fern. 1\\:tnt: lnttfktf, plur. 1\~l1"'1;: ll/llnolt,1 or 1\~lrt::

" "" ". ,. ,. ""
NlCktA. The Arabic prefixes IIll in the form ~'.it., fern. ~Ut.,

A.
,,"" ", ",fA.",

~u, plur. cl.a,u; which are much us~d in the vulgar
"" -.

I I A"

dialects, ~Ilalll(fdtik, ~lal IuJdlk, plur. ~1J" kif"loik, or in
. " "

I

North Africa ~,~ !uJ4fik. From IuJdt'lk seems to arise, by
"elision of the d, the form~ Iuzk, used by the Bedouins; just as

I

,~ ktfdtf, in combination with the article 'ai, becomes kal, which
, ".... c.. c.. ....

is used for all numbers and genders, as yl..A.!..Lll, ~ i. .,1 lb,
" ,

c..'CI '" .... ". '" L ....

~t.J ~)t., y~. Another strengthened form in old

" I
Arabic is ~J, where the letter I has been inserted between

"', "" (" ,
'J and ~; its fern. is cl1J, by contraction for clW. Peculiar

" " "to the Mandaitic is the word MM)NM (masc. and fern.), plur.
'masc. tv"N)M,." fem. r·nM)NM. Here it seems tolerably clear
that we have again the prefixes MM and ,·N, contracted into
INM, and the suffixes of the 3rd person; but it is not so easy to
say what is represented by the letters M, unless we admit
Nocldeke's suggestion that they are identical with n., the..
Aramaic form of n~,

Finall}", under this head, wc have a few demonstratives that
are Cormed by means of the prefix .t:t f. Here I mention first,

though somewhat doubtfully, the Talmudic pronoun ~M·M fern.. ,
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'z:or~; doubtfully, I say, because it may also be explained, as I

did above, by assimilation from \.,~'~, ';:1~'~. This latter view

is countenanced by the plurals \M)'N 'M)'N The forms \"')
: • J .. : •• •

and \"1~'~J representing the substantive verb, seem to be fresh

compo~nds of the demonstrative n and ~"1'~J 'M~'t:t; e.g. ~"'r~ '~

If what it is," """1') N)N .. it is I," ;i1?'? '.,~~ 'P'~~ .. they are

perfectly righteous men," More certain examples of this for
mation with prefixed ; are "'~ (for n'~), fem. N"~; and

rr~J plur. '!Jp.'~. ..
To designate a definite pronominal accusative, especially of

a somewhat emphatic kind, we find in the Semitic languages a
peculiar word joined with the pronominal suffixes. In Ethiopic
this is l1.J': kiyil, a word regarding the origin of which various
conjectures have been hazarded, but which I am inclined to
think finds its source in the demonstrative k, to which we have
so often referred. From this are formed, with the usual pro
nominal suffixes, kJyil-ya, kiyil-ka, etc. By the weake,ning of ;:)
into i'1 (of which I gave some examples in a former lecture), we

G

obtain the Arabic dialectic form ~. From this it is but a step

"to the common Arabic ~\ iyti, which is used precisely like
~

its Ethiopic equivalent, and appears in Tigrifta in the contracted

form of 1\: i, delloting self, as t\j?: iyt', I\~: ikkii, I\f?: iyli. In
the other Semitic languages this word takes the feminine termi
nation at or t, probably appended to it in order to bring out
more strongly the abstract idea of IlOccilas (if I may use such a
word); and in these languages its range of use is considerably
wider than in Arabic and Ethiopic. Hence we get, in the first
place, the Phoenician n'N, which was doubtless pronounced
in the earlier stages of the language iyiilll or iyalll; for other
wise the' would not have been inserted in writing, as is almost
invariably the case in the older inscriptions. In the inscriptions
of later date, however, we find nN, and Plautus heard the word
pronounced .1111. The Aramaic forms seem to be shortened from

the Phoen., viz. Syr. ~ I Chald. n:, less correctly n~. These
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are used riot only as a sign of the definite accus., l~ ~..a..L.o~

h,Jl lLo~ IL ~; but also as a substantive, signify-

ing self, e. g. 01~ "lO~l cm It he who knows himself,"

l~ JO ~ •\ :. It free-will"; and likewise in the Palestinian dia-. .
leets and in Samaritan to form demonstratives, as in the phrases

N~" l':1n':D If on that same day," Nm l':1n':D .. in that same
•• .,.. y - ... .,..

year," ~.....,o 01~ .. at that same time," oCn ILl o!ll,-011L

.. that man is a thief," 'S r:~V NS ~l"1ry~ ,~ l':~' "1 .. this is of

use to me, those are not." In this way we may best explain the
Mandaitic demonstrative spoken of above, I"11'\N)NM (masc. and
fem.), 'V',N.»t." ,'nN.»t." where nN is probably =n:. Simi-

larly in Hebrew yatlt was further altered into titlt, whence, by the
usual change of a into 0, resulted the common form otlt, niN.
In clQse connection with a following word this 6tll was shortened
into 6tlt, just a.t; from ne;,) and nrJ'SrJ we get 'J:1rIM) and

• '1': '1': • : T:

~. Next, 6th was changed into nit -ntt, as in~ for

attll,,,; and finally this -nN was heightened by the tone into fth,
w

n.,c. In later Hebrew, perhaps under the influence of the sur-

rounding Aramaic dialects, n~ came to be used, like n' as aw'
demonstrative: tn'l"1 v,'lN:l, i13l~ r:tt;';N:l, V,~N ~S ~: It that

one sat down," :l'v::3~ t"NM ;niN ,~:". In Assyrian I find a
: • ... 'I"

word attll, which seems to be nearly connected with ydtlt and
oth, for example in such phrases as altRa aMItJ It my father"
(It mon pere a moi"), 8irya attfltJ tI my family" <v"n, dlfUita
attiia It my laws" q',), bUa atm,," tI our house," sa la iptallalf.n

ablya wa attlltJ It who revere (me) not my father and me."
Schrader also regards as cognate with ytitll the words yatl and
Mt, in such phrases as ytitl NaMmaltld smnhan"i, "as for mc,
Nabunit, save (:IT'~) thou me"; and again, fa la iplalf.n abtitlya
11 tffl la is,batfl nIl" sarrfitlya, "who did not fear my father.;,
and, as regards me, did not take up the yoke of my rule."
These words yatl and MI he explains as made up of ya +
a + t; or 11, i.e. ya for yatlt, a suffix of the 1St pers., and
a further demonstrative ti or Ii. Sayee, however, gives a diA"er-

~~ 8
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ent explanation of both words, so that we are evidently on
unsafe ground. Even the Hebrew niN has been explained in a
manner different from that which I have just suggested to you,
for some scholars have regarded it as a substantive, nearly equi-

s.-"-
valent in form and meaning to the Arabic i.J' "sign- or "mark;..
"form" or "body," thus identifying it with the wordn~ (for n~ or.,
n~), or else assuming a form mM or n-N, from the construct

or T· ....

state of which (~ or n~) niN might be derived by con

traction.
Before quitting the demonstrative pronouns, I will say a

few words regarding the definite article, which really belongs to
this class of words. Its original form was, in all probability,

~tt, a compound of ha and /, nearly in the sense of the Latin

ilk, connected with the adverbs rn-tSl'1 "away," "beyond," andor: .y
ci,n If here," " hither." In Hebrew the / was assimilated to all

following letters; and when the doubling wholly ceased to
be audible, the loss of it was compensated by the heightening of

the vowel into d Y", as in ~~" "'Q, "v.,":" elM"":" on which
and other modifications of the article see your Hebrew gram
mars. In Phoenician its form is the same as in Hebrew, but it
is not so frequently used as in the latter language, e. g. J~D

for l'1Jn .:l~~', J ,y~n for l'1Jl"1 ~n, NI, C'N for C'Nn
N""', NI, n:hD1:Jt, for N'n" n~S~,.

The Arabs ordinarily weakened the initial n to N, but re
stricted the assimilation of the final/to a following dental, sibi
lant or liquid (the so-called solar letters V. UN ).J .;., ~ l.:J

,c.."'..... ",c.. .. ,,~.... ...• .,.

~ J \; ~ vG V');. e. g. \:JWJI, ~" i~~\, but .J}\ (,,;c;tt>,
~ .-

L. G;, •• ....1Ii"

~, ("~),.p' (",~t1). In Egypt this assimilation is

nowadays extended to 1:: and ~, as eg--g-usar, eg--g-mn'a le Fri

day/ ek-kull, ek-mise .. church." The letter /, however, though
assimilated in pronunciation, is always written. The Arabian
Bedouins are still said to retain the old pronunciation hal, saying
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Iuu-sanalt instead of as-sana/" M)m'. Generally speaking, how-
TT -

ever, the initial elif is regarded as so weak in sound that it
"",_~t

suffers elision whenever another word precedes, e. g. cJl.oJ' y,'
"'.." ., ~

allll'l-maliki, not aM al-maliki, ~l.Al' ~ fi 'n·n4s,~ not ft an-

"" 11.;:, "" ""1. (",1..-0 , ,

"lisi, ~)' JU ~lila ,,.-mJiIIIl, not /flila a,.-,.aj,llll, ;)-oJ' ~\j,
/filial; 'I-ma,.'alll, not /ftflal al-mayalll. Indeed it was at times
dropped altogether and only the I sounded, and this is common
at the present day, e. g. la/fma,. " red," liswid" black," laslta,., the
" AS/Ill"" mosque, kl"ln "the two."

In Ethiopic there is no definite article, and the same appears
to be the case in Assyrian. The Aramaic dialects labour under
the same deficiency, but make up for it by appending to the
noun the demonstrative Iui or tf, which appears in writing as an

aleplt; thus N"P~, l~ ~'~, 1,H, !'m. With this we

may compare the postpositive m and el of the Scandinavian
tongues, derived from an older inn and it (e. g. Danish Mand,
Mt'tndm j HIIS, Hluet), of which we shall have to make mention
again hereafter. More to our present purpose, however, is the
l;Iimyaritic suffixed n, e.g. in f"1JTt) "this monument" or "tablet,"

I rtJfl) I J"'; I "P~7~ I "Jp.' I c,Ji~ I U:1 I '''J:1' I M',~ ;
or in Il)S~ It this stone," I'~n~ I :1-,y I 1:16' I 1:1 I nnYl)M
Ill)S~t) I "'1Mf\y I '~,,,. The words f"1JTl) and It)~ are appa
rently contractions of Im)Tl) and IMt)Se'l), as seems to result
from such forms as 11M'J'J)Ml) 11':1 "between these lwo t~wers"

or "castles," I I"Jn':1 1l,v:1N "the lords of these two hou8Cs,"
IMJn':1 "this house of ours" (where the J is the suffix ofthe 1st
pers. piur.').· Often the demonstrative pronoun ti, fern. n" is
prefixed to such words, as f"1)Tt) tt·

-
I [This statement rests on a misconception: £.A..Jt. stands for &.A-l1 ~";t..,

NlSld.]
, Other ellamrles ore: I'''D ti, "this Inscription"; 13"' ti, u this 1(101";

Innl) 11, "lhl. door"; 1":1" 11, "this building"; "'~", "lhls stl\tue"; liU~:1M',
"amI thete two Cllmels."

8-2
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C. The Relative Pr011ottns.

[CHAP.

The relative in its simplest form is, it may be said, iden
tical with the demonstrative pronoun. As the Germans use aer
instead of welclter, and we English tltat instead of wlto, so did
the Semites employ closely cognate or identical words as de
monstratives and relatives.

The simplest of the r~lative forms is the '~ of the Biblical

Aramaic, shortened in the Targums and in Syriac into ":1 l al...
One or other of these forms appears in all the Aramaic dialects
except the Egyptian and that of some ancient inscriptions, which
have .,. The Mandaites say fd as well as til, and the same form
"S1f. is occasionally found in Samaritan. I need only remark in
addition that in Mandaitic f:) is used in a few cases instead of
the common ." as :lMf:) ":lMf:) "he who does good," N')D ,':lNt:)

"he who does evil" (where ":lNt:) = "~3(:I); tNnNrtN:lNf:) MM'.,

"spirit of our fathers." The word ", which is mentioned by
Gesenius and others as the Mandaitic form of the relative, has
no existence, being merely li. false reading of the somewhat
abbreviated character of the word,. In modern Syriac l. or ll.

1.' 1 • 1!!..'is frequently employed for l, as ~! ~~ (for ~.tl JoUJr£l)

. , l' 1..!..-!. -"the Saviour ofthe world," ••• ~ ." Aoi:u (for ~l~). . . " . , .
"forgiveness of sins," '~l ~ (for \.~l~) "the passiOl}

. , ,
of our Lord," IJ(jrit ult'i, i.e. \\~l adAQ, "after Jesus.". ,

Identical. with this '~ or 1 is the Arabic "J. generally em

ployed in this one form for both genders and all numbers j as
'" 1;# ... t :. c.. .... ,... c..

~.i JU ".> ~IJ' .. he who said that came to me," L:.J)-- ".;~
., my well which I dug:' The use of this word is, however,
only dialectic. In S. Arabia the I;Iimyaritic furnishes us with

similar forms: mase. ., (H), fern. ni, plur. 'SM or SH.
In Ethiopic we find H: Bd, with a fern. 1\\1': inla, and a plur.

ilia, all bearing a striking resemblance to the corresponding
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forms of the demonstratives. H: Bd may be used, like ~ and..
".i, for both genders and numbers. The fem. 7\\t: we must
trace back to the demonstrative particle ni, or the letter ", plus
the fem. termination ti and the plur. 7\(\: to the demonstrative let
ter I. In Hebrew occurs the cognate form n, likewise invariable.

<-1.
In Arabic and Hebrew the simple article J" ·n, is sometimes

t. ...e" .!..., .........., r"......c....., "'"

employed as a relative i e.g. ~ ..u, J"...)' r,iJ' ~ "of the
", ... .""

c" ...c, .!..4j ......"',.'"
people of whom is the Apostle of God," for ~ Ill' J"...) ~jJ';

JO!Jhua x. 24, \M N~j,n.., "who went with hi~"; I Sam. ix. ;4,
:'~Vt11 p;ciiT~; I dh~n. xxvi. 28, ~~~ ei'1p::1tt ~;'1.

Hence, from a combination of these two words, with the
, I

insertion of the demonstrative letter I (as in ~J). arises .the
,., .,

ordinary Arabic relative ~~" with its fern. ~" for the full

inflection of which see the Arabic grammar. Its form in the. .-,.
vulgar dialects is ~, el/I, in Maltese even shortened into J I;,.,
for all the genders and numbers. Identical with "".)11 in form,,
though not exactly in meaning, is the Hebrew demonstrative

M!~tI, shortened into T~tt, just as ~.JI is sometimes found in,
..., L

the form .)J1. T"?M is used as fem. in 2 Kings iv. 25, mn
y - ...

1~i1 n'~).i1 and another form, nl:;,., IuzIllsfi, also occurs as
'I' - • - -,. ..-

fem. in Ezekiel xxxvi. 35, l"1~~'j U~tt r~,. This last seems

to be weakened from U?", and to exhibit this pronoun in even
L .,.

a purer form than i1!"?tl and ~.i.!1.,
The relative pronoun in Assyrian is sa or sd, which admits of

no variation, but is evidently connected with the simple pronoun
In, .. he," and the demonstrative sa-suo
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The Hebrew word~ though familiar to us all, is difficult
9 -:'

to analyse. Some, as for instance Fleischer, MUhlau and Saycc,
following an older scholar named Tsepregi, regard~ as the

Hebrew representative of the Aramaic ~, stf, "place," in
. ,.

Syriac also .1 trace," .. track," II footstep," as an J~ (for ba-at/lar)
.,t ."

"after," "behind," Arab. ) \ and.)\, le trace," " track," " footstep,"
~

Eth. i\WC:: In support of this view they appeal to analogies in
other languages, e. g. the Chinese, where so means both .. place"
and "which," and to the vulgar use of wo in German, for
example, " Der Manu, wo ich gesehen habe," instead of we/elulI,
or again, "Der Fremde, wo du mit ihm gegessen hast," instead of
"mit welchem du gegessen hast." Gesenius, in his immortal work,
the Tltuaunu Linguae Helwaeae, sought to connect~ with

the Hebrew radical ";N: "Modo in taU vocabulo de etymo
- 9

quaerendum est, ~ pr. recfu". valuisse conjecerim ab ~
• ~ - 9

rectus ,/uit, deinde recle, ita, i. q. r~ et Germ. so, idque in anti-

quiore lingua in pron. relat. abiisse. Cr. l'1i ita, et rclativum '::l,
et contra Germ. so, i.e. propr. rclat. fern. Simonis rclationcm ita
exprimi censet, quod ad sequentia recta tendat." Ewald, whose
opinions I would always mention with the respect due to so
great a scholar,-Ewald's latest view seems to have been that
~ stands for ~, and is compounded of two d~monstra-

tiv~, ~=n, " , and ~, plus the prosthetic N. Finally, Fried

rich BOttcher looks upon ~~ as standing-: for ~~, and as

made up of a merely prosthetic ~, and a. word ~,'which he

regards as an older form of the arti~le ~,' (just as su seemed to

be an older form of N~n, or the verb~1 conj. ~~f?'? =~i?',:"
~~). As the matter at present stands, we have to choose, I

think, between Fleischer's view on the one hand, and Ewald's or
BOttcher's on the other; and, on the whole, I incline to the
latter, in so far as I would seek the: origin of the relative pro
noun somewhere in the region of the demonstratives. For the
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interchange of ~ and ,. even in this region, compare the Syriac

}:;Jcn, If here," with the Chaldee N)"". In HebreW the longest
.,. -IT

form of the word is ~. but the~ are several shorter forms.
y ~ .

without N and usually with assimilation of the final , or I to the

following letter i viz. .~. rt, ''1/. but also r! (in "'C~~, Eccles.. .
iii. 18. and according to one reading in N\'~ for Nf1t1, Eccles.

I ,.

ii. 22). In Phoenician the word is written ~. but that the tI
may originally have had a vowel is at least suggested by the
transcription of words handed down to us by Latin and Greek
authors. such as Nesso esse sade (capillus Veneris), i.~. MY)

T'

mw ';N. More frequent. however, are the shorter forms as•
.. y .. -:

u. ys, is, and also si. su, which last correspond to the Hebrew
..;. e. g. in the Poenulus. assama, h;na",. CSU! ~Rht .. what

.. ' - -. - 'I'

he says is friendly" i ys sidt/olJrim. tkyfel yth dtyl ys dum tltem

liful, i. e. (probably), L,y~? ~l~r~~~~J:1 C'!?~~ ti,~,
in Latin ell", fecisse a;ullt. sib; fjlUJd fac;uNium fu;t " or, to quote
another line. yth aloll;", valollllth suorath; s;tnacom 17t", i. e.

nNl tl'~ 'J:'N':'I~ n')~~11 C·~S~r~.
The use of the relative as a conjunction, and as a sign of the

genitive relation between two substantives, belongs rather to the
department of Syntax than of Etymology. These phenomena
need cause you no surprise. if you reflect, on the one hand. that
the Greek particle &k is only a case of the relative pronoun ~ i
and. on the other. that the Persian u,afat or connective vowel;

..... ...
in such constructions as c1'" .J~! rli "dln-; pida,-; man. Cl the

...... ...
name of my father." is merely a corruption of what was the
relative pronoun in the older stages of the language.

I may therefore conclude my remarks on the relative by
referring briefly to certain possessive pronouns, which are formed
from it in several of the Semitic languages. In Ethiopic we find
H.1\:, fem. 1\\t1\:, plur. 1\t\1\:. combined with suffixes as fol
lows: .td-ya, B1'd-ka, Eta-hll, d'd-"a, IIl'a.klmu, lI1'a-M11Iu, etc.
Here we may perhaps discern the relative H: Ba, in combination
with the pronoun klyii. or rather its Arabic form lyd, of which I
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spoke in a for,mer lecture. In Aramaic we meet with two forms,

''1 and ~'1. The former is found in the Talmud, Co g. t~

ii1l'"1~ ;,'~'e.q n"~ .. we (occupy ourselves) with our affairs,

and they with theirs," This arises, as Luzzatto has suggested,
from a combination of '':I with" "hand." It also occurs in-,

modern Syriac in the forms ~l, ~l, ~l, diyi, diyukh,

diyQlI, etc., with elision of the d between two vowels. The other

form ~'"':I i. e. '"':I plus the prep. ~ is found in Biblical Aramaic,., . ,
e. g. Dan. ii. 2o-N'" t:'I~~ NJ':\~J~ N1'\t)~n '"':I. and prevails

• •• • y" 'I' •• 'I' .,

in the Targums and in Syriac·l •• The 'e~uivalent ~ from.. , .

~ YN occurs in latcr Hebrew, as wcll as in })hoenician.
• '1'.' J .

Already in Jonah i. 7 we read ,~~~~ .. for whose cause I" and

in ver. 12, '~:D "for my sake"; ~nd' similarly in the Poenulus....
u/ie si//i, .~ l~;'" "my guest" (lit. er wanderer"); amma si/Ji,

.~ ~ "my mother"; belle si//i, '~'):D "my son." A
• .. T - J • 'I' •• ,

fuller form seems to occur on a Tyrian signet 'ring, viz. rh:7l1~~

~r'I t;'1't9'?V~ O~ ti~ "(belonging) to Ba'al-yathon, a prie~t
(lit. a gods'-man) of Mel~art R~ph."

D. TIu Interrogative PronoullS.

fully inflected, meaning
..I .1

genitive, as vi') r..j \ or,

The first of these to which I would direct your attention is
:1 6_;

the Arabic ,-,' ayy. fem. ~I ayyah,

"who, which, what 1" It governs a

"".f .I "j "" ........ ....0 i. J,

~) L!I, "which land 1" ~)\ -.11 "which of the two men?", ,
, -....,.1 ,~.I ..~.l

y~~1~1 "which of the men I" Lc..y.', ~, "which of them· I"

1 Compue the African J4"; =J "'.))\., .. ,
• III wlgar Arabic it bu become I, or ID combillatiOll with~ (tbiIlG) b4; ~
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This word seems to me to have its ultimate source in the inter-
1

rogative particle \, Heb. tJ. It is found in Ethiopic too in the

sing. i\.e: dy, plur. 1\.Pt: a»tft, for both genders; and in the
modem Tigrina it appears as i\e\: 1\p\: 7\P\: 1\,PI: or 7\'p\:,
which are probably compounds of 1\£: and the Ethiopic inter
rogative 'r-:: In the other Semitic languages this word has
more of an adverbial force, being prefixed to other words ·to
convert them into interrogatives, and entering into the composi
tion of a great many interrogative adverbs. In Hebrew, for
example, it appears as ~N (1 for ay) in :-n ~N .. who, which 1"

_. .. •• J

l'm~ ~N "from which?" nN'~ ~N "wherefore, why?" But also
.. • .. y -

as an independent word in the sense of"where?" with pronom.
suffixes, M)tN i-tot caN· and in a longer form without suffix,y .. _ J _, .,._,

~. Of compound words the most ordinary examples are:
, ..t

t~~ (for r~~, Arabic ~') .. where1" contracted ttt, and as an

•accusative l'1~ "whitherl" ,~~, l'1~'~, andn??~~, "how?"

i1b~~ "where 1 how? " Similar formations in Ethiopic are

h..ei": Cl where 1" and, with a shortening of 1\£: into 7\: I, 7\d::
lfo, .. how? how I" reduplicated 7\d:d:: l'jofo, 7\(d:: l'jtfjO, or
1\cld:: l'jltfo; and 7\h4:\~: "how much 1 how many 1" from
h4:\: sljit, which is properly a noun meaning "number,"
"quantity." In Aramaic we have two forms of this word,

1
for just as the Arabic \ is in Hebrew q, so in Aramaic we find

both ~~ and ~ry. The latter, ~ry, is the ordinary form in the

Talmud BiblI and in the Syriac dialect of Palestine. For
instance, in the Talmud, r~1 ~~iJ or 1~1'1J, fern. N·ttt or N'J't'
"who?" "which?" i in Palestinian Syriac likewise ,",..01, fern.

I,t, "why1" In EI.'YI'I, .'1""7, IIIIIT, mlllllll, NI I/Ii/l ""11/7 gilll, "of whlll kind," bUI
1M.111lmlely ,111I", ,,,AI, mll,/"" "who1" "which1", where In 11 probably for hI:&
....1
~\. [So Spina, p. 80. Bat Noldeke explains the 11 U • remnanl of the old

-I
Tanwln, jb ~\ ~, and 1IO forth.], ,
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l,..cn. Further, in the Talmud, U1 '~ij or ~J1'v "who," "which,"

"what is-?" for ", ,"'''M; 'iJ'v "how?" M?'1j "where?" .r:vtt
"in respect of which?" "in reference to which?" for N':~;

N'J, "to which?" "whither?" for M"n~ In the Aramaic of the
... - 'I' -: •

Targiims both forms occur; 'iJ'~ and 'iJ'V 11 how?" r'''!'~ and

1'1'::1. fern. N1'~ and NTIj, "who, which?" N~~ and N~·iJ.

"where?" r'1?\t and 1'1?'IJ. "how?" In Syriac we have only

the forms with alep", but in great abundance; for instance:

~l' (tU") "how," "as," with its derivatives !J~f "as," "like,"

l~l' "together," "at once," ~r "as one who," "as if,"

~r, "as"; further, ~1' "where?" from ~ "here"; ~f.

li:i..r, "how?" for \~l' and }j~r; ~r "whence?" for

~ ~ ~l; lLl' for l.irl', "who?" with its fern. Irr. and plur.

~r for t'~ ~; and finally, with a shortening of ~r into ),

~~l "when?" in the Targums 'l'\t)'M and l'\t)'M from the.• -"'- _M'
Heb. '~. Arab. j:c. In inodern Syriac there are similar

forms, though of course more or less corrupted. Such are:

~l ;lta or ~llka, "where?" }:i~ ~i ida"a, for M~~ .~.

"when?" imine or imne, "which of them?"~~l or ,';\0 ·i,
in Talmudic \~~ ',,; further, II "who?" from tal 'M and

en 'N, with another form ~l ,"nl, which is, strictly speaking,

derived from the old plural ~r. In Mandaitic the same
interrogative exists in Nlt) '''''Id, "whence?" which is also a
Talmudic form, for M~ or I~, i.e. r~ Il?; ,~ '.1'1;) mi",1I /Mh,

in the Talmud ,~ Nlt), ""dmam ti6if Also in N'~ or tJ. U,
for'~ "whithed" .r~,t;) mi/U, "whence?" Ntby or nNbtJ- : '
"when?" M~Y and M~ or N~N", "where?" from ~~. N~~,j.

with suffix \'N~ "where is-?" in which form the real inter-
T

rogative has wholly disappeared, just as in the modern Syriac
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u; ~ "where is he?" from ~l ika, "where?" Here too I

should mention the Mandaitic forms N~~n and ,~n. proba
bly standing for ;o:;~ ~N" and t\,~ ~N,j, e.g. t'\J)~~~n N~)bN,,~

.. in which will ye cross oved" \; '31JN,' N~~' N'~ "which
(of them) is my throne?"

Another interrogative pronoun in the Semitic languages is
that which is characterised by the initial letter m. Its oldest
forms appear to me to be man for the masc., and mant for the
fern.; but in practice mall is used as the interrogation for
persons of both sexes, "who?" whilst mant is employed in
speaking of things, "what?"

In Ethiopic we actually find these oldest forms in use; (J\)r,.:
manu, ace. O\)~: md,,,,, "who?" and ,Q\)\t: mint, ace. ,<IQ\1': mmta,
"what?" The Himyar. form is also 1£), but more usually 1~, with

.. "
the substitution of ~ for b. In Arabic we have ordinarily I.:T'"
man for persons, but a distinction of gender is made in the rare
case of the word standing alone, when it is fully inflected, the mase.

sing. being;'" manu, and the fern. £.\.. manak (with aspirated k,
t. ....... c.. c.. ....

for ~) and sometimes~ mant. The Assyrian forms are
said to be IIta'",,, or man" and man, which last is identical with

the Aramaic I~'~' Hence arise in the Aramaic dialects, by

the addition of the pronoun kil, such forms as Syriac ClbD;
Talmudic ~, fem. ~~~, for !In IQ, ~;:t IQ; Mandaitic ')N!);

modem Syriac ~,~,~, which is strictly speaking

derived from the old feminine. The forms in the vulgar dialects
of Abyssinia are not dissimilar to those of the ancient Ethiopic,
viz. Tigrina 0\)\: "who?" and ,<IQ\t£: mlntdy, rarely ,<IQ\t: and
"'\:1'£: "what?" This latter is compounded of ,<IQ\t: and the
other interrogative 1\..e:: In Amharic the commonest forms are
01\\: "who?" and ,<IQ\: "what," shortened from ,<IQ\t::

to.... Cl... c,

Vulgar Arabic forms of~ are I.:T'" and ~. The change of..
vowel in the former case is due to the influence of the labial m j
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in the latter, it is the natural weakening of 11 in the shut
~

syllable, and is pronounced in pause 1nin ~. From a form..
resembling this last must have arisen, by the rejection of the
final 11, the Hebrew ~l;) "who?" It is also found in Ethiopic,

but as a neut.er, "what?" or else as an adverb "howl" e.g.
",1\.e,Q\l: "how pleasant I" "'POll.: "how great is-I" C7.).Q\)ffi\:
"how greatl" "how much?" (from QI)ffi\: "measure, quantity").
The Phoenician form of the personal interrogative seems also.
from some phrases in the Poe1U~/us, to have been ml.

The neuter f9rm ma is common to the Arabic, Hebrew, Phoe-.. .
nician, and the Aramaic dialects, L,., nb, Nb, ~; and we also

y y

find abundant traces of it in Assyrian, as I shall show you
presently. This form I would venture to explain, with Fr.
BOttcher, as follows. The original mallt became by assimilation
matt; the doubling was gradually dropped, because hardly
audible. at the end of the word, leaving 1nat. This would
gradually lead to the aspiration of the final t, ,notll. The
aspirated letter would first pass into 11, l'=I~, ,noli, and finally

disappear altogether in pronunciation, the vowel being length
ened in the now.open syllable, i'1b, maN. Compare the different

y

- c.£
stages of such words as ~, ~, ~~ "anger" (Arab. ul

"nose"), or M with suffix 'AA from M AA ,.,lr.\ or "')1:\
.. t • • t ., : ., ::. : : y •

ruJ':\ (for ruN); and the series of changes which produced the
,... '1''1':

ordinary feminine termination of nouns l"L. N_, out of the
y' y

original at, viz. (I) at, (2) atll. ~. (3) all, with aspirated k

(found in Arabic in rhyme), and finally (4) ii, ,,_. N_· In this.. ..
way too we are e,nabled to give an easy explanation of the
daglusll forte which so constantly follows this word, and of the
forms -nb, nb, i'1b. as compared with those of the article

- y -

.i'1, i'1, n, from ~i'1
- 'I' " - •

From Nb by the addition of ~, we obtain in Talmudic and
y

Mandaitic the forms \"'11;) "'Nb, "what is it?" 'i'1Nb is con-
y'
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tracted in Mandaitic into ~ in the word ~ "why?" i.e.

\"'IN%) 'N ... \"1N,b '31· By adding I':! to NZ] there arises in
Talmudic the word 'Nb "what?" in composition ,~ "where-

fore?" "why?" = l'1N'i'l?' In ancient Syriac th~ "s~me com

bination of N~ with N~1 and n finally resulted in the

contracted forms l.i.!D and ~, the latter of which was farther

weakened into~. Hence in combination with ~n arose the

form ahD "what is it?" = cxn~. In modern Syriac this
same md-dln has been contracted into ,",:"lc.¥', with a rather

unusual weakening of the vowel in this dialect; and this is farther
,_._ I I

shortened into ~, ~, and even ~, as in ".r::u- ~
"what shall we do?"

...
With regard to·the neutral L. in Arabic, I may observe that

it is not unfrequently shortened into rmII, especially in con-
, "" "" #'... ,. ...

nection with prepositions, as rJr-' rJ;, ~ for rer' t:' for... , '" ,.
r~. ~. ~. r' These last two words. are still further

"" , , , .. ..
abbreviated in poetry into ~ and ~, which shows us the origin

• Coo... .J,

of the word f "how much?" standi~g for f' or W, Syriac

~, Hebrew n~~. In Ethiopic this abbreviated mt'l is fre

quently appended to other interrogatives, with somewhat the
same force as the Latin tlatlt; e.g. ~"'~: (mdnii-md) 1\\1':
"who art thou, pray?" ,.Q\)\t"'~: litlnt-"ii-ma, 1\..e-t~: aytl-md,
7\~~: lfl-md, 0I\7\H,"'~: mtf',.I-"il-md.

That these int.crrogative pronouns should pass into indefinites,
. with the sense of "who, whoever, what, whatever," is only what

might be naturally expected, and the consideration of this
point belongs rather to comparative syntax than to our present
subject. Sundry forms must, however, for tile sake of com
pleteness, be noticed here. And firstly, the AS!lyrian words
m",mu-ma, mannd-lna, man-man, by assimilation mamma", and
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num-ma, "whoever," "anyone"; ",im",a, "whatever." Of these,
manmall or matllman is merely a reduplication of ma'l; mamJma,
mandma, and manma, are formed by the addition of ma to
mannu or man j and mimma arises from a neuter mi, like the
Ethiopic "': ml. Similar words may be found in the modern
dialects of Abyssinia. For instance, Tigrifta has ~,\,Qi): or
QI),\tOI>: "whoever," "anyone"; and in Amharic there occurs
~'\tOI>:, with the neuters tOI>'\tOI>: and tOI>'\tOI>'\::

The indefinite mii is often attached in Arabic as an enclitic to
~ s "

another word, to give it a certain vagueness, as ~ J:U .. a small
"

Q ~ " "1
quantity"; L.c ~~ ~, "give me some book or other." At

other times it conveys something of an intensifying force, as
Q "1 " ..
L.c.r~ ~ I. thou art come for some matter" (of importance);

,,, "
• " " ~ .. .. 1.

whence L.c ~ is often nearly equivalent to ~ 'I' "what a

youth I" "what a man I" Hence we obtain an easy explanation

of such a word as the Chaldce 0V1Q "something," which is in

reality a contraction of ~ V3Q ,. sci6ile quid." All the other

forms of this word are only more or less corrupted; e. g. Chald.

On~ (like ~~ for V3~), Mand. ON')'b, Syr. ~~, Tal

mud. '~'Q, modern Syriac ~~. In later times the word

began to be treated in some of the dialects as a simple substan

tive, and to form a plural; e. g. in old Syriac ~~, and in

modem Syriac ~~, whilst the Mandaitic forms a new sub

stantive N'J't), "a thing," plur. N.,J't).

To return to the Arabic ~: we also find it used, especially
with prepositions, without its apparently adding anything to the

" " . '" ~ , "' .... c..

sense; e.g. ('~. L. J.S' ~ "in every year," r~ L. ~cr"
~ "" ,,,,,

" ,,"
"without any offence," rf~;' Le.... "because of their sins,"

"" "
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,. GI" --C'" ,.,,.,.
~ Lo.c "after a little," ill\ ~ i...-...J ~ "by God's mercy."
tI " '" , , ,.

The same is the case in Hebrew, only that n~ has in this case

been modified into~. Hence )~~3 "Job ix. 30, I!rij
Y T : '

~~~~, Ps. xi. 2 j ':J~'ilJ", Job xxvii. 14 j and ,~~~~.
Exod. x·v. S. So also before 'pronominal suffixes '.:Im.::l 'Ir\~i• ..' ., ....,y,

\.,;~? Here the Ethiopic at once shows the old form in its

ntl'l: kdma, " as," "like," but with suffixes nO\\P: ka",4-ya, kamt!-ka,
ka",II-Ir{" ka",a-M",fi. You will, I think, find the same weak
ening of ",11 to ",6 in a word which appears in the Chaldee

lexicons as M~';~ or M~'~ "wealth," "property," with the

variants M?"'~ ~nd M~!b: the formcr of which is ccrtainly a

mere error. .M~~ seem~ to me to be identical with the Arabic...., .,
JL., which is in reality a compound of to. "what" and J "to,"

Iiter.tJly, "what belongs to one." In MI,-n~ the compo:nd has

been strengthened by the relative ~~ :that is to say ,~""~
"my property," or ;:rI,,;~ "his property:' is really ,~+,;m
or ~, literally "tha~' ~hich is to me" or "to him." . :

E. TIte Reflexive Prrmouns.

Finally, it may be as well to say a few words regarding the
modc of expressing the reflex pronouns in the Semitic languages,
though this pertains rather to the subject of comparative syntax
than to our prcscnt topic.

In some cases, as you are aware, the reflex idea is conveyed
by mcans of a peculiar form of the verb, for instance in Hebrew
the Niph'al or Hithpa"el.

In other cases, the ordinary pronouns of the 3rd person
have to do duty for the reflex pronouns as well j e.g. M~l

U:\N ",,,.:1 '~Nt where we also say "he took two of his
. yy:": .. '

young mcn with ki,,,," whilst the German more accurately
expresses it by "und er nahm ~ween (zwei) seiner Knechte mit
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si,h." I may remark, however, in passing, that even in German,
so late as Luther's time, iIlm, iIlr, and iIl"en, could be· employed
for sich, just as sein and ihr serve at the present day both
for SUtlS and tius or eorum.

In other cases still, where it was positively necessary to
~ake a distinction, recourse was had to a compound pronoun,

such as l1,,PIJ-:, ;nN, ~; or-and this is the point to which I
more particularly wish to direct your attention just now,
a substantive, most frequently one expressing some part of the
human frame, was employed with the appropriatc pronominal
suffix, e.g. '~~~ "my soul," for "myself."

In Arabic the words frequently used for this purpose are
$e..... 5.,.(",1 s&..".. s ,,,1
~ "soul," plur. ~\, and ~~ "cye, essen~e," plur. ~~\;

$ ..

but in the later stages of the language we also find 0) "spirit,"
s '" • " c.. ".~ ,.

J\... '~state," and l.:Jlj "essence"; e.g. ~ J.I.~ "thou wilt
" "

come thyself" (or "in person"), ...16- ~w "he has killed himself,"
.. , ... "
A3\~ ~ c.~ "he is gone himself" (or "in person").

In Ethiopic (\(\: is employed for the nominative in the
Corms (\1\.1': lalt-ya or (\t.'\p: lall-ya, (\1\,11: lall-ka, (\1\.11-:
lall-ha, etc. This (\(\: Dillmann maintains to be nothing more
than a reduplication of the demonstrative syllable la, which we
have already found in sO many pronominal forms. Praetorius
has suggested another derivation, viz. from the verb 1\,(\1':
"to separate," whence the Amharic iV\: "another"; and for
this no doubt analogies might be produced from other languages;
but for the present I prefer to abide by DiIlmann's view as the
simpler. For other cases than the nominative the Ethiopic
employs the word O\h: "head," as Q\)i: tt..l\: C7\l'Ill: "whom
dost thou make thyself (to be) 1" 1\0(\: O\hnO'>o: "against
yourselves." icth: is of comparatively rare occurrence in this

sense, as Q\)ffi(J): i4:fl: (\~t: "he gave himself up to death."
In the vulgar dialects, Tigrifta and Amharic, there seems to be
a still greater variety of expression. In Tigrifta we find 1l0t.'\:
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or -00.": "lord, master," as 'I(ltte: O\"h-: "I myself have seen,"
7\\11: 1\\: -00.".2: M: "behold, it is I myself." More rare is
the use of -oo."nt: "master of the house," e.g. ,Q\)£,,~~:

-no."n:t: t4:~: "for the earth brings forth fruit (of) itself."
These two are generally used for the nominative, whilst for the
other cases is commonly employed 0\1\: "head"; less frequently
i4:l\: "soul," and (llf,J: "flesh," "body." From i4:l\: are formed,
as I said before, the personal pronouns \hh: nessl-kllii, "thou,"

nnd \1\.: lIcssfl "he," as well as the reduplicated \h\h: "onc
another," as t'lU(\': \h\...1",Q\): "they spoke to one another,"
or "among themselves." The word -om1:: solitudo, is also
used in the sense of self, apparently for any case; and similarly

...-oit: "humanity"; though these two may perhaps be restricted
to the third person. In Amharic nearly the same words occur
in their appropriate dialectic forms, viz. 'I"nt :, toh:, i4:h:
and fI<D'it:: From toh: has been derived the pronoun of the
3rd person, 1\Ch.:, farther contracted into 'M.: lss;;.

In Assyrian the common reflexive is ".ilma", which seems to
stand for ".alJmml, just as ".,,* for ralJllk, P'''l It is therefore

equivalent to the Heb. 0':'1, or rather O~~~~, Ta (MI"MtyXlltI,

and (orms with suffixes ".ilma"lya, ".iima"lka, ramanlStI, etc. One
might have imagined this, after the analogy of the Hebrew, to
be a plural in iln, against which the form ramanlllstl, with double
", would perhaps not have militated; but the form ramnln,
seems to show that the vowel of the second syllable, even though
accented, was short, and might in some cases be elided.

In Biblical Hebrew the most usual word as a reflexive is
~I)J 'though O~)e "face, presence," is also employed, e.g. Exod.

"'1' ' .,. ,

xxxiii. I4t ~,:)7~ ~~~, 2 Sam. xvii. 11. O~p, cc bone," is used in

the Bible in speaking of things only, as O~~;:t 0n'~, O~~

:"1m o"n; but in later Hebrew it is applied to persons, 'tJW".. - - . : - :
.. for myself"; as are also 0'3 cc bone" and t\U "body," with

"" ~I

which last you may compare the old German phrases "'1" lip,
dI" lip, (or icn and dtl.

Among the Aramaic diRlects there is some variety of usage.
W.L 9
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In the Targiims t'a» is common; in later writings O"la, which
we also find in Samaritan and in the Palestinian dialect of, .

1 ~ _~ ~ ..Syriac. In Syriac~ and' 0 are the dominant words,

~ being very rare. In Mandaitic _bU is used; whilst

l'Oo; 0 is found in Samaritan, in the forms 0Uj' and O'~',
and may possibly also occur in Phoenician'. I regret my inability
as yet to give any satisfactory etymology of this word. Modern

Syriac still makes use of~ 'WSM, but far more frequently

employs the wor~ ~ which is mere~y ~e Per~ian l:J~ jnn,

"soul"; as~ 14¥ ~J,?l ~ 16a1 ~l "who was

making my way bitter to me," _~~~ "to shake

himself."

I [Viz., in the inscription of Esbmiln'lzir, C. f. S., No. 3, I. 4, '10. cr. G.
HoB'mann, un- Ii"ip P"_. flUt:"rr. (4° GOlt. '1189) p. 37,]



CHAPTER VII.

THE NOUN.

FROM the pronoun we naturally proceed to the Noun, in
treating of which it will be most convenient for our present
practical purpose to speak first of the distinction of gender,
and then of the distinctions of number and case. With respect
to gender and number, it may be desirable to consider the
verbal forms to a slight extent along with the nominal, because
there is in the Semitic languages a close resemblance in the
ftexion of the noun and verb, for which we look in vain in the
Indo-European languages.

I. Gmtlw.

The vivid imagination of the Semite conceived all objects,
even those that are apparently lifeless, as endowed with life and
personality. Hence for him there are but two gmders, as there
exist in nature but two sexes. All that we are accustomed
to look upon as indifferent and neuter, was of necessity classed
by him as either masculine or feminine, though the latter
predominated, as we may see from the formation of abstract
nouns, from the employment of the fem. as the impersonal
form of the verb, and from other phenomena in Semitic speech
The Mandaite only pushes this use to its utmost limit, when he
construes as fem. such words and expressions as ON')'Z) "some
thing," ,,,:3 "all that," and' NZ) or , ",Nt3 "what," "whatever."

,
Even the word L., Nb, ~, the nearest approach in the.. ..
Semitic languages to a neuter, is only, as I tried to show you in

9-2
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a former lecture, a corrupt.ion of mallt, which is actually the.. ,
fem. of ~, l~t 'Q.

There are, of course, a great many cases in which the
Semitic languages, as well as others, do not mark the difference
of gender by any difference of termination, both in respect

of living and of inanimate objects. CM "mother," ~M' "ewe,"
" " ..

1~S! "eye," "]1 "city," are not designated as fern. by any

external mark. But in the greater number of cases it was
found convenient, if not absolutely necessary, to indicate the
fem. gender by an external sign; and for this purpose the
letter t was commonly employed as an affix.

In this simple form of affixed I the fem. termination is rare
.. < 1

in Arabic, as~ "daughter," ~I "sister"; but common in
,

Ethiopic, especially in adjectives and participles, as "'l.CI>: 1I!1t~,

"old," "lJCI>t: IIIJ~t; 4:'kC: fl#r, "beloved," 4:CI>ct: /lkbt;
R~: fddl~, "just," R~t: ftitJl~t; QQht,Q\)mC: mastd",(Ilr,
"asking mercy," QQht,4l)ffit:T: masta,,,l,Jrt. We find it, however,
in substantives too, as \'l""w; nlgus, "king," \~tWt: nlglst,
"queen"; 1\\ht; all/st, "woman"; (J)At: waldtt, "daughter,"
for (J)AN:: In Hebrew the simple t is found in some cases
where the mase. ends in a single consonant, as t:t,~, .. bearing,"

Gen. xvi. 11, Judges xiii. 5, 7; n~ "to bear," f~r' 't!'], 1 Sam.

iv. 19 j nJ:ttt "one," for t;'1r:ttt; but more commonly a short

supplementary vowel is inserted between the last two letters,
resulting in the vocalisation Yi", or, if there be a guttural at the
end of the word, '=, and the like; thus, n,~~', n,~, nbnhY. If"1' 'I' ...

for ~t\h, n?i~t? for T;9P~~, n~~ for ';''''V;), ~~ for

~M) or ~M), n~~ for ,.,~~tW or ,.,~~
::: :: ..,: .. -:1- : : .. : - : : \ : - •

Instead of the simple t, however, we more usually find ai,

with a connective short I. This is by far the most common
,.. 51"" !,

form in Arabic, as ~rc' "man," i~' "woman"; ~ "grandfather,"
, ,
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5" .... S , 5"."!,, '" ." ".

i~ "grandmothcr";~ "great," ~; J.i\i "killing," .w\;.
". "", '"

In Ethiopic it is less frequent than t, though by no means
6 ..

uncommon; e.g. Cit: "descent," flOl>T: "garlic" (~, ry'
~l), 'i+t: "she-camel" (~~), n~t: fJartlltat "blessing"

".... ,. 'Cl",.
(u.r., M~1iJ)J 1fltr.t: "sin" (~), Ql>R"t: "tent" (~,, ,
1~). In Hebrew this termination is rare in the simple
form of nouns; as examples take ~!~ (a precious stone),

nU:lJ, n"~, n.,:l', nl).,y (places), n6w~, n"Mb (women);
- • • -.. - • 1'1' - '.r - • ''I' - _. IY

al~ with ttftne!, ~~1 "the pelican," n~p:~ (a plac~), n~e (Gen.

xlix. 22), nNtsM "sin," nm for mtlnayat, ..portion"; also n~MN,
'I" - .. : 'Y

m%)M, for a!tawat, IJamawat. But we find it everywhere in the..
so-called construct state, and also before the pronominal suffixes,

as n"m, 'n"m- -:1- .... -:1- •

Now observe the history of these forms, from which you
will perceive the absurdity of saying that the fem. termination in
Hebrew is M ,and that it becomes n in the construct state.y ~

The reverse is the fact The original form is the n.,... of the con-

struct, and it becomes M_· The Ethiopic present" us with the,.
original form t or at. The Hebrew retained this termination in
the construct state, before pronominal suffixes, and in a few other

cases. But in the simple form of the noun the aspirated n
passed into aspirated M, and finally, when this" was dropped,
nothing remained but the vowel, which was heightened in the
open syllable into a, M_, as M"Mr. So also in Arabic; the

"I" 'I' -:1-
<- <-1

original t is retained in ~, ~I, and in the ~or'in in a few
, I

• ...0 ... , loo".

other words, e.g. Sura xi. 76, ill\ ~); as also before suffixes,
,

~)' ~). The next step was to the aspirated It, which
,

I Cf. what has been aid above, p. 124. of the pronoun le, eec, nc.
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form is used by the Arabic poets in rhyme, as, for example,
"". "Lt..... ~ ............... "'.... c.. ,

when .JoW\ (for .u.i.,J\) is rhymed with ~\ (for ~\) and
.... ,a. ,,,

c.. .,;1..... • ,"'.... " , ,,'CI .... ... ......... _ .... c.. " ..... l.
with ~JJ (for ~JJ); or 4.lU\ (for ~U\) with M\.c\ (for
.. - '$
4.1\..\). The last step is to drop the 11, as is done in the vulgar

.... ,,,,c........... ","', .... l,,'GI,

pronunciation, ~oW\, 4.lL.I\, "--)L The spelling with the

dotted i is merely a compromise of the grammarians between

the old ~ ~ and the vulgar I ~; if I write ~, I indicate at
, ..

once the old pronunciation ~, ~" and the more recent

"olA..., jUt'. If you ask for analogies in other languages for such,.,.
changes as this of al into n-;-, alII, then into l'=J-=-' all, and finally

into d, ;,_, I can give you several. The final aspirated d of,.
the Spaniard, for example in the word ciudatJ, has a very faint
sound to an English ear, and the consonant has altogether
vanished in the corresponding Italian cilia for civilad (i.e. civi
lale",). So also in French, in the verb, iJ aima, from ille atndl
(for a",avil), but interrogatively aima-I-i/' from a",41 ille'
Indeed aspirated letters, in all positions, are apt to disappear
entirely or else to leave no trace behind them save the mere
aspiration. Compare the Talmudic l;:ttt for no, and the

modern Syriac lcnr for N';', lien; or, to go a little farther,.,.
afield, consider the Armenian !lay" and the Irish allli", both the
regular equivalents in these languages of the Latin pater. In
!layr an aspirated p remains as 11, and an aspirated I has vanished
(as in pen) i in allli,. an aspirated p has vanished, whilst an
aspirated I remains only in writing, for the word is actually
pronounced alii,..

Having thus, by the help of Arabic, Ethiopic and Hebrew,
established the fact that the principal fem. termination in these
languages is I or ai, let us trace this form in the remaining
Semitic tongues.

In Assyrian we find such forms as 6i"I 11 daughter," ilfil
.. one" (for ilJidl), and the like, with simple I; but tht: usual
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shape of this affix is at, weakened into it, e. g. lawat " princess,"
"'a/iRat le queen," "4at le she-camel," Janat le year," tJJilJat le inha-
biting" (n:1~') lJilat or lJilit le mistress, lady," m'at or ril';t

99 ,

le wickedness," ;r#t le earth."

In Phoenician the noun ends in n, whether it be in the

simple or the construct state, as in the usual dedication of the

Carthaginian t:S voto tablets n)1'\' n:1''', "to the goddess
Tanith," or in the words from the sarcophagus of king Eshmu-

nazar, ~7~t1 rn~'J n~~ ~~~ n~~ '~1, or again

l n~J:1~ 1i tt :1~~. We rind however traces of a younger form

in et~, corresponding to the Hebrew it-, very rarely in inscrip-..
tions, more frequently in the words handed down to us by clas

sical authors; e. g. "'TToS, Heb. M1i?, le cassia" or "cinnamon" i

nesso, Heb. m) le flower"; DUio, either for et,,.,) according
'I" • , 'I" .:'

to the explanation of the Etymol. Magnum "'M""T£~, or for

N1''1~; KtIf'X'18oll1, Cart/tag-o, corruption of Nv,n n;,. In the

Aramaic dialects the forms rUIl exactly parallel to the Hebrew i
e. g. in Syriac the construct state ends in alII i the I is retained
in the emphatic form and before suffixes; but it disappears in
the simple form of the noun, and is represented in writing by an

ale/It. Thus: l(, ~, l~, C71~.

Here I may be allowed to remark that this original fem. in t
has been retained in another instance in several of the Semitic
languages, viz. as an adverb. Examples are: Hebrew, ~.,- -,
Ps. lxv. 10, cxx. 6, cxxiii. 4; Aramaic, n'f::) "fasting," Dan. vi... :

• ' t ,:. J " '1~ , ,19; Synac, ~), ~; ~ "alive," ~J.IQ "well," ~~ "naked,"

" . . ' , ~ r.' ....~ ,
~ "gratIs, for nothmg" i ~J-NI"last," ~rf::J or ~~rP

"first," where it" is merely, as Noeldeke has remarked, a weak

ening of the older yalk; A..}j~...m.' "carnally," A..~oJ "spirit-
K • ~. •

ually," from }.:.j~~ and ~oJ; A..pz.a.:..;" "like a wild
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1':"-'"beast," from J-6-1~; and hence, in Syriac and the Pales-

tinian dialect, as an adverbial termination, even where an adjec

tive in ~.:., r...:., is not in use, as A..~ "well," A..~
z z z

"gently," A.l~~ .. truly." Such adverbs, being really feminine
z z

adjectives in the old form of the status alJsolutus, may be con-
,:- ., - ... .strued with a preposition, as A..~ "in Greek," A..~JQm.Q
z z

.. in Syriac" i and still more freely in Mandaitic, n"M:l.'''lND:l
"in haste," n"Mn')::1 "gently." Sometimes the abstract termi-

nation n~ is used in the same way in both languages, as~1

.. a second time, again," l.J:J.:~ "a third time"; in the dialect

of Palestine, l.ol-a "rightly, weil"; in Mandaitic n\3tM "grandly";
and among the later Jews mM' J nQt:).

T T

I may next remark that this fern. in n has in some cases
received a curious increment in Mandaitic and the Talmudic
dialect. Here namely we find some feminine adjectives ending
in 'n, Mand. M'n, instead of Mn. The correct pronunciation of
this termination is held by Noeldeke to be most probably 'J::l.

c c

With the Hebrew 'J}~l in Lament. i. I, O~ '~1 .,,~~, it can

have nothing to do; that form is to be classed with C;, 'n::w
m'3! ttb '~, etc., which I shall try to explain whe~:I~~
speak of the cases. Examples of this fem. in 'n from the

Talmud and Targums are: 'J::l~;' j':J'llf~tt .. his little finger,"

'J:\,n NAti U the new year," 'J:\'''''M MI"\~'b 'J:\,nn 'Ab3~
.. - -: T - .. ·-:1- .. :., .. : - . I .. : - ,

'm., So in Mandaitic M'n::1M', M'n"'1Mt)Y "small" M'';''tt.,.. : _ • J ,

.. new," M'N'.,,,, "another," M'n.,N"i1 .. white," M'n'''M:»

.. heavy," M'''l"nMi1 "ancient," M'n.,'I»tt' .. beautiful," etc.
I would now call your attention to the parallel form in the

ftexion of the verb, viz. the 3rd pers. sing. fern. of the perfect, in
Hebrew ri?t?P.. Here too the original termination was at, as is

proved not only by the Arabic ~l.ii ljatalat, the Ethiopic
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...."t: l:atdlat. and the Syriac~ ~l"dt". but also by the
following evidence derived from Hebrew itself. (I) The form

with final t is actually found in Deul xxxii. 36. " n~fN (for

n~rlt$), Ezek. xlvi. 17. n~~; possibly too Isaiah x~iii. IS.

~ n,,~~, (for nrt~~'); as also in the whole class of verbs

M'A, so-~lI~d. e.g.~ 'for n~~. n!t'":1 for n~":1, n?t' for

n~~~:, . This is exactly the Arabic ~, by contraction for

;., ~; and the uncontracted M'~l is actually found once in
• • "I" :1"1'

• c
Hebrew in the pausal 'e'I)) M'OM Ps. lvii. 2. whereas the ordi-

• : - ... TY ,

»
nary pausal form is M1;'". The ordinary non-pausal form

M~, M1;'7.!, etc., is a secondary formation, in which the fem.

suffix is repeated in the form M_, thus aiming at uniformity

with the ordinary rt?~. (2) The form with final t invariably

occurs in connexion with pronominal suffixes; e. g. ')1'1;',"
• : - T: t

\'J;'~9~, or with assimilation ~n~, MJ;1iJ:1~; ~~~; ~';''1r,

~1, lJ;?='~; tlJ:\?~~, tlJ:\~~. Into this subject I shall
have to enter more fully in treating of the verb; here it must
suffice to have thus indicated the identity of the fem. termina
tion in the singular noun and in the 3rd pers. sing. of the
perfect tense.

The feminine termination M- is occasionally written in..
Hebrew with N in place of i'1, according to the usual practice in
Aramaic; e. g. N!t:' Isaiah xix. 11, N"l~ Ezek. xxvii. 31. N~~

Ps. cxxvii. 2, N.,t:3b Lament. iii. 12; and even in the verb, NM:11
T'" - T :I'r

Ezek. xxxi. S. We also find the vowel of this syllable weak
ened. though very rarely. into ., as in the noun i'1~m for.. -
M";:1, Isaiah lix. S. and in the verb i'1ii for i'1~?, Zechar. V.4-.., ".

Besides the feminine termination in '-=-' - or a -, the Arabic
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""-

language possesses two others, viz. ~:.. d and j \ :.. au, both,
as it would seem, originally of abstract signification. Examples

ile,.,J .~ ,c..,
of the former are ,.,,~ I1 good news," ~ 11 a fever," ~ff,J..

,. ~ ""-' c.. ". ""-'''''

11 a claim," b.J 11 a vision" j of the latter, ,'~ or ,'~ 11 a_.....
desert," j~~ 11 glory, pride." The one, viz. ~:.. 4, forms the

...... .. ... "",
feminine of adjectives ending in 1;)\:'" as I,;)~ "sated, not

~... ·~f

hungry," f. ~; and of the form J.U' used as a superlative,
.. ,A,..tc..... ..,.c.. ... ". "'-

e. g. .;-iw~' .. the smallest," f. ~r\' The other, j'~, forms
.~!

the feminine of ~\, when it is not a comparative or superla-
...... c...1 ""'"c.., ... ,,,,1 "",-",c..,

tive, as~, .. red," 'jI~; U-\ .. foolish:' j~. These

terminations seem to find their representatives in Ethiopic in
nouns ending in d, as ih~l\: 11 building," 4:tWth: .. joy," Q\lfht\:

-
11 oath," OQ\lQ: .. wrong," Q\l7ll.: "temptation," 1\01\: or QOI\: 11 toil,"

~t: "order, row" j and in i, as WCf: .. beam, mast," l'ICT:
I< army," QQ.: .. moth," 1.H.: "time," o~:I\: 11 appointed time."

.The rules of gender are, however, very loosely observed in
Ethiopic, and most of the words just cited may also be construed
as masculine.

The Arabic termination ,.,,:.. is represented in Syriac by the
. . ,. " , ... : ,.. .,

form aI, as 10~ ......o~ .•• \~, -.-.~, ~~,

~O-Jl, and a few more. In Hebrew this termination can hardly
be said to exist, unless we reckon as examples of it the proper name
'~, of which the later form is n~, and the numeral ~,

in the compounds n~~ 1'ItI~, etc., ~hich may stand for all

original '~. Of the other ending j I~ I can find at present

no certain trace in Aramaic and Hebrew, for Hebrew words in
; or n..:., mostly proper names, seem, without exception, to have

lost a final n, ~-. m~ and ~r!, for example, form the adjec-

tives ':J~) and ':J"'rj Since, however, in Arabic, we find.. .. .
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• (..,,, "'-- "tI "" c..."

""~ derived from :l1.U..J', ~'ft from the name of the

tribe ~, ~\.;~ from :It..~~, it may be that n-t,~ and rl,,~,

as well as the Moabite """, represent an original GaiUf,~,

5114;""11, and J!ar(ufll.
Finally, I may say a few words regarding a curious feminine

form in Ethiopic, which consists entirely in an internal change
of vowels. This is found in adjectives of the form !latll, which
take in the feminine '!attf/j e. g. m~h: cc new," thRh:; tM..fI:
"learned, wise," m'l..fl:; on..e: cc great," O'l.e :; Ctf\....fI: (for r~lb)
"wide, spacious," Lth..fl:; cl'.em: (for ,!ayI4) "red," +.Pm:: Of

5 , .-

this formation Ewald has discovered a trace in Arabic In I:J\.-..
5 .-

"chaste," applied to a woman, as compared with~ 11 inac-
.

5 .-.-

cessible, unapproachable" j and in l:J'JJ 11 grave, staid," also used
5 ...

of a woman, whereas the masculine is l:)!.j.J.,

11. Nu",lJtrs atld Cases.

In treating of the N",HlJers and Casu of nouns in the
Semitic languages I shall begin with the latter, for reasons
which will become apparent as we proceed.

Of what we are accustomed to call casu-those varieties
of termination which express the relations to one another of
a noun and verb or of two nouns-the Semitic languages
possess but three: the casus redus, nominative or subject, and
two cast" olJliqu;, the one indicating the accusative or direct
object, and also serving in a variety of ways as a cast" adver
bialis, the other corresponding most closely to the Indo-European
genitive.

In the s;"K'ular number these three cases are distinguished in
ancient Arabic, in the great majority of nouns, by three termi
nations, 11 for the subject or nominative, IJ for the object or
accusative, and r for the genitive, as we may appropriately
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designate the second oblique form. In certain classes of nouns,
however, the accusative has at an early period supplanted the
genitive, so that these have only two terminations, il for the
nominative, and IJ for the accusative and genitive. Examples
of the triptote declension :-

~ ...... ...... .... .. ....

~ ~ ~

~..... ..... ..... ....

~ ~ ~. .
The usage of the Arabic restricts these simple terminations
to the definite and construct states of the noun. The noun
must be defined by the article,

.... ,Cor....

~I..
...........
~I......

, c,.,A,o",

~\;..
or it must be followed by a genitive, which is also a species
of definition,

~ .....
I.i.:H

.....

.....

... .....

In no other Semitic language has this inflexion been retained
in such fullness and purity as in the ancient Arabic, the Arabic
of the prae-Mohammedan poets and of the ~or'an. In the
modern language, as spoken at the present day, the case
terminations are either confounded with one another or entirely
lost In the Sinaitic peninsula, for example, one hears 'a",,,,uk,

1. ....

~, which is really the nominative, used for all three cases.
In Ethiopic we can distinguish only one of these cases by

an external mark; the accusative, with the termination 11. The
vowel-endings of the nominative and genitive have disappeared;
and the accusative IJ takes the place of the others in the
construct state, without any regard to the real case of the
governing noun. E.g., 1\4:ct~: rfl~J\T: "he loved a woman,"
"'till: h.tP'T\,.p: "the king of Ethiopia." In the case of
proper names, the accusative termination is Y: /uf, to which
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form I shall call your attention more particularly hereafter; e.g.

1'PW: "Cain," .etH~I/: "Judah."
In Assyrian, so far as I can understand the statements of

the grammarians, these terminations are, as a general rule,
appended to the noun when it is not in the construct state, but
apparently without any regard to the actual relation of case.
Thus, according to Schrader, the Assyrian writes ina /istln
mtlt A~, "in the language of the country of Phoenicia,"
without any case-sign in /isAn and mtlt; la,. Balll/u, "king of
Babel"; malku lJtInllJtln, "the king their builder"; tlJill /ilJlIiJun,
"dwelling in their midst"; 'irill" la Jami or 'i,.ill la";i, "the
setting of the sun"; Dariyavlu sa,.,.i, "Oarius the king." Here,
therefore, the state of matters seems to be much the same as in
modern Arabic; the case-endings, when employed, are used
without any strict regard to their proper signification. .

I n Hebrew traces of all three terminations may be found.
The accusative indeed is not uncommon, particularly in its
adverbial sense, indicating direction or motion towards. E.g.,

m'1N "to the ground," nil'! "homewards," "inwards," nil'!",.:- ... :- T:--
c

"into the house," n)'VM "to the well," M"., "uphill," ".,,'M
y:- 'I' ... y '1"'1' '"

"to the mountains," "b~ "to Shechem," nnier" "Into a
'I' Y: ... T: •

chamber," nt'~~;:t "to the highplace," lrJ ~, y~~ ~~J. .
~~' Mt"~, ~W ~:. As real objective accusatives I may cite

"?~~ M~~' r~~~~~ ~RtJ "he abased, etc." Isaiah viii. 23;

nntt "?Y 'R~ '~ "who hath committed to "his charge the

earth 1" Job xxxiv. 13. Here you may remark that the vowel a
is expressed in writing by the letter n. This does not, however,
justify us in speaking of a "n locale," as if the" were anything
more than the mere indication of the final vowel.

The terminations of the nominativc' and genitive arc far
rarer, and seem indeed to be used now and then only as archa
istic forms, just as our poets occasionally indulge in such ar
chaisms as yolk, w!ti/om, ye/ept, ywis, and the like. We need
not therefore expect them to be employed with more regard to
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grammatical accuracy than in Assyrian or in modern Arabic.

The nominative termination is t in such phrases as ryiJi~

Gen. i. 24. ,~~rr,~ Ps. I. 10. ryiJi~tJ7 Ps. Ixxix. 2, ,a~ ;:If
If 0 son of ~ip~r:' Num. xxiii. 18. i1~ \~ Ot?~ ~ Num.

xxiv. 3. I S. O'I;)-')'S7I;)~ Ps. cxiv. 8. The purer form ~ I can

.discover only' in ~ :r~~ compound nouns. e. g.• ~~)~, '~n~.
~~ and~. The genitive termination i~ 'or. as in

.. T • , - " •

l"T'~~~ '~?r~S1 Ps. ex. 4, O~ 'J:\~j Lament. i. I, '~~q
bawl;) Isaiah i. 21, Ui1N ')::1 (ace.) Gen. xlix. 11. It appears

al~ i~ many compound-~r~~er names. as p:rr-':p~~, ~,~~,
~'JM ~N"fl7 • . .

N • _ J ... .:_

All these three forms, no doubt, existed likewise in the })hoe
nician language, though the defective orthography of the monu
ments does not enable us to recognise them. In the inscription
of EshmQn'azar, for example [C.l. S., No. 3,1. 11, 12], the words

tt:h and ~Vl;)~ are no doubt to be pronounced ~7 and

rl:~~~, just as in Hebrew. In other cases the classical ~riters
co~e to our aid. HanniIJa/, for instance, is "S7:l'M'I (genit.), but
AsarulJa/ is ~S1~~'~S1 (nomin.). - - .-

In Syriac we look in vain for any trace of these case-end
ings. save In two or three nouns regarding which I may be

~Uowed to say a few words. I mean the w~rds ~1 "father,"
of. J t
~ I "brother," and ~ "father-in-law" j in Arabic, L-J\, .\

, . C '
,...; In Hebrew, :IN, MN, on. These have all lost their third
, 'r • Y

radical, which was a 'W, and which reappears in Arable in the
construct state thus :-

~t ..·t
N, J!\ for -",'

1 ,$
G. I..j,\ for f.'

,1 ....1
A. ~, for .f.'
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Of these three forms the Ethiopic has preserved before prono
minal suffixes the nom. t'\fl.:, as t'\fl.'n: If thy father," and the
accus. 1\"1:, as 1\"1'n: If thy father," though t'\fl.'n: is also used for
the accusative. The Hebrew has chosen the genitive for all its
three cases, '~~ .. father of - ," ;';t~; whereas the Syriac has

preferred the nom., ~" and similarly )I~f and )I~'
Let us now return once more to the Arabic, and examine its

three flexional forms, 11, r, 11. What may the origin of these be?
With regard to the accusative the answer seems to be tolerably
certain. It is a pronominal clement, of a demonstrative nature,
appended to the object noun to indicate the direction of the action
of the governing verb. It is in fact nothing but the demonstrative
!tcf, with which we are already acquainted in all the Semitic lan

guages. In Ethiopic the full form Y: is employed, as I already

mentioned, to form the accusative of proper names. ;p'W: etc.
The gradual weakening of the h gives us such adverbial forms as
lvrJ\: aftf, or 1\4:1\: afa, .. out, outside" (fords,joris), 'l(1:)ot,:
.. at all, ever"; but ordinarily the particle is shortened to the
utmost, and appears as final 11. The Hebrew I'h- preserves
somewhat of the original lengthening of the vowel, for a primi
tive short 11 would certainly have disappeared i" toto.

The origin of the nominative 11 is more obscure; but we may
possibly venture to see in it the pronominal element !tll, as
designating the subject. Finally, the genitive r, '"'T", may
perhaps be connected with the termination of the so-called

"-
relative adjectives in' 7 (Arabic ..s-, vulgarly c.s-), the origin

" . "
of which is, however, not yet clear to me.

I said at the commencement of this discussion that the use
of the singular terminations il, 1, 4 in Arabic was restricted
to the defined noun, whether the definition was by the article or
by a following genitive. I now remark that the undefined noun
is inflected with the same terminations pltls the sound of", vi?.
11", rt" 11", E. g.

5 <." ..... , ....
~ ~ ~,". " ." ,."
ll... iJ- i.».. . .,
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,..'
In the aceus. form ~ the letter 'a/if may perhaps serve to mark
the pausal pronunciation, baitd, or it may be a mere indication
of the a-sound, to distinguish this case more clearly in writing
from the other two. This addition of the 1I-sound in Arabic is
technically called the tallwln or le nunation," from the name of
the letter "A,I.

If we look around us for a similar appearance in the other
Semitic languages, we find its counterpart in the 1II1matio11 of
the Assyrian, which is not, however, according to the gramma
rians, restricted to the undefined noun, but also irregularly used
with that which is defined. The forms are usually written U'll,
i'l', a'll, but as '11 and m are not distinguished in writing, we are
justified by analogy in pronouncing them um, im, am.

The same m/mation is found in the l:Iimyaritic inscriptions
of South Arabia in the form C for all three cases, its use nearly
corresponding with that of the Arabic "dnation; e. g., ce;~

~, C};M ;;t CNJt' :;'L:.; cn:1~~ ~, cn~JY ~;

C,:1Y ~, but ctI~ ,:11'~ ~.,
In Hebrew the m/matw,1 seems to me to present itself in

such words as C~ or C~~, C~~, CR'1, which I consider as

the accusatives of t~, rtt and P"J. ~" is doubtful, as it

may be connected with ~l rather than with C\'. In
•

Ethiopic we may perhaps find a trace of it in the word

tcJI\,,~:, Heb. ~, ~~.
Now what is the origin of these terminations un, in, an, and

um, im, am? And are they identical. or different? These ques
tions are hard to answer; but I incline on the whole to consider
them as identical, and to derive them both from an appended,

indefinite MtJ, L:. That n and m readily interchange is known.,
to us; and it is quite conceivable that some of the Semitic lan
guages may have substituted" for original 111 in certain gram
matical forms, whilst others carried out the change through the

whole of them. That the word MtJ t: might have been used at., ,
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an early period in the way suggested. can only be inferred from
the recurrence of the phenomenon at a later period. History is
apt to repeat itself. C!lpecially linguistic history. Now we find

,
this use of le as an indefinite affix in Arabic in the so-called
~. ~ ~ ~

~~1 \ Le. i. e. Le appended to an indefinite noun with a vague.
, .

• - "" ,,(,1
often intensifying. force; e. g.• le ~\Z' \.Ak. \ "give us some book, ,

o !I ~ 11 Lt ,:-
(or other)"; le ~ .. some (small) quantity"; le,r1 ~

, , .... ,
"thou art come for some matter (of importance)." Similar is

the origin of the Aramaic word tJl'1~, OM'}'b, ~~, '1'~, a

contraction of ~ V1b "scibile quid." For the rest. how.. ...
,

readily L. may be shortened into md and m appears from such
c,.... '" .... , , .. .... , "

Arabic forms as ~ "how much 1" ('~, (' ~l K' ~:

.. ..
shortened into ~. ~;

We have thus far established the following scheme of inflex
ion by cases in the Semitic languages (or the sing7lla,. number.

Arabic Assyr., l;Iimynr., Hebrew

N. u. un u. um
G. i. in i, im
Acc. a. an a, am

Let us next examine the formation of the 1111,:al.
To express the idea of plurality in the inflexion of the noun

the Semitic languages had recourse to the simple expedient of
lengthening the vowel-ending of the singular. The lengthening
of the sound. the dwelling upon the utterance, sufficed to convey
the idea of indefinite number. Consequently in Arabic the un·
defined plural of masculine nouns qiust originally have been-

N. an. G. In. Ace. tin.

But as the Arabs seem to have objected to terminate a long
syllable with a consonant (save in pause). a short final vowel
was added, giving the forms-

N. t1na. G. lna. Acc: tlna.
W.L 10
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These forms were also employed in the plural when defined
by the article i but in the construct state. as we should naturally
expect. the final vowels of the singular were merely lengthened-

N. 12, G.. t, Ace. d.

In the actual language. however, as known to us from the
old· poets and the I,(or'an, the accusative d. dna, has become
obsolete. so that we have in real use only two cases-

N. 12. t2"a; G. Ace. t, I"a.

The vulgar dialects of the present day have gone yet one
step farther, and have discarded the nominative from ordinary
use. retaining only the form I". In Ethiopic. on the contrary,
the accusative dn has supplanted the other cases, and form~ the
ordinary plural of adjectives and participles i as m'p<D": "alive."

"living." mjf":: fhJ:.h: "new." fhJ:. ...,,:: nw·t: "revealed,"
"manifest." tlUJ-t":: Forgetful however of the real origin of
this form. the language forms for itself an accusative and a con
struct state by appending to it the vowel If. as in the singular; and
the real construct plural in d is found only in the numerals for

20.30. etc.• which arc OtWt.: W""': 1\(.()o.: i~"': ctc. In all
this the Assyrian runs curiously parallel to the Ethiopic.
According to Schrader. the plural in d" appears in the forms
dnu. dni, dna. with an appended vowel (obviously borrowed

from the singular); as ialmdnu. "statues" (C7!. ~); I}ttrSdlzi,

"woods" (~h)j M"d,zi, "walls" (~)j sa""dlli. "princes" (~)j
9 -

whilst the numerals, 20. 30, etc.• are Curd, lilaJd. irbd. l}alzSd.
The Aramaic dialects make use. not of the accusative. but of

the other oblique form, the genitive. for their plural. Hence we
find the forms 1'-;- in the Biblical Aramaic. ,"a- in Syriac. and

in Mandaitic both 1'- and Nt- (t).
The same choice was made by the Hebrews and Phoenicians.

They discarded both the nom. 12", and the accus. dm. retaining
only the gen. ,tm in ordinary use'. In later stages of the
language the m was dropped, ;l form of which there are two
or three doubtful examples in the Bible j but curiously enough

1 But the MOIlbites took the form r.... e.g.• 1:l~CM. n", pt:l"m. )"1:11,
l?M non. etc.
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this form in I is said to be not uncommon in Assyrian, as in ill,
"gods"; ma/Id or ma/i/d, "kings"; dml, "days"; jJagrl, "dead
bodies"; with suffixes karlrlSu "its towers"; alri-Jlmu, "their
places." The full form in Im is rare and archaistic, as in the
proper names Alur-rlS-iltm, SIImlrim and Akkadlm. Haupt
finds traces of the form ifm, representing the old accusative, in
the Assyrian Jamifml" Jamifmi, "heaven," mtfmi, "water," and
the adverbial akltdmiJ, "with one another, mutually (lit. like
bmthcn;)." It seems probable, aJl he suggests, that thc plural
an is only a latcr form of thiJl ifm. And indced he goes so far as
to dcny the existence of the termination i, which he pronounces
c', and considers to be only a deflection of if, from if", ifm.

You must not suppose that there iJl anything singular in this
apparently capricious choice of a single case-ending to take the
place of all its fellows, in the later stages of a language. It is
precisely what has happened elsewhere than on Semitic ground.
I need hardly remind you that Greek nouns appear in Syriac
mostly in the accIlSotive, simply because that was the one form
with which the Syrians were familiar in the mouths of the

Greeks; e.g. ll~ (Mj'WaBCJ), l~~ (fCEplC/Ba), ~J,Jl'
& . &

(riv8puivrCJ), om.?;l' (ripx&~), etc. The Latin accusati1H! too has
supplied the ordinary nominal forms of the different Romance
languages. In modern Persian the plural 1,;)' tI" is regarded by
the best authorities as derived from an ancient grniti1H! in Ilm
(a;lm)..

Turning to the plural of femi"ine nouns, we find the same
principle in force, only applied in a different way. The weight
of utterance was thrown in this case not upon the case-endings,
but upon the feminine termination lit, which accordingly became
tit, and took the case-endings as the singular.

Sing. N. atl', atun Plur. tllu, tllun
G. ali, alin tlli, 4ti"
Ac. ala, ala" 41a, 418".

In Arabic these forms are all in common use, except the
accusative plural, which has disappeared even in the oldest
stages of the language. The Ethiopic has tll, with its accusative
and construct tlla. In Aramaic we find, as we should naturally

10-2
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expect, the termination ny , A..!..., dtlt, Jth i in Hebrew, with the

usual vowel-change, n~_, which sinks in the later Phoenician
into tJllt, as in Plautus's ytlt aloll;m valollutlt. In Assyrian dtll,
dti, dta, are common i but there is also (if the grammarians may
be trusted) a termination tJt, corresponding perhaps to the
Hebrew and Phoenician Jtlt, tult i and a third form in It (or as
Haupt pronounces it ,7t), restricted to such words as have
already weakened at into it in the singular. E.g., ina smldti
damulti, "in long (lit. strong) years" i tabbmllitu, "buildings:'
from fabbanu i "bi/ti, "deeds," from 'ibSit (ntf:1V), according to
Haupt ipsfti i iSrit; (isrit,) "temples."

Of the so-called broken plurals of the Arabic I cannot
speak at any length in this place. You will find these various
forms enumerated in any Arabic Grammar, and many of them
occur likewise in J:limyaritic and Ethiopic. In the northern
dialects examples are either wanting or of rare occurrence.
Bottcher has endeavoured to point out several in Hebrew i

see his Ausjiiltr/;c!us Leltrbuclt, vol. i. p. 458--9. In Syriac we

may perhaps refer to this class such words as },.:;a.e from l~~
$,c,,' III ... ,.. • , s ,

(Arabic ~}J plur. ..;}), and 1~ from 1~ (Arabic )_.
,

plur. .ro-)' These so-called broken plurals are, however, in all
probability without exception, singular abstract forms, which gra

dually came to be used in a concrete and collective sense, and
" ..-

hence pass for plurals. We are told, for example. that;4J is a
s , • "'.... 11--

plural ofr\j, "helper," or J~ of J.)~. "just"; but in reality
, ,

these are nothing but the infinitives of rU and J.,l.£:. meaning

"help," and "justice," and may be applied alike to one or more,
Se.., s~, Se..,5! ... ("

man or woman i for we can say J~ ~.J' J~' ;~,. and
,

St., se" 11" 11 ....

J~ ('j. Another plural of ~li, viz. JUi. is an example of

the same sort, being really an intensive infinitive, to be com.

pared with the Syriac l!o"~. r.\~, llciW. etc.
In addition to the singular and plural, the Semitic languages
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employed from their earliest period a third form to designate a
pair or two of any objects. The principle of formation of this
dllal would naturally resemble that of the plural; that is to say,
the vowel of the singular would be lengthened .in some way,
so as to indicate the increase of number. But as the simple
lengthening was appropriated to the plural, in the case of the
dual recourse was had to the heightening of the singular termi
nations by the insertion of a short It. Hence result the forms-

N. It + it" = au"
G. It + r" = ain
Ac. It + ltn = 4n.

For the same reason as in the plural, the Arabs added here also
a final vowel; but on account of the greater weight of the dual
endings, or perhaps merely for the sake of variety, they selected
in this case the weaker vowel 1; whence the forms.

N. auni G. aini Ac. 4ni.

These forms were used, like the corresponding plurals, when the
noun was defined by the article; but in the construct state the
syllable ni is of course absent, and we have merely the vowel
endings

N. all G. ai Ac. tI.

Of these terminations the nominative must have fallen into
disuse at a very early period, and its place was usurped by the
accus.; so that we actually meet in Arabic only the two forms

N. tI, tlni
G. Ac. ai, aini.

In modern Arabic the first of these has now disappeared from
ordinary use, leilving only the form ain, In, for all the cases. In S.

Arabian or l;Iimyaritic the termination is also r, as rj"'US~N' r~Sy

(acc.), ri1)n'~S, "and their two houses (castles)," O~ rnN~
.. two hundred warriors" (nom.), ri1)S~y 11 these two statues"
(nee.). 111 Ethiopic scarcely a trace of the dual can be detected.
In Assyrial1 Schrader gives as examples Md, "two hands";
tlllIltl, " two ears"; lipa-ai (for HjJtI-ya), .. my feet"; IJirka-ai, .. my
knees"; /inta·ni, "my hands." Here the final" seems to have
been cast ofT, according to the analogy of the plural in t for tm.
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The Aramaic form is r.-:-, with slight supplemental vowel. for

l~:- ain. corresponding to the ordinary Arabic oblique form
(., ~ c..<."

~-. ~ - • This was contracted into rT' as in l~~ for
"
I~JJN~, "two hundred"; or into 1'-:;-. as in 1''J1;' for l~~, Cl two."

In Syriac it .survives in only two or three words. in the fO,rm h,.
.. .., " "''l.~ ....viz. ~;1., f. ~L.;'"' ~L.~, and ~;~; further weakened into

in. in ~~~, 11 Me~opotamia." ~;U ~~~ ~ )"-"l

(I Kings xviii. 32). Heb. Y1! tJ~J)M9 n'~-f, and even ~,:! =

tJ:1~, ~( =tJ~~; just as in Latin the sole rt;presentatives of

the dual are the words ambo, duo, and octo. The Hebrew form
is Q'- for tJ'- ai,,,. with m for 11, as in the plural; e.g.• tJ'I;);'.-, .- .- ,
tJ~t'a~, tJ~1~~', C~t\~, C~~~~; and often in proper names, as

tJ~~'i:" tJ~~q, tJ~~'h, tJ~t\:1'?, tJ~~~~ "ll, tJ~t'7r? n'~. Rarer

forms are the contracted tJ•. as tJnm (losh. xv. 34). i1~J5:1'?

(Ezek. xxv. 9, ketklM); and tJ'-:;- in~ tJ')ti, f. ,~ c'Ati.
T T -: .0: 'I' .0:

Further. l~-=-, contracted IT i e. g. l~J)"=r, 1J:\\ and 1J;a1~ (losh..

xxi. 32). On the Moabite stone both forms appear. tJ and ri

e.g., tJ,,-m1 (tJ~,-~,:r). l. IS. but lnM,t). ,n~:l' n':l. In'"",
l)."n.

And here I may intercalate the remark that the words tJ~~

and tJ'~ are not duals. but plurals. from obsolete singulars 'I;)
• -. T -

and ,~. The original forms must have been may/m and slUJ-- ..
may/m, which were contracted into may'" and sl",,,,aym, just as

, .,,, ,
in Arabic ~. ~. ~r' and c,)!.~. gradually pass into

'" ,... ,
~, ~. ~. and c.r.:A' But since forms like ""'y'" and
sl",,,,aym were intolerable to the ear of the later Hebrews, a
short vowel was inserted to lighten the pronunciation, resulting
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in the forms tJ~~ and tJ~~, the latter of which was pronounced

in Phoenician sltam/m, as in Plautus's gutu lJalsametn, i.e., ')~l

tJ'~ S31:l·
I shall conclude this survey of the declension of the noun

with a few remarks on some forms which we have not as yet
noticed.

(I) The construct state of the dual and plural in Hebrew
and Aramaic, viz., \r' ......!..

In Arabic the forms of the dual in actual use are, as we
have seen,

Simple, N. tf"i,
G. Ac. ai"i

and of the plural,

Simple, N. dna
G.Ac.tna

Construct, tf
ai

Construct, d
t.

In Assyrian in like manner the construct dual ended in a,
as IJi"ka-ai (for IJi"ktf-ya), "my knees" j the plural in t [or I],
as Ja""t.lmm, "their kings." Consequently we should expect
the Hebrew and Aramaic dual to have the construct form ai, I,

.. zl.but the plural in both languages tj tJ,"1~, ~, , from tJ~l:,

"il. j but from tJ'~~t?, <' 2%' we should look for tJr"~7~,

\.ccn . ';%, which however do not exist. The actually existing..
forms are b~'~~~' ~. ;;S\i,; and these can, I think, be

explained only on the supposition that the ~ual forms have
supplanted those of the plural number. I find additional evi-

L ,.~ ,
dence for this notion in the forms '~7~, .. ? W, "my kings,"

for ma/akai-ya, corresponding with ", "my hands," foryadai-ya j-.. '
and "':JSb 'n'1~Sb "::cn~, "his kings," corresponding

.,. y : J • : _ ,

with "1:, "::mo'';'1- standing for malakai-M, yadai-M, and

malakilll-IlI2, Ylk/iIIl·IlI', in which latter I descry a vestige of the
long obsolete nominative dual in amI, construct all.
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(2) The for~ IT' ~, used as the simple plural of feminine

nouns in Aramaic; e.g., ~o~, ~[:D, as contrasted with

the construct ~ob.i:J, ~tD, which correspond with the.'Arabic plural in tit and the Hebrew in 4th. This form in till,
411, which also plays an important r6le in the verbal inflection,

. I regard as a variation of the masculine t2ll, under the influence
of the ordinary fern. tit. The language felt the want of an
additional feminine termination in the plural, and framed it
from existing material after the analogy of an established form.

(3) The so-called status nnpllatiau of the Aramaic; M':U.. ' -
"the man," M:lf~; M~'!~ "the city," ~~'!t? The essence
of this form is the postposition of a demonstrative particle.
The Swedes and Danes say 1na11d-ell, "the man," Itus-et, "the
house," where ell and et are corruptions of i1l1' or hum and itt or
kilt. And just so the Aramean added to his noun in its
simplest form the demonstrative lld, gradually weakened into tI.

Ni' +~~ became M1~; Ni' +~'!~ I MJ;~'!~. Other forms

underwent greater alteration. Nil + M)"O was contracted into
T - ••

~~'1~ (instead of ~"~>. N~l~, on the other hand, is

another example of the transference of a dual form to the
plural, since it arises by assimilation from NI, + .,:U. In Syriac.. -: \

and Mandaitic the termination Nt_ is shortened into h, M'- (e),.. -
though the full form is retained in some cases; for example, in
Syriac, in the plural of many words derived from radicals N"~,

, , ",
and in a few other instances, such as ~, "thousands."
This contraction naturally commenced with a weakening of the

final syllable into I, as in lien for M'M, MM as interjection for
, TT ..

NI', and the like...

Having thus treated briefly of the personal pronouns and of
the noun, I must next speak of the pronouns as they appear
when appended to nouns substantive in the form of genitive
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suffixes. In doing so I shall confine myself chiefly to Arabic,
Hebrew and Aramaic, as represented by Biblical Aramaic, the
Targlims and the old Syriac.

In classical Arabic these suffixes are appended to the different
cases of the noun in the construct form, i. e. without the tanwfn
or niination. E. g.

, .. ..
2. ~~ f. ~~, "thy book" (nom.)

" "
" " ,
~~ f. ~~, "thy book" (ace.)

" , ",
~\.i( ( ~~, "of thy book" (gen.)
", ... "

3. ~~ f. \.r.~, "his, her book" (nom.)

~'" "
~~ f. ~~, "his, her book" (ace.)

, "
,

~~ f. ~~, "of his, her book" (gen.)
", , '"

and so on. Only the suffix of the 1St pers. sing. absorbs the
vowels of the case-endings, so that" my book," "of my book," is
,
."'=~ or ,,~ in all the three cases.

The forms of the spoken Arabic of the present day are such
as we should naturally expect, when we take into account the
loss of the case-terminations and other final vowels. "My book"

f , .. f .. .. f
is '-i~, "my father" ...1,,\ or ..;y, \; "thy father" is ~y, \, fem.

..f .. f
~y, \ or J.y, \. But the final vowel of the fem. pronoun also

disappears in most cases, and the difference of gender is marked
by a transposition, as it were, of the final vowels i instead of

~~ and ~~ we have ~~ kittJbak and ~\.i( kildbik. I

The 3rd pers. sing. masc. is properly kitiiIJ-ItIl, ~~, but this is,

almost always written and pronounced d:~ kittJb,,1t or kitdbolt,
,
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J ~~

or else ~~ ki/abo. The fern. is \y.liS kltab-Iul, more commonly
/ /

t
with shortening of the vowel, kitab-htJ. From y\ the corre-

"Jt Jt
sponding forms would be 'J! \ aM4 and l.~' alJii-lz4. The

c.. c" ..'" "'...'" .......

plurals are ~liS, ~liS and ~liS; the fern. forms ~liS and, r-: , r ,. ". ,.....
~~ being very rarely used. The long vowel is either shortened

in pronunciation~ kilab-M, kitaIJ-4u"" or a slight vowel (sItl1J4)

is interposed, kit4IJ1lku",. Should the noun end in two consa-
.. ~ .

nants, as ~ 'abd, this sl1h4 is necessarily inserted, 'abditlul or
'abdlh4, 'alJdllku"" 'abdiJhu"" 'abdr,ul.

Let us now take a Hebrew and Aramaic noun with its
suffixes, and examine them by the light we receive from the

Arabic, ancient and modern. For example, "lJ?~, corresponding
s , c.. ", ..

to the Arabic dl.. ~,and the Aramaic ~"
". /

"" ", ,
ut pe,s. sing'. in old Arabic~ or ~. vulg. ~;

Hebrew '~7~; Chald. also '~7~, Syr. • ;'\\0, dropping the

final vowel. ..
". , , ... , ,

2nd pn-s. sillg'. tnilSc. Arabic clA.o, vulg. clfi.... The

Hebrew form is i.p7~, in Pause i~'?~, with a trace of the

original case-endings in the moveable s/uYv4 and the slgol. The

Aramaic forms are, Chald. 'iJ~~~, Syr. ~. with long a, 0,

whereas we should have expected a short. Probably "'al-ktikh
stands for ,nalk4-4kk, and that for malka-ka, the old accusative
with suffix.

J

" '" c.. '"
2,ut pen sillg'. fi.,,,. Arabic ~, vulg.~. In Hebrew

the usual form is "I)""=-, e. g. "lJ~?~, which may be either merely

tone-lengthening of ,nalk-ik, or may spring from the coalition of
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the two vowels in tJldlkll-ik. In Aramaic two forms are found,

"',''~"W" and ;-;-' The Syrian writes . '?? \0, but does not pro-

nounce the final i. The i in these forms is apparently tone
lengthening of the old genitive termination, maliki-ki, which
must have received the accent, like the corresponding Ethiopic

forms nlgflsl-kl, ace. "lgfisd-kl. Hebrew parallels are '~y~,

Jerem. xi. IS; ',:;l~'p:, Ps. ciii. 3·
..

~, , , .. '" .. "
3,d 1"s. si,'K. masc. Ar.~, gen. .a...; vulg. ~. J1...

'" ", ,,,
The Hebrew forms very nearly resemble those of the vulgar

Arabic, viz. i'1i7~, generally t37~. These seem to find their

origin in the old accus. malka-ktl, with elision of the ", mtzlka-u.
-~.\. .~Quite different is the Aramaic 1=1-:, as in~, which I trace

to the ancient genitive malki-hu or malki-Iti. Parallel forms to

this in Hebrew are \'~'th, Gen. i. 21; \,~, Job xxv. 3.

Instead of 1=1 -;- we occasionally find in Aramaic et -;-, the "
having apparently become silent; and this form appears in the

Phoen. suffix M, more commonly written " as in M~P and '~~.

Hebrew forms like "::IM (aMl'~), "e (Pili), also spring from the... .
old genitive, with elision of the h, for \"::IM, ~,,'e, which like-... .
wise occur. ..

" , "e" ,

3,d pen sing. /e",. Ar.~, vulg. ~. In Hebrew we
" , .

have i'1 as in "'::IM but more commonly 1=1 T' agreeing with they' Y • y'
Aramaic 1=1 T (t:t -;-), cn~, as in t:t::h~ ~ which we mayy: - , ,

derive from malkll-tfh, for malkit-/ul.

lSt pers. piuI'. Ar. \~~\:, vulg. \ili.:. In Hebrew rJ~7~,
,

from the old genitive malki-"ii. The rare forms with ~)"'i", such

as ~)~'P "our adversary," Job xxii. 20, ~)J;'¥lb, Ruth iii. 2,

may perhaps represent the old accus. malka-"fi. They stand
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therefore nearer to the Aramaic N~"7, ......:..., as N~f?~ ~ I),

~. The Jewish Aramaic form has a tone-long vowel in
the penult owing to the accent, (as in the Ethiopic "lgllsd-,,,,~

The Syriac has lost the final vowel of the pronoun, under the
• • 1~: !...influence of the same accentuation (compare~ for ~,

mlib.
..

21uJpers. plt,r; mase. Ar. ~:, vulg. "f~:' Hcbr. C??7~,
probably from the old aCCU9. malRa-kum; Aramaic similarly

{>?o\V>, with a purer form of the suffix.
..

2"'/ pers. plur·fem. Ar. :J?,:, vulg. J1~:. Hebr. 1?f7~,
'" \ 'Aram. <.?r> \,0, probably from the old accus. "",Ika-kutma.

~... """--
...... " c.- ' ~ '" .. '"

3rd pers. piuI'. 'nase. Ar.~, ~; ~., ~; vulg.

".." "
~. In Hebrew the simplest form of the suffix is lu'llll for

Iw,n, as in c.,.~, c,"~~, really old genitives. Most of the

forms in use, however, are to be· explained from an old accus.,

such as I descry in the rare form C"~::l, 2 Sam. xxiii. 6, in
- T \

pause for klll/a-It1m; whence, by elision of the It and contraction,

arises the common C~:;' A still fuller form is represented by.. \ .
the suffixes ibY' ib. as in iO~7~, ib!~, ib:1~, ib'~, con-

tracted from ltlIIJa-Mmfi. etc. C:;'''b stands therefore for original
T: -

ma/ka-Iwmfi. The Aramaic forms need no further explanation,

~~~\. .'-
\.~, etc. ..

'ii ...', .' ....to ,

3rd peTS. piuI'. fem. Ar. ~, ~. vulg. ~. Here, ,.".... ".

again the oldest Hebrew form is the rare i'1~~.;.; as in i'1~7'~?7,
I Kings vii. 37. i'1)i'1:Jin:!1 Ezek. xvi. S3, for kulla-khma and

T: I'" : I
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In Hebrew and Aramaic this difference between

•tJkluz-Itlnna. Contracted (ram this are the (orms In 1'1.)-;.. and..
M~';', as Mi'l7, M~!, M~!~, 'iltrh, 'iI?~'1'?' Still shorter

is the common lv, as in l;;t1~7, l:'~?", and lY", as in r~~.
The successive Hebrew (arms appear then to have been ma/ka

I,}""a, malka-ItIn, contracted malkdll'I,a, malkd"a, ma/kiln. The

Aramaic (arm~~ calls (or no (urther remark.

In the dual number the Arabic appends the suffixes to the
construct (arms in ti and ai j in the plural, to those in n and I j

as
.,. ... ".... , ... c..,

Dual nom. lo/\~ If my two servants," ~\~, etc.

gen. lo/~, ~~, etc.
~ ..., "" ~'"

Plur. nom. .~ re his sons," ~~, etc.
.. , ..

gen. ...u." ~, etc., .. .... .. , ., " ~",

But Cl my sons" is expressed by 0 (or both nom. ~~ and
, ,

gen.~.,
the dual and plur. has disappeared; because, as it seems to me,
the dual terminations in the suffixes have wholly supplanted the
plural. The Assyrian said s'Po-ai Cl my two (eet" [Del. sq)tia],
fJirka-ai .. my knees," /fata-ai, " my hands," (or Iif'd-ya, fJirkd-ya,

, .,." ... " ...~... ... ... ,
~atd-J'a, just as the Arab said '-I~J' e,I~Jj lo/\~; but the,
Assyrian had also the plural (arms larrl-sunu (sarri-Juntl], "their
kings," aJrl-sll1ttt [aJrc-Slmll], re their places." The Hebrew on
the other hand us~ only one (arm (or both numbers. 0;': (or

c... '... c...c.. "'...
yadaim (Arab. c.~~ I vulg. ~~) would naturally give in the. ,

construct (arm yadai (Ar. .J~). which became '':'~; but O'7t?~P

(or Iltft;ll", (Ar. ~~, vulg. ~~) should equally yield ~'P
" , ...
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,
= Ar. J!u. As a matter of fact, however, it is not so. The

forms in use are '?tr)P, '~7~, which I maintain to be strictly

speaking duals, standing for tati!ai and ma/akai. Herewith all
the forms of the Hebrew and Aramaic become intelligible.

• ,.... ..... .... L
1St pen si/lg. Arab. 'JJ..!,'~' Heb. '!~, ';3?~ stand

for yadai-ya and malaJ:ai-ya; but the language has ~ropped the
final vowel, and with it the doubling of the final y. Similarly
. A . L ,.~'
ID ramalC, '~7~J . ,0 \0•

.... c.." , (.. " ....

21ld pen sillg. Arab. ~~, cl.' U 'C. Heb. ;'1: and

"!J~1: for yadai-ka and Yadai-ki, sho;tened yadai-k, ;'?~~ for

malakai-ka. The fuller form of the fern. also occurs, e.g. '~~I~"

and '~~~l1~ in Ps. ciii., for "!J~!IJ and 'f.~~. This leads us to
• P..... , • p ..... P

the Syriac forms )"' 0:>\0 and ' 0 ''';>\0, with silent Ylid.

In Biblical Aramaic the diphthong has been weakened into a,
just as in Hebrew t~~ became ltt, or in Aramaic itself r~

became f.l;*9. Hence the masc. 1'::;"b, for malkai-ka, is

according to the {lr! to be pronounced "!J~~~; whereas the

fern. is usually pointed '~~7~ [in the Targu~s], though ;~7~·
is also found.

... " ... ,.... ..
3rdpers. sing. masc. Arab. ~~, ~. (for .). In Hebrew

, , ,

the fullest form is ~""J:, \"~'~ J ~"'1;~, for yadai-IIII, etc., with

weakening of ai to i. The more common form, however, is

"" "::;"b with elision of the k and weakening of ai to a."I'T' T Y : '

We also find a form without yud, as '~1; and the question

arises whether this is identical with "'U"=I, or not. If identical,
TT :

then ,.,:1"=1 is only incorrectly written, according to car, for
y'Y :

''"1:3''=1 But it may also be that ,.,:3"=1 stands for the old Romi-
y,.. :- TT :
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native dual ~"'~":J tlalJaratl-lm, by elision of the 11, tlalJarau-II,: -.,. :

and then dalJa1'all, '~":J; just as the 1st pers. tlabarai-ya became
YT :

dalJa1'ai, 'OU":J. Such at any rate must be the origin of the-.,. :

Aramaic forms ''-ri::J~t:J, ~o:",:;$..o, the latter with silent ~0'1,

for ",alkall-Itll. Th~ form 'b~t:J with elision of the i1, also
: - ,

occurs i and this appears to be the Phoenician form in such

phrases as "~r~ y~ ~, 0' 'i'?i~ ~~ ~~~~, though we may

perhaps also read ',;r~ and '~'1P-, in closer accordance with

the Hebrew forms.

31'd sjnK· Inn. Arab. ~~, ~:; Heb. ;:t'!. r,'~?1:?, for

yadai-lui, "",/aka;-Iu!. The corresponding Aramaic forms are,

N'O?7~ (rarely N,"?7~), Biblical, j:I'~St:J, Ilrl j:I~?~j Syriac

en· :;,\..0, both standing for malkai-Iui.

1St pers. plu1'. Arab. ~~. ~;i1 :. Heb: U'1:, ~'J',;}~Q,

for yadai-nu, malakai-nu. Aramaic, N'J'::JSt:J (fri, N'J::J~t:J),
TT: - ...... : -

•0,\\0 for malkai-ntl
< '

(,.-e.......... f", .. (,,, '"

2nd pers. p11l1'. mase. Arab..(~~. f .. (\ .. Heb. O~",r .... ., ":'
-L .• r. '" ,

O?';J?~, for yadai-ktlm, malaka;-kflm. Aramaic {'O. "~"',
L ••L~

~~'~?~.-The corresponding le",. forms nre,: Arab. ch~,

Heb. 1~'1~, Aram. <'?' 0,\\0. The fuller form J:'1~? is found

in Hebrew in Ezekiel xiii. 20, i1'J~'h\Jio::J ("pillows").
.,. T" :.

c.. c.......... c.. c.. .... ,

31'd pe1's. p11l1'. masc. Arab. ~~, ~, shortened from
, , ~

""- ""-
J c... ....,. J "', ....

~",::. ~u..,. In Hebrew the oldest form was of courseyadai-
, "
• e

"',mu, malakai-Immt-'. Hence, on the one hand, the ordinary
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c.,',', tll"1'5~b' and, on the other, the more poetic \b'~~y .... ... ... _ , ... ,

ib't1?I. Archaistic is the form in Ezckiel xl. 16, l"1~Ij~.
from ~~tt as an architectural term. The Aramaic forms arc

,oa.. "''\\0, J\"~7~.-The corresponding fe,n. is in Arab.

• ...... L ••• L
~~ ; Heb. 1;;J'1\ Jl:1'~?Q; Aram. ~cn. 6S\o, r0'~?Q., .. .
Ezekiel indulges in the archaistic form ;')l"1'n'U, ch. i. 11.

• .,. T ••• :

As to the forms of feminine nouns with pronominalliuffixes,
I would merely call your attention at this time to one point in
which Hebrew differs most markedly from Arabic and Syriac.
The Arab adds the simple suffixes to the plural substantive, for

" , ., ~ "'" ,.-" G , c.. .... ~ ".

example, ~~, di~, Aj~, ~~. So also the Syrian:
" '" .,., "

....tU:~, ,..A.L~, cnlL.~, \~~. But the Hebrew
• a

almost invariably employs what is really an incorrect form.

He does not say 'n~,l:t'IJ ':rn~l!:'nJ ~n~,i:t1, etc., but he adds to. \ -I: I \ \

the plural n;~ the dual termination ~, borrowed from the

mase., before appending the suffixes, and thus obtains the

forms 'n;,iln, i'n;,m, ,'n;liln. Almost the only exception is in
- \ Y \ Y \

the forms of the 3rd pers. plur., where we find tln;,m as well as
T \

tl.,'~;~.



CHAPTER VIII.

THE VERB.

I NEXT proceed to treat of the Verb, in doing which I must
direct your attention first, for reasons which will gradually be
come apparent, to certain nominal forms, partly adjectives and
partly substantives.

Among the commonest nominal forms in the Semitic lan
guages are those which I may represent by the types "atal,
"atil and "atul, especially as concrete substantives' and as adjec
tives. It is in the latter function that we notice them here.

5,.,

Examples of the form /fatal in Arabic are t=P "following,"" a
.;, 5" .

follower," ~ le brave," ~ "handsome"; in Hebrew, b?,:,
"wise," 7' "upright," V~h "~icked:' The form !,alil may be

,. 'I" .,. .,.

s ' s •
exemplified in the one language by~ "proud,". ~.3 "dirty,"

... ...
s ...
~ "quick"; in the other, by ,~? "heavy," Jm "old,"~

"unclean." As instances of the form /fatui I will cite in Arabic
5"" s~· s ... , .

\..~ "clever" '=W "awake" .).. ·'timid"· in Hebrew .,i' "afraid"er- J ... ..} , 'T '
tbI~ "small." ;:t~! "high."

. In seeking to modify these simple forms. so as to make
them express greater extension or greater energy, the Semites
adopted one of two methods; they either lengthened a vOwel. or
they doubled a consonant. The former process might affect either
the first or second vowel; the latter affected chiefly the middle
COI1!lonant.

W.L. 11
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The heightening of the first vowel of latal would yield the
form ~lal, which is of comparatively rare occurrence, as in..,., ., ,.
~lb and fl>, "a stamp,· "a seal," Heb. tlI;'itt. and in the

participles of Hebrew verbs l"1'.l,. as it!" for '!" (i.e. IJtfZaI)'

The vowel of the second syllable has generally been weakened
into i, thus rendering it indistinguishable from the heightening
of !;aliI, viz. ~dtil. Hence, in the words just cited, the forms
11 , S '"

.~\b, ~\>. as well as the great bulk of the participles of the

form ~~, Heb. ~~p. Here the lengthening of the first vowel

seems to express the continuity or duration of the action.
The heightening of the 2nd vowel yields us the common

intensives of the form ~atdl, /tatll and ~atlll. (I) !fatdl. as in
s ", • ,., $ "

Arabic t~ "brave," L:J~ "cowardly," rL; "blunt"; Heb.

~;'1'" great." pi~ "an oppressor," ~."D "holy." (2) Katll.
y Y T •

• $' .' g,

~ in Arabic ~,) "merciful," IIr!.j "noble," ~ "heavy";,- ~ '-, ,
6 , .6 , • I
.~~ "wounded," ~ "slain." ..~, "bound, a prisoner"; Heb.
-l. .. , ", "

N'~ "a prophet." "on .. gracious, pious"; "DN .. bound, a
• y • T • T

6 ~!

prisoner," "'~9 .. anointed." (3) ~att2l. as in Arabic JJ'
s ~, 5

"gluttonous:' yy» "lying.".J~" daring"; Heb.~ "strong,"

rm "sharp," ~n) "brazen," and the ordinary participle pas-... ...

sive ~~1.
The Aramaic' furnishes us with an example of the heighten

ing of both vowels in the form Ifdt~/, as Nn-U. l1o;.:i j N";t)),
T Y 'I' T

H~.
The doubling of the 2nd consonant appears in Hebrew in the

common form Itattal. intensive of Itatal; e. g. :l~~ "thief," n~

"cook," "executioner," ~ "cutter," N),D "jealous," and with
TT'" -
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weakening of the first. vowel in the shut syllable 'UN "hus-...
bandman." Also in the form ~at/i/, intensive of ~ati/, with
weakening of the ut vowel to i in the shut syllable and tone
lengthening of the 2nd into I, !itlll, as J~~ .. humpbacked," ~~

.. blind," t'1i:'D .. openeyed, seeing," ~.", .. deaf:'
-~. --

The intensives of the first grade, ~attf/, ~att/, and iuztll/, are
all capable of being heightened in the same way, thus yielding
the forms tat/tU, tat/tI, and ~attlll. (I) I!attdl is very common

in Arabic and Aramaic, e.g. t.~,~~, ~~, ~,l~ l;':~.
In Hebrew we find M~~~ .. jealous," with ~ for d, but more

usually the vowel of the 1St syllable is weakened into i, e.g.

-n::l~ =r~ ;~, -n~ re drunken," "'Ii)~ .. one who repre

hends" or .. finds fault" Gob xl. 2 or xxxix. 32~ (2) l{attt/ is
very common In Hebrew and Aramaic, e.g. .,'~~ .. strong," p~

"just," "~~ .. exulting," .. rejoicing," r'!~ Cl oppressor," "tyrant,"
• , 8.r l""'Ii)M "bound"; \0 • ., .~ "wise," .o..ll .. just," ~~ "exact"

•-:I: •

S -
In Arabic the first vowel is weakened into i, e.g. ,;:J-. re drunken,"

""5 - 5 _

tJ!..u "very truthful," v4.r: .. very fond of meddling." (3)

1,(:U;IlI, as Heb. O~t'1~ .. m;r~ful,,, ~~J:1 "gracious," ,~~ .. de

privcd, bereft of young," ~~~~ .. tame. domesticated, intimate";
5 f" S f" 5 10,

Arab. J,j "very timid," r,ij .. abiding, .everlasting," VUJ,)j

.. most holy." In Arabic the vowel of the 1St syllable is some-
• f,.. 5 f" • f, ..

timcs assimilated to that of the 2nd, as VUJ.1i, et!'"" or~
.. aH purc" or II all glorious."

Another important class of nouns in the Semitic languages
is thc so-callcd Stgolatts, of which thc normal form is I!atl, #tl,

. s ..1 5 .. •

~·tttl, still retained in Arabic. e.g. vO} Cl earth," ~ .. calf,"

~~ .. ear." Thcy are also used as adjectives, e.g. ;.:': "diffi

11-2
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•S c..'" .c.. . .
cult:' y~ u sweet"j ~ If small, young," ~ "large, coarse";

•• (,,~ 5'-' ~ _ ...

~ "hard," ).- "sweet," r Cl bitter." The corresponding
Aramaic forms are IItal, 11#1, ~'tuJ, with transposition of the
vowels, which however resume their normal place in the emphatic

state, e.g. ~r~J~~ ~, ,..0;.0 ~;a..O. The ordi
nary Hebrew forms are identical with the Arjlbic, fQr the 2nd

vowel in Hebrew is merely supplementary, and disappears before

a suffix j e.g. ~ for r~J with suffix ;~; ~ for "~J

with suffix ;l~; I!N for Htt or n~ J with suffix ·~rtt. But

the Aramaic forms are also found in our Hebrew text, though

more sparingly, in the construct state; e.g. tJ'br-\ "01 Ps. xviii..... -.
26; "~-YjI~ Num. xi. 7; "Y~~~ ~? lsa. v. 7; ~'?~ ~~
Prov. Hi. 14 j and the like.

I have dwelt for a little while on these classes of nouns,
because I believe that they really lie at the root of the inflection
of the verb in the Semitic languages. In one of the most recent
Hebrew Grammars, that of Pro£. Bernh. Stade (1879), you will
find plainly stated, what I have long believed, that the verbal
forms of the Semites are really nominal forms, mostly in com
bination with pronouns. Each person of the verb is, so to say,
a sentence, consisting of a noun and a pronoun, which has gra
dually been contracted or shrivelled up into a single word. The
same view was enunciated some years before by Philippi, in an
article on the Semitic verb in the volume entitled Morg-CNIii,I
discM Forsclwn,ren, 1875, and by Sayce in the jRAS. 1877 and
in his lectures on Assyrian Grammar.

With this idea in our minds, let us submit the different forms
of the Semitic verb to a careful analysis, selecting for the pur
pose the first or simplest form, and commencing, according to
ancient custom, with the perfect state'.

I [The absolute state and construct of nouns of this class UIlually appear with ~
instead of.!.. except before gutturals or rirA.] -

, [CC. Noldeke', -article .. Die Endungen del Perfects" in ZDMG. vol. XXllyiii
(188~). p. ~o7 aqq·l
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In Arabic, the 3rd pers. sing. mase. exhibits three (orms,
iultala, ~dtila, ~dtllla, precisely corresponding to the three nomi
nal or adjectival forms mentioned above. The form *dtala is,
gencrally speaking, transitive; whilst Ifdtila and Ifdtula are in
transitive, the lattcr being the stronger form of the two. Here
then we are face to face with the oldest and simplest form o(
this state and person; and here we at oncc encounter one of our
greatest difficulties, the explanation of the final vowel a. On
the whole I am inclined, after careful consideration, to acquiesce
for the present in Stade's view, that we have here a simple noun,
without any pronominal affix, and that the final a is really the
oldest termination of the Semitic noun. If so, IIdtala would be
an ancient adjective signifying cc killing," or, as a verbal form,

.f he killed'" . would signify cc sorrowing" or cc he sorrowed" .
'~r '

Jij, cc being heavy" or "it was heavy." It is possible however

that /iata/a may already be a contraction (or ~atal-ya, with the
pronominal element ya postfixed, like ta, fIa, etc. That the final
vowel existed anterior to the separation of the Semitic stock, is
apparent from the following considerations. (I) The Ethiopic
has also the forms lfattlla and #114. (2) The Hebrew and
Aramaic, which (like the vulgar Arabic) drop thc final vowel
under ordinary circumstances, retain it when a pronominal suffix

follows; c. g. Heb. ~~1, but '~?r;>~ ~'Iald-nl= Arab. Ifatala-nl;

Aram.~ IIlal, but with suffix .• , \ ~ 0 ~a!ld-n for !fa,ld-nl,
~,a/a-nl.

The Arabic has, as we have seen, three forms of the perfect
state, distinguished by the vowels a, i, 11. The same distinctions
are maintained, to a greater or less extent, in the modem
dialects, e.g. in EKypt. kataIJ, "he wrote," J.G.i Mil, "it was

over and above,".Jf kiti" kutu" "it was much," ~ sikit,
" "stllmt, "he was silent." The existence of the sam~ (orms in the

other Semitic languages can easily be proved. In Ethiopic the
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transitive form is identical with the Arabic, TT(): lfatdla =

J.Ai. In the intransitive forms the vowels i and u were both
weakened lo I, and finally dropped, whence resulted such words
as Plln: yaIJsa, "to be dry," RH: "to be just," ~<D'P:. "to be
satisfied .with drink," Ten: "to be near," exactly correspo~ding

",.c." '" "', ,,'" '" c, ,

to rare Arabic forms like ~ for e' ~J for ~J' ~ for

~, y) for y}. If the 2nd radical was a guttural, an
'"

~imilation of the first vowel to the 2nd took place, giving us
the series {ldtl/a, /fit/la, /filla, e.g. ~~: "to pity," hrIJi: "to

be hot," = ~) ~. Similar forms also exist in classical
'" ,

Arabic, e.g. ~ for ~f';' ~ for~ "to be dazzled with
, ;I, '"

, .....("" '" c"

the sight of gold," ~ or ~, ~ or~. In Hebrew we
", , "", '"

find in like manner all three vowels, although the forms in i and
u are disappearing, as in vulgar Arabic. For example, with i,
lR! "to be old," .~ "to be pure," ,~ "to be heavy," N'J:
"to fear" j with u, ~~, "to be able," ~~ "to be bereft," "'li'.. .. ..

""to be afraid." On the other hand, )'~, but ~)'~, as in

vulgar Arabic ~ (or t~e classical ~ Ol~); ~, but

I~; m. but "P.~1 and 'l'~1; "~. ~ut '~6~; 1r1~. but

.~n.~; and many more. In Aramaic, verbs with u are .nearly

as rare as in Hebrew j e.g. ~1 "he slept" j :I~"'1IJ "it was

dried up, waste, desolate" j ~,~ '" he was bereft." in Syriac
..

only one such seems to be. certain, viz.~ " to be shrivelled,"

as in Job vii. 5, -m~Llo l~ ...~~; Ps. cxviii. 120,
• • K

, .. 1
~~ lQ.£U:). Another may perhaps be found in ~,,
Nahum ii. 10, if that stand for ~l', in the phrase ~lo..
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1J,.c7 1~a,.; ~1 ·~r \.oaUa. Verbs of the form lfalila

are, on the contrary, very common in Aramaic; as ~9'~ ;.
:l'Jt1' .o~; :lI}~, .o~; #7, Regarding Assyrian I find it

difficult to say anything, owing to the conflict among the
grammarians as to the real nature of certain forms. Schrader
quotes a word m/li, "he is dead," which would correspond to the
Heb. nb, Syr.~, except in its rather perplexing final voweP... ..

I proceed to the 3rd pers. sing. fem. .
If we have rightly regarded ~atala, etc., as being originally

nouns, without any pronominal affix, we should naturally expect
the existence of a feminine formed in the same way as in the
noun. And this is actually the case. The fem. of ~alala is
formed, as in the noun, by the addition of t. The Arabic has
¥dtalat; the Ethiopic, ~atdlat, ydlJsat for ydIJisat, m;~rat· for
,,,d!tirat. In vulgar Arabic, e.g. in Egypt, we have the forms
katalJ~t, Jit!/et, sllktet. In Aramaic the same form occurs, with
the further weakening of the 1St vowel, in the now shut syllable,

into i, viz. n~,:?, ~, for ~/lat,laflat, /fa/alat. In Hebrew

the usual form is ~ilflil, n~~, with the same termination iI as

in the noun; but as in the one case so in the other, d is only a
weakened form of ai, the successive steps being at, al", an, d.
The proof lies in the following facts'. (I) The termination at

actually occurs, e.g. in n~fN Deut. xxxii. 36, nN~n (for~)
. -:.'1" ... 9 - : IT

Exod. v. 16, nNll~ ((or nto!172 Deul xxxi. 29, ~~ Ezek. xlvi.

I], n~ (for n't11» Levit. xxv. 21; etc. (2) Th~ termination
... ... -: '''''

at has always been retained before pronominal suffixes, in which

case we find the forms ~nJ;1~~~J ~"t;'~tJ~, l~~~, and the like.

The dilTerence of vocalisation depends upon the dilTerence of
accentuation. a point on which I shall offer a few remarks by

I [Delituch writes mil. and recognises a pe~ansive form ~(J{i/ as common to
mOllt yerba! themes, to expnu the idea of prolonged or completed actiYitJ llS well as
that oh permanent state or all'ectlon; All. G,. p. 'lI35,IQ.]

• [Cr. p. '33. lupra.]
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and by, after we have treated 'of the 3rd pers. plur. mase. and
fern. The final I is also lost in Phoenician, e.g. N)t)' (prob.
N~t) in a Cyprian inser. of D.C. 254 [C.l.S. 93] j in Carthag.
TT: •

inscrr. N.,,) or y.,,), "site vowed" (also Ny"'), y~ "she
(Tanith) heard," ~or NY~, etc. I will only add that the final t
disappears also in Mandaitic before enclitic :1 and' with suffixes,

e.g. f1'N~!U, u she fell," for fhn.bNf)), instead of nN'f)t).
50 also in the dialect of the Talmud Babli, np''1V If she Oed,"

n'fN "she went," side by side with ;,t, ;,nSri, nt, n~, and

in derived conjugations N:1tO~'N " she was married," ;,t, n~~~

"she was betrothed to him." In such Talmudic forms as tN';'y-:

for n~. and ~'I)tt~ t~" his sister came" for ~. we may

perhaps discover a lingering trace of the original 3rd radical
yUd.

If we be right in regarding ~alala: etc., as originally noun~
without pronom. affix, we shall again expect to find their plural
agreeing in form with that of the nouns. This is also really the
case. We shall not be far wrong in assuming i:alaltma as the
oldest form of the 3rd pers. plur.· masc., which is still preserved
to us in I~Y11~ Deul viii. 3, 16, and perhaps in i"! "poured

forth" Isa. xxvi. 16; as also in the Aramaic forms ~~p.~,

and the Assyrian kal/rmi, side by side with katlu. Usually, how
ever, the final " has been dropped, as in the construct state of
the noun j whence we obtain the ordinary Arabic ~dtalij a, the

Ethiopic ;md/U, /dbsu, m;~ru; the Heb. ~~i?.; and the Aramaic

~~7. In the Aramaic dialects the process of corruption has

gone yet farther. The 5yriac pronounces nal, and hence we find

in old MSS. ~ as well as the more accurate~. In
Mandaitic .too the ordinary form is j'Nf)), ,t)O, though the

termination u is sometimes restored before enclitics, as 'N":1N~)

I Arabic jii and ljii, as in Hebrew occasionally .n~'?P... e.g. N';)~DO Jush.
x. tf, N':J-S Isa. xxviii. 1t, if the text be correct. Sayce makes a strange blunder in

considering the quiescent a/ifof the Arabic to be a trace of the origina I H.
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"they planted for thee." I may add that in Mandaitic the full
form in fill is usually preceded by a yUd, for the insertion of

which I find it hard to account j e.g. J"PM!), ~'p~, l,~'m

"they ran." In the dialect of the TalmUd Babli we find the
same rejection of the termination fi, but it seems to leave its
mark in an assimilation of the vowel of the preceding syllable;
thus, ~~ "they have bound" or "banned," for ~~; "n:l~ for

~.,~~; P'!~ for ~p~?

The feminine of ~atn"'"a we should naturally expect, in ac
cordance with the nominal Aexion, to be {latnIJ"a; and though
this form has entirely disappeared in Hebrew, it exists in the
other languages. In the Aramaic dialects we find the final "
rctaincd, in the tcrmination all, or, with a weakening of the
vowel, Ill. So in the TargUms there occur such words as l~'

J1j~ "were made clear" j in Mandaitic, with inserted yUd,

IN't'M-,e "they understood," IN'nu, re they were angry"; in
~ ,

Syriac, <' ~ 0 for f!alti". The Arabic exhibits the form
!tatdlna, which I cannot as yet make up my mind to regard as
anything else than a strong contraction of !tata/dna'. It has
almost gone out of use in the vulgar dialects. Several of the
ancient Semitic languages, however, reject the final". The

Ethiopic is naKdrtf, ld!Jstf, mi!Jra; the J. Aram. N~~7" The

Syriac must of course have once had the form !t'!d/l, but dropped

the final vowel, whence we find in MSS. both .'; \ ~ 0 and ~.

In the Christian Palestinian dialect wc find ,~~" and so also in

Samaritan; but the Mandaitic writes PM!), p'So, like the
Syriac. Thc older form with the final vowel tf appears in Syriac

. ,
only before some of the pronominal suffixes, e.g.. i , $.~" "they

have killed mc," ~, ~cn." ~·o, corr~sponding with the

Jewish Aramaic '~~~, "17t?~, '':1?rJ~.
In what I have said of the 3rd pers. plur. mase. and fern. I

1 [It would seem from a deletion in the MS., that Prot: Wright had hesitated
hetwecn thi! vie\v nnd thnt of Niildeke (ZDMG. xxxviii. 411) who regards the Arabic
~alnlfI(' ns formed on the Ilnnlogy of the corresponding imperfect form J'fI~tu/IUJ.)
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have gone on the allliumption that the original forms arc ~a/a·

/utla and ;atal4ll11. I must tell you however that this is alto
gether denied by such scholars as Noeldeke and G. Hoft"mann',
who maintain the originals to be ~a/a',) and ~ala/a, and explain
the forms in Uti and all or I" as later pronominal additions,
comparing in particular the vulg. Arab. ka/alJuln for kala!Jt), i.e.
ka/aM + uum (see Nocldckc in ZDMG. xxxviii. p. 410), or else

as analogical formations to \.o~, ~~; ~lul, ~lul;

~,~cn; ~,~.

Here I will make, as promised, a few remarks on the accen
tuation of certain of these verbal forms and the changes in voca
lisation which result therefrom.

The original accentuation of the 3rd pers. I believe to have
been that of the old Arabic, fd/a/a, fd/a/a/, ~d/a/ii. The Ethio
pie, Hebrew and Aramaic carried the accent onward to the next
syllable, thus obtaining the forms ~atd'a, ~atd'a/, ;atdlii j ~tild';

and /lld/, IIId/ii. The vulgar dialects of the Arabic vary, I
believe, between ~dlal and fatd!. But in the intransitive forms
the Ethiopic left the accent unshifted, and dropped the vowel of
the middle syllable,J'd6sa, slMlltl. That the Hebrew accentua
tion too was once the same, as in the old Arabic is clear, as
it seems to me, from the vocalisation in particular of the fem.

n~7T and the plur. ~~j?., which have now the accent on the

last syllable. Had the accent originally fallen on that syllable
in the verb, as it does in the noun, we should have had the forms

n~7 and ~~, as in the noun we have ~~q from C~IJ.
But this is not the case. On the contrary, we find the Ethiopic
accentuation of the 2nd syllable in the so-called pausal forms,

e.g. n)Ji), n,i:)~~, ~~S'; and it is only when pronom. suffixes
... TT ..... 'I' 'I'

are appended, and the tone is consequently thrown forwards to-
wards-the end of the word, that we get in Hebrew the forms

n~? and ~~p, e.g. \'':'~~~' \~~, and C~~~~; just as in

Ethiopic we have I",gord/o, ""go"'#-I,I, tlogariwo, and in Arabic

itself ;ata/dI-ku, ;alal/~-ku. The Aramaic 3rd pers. sing. fem.

, [S4:e ZDMG. xxxii. 7+7.)
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n?tpp., ~, also favours this view, for the suppression of the!

2nd vowel of the o~iginal !m/alat must have been due to the
accentuation of the 1st !lyllable, as in the modern Arabic of
Egypt, ~dtalet, tu/ldet, kIItret. With suffixes the form approxi-

mates more to the Hebrew, e.g. l'=It:'~7' cn~; Mand.

rNn~M:J M~ "she has not devoured me," iin'*:JN "she de

voured him." The Mand. form with enclitics, e.g. ~N!)
"she fell," is almost identical with the Heb. \,n~:JM.

:-y-:
Passing on to the 2nd person, we find that the Semitic

languages split into two divisions, the one exhibiting t as the
characteristic letter of the pronominal ending, the other k. ori
the one side are the Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic, and Assyrian;
on the other, the Ethiopic, and most likely the lJimyaritic. At
least we are told that the South Arabian of the present day says

~~ LJ

cl.A)' /m,1k for~ kunt .. thou wast"j and the form with c.:J
for L:J is vouched for in other parts of Arabia I. I t is hard to
say which is the more ancient form, if either. More probably
the two existed side by side from remote antiquity, as we find in
all of these languages the separate form with t, allta, etc., as
well as the accus. and genit. suffixes with k. In quite modern
times the It appears where we should not have expected it, as in
the Samaritan hymns, ,~~) for n~?~ "thou hast revealed," and

...1 .....j . ........1 .
in a dialect of Syria .,u \ for .tU \ or tu \. It should further be

noted that in the 2nd person no variation is made as to the
verbal part of the word, for the purpose of indicating the sex
and number of the person or persons addressed. The whole
weight of these distinctions has to be borne by the pronominal
part. It appeared perhaps to be a wa,;te of energy to point out
these differences in both parts, and if one was to be selected, the
pronoun seemed to be the better adapted for the purpose.

The 2nd pers. sing. masc. is in classical Arabic ~, in

I Sce Nucldeke, ZDAIG. xxxviii. 413; Ua!l!vy, EluJu SaWtlltus, p. 46.
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vulg. Arab. kaldlJt, mislkt, klltul't. In Hebrew the final vowel i~

often indicated by the addition of the letter n, "7~1 or nJ;l~~.

The Ethiopic equivalent is !!atd/ka. The other dialects, like the
vulgar Arabic, have dropped the final vowel. Hence in Bibl.

Aramaic J;\7~7 and ';'7~R; in the Targiims NJ;I~7 and 1?~7.

in Syriac~.
In Arabic and Ethiopic the accent naturally rests on the 2nd

syllable, ~atdlta, ~atd/ka i but when an accus. suffix is added, the
Ethiopic throws forward the tone, !:ataIM-IIi, !:atalkd-lIa, and
lengthens the vowel before the uncontracted forms of the suffixes
of the 3rd pers., ~atalkil-"u or ~atalko, ~talkd"iI, etc. In He
brew the tone is thrown forward not only with pronom. suffixes,

but also when the so-called vav conversive precedes i ~7t.;lJ7T~'

'~7~, but "~7~P or~T-\7~p. etc. Similarly in Jewish Ara-.

maic, with suffixes, ·W~R. ::tr:'~7, but in Syriac .....J~•

...(n.Ju~; in Mand. tNMj~~~, and in the Talmud tT-\¥~

"hast hindered me," tT-\~'1tt .. hast reminded me." I do not

regard the vowel of the Ethiopic and Syriac forms as proving
that the termination ta had originally a long vowel, M, which is
Noeldeke's view; on the contrary, I believe that the lengthening
of the vowel is here due partly to the weight of the accent, but
still more to an effort to distinguish this form from the almost

identical one of the 3rd sing. fern., .....J~ .. she has killed

me." Others would explain it as a contraction of the final vowel

of ta with a supposed connective vowel a, as if .....J~ stood
for !:atalta-alli,

To the masc. form of the 2nd pers. all/a corresponds the fern.
anti; and hence we should expect to find the 2nd pers, sing.
fern. of the verb the form ~ta/ti, which is actually the case.

.........
The Arabic has ~, and the i is often lengthened before

...

suffixes, N~ or 1.;!J.r-S. The vulg. form of the present day is
" '" '"
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~ Inlnlll. The corresponding Ethiopic form is intdllll,

written, according to the exigencies of the Geez sytlabary, with
long I, which passes before suffixes into 1 or l)', as nagnrki-nl,

nagarlliyiJ, naga,lllyJ",fl. In Hebrew the ordinary form is t;l7~1

with the loss of the final vowel; but 'r:lt"p., is sufficiently com

mon, though usually altered by the M~rites into 'T:'~~; e.g.

'r:I," and 't-1:l~, Ruth iii. 3. 4; 't-1om' Jerem. it ;3'; 't-1~,
: : -.,. : : .. 'I' : :.. • : :.. •

Jerem. iii. 5. Sometimes the full form seems to have been lert
through a misunderstanding; e.g. Jerem. ii. 20, where 'r:I.,:n;

• :- 'I'

and 'J:1~ seem to be 2nd pers. sing. fern. rather than 1st pers. ;

•so also Micah iv. 13, 'J:Il)'1Tr'1' Similarly before suffixes,
- . : - -: 1-:·

'~'i;\~7, \"'J:1~7 or "J:l~7, etc. Forms like ~*7~~, Jerem.

ii. 27 (Kllk. ')n"'), or ;JiN~l, 2 Sam. xiv. 10, are very rare.

In Aramaic the same phenomena present themselves. In Jewish

Aramaic we have J;'7~7 side by side with '~'~7~7; whilst the

Syriac has preserved the older termination, at least in writing,

~~, with suffixes~~, ~~~. Here again
& •

I regard the vowel of the syllable ti as being originally short,
whilst Noeldeke regards it as long. To me the lengthening
seems to be due to the shifting of the accent.

The plural of anta, as you may remember, we found to be in
its oldest form anltlmfl; and consequently we expect in the verb
for the 2nd pers. plur. masc. the form ~aldllut1ln, which actually-~ ... ~"'.,. .....""
occurs in Arabic poetry and before suffixes, ~, '-i~.

c.. ....c.. .......

Generally however the final vowel is dropped, antu"" ~; and
....c"....,

the common form in the vulgar language is ';lU with the loss
of the final m. Parallel to these run the Ethiopic forms with Il,
viz. ~tn/Illtn"'fl, with suffixes ~tnllllm",A-nl, ;ntallllmmlviJ,
~trltrlklm",111(1111fi. The corresponding form in the modern Tigre
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and Tigrifta is ~ata/kijm or /Jatal4tkum, which latter appears
in "Amharic' as /Jatal4cllhli, cMY\T1J.:. In S. Arabia these fonns
with k are heard at the present day, e.g.~ sa",N:um

(Halevy, EIt«Us Sab. P.46). As anltl", becomes in Heb. OJ:IN
y • ,

so jatdltu,n appears in the shape of cf;!7~7, the accent being

thrown forward upon the pronoun, as in Ethiopic. The original

vowel appears however, in the rather rare form U:!7~7 (corre-
~....."

sponding to the vulgar Arabic ~), used in connexion with

accusative suffixes (Num. xx. S, xxi. 5, Zech. vii. S). In Aramaic
n takes the piace of ", in pronoun and verb. Thus in Syriac

~~; in Mand. ~MY) "ye planted." In the latter dialect
the final n disappears before endities, as M'~roMY) .. ye have

planted me," M'~'\M'1M'Ne' "ye have sent me"; and also before
accusative suffixes, as tV'UND) .. ye took me," t'\M~Mt' "ye
sent me," which is contrary to Syriac usage, but in accordance

with Hebrew and Chaldee, where we find ,~~~~?, M~~?,

beside r:t~~7t:1p, tU~7~7' In the Talmud' s~ch fOrl~s ~s
V'I'~~, ,n'llO, occur even without suffixes, as in vulgar Arabic.

The feminine of antu,mi we found to be in its fullest form
a1ltllnna, whence the fem. of ~ata/ttl", should be /JatallumlO.
This actually occurs in old Arabic, though it has disappeared
from the vulgar dialects. The Ethiopic form is analogous to the
Arabic, but has lost the final syllable, /Jata/kitl; the final vowel
appears, however, in the form with suffixes ~ata/k1niihti (Comill.
das Buch tier weise~ Phi/osoplle", p. 5I). But, on the other hand,
the form is also liable to a further mutilation before suffixes into
~/a/k4 (Dillmann. p. 274~ The Hebrew form is almost iden-

tical with the Ethiopic. viz., rJ;'~~. The existence of a longer

form in n~, exemplified by n~~~r:t, Amos iv. 3, is very

doubtful; and no example with aceus. suffixes occurs. The

Aramaic forms are such as we might exp~ct, t'f:l~, ~~.
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In Mandaitic however the feminine is a rarity, its place being
mostly usurped by the masculine.

Proceeding to the 1St pers. sing., I would remind you that the
root form of the pronoun of the 1st pers. we found to be iya or
" giving, in combination with the demonstrative an, the form
(l1liya or tlllt. We found also that some of the Semitic languages
inserted a second demonstrative, ak, whence the Assyrian a"tfku,

the Hebrew .~~, the Moabite 1JN, and the Phoenician '~m

and 1m anech. It is this latter form that has given rise'to the
verbal affix in the Ethiopic !Jala/J.:li, which is also said to be the

... ("'''' ... c,....oo .... c.. '.

form in use in S. Arabia, ~, ~F\' etc. (comp. Hal~vy,

Eludes SaWmnes, p. 46). In the other'"Semitic languages we
encounter an affix form with I instead of k, which demands ex·
planation. It may be that I has interchanged with k, as in the
2nd person we find la and ka; but more probably, I think, III
has been substituted for Im in the 1st person under the influence
of the forms of the 2nd person. The solitary ~ala/ku gave way
before the greater numI>er of I-forms, and was gradually changed
into ~ataJltl, except, as we have seen, in Ethiopic (which was
destitute of I-forms in the 2nd person).

While the Assyrian pronoun antikfl (Haupt anakfl) is indis
putably older, in respect of its tf, than the Hebrew tJ,,4klll, the
latter would appear to have prescrved the termination in a purer
form. We may therefore fairly assume that the Arabic !JaM/Ill
and the Ethiopic ~ald/kti represent, in respect of the final vowel,

a somewhat latcr stage than the corresponding Hebrew 'f:1?~~,

• L 'L'with vav conversive ·J:\7~7J., with suffixes ~;"J:l?~ or "T:''?~7,

etc. Whether the scriptio defecliva in such' forms as t-\~,.,. Job
• • : -T

xlii. 2, M')~ I Kings viii. 48, is merely accidental, or really indi-....
cates a tendency to dull the final vowel or to drop it altogether,
it is hard to say. The Moabite and Phoenician forms were
doubtless identical with the Hebrew. Kirlg Mesha' writes
'M~~tJ. 'N::l, etc., and in one Phoen. inscr. we find 'M)::l (Umm
'Awamid. C.I.S. nr. 7), though the usual spelling is N::l. Plau·
tus too has coral"i for ·M.,,'. In Aramaic the suffix sometimes
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appears in full, especially in the case of verbs 3rd t, as 'J:l'~7,

'J"\')t)N; but more frequently the suffix has lost its vowel, the

usual form being J"\~I 4.0, which stands for ta/lat, by

transposition from tala/t, which is the form used in vulg. Arab.,

ta/a/t, misikt, IlI/tllYt. The transposition probably took place to

distinguish it from the 2nd pers. ,;,7~7. ~ i and the altera

tion of the vowel in the last syllable may be ascribed, either to

the lingering influence of the lost termination t, or to an effort ~o

differentiate this form from the 3rd pers. sing. fern. J"\?~j?1~
(for tallat, out of taia/at). Remark however a difference between
the Biblical Aramaic and the Syriac. The former has mova6/e

sltlwa, J"\~~~ Dan. Hi. IS, vi. 25, ~1j? Dan. vii. 16; the latter

silent sh!wa, ~'~' The older form taia/t appears with

the accus. suffixes, O1~, ~~. The Mandaitic form is

ordinarily the same as the Syriac, J"\'j'S'), J"\~)'~ j but with the
enclitics the t disappears, and we have the vocalisation fla/i for

I/ia/itll, e.g. ;is'''\N~) .. I tied to him," ;;:1'P'~D "I went up on
it." In the Targums we find the fully vocalised form J"\''?:JN

• T -:'

J"\~'m, etc., which is indeed older than the Biblical forms just

cited. In the Talmud Habit both the forms which we have
Jloted in the Mandaitic occur independently of enclitics j J"\'C:;~

• T'

"I subdued," J"\'11bt* "I heard," J"\'~1"\N side by side with '~
• 'I" • .. :- .-'1"-:

et I said," 'P.!~ "I went out," 'NlM .. I have seen," 'N',., .. I

called." The final vowel is merely tone-long, and hence can be
•

~hortened when the tone is thrown back, as ~'~' Dan. Hi. 14 j

and with suffixes, as l'=I't\¥l~. 01~'

You will remark that in the first person, as in the second,
the sex or number of the speaker or speakers is not marked in
the verbal part of the word; whilst no variation was thought
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necessary in the pronominal part, any more than in the actual
..1

pronoun '~iM or \.il, lJl
• IT •

As to the plural, the original form of the pronom. affix wa.'1
probably "n, from ~~ or U~; but it underwent various mo-

difications in the several languages, as we shall presently see.

The Hebrew ha!; preserved the old form in u7~~, with suffix

~-ro~7' The Arabic form is Ifatallld, Wii, with long d, which
is however sometimes shortened in poetry, Ifatalnll. On the
other hand, the Ethiopic has lfatalna, with short 11, which is
lengthened before suffixes: lIagdma, but nacanlt'-J:a, Itacartlil-

Idnl11tfi. Similar is the Chaldec form Nb~7, with suffixes

;~7' ~,:)}~7. In Syriac nef is shortened into n,~, but

the fuller termination appears with pronominal suffixes, as

~01 • ; \ 00, etc. The abbreviated form also prevails in the

Talmud DablT, I~, J';1~. Frequently however the Syriac

form is lengthened, by a repetition of the pronoun, into <; \ ~ 0

(sometimes written~~). This, in the weakened shape
of I'), is the usual termination in Mandaitic, e.g. r')j:»t!)),
I''"'MC; but with enclitics the older N) is restored, e.g. n:3N)ptoem
.. we went out therein," I'SNJ~~t' "wc sent them." The accu

sative suffixes are added to the shorter form in ", as 1N)%)'M"
"we loved thee," M3f'Nl'1!) "we opened it."

I have reserved the dllal for the last place in our view,
because it occurs in only two or three of the Semitic languages,
the Arabic and J:Iimyaritic, and possibly the Assyrian. The
rest,-Ethiopic, Hebrew, and Aramaic,-Iost it in the verb before
they reached the stage at which we become acquainted with
them.

The Arabic forms are precisely such as we should expect,
that is to say, almost identical with those of the noun and pro
noun. The 3rd pers. masc. is /fdtaltf, like the noun in dlii, con
struct d, e.g. rajrlldni, rajrlltf. Similarly in the feminine we find
in Arabic Ifaldlatd, formed like iall1latdlti, immatd, from !allllat.

W. L. 12
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In l;Iimyaritic the final tf seems to have been weakened into 1.

The pronoun ~ is written ,~, hU1II1, a'nd similarly in the verb
"" «..1 ,,,

'~ri, "):1, "My, 'f\,m (U..b-\) , fern.•n.t:Jei (shemate, \MU),
"they two set up," The dual of the pronoun of the 2nd person
being in Arabic antll1lltf, the corresponding form of the perfect
is naturally ~ldltllmti. The 1St person, as in the case of the
pronoun, has no dual.

Herewith I finish my survey of the perfect state of the verb.
You may remember that I regarded it, in most of its forms, as
made up of a nominal and a pronominal element i as being
in fact a sentence which gradually shrivelled up and contracted
into a word. Only the 3rd pers. seemed to be a noun without
any pronominal adjunct. Perhaps you are inclined to demur to
this view, on the ground of intrinsic improbability. If so, I
would remind you that history is apt to repeat itself, and no
where more so than in language. The formation of the Romance
tongues out of Latin, or of the modern Indian dialects out
of Sanskrit, illustrates many points in the early history of the
Indo-European group. And so the later formations of the
Semitic dialects may help us largely to understand the older
ones. The ancient Syrian pronounced, and sometimes wrote,
1! "- \ .:... 1:' \\ A.-!... ' .. , • ,
~ for ..,1 ~," I am killing" i ~, and even ~,
"I am seeking." In the Talmud we find such words as N)~'

Cl I know," N).~nt .. I am going." The Mandaite could say not

only N)t:)'JN', .. I take," but also 1N)t)'JN', .. I take thee."
But above all the modern Syrian forms his present tense solely
in this way. Where can you find a more complete parallel to
the formation of the Hebrew perfect, as I have explained it, than
in the Nestorian present, according to the following paradigm 1

sing. 3 p. m.
,

oO!flJ pdr~, "he comes to an end."

L!.. 'f. ~J.£) par~l.

2 p. m. tJJ:!~ par#t.

f. ~llt?~ par~t.

I [The , is Ihortened in the closed 1)'lIable par.)
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I p. m.

f.
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I

~~ pa"#i",
I ,

~f.2I pa,.;tf".

179

I p. c.

2 p. c.

plur. 3 p. c.
I

~f.2I pa";/'

~¥...m pa,.;tthn.
I ,

~f.2I jJa,.;Jk" (;i1k"),
, .. ,

also ~f.2I (~l + ~f.2I).

11. TIu ["'IW/eet.

Having thus discussed the various forms of the perfect state
of the verb, I proceed to the consideration of the imperfect.

Here the first thing that strikes us is the different collocation
of the parts which go to the constitution of the verbal form.
In the perfect the verbal element preceded, and was followed
by the pronominal element. The action, as completed, seemed
apparently to be more prominent than the agent. In the
imperfect, on the contrary, the pronominal element takes pre
cedence of the verbal; the agent seems to be more conspicuous
in relation to the still unfinished act. The whole arrangement
may of course be, as some have thought, merely accidental; but
if we are to seek a reason for it, that just given seems to be the
most natural. .

Another point of difference between the two verbal states is
that the 3rd pers. sing. masc. of the perfect appears to be
destitute of any pronominal affix, whereas the corresponding
person of the imperfect is furnished with a peculiar pronominal
prefix. The reason of this probably also lies in the greater
prominence of the pronominal element in the imperfect ·state.
It may of course be said, with Dietrich and Stadet that the 3rd

~
rs. sing. masc. of the imperfect is a noun of the form ya;ttl/,
j)' etc., without any pronominal element. But surely the
: .'

preformative ya demands some explanation; and if so, what
explanation is more probable than that it is pronominal in its

nature 1 ROdiger connected it with the Amharic £h: or .e}J:
12-2
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"this," and P "who, which," but of these Praetorius has attempted
a different explanation in his Amharic Grammar, as we shall
see hereafter.

A third difference between the two states lies in the variety
of the vocalisation of the 2nd syllable j and herein we descry
another effort of the language to mark the contrast in their
signification. Given in Arabic the perfect with a in the 2nd
syllable, then the corresponding imperfect has either 11 or i j

~'dtala has YO#II:'I, but idlasa, yaglisll. So in Hebrew, 'P~~ J

but rJ::l~; in Syriac, .oO~, but ~~. llut if the perfect has

; in the 2nd syllable, the vowel of the imperfect is usually 0 j

e.g. Arab., fdri~a, ydfra;u j Heb. '~~J ,~?~; Syr. .e.Ol,

.e.O,.i. If the 2nd, and still more frequently jf the 3rd radical
~ .............

be guttural, \ • [ t the favorite vowel is 0, as ~. ~ j

"'........ ... ....... ' .... ".... ..." c...... "", .." e" ....

t:i~, t:i~; ~, ~~; ~. ~; and similarly in
Hebrew and Syriac l

• If the perfect has u in the 2nd syllable,
this vowel is ordinarily retained in Arabic in the imperfect,
as Ikd~ula,ydlll~lIlu i but in Hebrew and Syriac the few verbs

of this form seem to take a, as "~:J ~~. [if this is not Hofal] j

1~~J ~?~; ~~J ~~~; lci.a.o,,-Z.c.i. Exceptions to these

rules are comparatively rare i occasionally, for example, we find
the perfect in i connected with an imperfect in 11, e. g. r2i J

My

l~~; ~~~J ~::J~; ~, l~; .0;.0, ~; ~,
• .. • -: ......1.

~j ~J n~:, ~, l.~, and even ..::.-:' ~,..1.

The Semitic languages seem in their earliest stage to have
formed imperfects from two nominal roots. The one of these
was ~alil, which we found above as one of the forms of the
perfect j the other the shorter ltlal, ltlil, ~'/'II. The former
has survived in only two of these languages, both of which
have preserved to us many archaisms, the Ethiopic and the

I [In Syriac the inlluence of the guttural is less marked; indeed most transitive
verbs 3rd gutt. have the imperfect in D.]
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Assyrian. The original shape of the 3rd pers. sing. mase. we
may assume in this case to have been ya;atilu. In Ethiopic
it appears under the normal form of y1Mt1l, and corresponds in
its general use with the imperfect indicative of the Arabic;
whereas the other form yl'Wlr answers to the Arabic imperfect
subjunctive and jussive. In Assyrian its form, according to
Sayce, is isdki"" or isdkin [Delitzsch ifdkan], the signification
of which is "he makes" or "he will make"; whereas the form
isktm takes, according to the same authority, the aoristic sense
of "he made."

We need not at present dwell longer on this form yl~dtll,

because its prefixes and Rexion are identical with those of the
other form y1#11, which is common to all the Semitic languages,
and therefore better adapted for the purpose of a comparative
survey.

Of the different moods,-subjunctive, jussive, and energetic
or cohortative,-we will not treat just now, but confine our
attention for the present exclusively to the indicative mood.

The 3rd pers. sing. masc. of the imperfect indicative is
in classical Arabic yd#tllll, with 11 as the vowel of the prefix and
a final 17. This we may accept as the archetype. The vulgar
dialects drop the final vowel and weaken that of the first syllable,
yllftul, yllftll/, or (Iftill, yimsik, ytlskllt i thus giving us Hie same
form which we find already in the Ethiopic yl"g-lr, the Assyr.
isktm q~c" "he placed" [Del. t~']) or ifbat (n:lY" "he seized"),

and the Hebrew 'P~;' ,~?~. This too is the common form in

the Aramaic dialects, e.g. Jewish Aram. ''r17~' rJ~7\ with some

important exceptions, which we shall specify presently.
That the vowel of the preformative was originally a in

Hebrew as well as in Arabic we may infer: (I) from verbs of

which the first letter is a guttural, as -h;t: or ~I~' J"~~,

.,j~~, "~~,~; (2) from verbs V"V, as :10> tV:, which stand for

yasbllb, yrlSIIS; and (3) from verbs rV, as C,,,;, IJU;, which

stand for ya~wtI1n, yaflwIII}. As we have often seen already, an
original jJat/llld' may be gradually weakened into seg-ol or chire~i
but it is impossible that an original chire~ should in such a case
give rise to a jJat/urefl.
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This person of the verb is identical in form, or nearly so,
with a class of nouns in the older Semitic languages, which
occur partly as proper names and partly as common nouns.
Such are in Hebrew, ~~, :1P~I') :1'''':'' adversary," .,.:'¥~ "oil";

~P?~ "bag," ~~~ "kind of deer," ~~1~ "bittern" (?); in
.. ..I' .... ....... .. ~.....

Arabic, ~ "the Helper," J~ "the Averter," Yf-' ~•

.s .. c.. , !i ...... " $ ..... "

~ "oryx" ,~"male bustard" .,) '";u
)T-" ' J,To-" ' ~N

s .......... [; "', S.A-....

.. freshly cut branch,")~~ and~~ "green," tj..r.." jerboa,"
11 ... c...... 11 .. c...... • .. c......

~.J!. and ry;.J.. "male vulture," Y.Y."'!. "rapid river, horse, etc.,"
$ .. c...... G ...c......· • .. e", 5 ... "'....

y~ "queen bee,")~ "gazelle," )~ "Iamb, kid," ~
s c...... 5 .......

.. fountain,"~ .. thickened honey,"~ "a kind of plant."
, ,

From all these cases it seems perfectly clear that the prefix
ya must signify" one who, he who, that which" j but we do not
find in the older Semitic languages any pronoun of this signifi
cation at all resembling ya in sound. In Amharic, one of the
modern. dialects sprung from the Ge'ez or Ethiopic, we find, it is
true, a pronoun p ya, used (exactly like '1, 1, .~) both as the. ..
relative and as a sign of the genitive case. Praetorius seems
however to have made it tolerably certain that this ya is only a
modification of the Ethiopic H sa, which is still used in Harari,
the intermediate link being SM 1f in one of the Tigrifta dialects.
The change of sound is the same as in the Amharic .etJ:, .elu,

, ,
derived through .en:, Jf'h:, from an older H.11, H.n =~\..;. This
comparison thert:fore fails us. Neither does it seem likely that
this ya can stand for wa, as an abbreviation of Ituwa j because,
though initial w passes into y in Hebrew and Aramaic, the same
change does not take place in Arabic and Ethiopic. I am
obliged therefore to confess my ignorance of the derivation of
this prefix.

Here I may add that some scholars have sought this same
pronoun ya as a suffix in the perfect. According to them
;dtala and ;dta!u stand for ;olalya and ;atalyli. For this view I
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can find no support whatever save in the Mandaitic plural which
I mentioned in a previous lecture, viz. ~'nu" fem. IN'TNJ',
instead of fN.1,. It seems to me, however, very unlikely (I)
that the y should have becn simply elided, without leaving
behind any trace of its existence; and (2) that, if it had wholly
disappeared in Arabic, Ethiopic, Hebrew, and the older Aramaic,
it should have been preserved in the comparatively late Man
daitic. I am compelled therefore to reject this view, though
I Cc"mnot at present suggest any adequate explanation of the
isolated Mandaitic forms just quoted.

I said before that there were some important exceptions to
the formation of the 3rd pers. sing. masc. by ya. These I now
proceed to enumerate.

Already in the Chaldee of the Old Testament we find the

verb N,., forming the 3rd pers. sing. masc. with ~ instead of ';

N\,L, fo; N\'~ in Ezra iv. 13, Dan. ii. 20, with the corresponding
~I" ··":1" .

plur. masc l\jz Dan. ii. 43, and fern. 1:'1:'~ Dan. v. 17. The

same form is common in the Talmud BablI, and occurs also in
Mandaitic, in both cases side by side with the forms with,,; e.g.

~'? .. say," ':J~A:/?, 'J:)~'? "bring" i C'P'~' N'~"~ "be like,"

N~'S If be dissolved." In Syriac the " alone is found,

\\ ~ l - ~ • \. • .. ll' . .~, .• n " ~,..,. On the whole subject see Mr.. ..
Lowc's note in his FYag'1nmt of tlu Talm,'" Bdll Plsac!ti",. The
idcntity of this I and 11 may perhaps be admitted; that either of
them ~prul1g from the.Y must be c.lcnieJ. De Gocje (in a review of

Kautzsch's Gr. des BilJlisclt-aYamiiisclull) supposes the form N",L,
"""'-:1'"

to be originally an infin. N'" compounded with the prep. ~•..~ :

.. to be" taken in the sense of If is to be," .. shall be"; and to this

N\, he finds a parallel in the form NJ3S, Ezra v. 3,13. To me
MW: •• : •

it seems that the origin of the / may rather be sought in the
......

demonstrative /, which is the essential clement of the article JI,
S,,:,, anc.l which appears in various pronouns and demonstrative
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adverbs such as e,I~l, nJ~,:r: ~J, "~~' l'~~' ~, Mt$7P'
n~7~' ~, clJ..u.;, etc. The ",. if it be anything more than

a mere variation of the /, may also be explained from the de
monstrative ri, which appears for instance in f':! J 1i\1::, the pro-

~ ~t

nominal base tU', It', n~." l.:)1, l.:)\' etc.
~

The 3rd pers. sing. fem. has for its prefix ta, that is. no
doubt, the same mark of the fern. gender which we find at the
end of the word in the perfect ~ta/at. The typical form is again

~ ......
the old Arabic~ ta~tu/u, vulgarly ta~tu/, te~tu/, liktul, timsik,
tl,skut, which latter coincide with the Assyrian tas/mll, ttlf!Jat,
and the Ethiopic tlt,g", tl/!Jas. In Hebrew the a of the 1st

syllable is ordinarily sunk to i, ~b~T:'1 '~1T:'; but! and It arc

found in the same cases as in the mase., e.g. :l~, ')~~J

:l~VJ::l. :l~J::I; JY~ ; ~~ . Similarly in Aramaic, ~?J;I J

~t. IN.1,'n (Mandaitic).
Ya~tll/u being, as we have seen, essentially a nominal form,

its plural is naturally obtained by the usual nominal inRexion, as
in the perfect The most ancient form is once more found in
the Arabic y~tu/f,'Ia, which is vulgarly shortened into ya#lilli,
though ya#ulli" is still heard. In Hebrew the fuller form

~~~ is not uncommon, as ~:l~l\ rU1~~. ~1.)'''~. l~> in

pause l~"i~~J ~3t~~:. 1~'~1~; but the shorter ~~f?I?~. is far more

frequent The Ethiopic forms are y",g!rii, yl/!Jdsii, with which

correspond in accentuation the Hebrew pausal f~rms ~~e\

~,,~U' ~~in' ~:1.itt'. etc. i and the vulgar Arabic (Egypt) y~-
-a"" T: v' T:·

tlilli, yimslkii, yusklitii. The Assyrian exhibits, as we might
expect, the forms iskuII/i, ii!Jatl;' The old Aramaic dialects hold

fast the final 11, 1~~l?P~' rt:ti' ~\~o;. So also in Mandaitic

rW.1'~')' l,~n'tf') "plant" j but before the enclitics the" disap-

pears, 'N~'''':lt'')' l':l:l~'t'.,,) .. register with you."
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The feminine form corresponding to ya;lulllna would natu
rally be yn;/lIltflla. This is actually retained by the Aramaic

dinlectl' in the forms r?~i?\ r:1::'~, <"00;, Mand. 'Mtt3~.,~)
"wink." In Ethiopic and Assyrian we find the same forms
with the loss of the final 11 j Eth. yblg-lrti, yl'lbdstJ j Assyr. isktmtf,
i(/Jnlti; and so also in Mandaitic, Mf1.)"'), N'.3'C'), are more
common than the fuller form in ,M. The Arabic has contracted
yn;tllltfllfl into yn;IIUlIa, after the analogy of ;atdlna for ;alalJlIa
in the perfect. The same form occurs in Hebrew j e.g. rtJZY'1'

T· --.

Gen. xxx. 38, i"J)y., I Sam. vi. 12 (for l"1)Y"'), and rt),bS1~
'I" : - .- 'I' : - -- T : -:1-

Dan. viii. 22 j but more commonly the Hebrew employs a form
with prefixed I, after the analogy of the singular, and says

i"J?7bP':', e.g. i1i?et:), "a;:'~~, l"1?~~?':l, J~e*';\. The same
form occurs dialectically in Arabic, even among the various

,c..."", ,c".""
readings of the ~or'an, e.g. Sur. xlii. 3, I;)}WJ for I;»~'

In the vulgar Arabic dialects the fem. seem!i to have vanished
entirely.

The 2nd pers. is formed by prefixing to the verbal element
the syllable la, being, as we have already seen, the essential
base of the pronoun 0111n. Hence we get in the sing. mase. the
normal Id/fllllll. which is the actual Arabic form j in the vulgar
dialects, la;IIII, 11;/111, 1;;1111, tims;k, lusklll. The Assyrian has
retained the pure vowel in its laskUlI, ta.Fbalj whilst the Ethiopic
exhibits the weaker II"ger, III/Jas. The Hebrew offers exactly
the same variations as the 3rd pers.; we find -u,~':l, :I'Jt?t:' ,
but ~~p, ,~~~, .3~qp, Sb/;1J::\; Jht;\; C~j'J;1. The Aramaic

forms, ,~?t:', ~~L, Mand. ~~~n, fM.3,'n, call for no

remnrk.
The 2nd pCr!i. sing. fcm. is differcntiated from thc masc. not

by any chnnge in the pronominal prefix, but by the addition of
the termination lna, the origin of which seems quite obscure.

, .......
The normal form is again the Arabic ~, lalfltlll'ta, which

has survived in Hebrew in such forms as r'p~7':' Ruth H. 8, 21

"":f:! iii. 4; r'!!1~ iii. 18. So also in Aramaic, "~7':',
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.\ ~cL In other cases, the final u has altogether disap-
< " .......
peared, as in the vulgar Arabic~ Ji/fhUi, timslki, tuskuJ'i

...
Assyr. taskuII', tlZioati i Eth. /lug/rI, tl/bds,; Heb. '"UTA, in

,)I >L ,.,
pause ~~J:\, '~~?J:', '~1'J:'. In Mandaitic this fem. form

seems to have gone out of use. In what I have said I regard
ina as being the original termination of this person, and' as a
shortening thereof. Other scholars take I to be the original
termination, and consider 'n, ina to be a later formation after
the analogy of the plur. u", UIIa.

The formation of the plural in tbe 2nd pers. is identical with
that in the 3rd. The normal form in the masc. is, as usual, the

Arabic wp. The final I~ is preserved in Hebrew in such

words as J~~':', ~;7';1t', ~'l?!'~; or with fuller vowels in

pause, Jn~p;~, r~~~J:', ~~. So also in Aramaic. f~~7J:',

~1, Mand. ~Tt),'n or more frequently l'l~','n. In vulgar
.. ..CJ,

Arabic the final syllable has been rejected,leaving \~ tiRJ,Uu,
ti",slku, tusklllU i with which correspond the Assyrian Jas!.:uuu,
tlZi0atu, the Ethiopic t1nglrfl, t/lIJd.ru, and the Hebrew ~~'J:',

~,~, ~:J1l'~; in pause, with fuller vowels, ~~J:', ~:l~f:),
~ ~ ~

~NA ~:l.~ V'13lA In Mandaitic too the 11 disappears
T : v' Ty:1yJ T:··

before the enclitics, as in the 3rd person.
The feme corresponding with t"~tlJ'-ma ought to be tfl#ll

/alia; and this form is preserved, with the loss of only the final

vowel, in the Aramaic ~1':', ~f· In Mandaitic, however,

it seems to have fallen into disuse. The Assyrian and Etbiopic
exhibit forms with the loss of the final "j Assyr. taskuuo,
/aibataj Eth. tlllglrii, tl/lJdsii. In Arabic tal;tll/iilla is contracted
'as I take it, after the ·same manner as the 3rd pers. fem., into
ta~hUlla, a form which is lost in the vulgar dialects, but has
been preserved in some examples in Hebrew, e.g. i"I~7J:',

Ezek. xiii. 23, i"I)'td'A, Ezek. xxiii. 49, and a very few more.
Y T'
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An example like '~1':', Song of Songs i. 6, shows that here,

as well as in other cases, in Hebrew the masc. was gradually
supplanting the fern.

The prefix of the 1st pers. sing. et is apparently derived from
",I ....<.1

the corresponding pronoun '~, \i\. In Arabic it is J.li\ (vulg.

~t,d, atllsik, as/mt), which appears in Assyrian, with the loss of
the final vowel, as as/mn, 4f6at. In Ethiopic the vowel is

weakened, J"glr,ltlJas; and so also in Aramaic, S~~, ~1,

~and. ~::lt'1'. Simi.larly in Hebrew, ~, S~, ~~~,
~~~; but Jh~, ::l~~, with the original a.

The corresponding plural takes its prefix '14 from u,:,,~,
.. c.. , .... c.....

U~~,~. In Arabic it is Jiii, vulgarly ";~tul, ni#ul,
"imsik, nus/lUt. In most of the other languages the vowel of the
first syllable is weakened; e. g. Eth. nI"gir, nlllJas; Assyr.

"isk,m, nif6at; Aram. S~R~, ~~, Mand. ~£."'). The

Hebrew alone retains the original a with gutturals and in verbs

V"V and rv, e.g. ~~, but ~~~, -o~I~' ~a, ~"~.
The dual number is found, as in the perfect, only in old

Arabic and Assyrian; and only in the 3rd and 2nd persons, not

in the first The 3rd pers. masc. in Arabic is ~, with the
'"same termination as in the perfect and in substantives. It

is represented in Assyrian, according to Sayee, by the form
iskll1ui, irlJa/o, with the loss of the final syllable'. The corre-

sponding fern. in Arabic is ~, to which the Assyrian inscrip-..
tions seem to offer no counterpart. The 2nd pers. is likewise

", .. ,,~

~, which form serves for both genders, and is found in

Arabic alone.
In conclusion, let me call your attention to the gradual

shifting of the accent here, as in the perfect, at least in certain

, [Delilzsch rqard. lhese rorma u plural•.)
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forms. The original accentuation appears to me to be that
of the dassical Arabic, viz. on the first syllable of the 3rd pers.
sing. ydl;tuJu, in Eth. ylltg1r. In the lengthened forms of the
2nd sing. fern. and the 3rd and 2nd plur., the Ethiopic threw
forward the accent one place, tblglri, ylllglrr, -ra, tlllglr,-, -ra, as
compared with the corresponding Arabic tdl;tIJI,yd#IJii, tdlftlll";
and this accentuation wc find in Hebrew in the so-called p,,"usal

forms, '!i~p:~, 'ri~7'=', ':;J?~; ~~, ~~,~; ~~,
L· •~7~, ~~~; and also in the vulgar Arabic tiktllll, timslki,

tuskuti; tijttlUu, ti",slkli, tuskutli. Generally speaking, however,
the Hebrew, like the Aramaic, shifts the accent to the last syl-

lable, ~, ~7r:', ~'r.,~. The forms ending in ilia,

Utili, are already accented in Arabic on the penult, and the
accent remains on the same syllable when it becomes final in

Hebrew and Aramaic, ~,:" ~~; ('$~o;. So also the

Aramaic femi~nes in tin, ~r, <0' ~o;; whereas the Arabic

fonus Jii~, ~, with the corresponding Hebrew ones, are

accented on the penult

Ill. TIu Jmperative.

Passing on to the imperative mood, I would point out to you
its perfect identity in the masc. sing. with the nominal form
that constitutes the base of the Arabic imperfect. With sub
stantially the same vowels as in the imperfect, the original forms
are l'hJ, l'kI/ and I'ti/. Nearest to this postulated original

stand the Aramaic forms~.~,~1; and the Hebrew

-6!. ri~~. ~ (for t~); in which latter the vowels u and; are

heightened by the tone, as in the imperfect. The Ethiopic
nigh', 111Jas, show by the accent that more weight was given to
the first syllable than in Aramaic and Hebrew j and the same
appears to have been the case in Assyrian, where we find the
vowel of the first syllable assimilated to that of the second,
IdUJI, fdlJal,~. The Arabic attained the same intonation by
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means of a prosthetic 'a/if, with partial assimilation of its vowel
to that of the 2nd syllable. Thus, for flu/, the Arab wrote and

Lo...c..... c.. c.. •

spoke 't;~/1I/, JAil; for j'/is, 'litis, ~l; but for f,.a~, he said......
J)'. 'if"o~, not 'dfra~, because the vowel a appeared to him to

...
be too heavy for a merely prosthetic syllable.

As the feme of ~'11I/ we should naturally expect flu/lna, after
the analogy of 10#11/, ffl~/tl/infl, in the imperfect; but this full
form has been nowhere preserved, except in such rare Syriac

.: " ;.... I< - \. .o. • Pl..lforms as~ or -.,.,.0 ~0, e.g. ........J..1..a~l •
'It • a 'It ...

"remember thou me," .• , • , .~, .• , • .1 '1~, .. , • ,'.~1f
• 'It S. 1t ....

As in the imperfect, so here. the 6nal,1 has usually been dropped,

e.g. Chald. "?~7; and then the I has disappeared also, as in the

Syriac -.~, ~~l; Mand. ".30, "1Nl'1:1. In the TalmUd

the final ' is retained, ;t any rate in writing, e.g. ",-,et. ":11'1,
"'T. The Ethiopic form is nlVglri, /lbdsI, with shifting of the
accent, as we might expect. In the Assyrian forms JukinI
or JllknI. ri!tirI or riflfl, jablI, the elision of the vowel seems
to indicate that the accent remained on the first syllable. The
classical Arabic too retains the accent on the prosthetic vowel,
'#11111, 'lilisl; whereas in vulgar Arabic (Egypt) it is shifted,
'I#,UI, ims{kI. In Hebrew the forms ~'/'U;, ndli, are found in

.)0 )0 ,..... It

pause. e.g. ":111, 'M'-''''1. ')1:\; but also out of pause, according. -: .,,: ...

"L •to the !lIMM, in '~'71.) Judg. ix. 12, '1,)'tlt'·1 Same xxviii. 8. Out
of pause. however, the word is commonly modelled somewhat
after the form of segolate 'louns, and becomes ~ul'/I, ~ol'/I; e.g.

'~7'? 'PV. '':17R. 'P¥.!, 'j?tf.1; but the vowel of the first syl
lable is mostly weakened to i. or even, in certain cases, to sltt."vtf i

e. g. '1~!(. '!?~. 'rif~' '':1~, '~1, '~.
The plural of 11111/ we should naturally expect, after the

analogy of the imperfect, to be !/bl/rllta; and this form is actually

found in Syriac, \.~~. Usually. however, the n is dropped,
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as in the Chaldee ~~7; and lastly the final 11 disappears, as

in the perfect, leaving in Syriac the form ~*, otel,..
written in Mandaitic without the w, tt,.,e. ~':1. The Man
daitic however exhibits a few examples of the full termination
fin, or even. as in the perfect, y,i", e,g. 1":1''''~ (with prosthetic
N), "lay waste." The final ti is also retained .before the enclitics,

e,g. i1""':ltt, nS",.30. In Talmudic the " is often retained,
at any rate in writing, as "':lV, t]l1':). If dropped. it seems in
some cases to affect the vowel of the previous syllable. as .,\b'N
(for '~·N) or the interjectional i~ ("quick'''). The Ethiopic

form is, as we might expect, ,11gb;", Ilbdsli, with shifting of the
accent; the Assyrian, sukimi or sukllli, ri1}ifli or ri(lSIi, jabtli,
were perhaps accentuated on the first syllable, as the elision of
the vowel seems to indicate. The old Arabic retains the accent
on the prosthetic syllable, ";lfllllti, "ilisli i but the vulgar dialect
(Egypt) shifts it, u;I,'II,i, imslku. In Hebrew the forms flulli,

/lld/ft, appear in pause, as ~'15~J ~'~~J ~S~J ~V~, ~:L'~,. ..
~:l' (for ~:l~~). Out of pause, the word is modelled somewhat

after the form of segolate nouns, and becomes ;U(111, I:af/,1, as

~~'1, "~!J ~Yq,. Mostly, however, the vowel of the first

syllable is weakened to i, or even, in certain cases, to s/l1va j e.g.

~1!' t,~J ~ifV.J ~~; ~~, ~1?; ~"1, ~,:)~J compared

with the pausal r~3
. T: •

For the 2nd pers. plur. fern. the normal form ought to be
IItulatta, which appears in Syriac, with weakening of the vowel

in the last syllable, as .: \;,..~ 0. If the " be dropped, the< ..
vowel disappears with it, leaving ; \Q~ 0 flt'/. But with

suffixes the original if is restored, as ....~~, ~~.
Similarly, the Ethiopic forms are "'glra, Ilbdsa; and the Assy
rian. sukimf or su/ma, rilJija or ri/Na, jabta. The Arabic, on the
contrary, follows the analogy of the imperfect. As ta;iu/4l1a

. .""... ", ..
becomes Ia;tu/na, so {ltu/ana becomes J:UI 'U;tUlna. This too
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is the Hebrew form, ;,).,eo, ;,)~~, M~N" In a couple of
or:: ... : -: ... 'I' :.

instances the final M) (also written yp is shortened into n, viv..

lP~ Gen. iv. 23, and 1~1':? Exod. ii. 20; which is in accordance
"to""

with the vulgar pronunciation of a form like c.:I~, as heard in
Palestine by Robinson and Eli Smith, viz. tlundm.

The dual is to be found in ancient Arabic alone, and its form
is analogous to that of the imperfect, viz., ',;~t,d4, for 'u#tultfni,
fttll4ni. It serves for both genders, like the imperf. ta#tllltfni.

IV. Variations of tIll Imperfect and Imperative.

I now proceed to notice sundry variations of the imperfect
and imperative, which are used in the Semitic languages to
express different· shades of meaning, and which correspond in
part to the several moods of the Indo-European tongues. As
regards the imperfect, it has four such forms, serving as indica
tive, subjunctive, jussive (cohortative, optative), and energetic;
whilst the imperative has two, the simple and the energetic.

It is in the old Arabic alone that these forms appear in full
vigour, clearly distinguished by their terminations. The imper
fect indicative ends in 11, yd~tu/lI; the subjunctive in a,yd~tllla.

The jussive has ordinarily no vowel, yd~tll/, but seems originally
to have ended in i; at least the poets use yd#tu/i in rime.
Furthermore, the shorter terminations f, fi, and iI are always
substituted for the fuller ina, fina, and all;, in the fern. sing., the
masc. plur., and the dual: !dj/1fli, yd~t1fln, yd~t,"tf, not ta~ttlhna,

yn~tlllfilla,ya~t1fMIl;. The province of each form is also distinctly
marked out. The subjunctive is used in dependent clauses arter

"t ""
certain conjunctions, such as l.:l' "that," J "that," ~ "that, in

il"

order that," ~.. "until," and the like. The jussive serves as
~ .. c.. ....

an imperative arter J "not," as JW J "do not kill," and after
C" ...c.."

J, as ~ "let him kill" (commonly used in the 3rd pers.
" ,

""only). Preceded by ~ it designates the negative of the past, as
"'.1(.,' c... ....

J.ii!. ~, "he did not kill." It is also extensively employed in
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two correlative conditional clauses, whether actually introduced
c.. '" ""e....... c..,. "', ...

by the conditional particle l;)\ "if," or not; e.g. ~~ ~ l;)\
. . ~ I' ~

, c.. ~ .. '- ,. c...... c..,.

"if thou art hasty, thou wilt repent"; ~ ~ \~J"" ~ ~..,
"he who doth evil, shall be recompensed for it."

In such languages as have lost the final vowels, these dis
tinctions are of course no longer clearly obvious. The Aramaic,
for example, we may at once dismiss from our observation.
In Ethiopic a special form yfndglr is employed for the imperfect
indicative; whilst the ordinary y;'~(/Ir represents the subjunctive
and jussive, e.g. "'1H.1\: .flth.C: .e0CMln: (yl'MlJka) "may God
preserve thee," {).elr~: .flt:'/~: "let there be light." Similarly,
in Assyrian, if the grammarians may be implicitly trusted, the
imperfect indicative is i/dkin i whilst iiku1l has assumed an
aoristic sense. Of this fact there appears to be no doubt.
In the so-called precative, however, we see a form exactly
corresponding to the Arabic jussive with J and the Ethiopic

.,
with ():; e.g. 3rd pers. /;SkUll, /iJlmmi, 2nd pers. /lItaJl.mn,
1st pers. /tllklm.

In Hebrew there is a somewhat closer correspondence to the
fullness of the Arabic. If we can no longer distinguish the
subjunctive from the indicative, we can at any rate clearly
discern the jussive. and perceive that it had originally the same
form as in Arabic. This takes place most easily in the Hiph'il
of the regular verb, in the ~al and Hiph'il of verbs 1'V and

rv, and in the various conjugations of verbs ir'S; though
there are equally clear cases in the ~al of some other classes,
where the imperfect has a or i for its characteristic vowel.
The form is used as an optative or an imperative, especially

after the negative ~, or in the 3rd pers.; frequently too in

correlative conditional clauses, as in Arabic; and lastly, with
the so-called vdv couversive. On all these points see your
Hebrew Grammar or Mr Driver's treatise on the tenses. Here
I shall only seck to illustrate the different forms. If you

compare ""rJJ::\.J,~ with n'r:t~J::l, or l~,~~ with r'~~, you

perceive at once that you have before you two forms corrc-
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!lponding exactly to the Arabic ~ and ~.
, , n'Mt't-\ or.: -

I'~~ ill, all I shall explain to you in a subsequent lecture, the
J <.J

equivalent of ~ with the loss of the final vowel j while
.-

<. "J
~t1 or I~~ answers to the shorter ~, i being heightened

into l in the tone-syllable. With vtfv cOllVers;i'e this 1 may even
become l, if the accent be thrown back, as ~~,.~ from ~~'.

So also in verbs ~"~, compare Ih:, :30:, yV:, with 1':':1, :3~1,

TYJ;'~; H iph'II ,~:' ,~:' with i'1~, 't~t In verbs '''~, D~P:

with Dp: and O~1; Hiph'Il, I'.;t: with f;,l: and 1~~1, "Q: with

~, and -,et, In verbs l"'",t, the form is even more marked, if
.... - y - •

possible: ;,~~ but ~~1, ntf?~ but N"r.1; with tone-lengthening,

~~, ~~; ;'?:;1~, j~~1; n1, J:'~1; with supplemental

vo\~el, ,,;~, .",~, t,~\ N1~, ~~: Sp~.. in Pi"cl, n~~:, ;'~R~, but

'r, 'R:, ~~~~, D;l~~; in Hiph'II, ;,~~ but J;'~~, rrn~ but TI~,
;,~~~ but ~1; with supplemental vowel, :3,!, 't1~, ~~~1,

1~1.
Once more j there exists in Arabic, as I have already told you,

an tllerpt;c or (altartat;ilt in two shapes, the one with the fuller
.,~L' L,~L,

ending all1In, the other with the shorter all,~ and ~.
If we !leek after the origin of this termination, we shall perhaps
discover it in that demonstrative It, which we have already found
as a component part of so many pronouns and other demonstra-

o 01
tives, such all f1; Jt!, l"'1~~, cJ\; cJ\; and the like. I will not,

~
......Jc.. ....

however, pretend to decide as to the fuller form ~, whether

it arises from an intensive doubling of the" of~. or whether.
c..,iI~L,

no" Stade thinkll. it ill compounded of~ and a particle, now
lost in Arabic, equivalent in meaning to the Hebrew N) and..

W.L. 13
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", ~t

Syriac 1:. If the latter be the case, ~;, would be exactly

equivalent to NlI ,,~':)N Similar is the form in the inscriptions
or T'1 T·

of S. Arabia, as in the tablet: it)'::ln'i "1I'\f\y ty~."S,.
These forms, or at any rate the shorter one of the two, have

left distinct traces in Hebrew in two ways. (I) In all those
forms of the imperfect with pronominal suffixes, where our
grammars speak of an epmtkctic lIfm (Kautzsch's 111711 e,,"gicuUl
or detltOllstrativlltlt is a better term). This 11 is sometimes pre-

served. as ~l"1n1v.~ Jerem. v. 22, \'n¥~ Dcut. xxxii. 10, \'~?~~':

Ps.lxxii. S, :HRJ;Itt Jerem. xxii. 24. '~~,~~~ Ps. I. 23 i but more

usually assimilated, as Ull'?';1~, l"1~~!~~, j~]P'~, ;w~~. Similar

forms are in constant use in the Aramaic dialects, though more
widely in some than in others, and have even found their way
into the perfect with plural suffixes in Mandaitic and Talmudic,

as also perhaps in the Syriac form \.a,jl~ = Mand. t'l"1)'~)t,

or tl)'~)~' though \.QJl may here be the independent pronoun
= ,~::t or J;~" in Biblical Aramaic. In Phoenician this demon

strative 11 occurs also in the suffixes appended to nouns. (2) In
"" ..."'f

the separate forms in l"1T'. In Arabic J:U\ may also be written
# ... '-1. ;'~'-;.

l.:U\, and is pronounced in pause lU\ 'dlftlllti. Hence is apparent

its identity with the Hebrew l"1?~j~. Observe, however, that

whilst the form is fully inflected in Arabic, its use is almost

restricted in Hebrew to the first person sing. and plur.: "tJ::lMN
T .... J

l"1~~~, ,,~~~; "?!Vr,t, j11P.~, ,,?~, "1¥~; in pause, '\~ith

older accent, l"1~~, 1"1';~P:~, ";P~~, ,,~~, ,,~tt; l"1~~~tt,
-. -l"1~'~; l"1~~, ,,~t:.t. Very rare are examples in the other

persons i e.g.• in the 3rd, Ps. xx. 4, Is. v. 19, Ezek. xxiii. 20, Prav.
i. 20, viii. 3, Job xi. 17 (where some take "!)~t-\ for the 2nd pcrs... \ ..
masc.). Of a weakened form in l"1y we have two instances i

"~1~ Ps. xx. 4, and ~j~~' 1 Sam. xxviii. 1S.
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These same energetic forms are also used in the imperative,
0 .......(,." c........c.. ...

vi7_ in Arabic, J.U\ and J.U\. In Hebrew the form in M-;- is
rcstricted to the 2nd pers. sing. masc., but appears in two shapes.

(I) With the older accentuation, n?~~p, n?~7, from ~'I,Uan,
....w l "L

fldln" i as M~e and n.,)M I!I. xxxii. 11, n;:)t'%) ]udg. ix. 8
Y: T -:

(Kt'tIhlbh), M1W,Y Ps. xxvi. 2 (Do.) i M~"', MU", M~~; with
T Y. ..... • 'l"T·

suffixes n~31bel, n~N"''', n~)f.\. (2) Mor~ freq~ently the form
.. ., ... : y y .. : .... :

is adapted to that of the augmented persons of the imperative,

and the accent shifted to the last syllable i e.g. M5W, nJi"~,
Y: T .. :T

M~, ~!; or with weakening of the vowel, n?!~, n;~,

~~, i13tZ#. With wcakening of n-;- into My we fi~d Mrf in

Prov. xxiv. 14, according to one reading, another being M~.

V. TIle InjinitivI.

The injini/;tlt of the Semitic languages is in reality nothing
but a verbal noun, varying in form according to various modi
fying influences. In Arabic the grammarians enumerate some
forty of these forms in thc first conjugation only, though perhaps
not more than a dozen or so of these are in common use. In
the other languages the number is much smaller. In Ethiopic
there are in the first conjugation only two, 1Iagl,. and nagfrot i in

Aramaic but one, ~~7~, ~. The Hebrew has likewise

two infinitives, one of which, however, appears under seven" dif
fercnt forms.

Among the commonest infinitives in Arabic are the simple
~

l,..,. (.. '" (,..... ... c.. c.. ..

segolatcs J,:U ~atl, ~itl, ~utl, as ~~, J;; ~,},j; ~,, , ,
~..... 'c...... ....(",

;...:.; with their rarer feminines Ai; ~atln, #tla, ~tltla, as i..-.,),,
, c.. ..........

d.t--, i,,-.. To these-or still more closely to their Aramaic,
cquivalents [the nominal forms] nal, flil, ftul-correspond the

13-2
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forms of the ordinary Hebrew infinitive construct, S~7 and ~7'

with their feminines M~R or t'I~~?, and t'I~~~ or M~~. Of

these by far the most common is ~, with suffixes ,~~ and

,~?~~, ~~ or 't~7' i~~~, etc. Of the rarer forms examples

are: (I) :l~~, S~, ~,rr?~;with suffixes, l:1?~ Gen. xix. 33.

\!:W!~ 2 Ch;on. x~vi. 19: 07~~f Ezck. xx. 27, 1~~.! Is. xxx. 19

(2) M:l,.,N Deut vii. 8, MSbM Gen. xix. 16, MN" Is. xxix. 13;
'" -:1- or : .. T :.

Mtt~ Deut i. 27· (3) i'11?~ Is. xlvii. 9, MQ~! Zeph. iii. 11,

M~lI~ Exod. xxxvi. 2, xl. 32, ;f;~ Ezek. xvi. 5, t'I~,?\, Hos.

vii. 4-
The other Hebrew infinitive, the so-called infinitive abso-

lute, has the form ~titJl, as l~, liS,:" Niy:, ~\.,:' ,;~, t'I~,
iVl. Since" in Hebrew ordinarily represents original d, this

T

form seems to be identical with the interjectional or imperative
","

form ~altlli Jw in Arabic. As in Hebrew ,\bt* means Cl keep,
, T

,,,.
observe I" or ""'~l " remember I" so in Arabic J~ means "come

T ".
,,,.

down I" d\ - "let alone I").1

VI. TIu Partkiples.

Of the active participle there would appear to have been
originally three forms, corresponding to the three forms of the
perfect, viz. ;alal, ;alil, and ;alul The first of these, however,
is actually known to us only as a verbal adjective, e.g. O~M

TT'

~, ti"Jr:; unless we except the fern. t'I", constr. nj.j. The

other two actually occur as participles: '\.3' Jerem. x·xii. 25,

xxxix. 17 (the only example of this form), l~, S,:,!, M~~; :ll'~,
etc. The place of /falal has been usurped by an intensive form

/:d/al, of which we find clear traces in the verbs rr"" e.g. MI\M,
v
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for (It'za; '!in (which actually occurs as a proper name); and in

the usual feminine kJll/eth, for kAla/I, as M:3e" M"~ "".,~. . or.' .... ' --,
MJl'~ in pause M::l~' with suffixes "",S,', O~,,,,. as well

- - , V T ' : - T::-'
as, I think, in such construct forms as '~N Deut. xxxii. 28, ~i

Ps. xciv. 9. Far more common however than 1f41al is the form
jl'li/, which may be explained in one of two ways; either as a
weakening of Mlal by change of a in the second syllable into ;j
or as an intensive of the intransitive ;n#/, the use of which has
been gradually extended so as to embrace all classes of verbs.
Its oldest form is the Arabic ;,ftil, fern. ~t;lal, with which
closely agree the Ethiopic .ftft{,'t;, fern. .fddl#, and the Assyrian

Stlt:i", dsib, fern. st'killnl, dsibal, as also the Aramaic S~, N~~'"'=It·, ... 7hT'
\\ ;. ~ n'",,:,
~,~. In the Biblical Aramaic this participle is pointed,

at least in pause, ~t?J~, e.g. Dan. iv. 10, vi. 3. vii. 9, but also iii.

17, iv. 20, 34- In the same dialect the feminine and plurals have

moveable slli'vti, e.g. N~t:)::l Ezr. iv. 24, 1'1:in~ Dan. v. S. t':in'
.. : I" T J I... • :IY

Ezr. iv. 17, t~7~; whereas in Syriac the slllvti is silent. ~~,

1O~. whence it comes that in later Jewish Aramaic [and in

some Hebrew Bibles] we often find palltach in the first syllable.
though incorrectly. The moveable shcvli is of course the older
form, coinciding with the moveable shcva of the Hebrew. and
the full vowel i of the Arabic ;titilrl1ln, /itililal-. The Hebrew
form naturally substitutes J for t' in the 1st syllable. and height

ens the vowel of the tone-syllable into I, whence ~~'p. fern.

l'1~~~P. in certain cases with fuller vowel i1t~,~. 1'11~~.
In regard to the passive participle. the Semitic languages

diverge from one another more than is usual. Of the passive
voice generally I shall treat at another opportunity. At present
it must suffice to say that the participial form ordinarily em
ployed in Arabic is ",a#,1I, with the prefix ma, of which I shall
have more to say when we come to the derived conjugations of

the verb. The Hebrew form Iplliil, ~~~~. is very common in

Ethiopic, but with the first vowel weakened, ;N,U. fern. #1111,
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e.g. ~¥f"written," 't"su, "bound," mi'/u" "full," fem. flYdft, 'tors/rt,
~,

IIdIl'~t. Tbe Arabic form J,.i is also sometimes used in a

passive sense, e.g. ~JJ .. a she camel for riding," ~J- "a sbe
camel for milking." In Syriac too there are a few examples of

this kind, as ~J, l~;, -beloved," l~, I~la.i.m,

.. bated,"l~.. a thing stolen," l~o";'. .. a thing beard, a

rumour." In Aramaic however the fonn ~~, ~, is pre

ferred, which is identical with the Arabic adjective I:tltl/; e.g.
,. ,. I

~. ~r' ~,. Of another verbally inflected #flit in Ara-

maic 1 shall attempt an explanation when we come to the
passive voice.

VII. Till Derived ColljugatuJIls.

A. First Group.

I next proceed to speak briefly of tile more important of the
derived conjugations.

Tbese are divisible into groups. the members of which closely
resemble one another in their inflexion. The first group consists
of three: (a) an intensive and iterative or frequentative; (6) a
form expressive of effort, with an implied idea of reciprocal
effort; and (c) a factitive or causative.

I. The first of these, the intensive and iterative, finds its
expression in the doubling of the second consonant of the rool

You may remember that intensive nouns are formed in the same
way j that a word of the form IA/lf/, like D:Jn or"'" becomes

.. T 'W: ~,

UtI4/, like :l)1 or fUIt) Now as the nominal hlt4/ lies at the. .. ...- .. -. .. .
root of the verbal form tdltJliI, so does the nominal#:4!!iJ/ at the
root of the verbal #:41!d/4.

The Arabic. as usual, exhibits this form in its primitive integ-
,0, ,.,

rity, ~taIa; J.i.i "to kill many, to massacre-; .rS "to break
., "G",

into many pieces-; ~ a to weep much" or " constantly"; &.:)r
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.......
"to d"ie in great numbers"; JJ'" "to go round and round." So
in Ethiopic, b~P: mssd)'", "to do"; cI.~<D: fi"md1v", "to send";
RCD'O: /0111Vl'", "to call out" (where the vowel of the 2nd syl
lable is modified by the final guttural). In Hebrew the original
form was, of course, ~"!ldl; but as in the noun we find ,~ for

~, so in the verb #/ld/for ~d!ld/, as S'1~, ,~~, '~r!,T Ott!,
~ "betroth to oncsclf." The (1 of the 2nd syllable is some

times weakened to t"7, as in '?1, ,~~, t'I~~ (with which com

pare the change of 11 into to( in ':31 for ':31) j but far more
Y'I' : -

usually into r, more cspecially in pause, where it appears, owing
to the force of the tone, as (.. ~. Thi!l change is probably owing
to the influence of the vowel of the same syllable in the imper-

fect and imperative (St~j~~, S~R)' In the first and 2nd persons

the original short 11 is dominant, ,.,,::J':t ,.,,!':t Ot-\,::J':t ',.,,::J':t
y :_ .' : :- I' .. :- "' .:-.,

U~~. In the pausal forms of the 3nJ pers. sing. fem., and the

3rd pers. plur., the weaker vowel predominates: n~i~, n~~7,

~'~1' ~~~, though we also find l"1¥~i?, Micah i. 7. In the

Aramaic dialects the weakened S~j~, S~~, ~ prevails,

except where a guttural, or the letter r, as 3rd radical, may have
'. , rI'

protected the original vowel; e. g. ~l, ~l.

Glancing at the imperative, imperfect, and participle, we
observe that in all the Semitic languages the vowels of the root
syllables are a in the first and i in the second, [la!lil. So the.. -...
imperative in AralJic, J,:U !Muil; in Ethiopic, I-If,4ll: fdubll ;

...

in Hebrew, '~1, ~p.~; in Syriac, ~I,~. The nominal

form [l"'!!/' intensified to ~(l!l", lies at the root of the verbal
form. Hence it appears that the use of 11 in the case of radicals

L ..k. ••• •••
3rd guttural, like Vy~, "'~, ~l, foOl, is due, not to the re-

tention of the original vowel under the protection of the guttural,
but to a later change of r, i, into 11 under the influence of that
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guttural. Side by side with \~'7 M~, Prov. xxvii. I I, we have

i1?~ e*,~ tI~; and the pausal forms of the fem. and plur. art'

• •
always \~1, ~~1J not \'1~,:!, ~"~1.

The imperfect is formed and inflected on precisely the same
principles as in the first or simple conjugation. The vowel of
the preformatives was originally It, yielding the forms ya~dlli/u,

ttr/Jdl/i/u, etc. This pure vowel I find, however, only in the
Ethiopic subjunctive of verbs 1st guttural, e.g. Pth~h: ytl{ldtidls.
Otherwise it is weakened into t, as yiftlf.f!lIl, ,ftl.R',40:. In
Arabic this dull obscure vowel appears in the classical language

as a, e. g. Ji.~, JAij; and the same is the case in Assyrian,
, ,

where we have the forms yusl,kkiu, tusakk;'l, etc. In vulgar
Arabic Spitta gives the preformative the vowel i, whilst the
vowel of the final syllable varies according to the nature of the
last radical,yifa~,yifatta4,butyikallim,yiralti/J. In Hebrew

and Aramaic the preformative vowel is also!, ~~'?~,~, save

that in the 1st pers. sing. -=: appears in Hebrew and ... in Ara

maic, "~'J~, ~l. As, in the 1st conj., the Ethiopic exhibit..

two varieties of the imperfect, one serving for the indicative, the
other for the subjunctive and jussive, so here in the 2nd conj.
In the 1st conj., however, the distinction was easily made, and
effected by a mere change of the vocalisation; yflldgfr for the
indicative, ylllg!r for the subjunctive, corresponding in form at
least to the Assyrian iidkill and IJklm. But here, in the 2nd
conj., some further change is necessary, because of the double
letter, which renders any mere vowel change almost impossible
without entirely destroying the normal form. The Ethiopic
therefore retained the normal y!fdUl'1n for the subjunctive, and
had recourse for the indicative to the form y!fiflm, ,f(R',40:,
the origin of which is not perfectly clear. That the doubling of
the 2nd radical has been dropped is certain j and therefore it
seems most likely that the form !tl,itdla has been resorted to,
which would naturally appear in Ethiopic as #tdla.

The active participle follows exactly the same vocalisation.
Its preformative in Ethiopic is ma, e.g. ~0,409: "ta'dlllml~,
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~n-\\: tIItrkwd""l". The Hebrew and Aramaic weaken the
\\ ,.'1.._vowel to 1, ~lQ, ~ i and this dull vowel is represented in

5.""'06

old Arabic and Assyrian by", JU.., "",Jtrkk;", in modern
,

Arabic by t~ as ml./trttfr!.t, mtYtaddr,{t, ",lka",m;I, ",l'a//;m.
The infinitive of this conj. also calls for a few remarks. Be

ginning with the Hebrew, we find the ordinary or construct

infin. to be ~~~, {tal/II, from an original {ta/Ill. The weakening

of the 1st vowel to i is a rarity, as r~,:" Levil xiv. 43, ~i?

Jerem. xliv. 21; t:J~ Deut. xxxii. 35 '. Compare in the class

of concretes such words as I~~, "mt, from gaIJIJI". 'aV1Jlr. The

same form {ta!!ll serves for the infin. absolute (with weakening
r~~ 2 Sam. xii. 14); but with it occurs another, viz. ~~~, e.g.

Nip, ~~, Nai, 'lJi.,~. The corresponding concretes are exem

plified by p't-\1 .. chain," N;~P .. zealous, jealous," or, with w~ak-

ening of the I st vowel, N;~b .,U!l -nw -ne' (Job xl. 2 =., ., . , .....,
xxxix. 32), ne;? (;)w). These all spring from an original

~, L 5.
{tal1d/, the intensive of Jlii, '7;~~. The Arabic infin. Jlii is, ...

5 ..... $" ~G ~. G

therefore weakened from Jw. as in y"~( I r~' J\..o-, as com-
... , ,

s ..... • "'.... g ......

pared with the concretes y1o»'. r~' J\-. .-The forms with

prefixed I, which are generally assigned to this conjugation,
s....... 5 t,..... S"'...~.,

Jl,iij, ~ . .il.AD. wc shall explain clsewhere.-In Aramaic
, , ,

the forms of the infinitive diverge somewhat from one another.
The Aramaic of the Bible and the Targums generally has the

form N~~R ("'~m j whilst the Talmud Babli, the Mandaitic,

and the modern Syriac, exhibit '~;t!R; c. g. Talm. B. '1J;::l~,

1 [KAuIZllCh.Ges. (25th ed., p. 143) recognises only two certain examples or the
Infinitive const. with i In the fint .yllable, viz. Le". xiv. 4~ Rnd 1 Chron. viii. 8. and
in IJoth the texl is open to question; see 7"''''', ~ PIliJ. xvi. 72. In 2 Sun. xii. 14
the Inr. Rbw. ~~ seems to be InRllenced by the IOUnd orthe following word ""tc~.]
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,~;~, ,.~;,,~; Mand, N'.::n"'1N:3, N','lt)N) , N"'lDN, N'rn:3Ntf;

mod. Syr. l~~~, ~~. This '?;t3j~ is not easy to explain,

but most likely, as Noeldeke thinks, it is connected with such

Hebrew forms as ~~~C; (plur. O'~. Is. xlix. 20) and ~~,. .\. , .
plus the originally fern. termination ai, which we find in Syriac in

, - , "... "QO, ~QJZ:, etc. In all these dialects an m is occasionally

prefixed, Targ. N?~~, Mand. N"'~~' mod. Syr. l!~,

~~; and this is the ordinary form in old Syriac, but with a
I

different termination, though also originally fem., viz. 0\ 6°\0,
The prefixing of the '" may have been due to the in8uence

of the participial forms, and of the infin. P(5lal, ~. - In

Mandaitic and modern Syriac a fem. of N7~~ is also in common

use as a verbal noun or infinitive, viz. ~!ldllii, as NJ'\'Nj'N!)
"order," NJ'\lN.3N' "provocation," Nn)N:3Nl "selling," NJ'\"'1NJ.,Nl

" warning"; 1~~ "completion," l~~ "deliverance." The

most nearly corresponding forms in Hebrew are represented by

such words. as i"'Iei1i:)::l "desiring," """~::l "care," n,~::l "terror,"
T' ,. - • ·71,. - T T -

i"'I~~ "cutting off (of rain), 'drought, distress," n;~~ 11 punish-

ment," n~::l "drought." These are intensives of the form
y -

l~ i:'{dltti, found in old Syriac and still more abundantly in

mod. Syriac,l~, l~, l~~; just as ~~ is the

intensive of the Syr. and Mand. N~R' ~, ~, t=eXn.

2. The second verbal form in this group is that which
expresses an effort, with the implied idea of a counter-effort.
Its expression lies in the lengthening of the vowel of the first
syllable, ~titala instead of ~dtala. It is in general use in Arabic
only, but examples occur in Ethiopic too, the form being

,. ,. , ""
identical in both languages, viz. ~)~, Il~n: "bless"; r-S'L-

;'" ,.,.
"go to law" j ~lS "talk to" j Vili, lfclt: "play the hypocrite."
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In Hebrew its use is likewise restricted. It appears in this
language under the shape of ~ijlll, for ~if!d1, and is most common

in verbs ~"~, e.g. "'1'e "cleave," ~,~n "pierce, wound," l~~n

"show mercy," :l~~0 "surround," S,\, "befool," rrt' "crush

to bits." In the ordinary triliteral verb examples are rare, but

certain; e.g. ~~~e' (Job ix. I 5, '~~~ =~), l~S

(Ps. ci. 5, ~"n''' "'1nS::1 ')~~S%), "1'~0 (Hos. xiii. 3, '1"0' "blows
•••• T .. - .: I: - .. :

away"), Gt'1~e' "to take root," ~J;'l h, "conceiving and uttering,"

Is. !ix. 13. In Aramaic this form can hardly be said to occur,

save in Biblical Aramaic, where we find f'~1~9l? "set up,"

Ezra vi. 3. The inflexion runs entirely parallel to that of the
intensive form, and therefore requires no special elucidation.
I will merely remark as to the Arabic infinitive that the original

s '"
form is J¥ ~ittil, of which the grammarians quote one or two.

!I 5 '"

examples, as ~IJ:'ooD and J¥. Usually, however, it has been

" '"shortened into JUi, though some compensated for the loss of
'"

" C "-0
the long vowel by doubling the middle radical, JUi, ~~'

'" '"
which must however have led to confusion with the infinitive of
the intensive. The Hebrew infinitives h~ and ~1~ hold fast
the original vowel if, and would be represented in Arabic by

5,,, ""-
some such words as JtiU and ~4--~, which do not actually
exist.

As to the participle I would remark that an example without
prefixed m seems to offer itself in the word I~W I Sam. xviii. 9

(KNltlM I'~), for the corresponding Arabic verb is ctk. We

shall have occasion hereafter to notice other participial forms in
Hebrew and modern Syriac without prefixed m.

And here I may call your attention in passing to another
verbal form in Hebrew, which is in some cases identical in
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sound with this ~\p. I mean the form ~~j?, originally

~ltlld/, /Jalldl, when derived from verbs rV i e.g. t~\~ for m~,

'1iV for ''11~, and the like. Here too we find an active

participle without prefixed ,", \,,;~, "that lie in wait for mc,"
r-: I

Ps. v. 9, and elsewhere.

3. The factitive or causative conjugation of the verb seems
originally to have been marked by a prefixed la, la/Jd/I,k"
contracted tdlJla/I', Of this formation verbal examples are

exceedingly rare in any dialect. \T:l7~1t:l, Hos. xi. 3, seems
,,, t.., .. ,

certain; perhaps also r:-}' ~:, Or~, ~l., if connected,

as seems probable, with the Assyrian root rag4,,,u "to speak,"
whence rigtltlS, "a word" (Delitzsch). For il"lMr-\ (ler. xii. 5,

T-:I-

xxii. IS) another explanation is possible. But in verbal nouns
of the infinitive class it is exceedingly common, thougb in our
Arabic grammars these are all ascribed to the intcnsivc form,
with which, strictly speaking, they havc nothing to do. I mcan

s "'.... 5 .....0(.'!i c.., ....e"..,

the infinitivcs ~ and .il.i.i;, J\:iij and J,:w I with their
... ... ...

Hcbrewand Aramaic equivalents, such as Aram. and late Heb.

'\Q7r:Y, ;\!~ "shroud," "wrapper," n\~~ "model," n\~~

"interest," S~~ "benefit," n;~~ "guidancc" j 5yr. r~.\2.,

• z. ~ '£ma," . .." l' If, • z"l~~, uL. "exchange," l~L., ~JL., l~lL.,
Z. .',

l~loL..-This form with I appcars to have had a sister form
with prefixed s or sit. In Arabic this latter occurs in rare

, ....... " " ... "
instances like~ "dash to the ground,"~ "throw down

"'" ,' ... '
flat on the back" (whence thc triliteral cJ-L..>, and u.) et'

., swallow," as well as in the cxceedingly common reflexivc

~\ I of which, as well as of thc corrcsponding Ethiopic forms

we shall speak in a subscquent lecture. The J:limyaritic exhibits

the s in one of its dialects, ibMD, ')po. In Amharic the
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preformative ", sa, more frequently 1\h, lIS, is an ordinary
causative prefix. e.g. nn~: "be honoured," 1\hnn~: "honour."
In Assyrian such forms as "s"lki11, "set up," "sapril. "spread
out," usa/bit, "let seize." seem to be common. In Biblical
Hebrew, on the other hand, the prefix rJ is found only in the

derivative nouns n~~ "flame," [from Aram. :Jl"1~ "kindle"].
'I' ., : - •• : -

nh~"~~ (Levit. xiv. 37). "hollows. depressions." (md. "VP).
and S~S~ "snail," (rad. SS:1 "moisten," j;). In the Aramaic

dialects. on the contrary. there are numerous examples of it.
LL \\1._ ' ..,.., \.' ..,

such as 77'21, ~, :Jr~l, .o,~, ~•. ,\0., 0.4-~,.. - . - ...

\\;a,;. Th~ form with tl is far more rare, e.g. :J~!Q, S~j?l?i
.. , u·' , ""l

Syr. .!:XnfJ:D, »nom, ......ma.m (rad. -.to,); Mand. :1'l"1"1Ntl,

"j'CNtl "smooth."-This i~itial s underwent, however. in most
cases, a further change into !I. Hence some rare Arabic forms

,. " . " "
like t.\jl "let rest." .,)\~ "wish," J~ "pour out," L.:JL. "give"

,1ft- ,1
(for ~\, imperative of "ri \, from ~\ "come"). This" does

not occur in Ethiopic or Assyrian. but we find it in one of the

J:limyaritic dialects. ii,"l"1, '~'l"1. In Biblical Aramaic it is

common, in the forms S~7''j, ~p;:t; and may also be found

in the Targums. at least in verbs '''13 and l"!3. In Mandaitic

there 'arc likewise a few instances, e.g. "~'Nl"1 "cry out, lament";
t:)'~i1 "despise"; P'!))Nl"1 "lead out." and p'tl).'t, "let
ascend." as well as P'!)N and p'tlN. In Syriac it is unknown';
but it is the usual form in Hebrew. Here the original was
Imlllal, with a in both syllables. For the first syllable this is
proved (I) by the vowel of the imperative and imperfect. and
(2) by the forms of verbs '''!), where ~'!~l"1, :1'~", can only

1 1~~:3" nnll :1I1E' n!'pear to be of A!l.~yrinn origin. N.].. ,
I [111c 1I01Itnry form ~0'1, WIIll rcgtlrdcel Ioy I'rof. Wrll."'t RA 1\ 'onn·wortl

from the IIebrew.]
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arise from tJ"", ::2'tI",. For the second syllable the a is.:- , . :-

established (1) by the vowel of the 1St and 2nd persons,

~7~i?'!, 't:'7~'?'!, etc., and (2) by the form i1~f! for '~ti:',
in verbs rt, or ".c,. The vowel of the first syllable was however
mostly weakened into i, and that of the second into i. In the
second syllable we should naturally expect -;:- f, but the language
has in this case gone a step further and sunk e into i. Hence

the normal ~'~'?'!, with its fern. l"1?'t?l?i:' and plur. \~'~?i:'.
The rest of the paradigm does not call for much remark. The

imperfect "'~i?~ is a contraction for t,'~i?~, of which fuller

form examples occur in Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic. The

normal i' is retained in Hebrew in the jussive ~7~, the infinitive

absolute ~7'j, and the imperative t,~7'j and l"1]7tf)j?'J (n~.!~p
in Gen. iv. 23) j but the long i appears in the heavier forms of

the imperfect '~7~, the energetic ~~7'~7~, "I?'~7'j, the

imperative '7'~i?'j, ~'~,?,j, and the participle ,,~~. The

infinitive construct varies between t,'t?i?" and t,rpi?'" though

the former is much more common. A form like "~", Deut.
• I •

vii. 24, xxviii. 48, is a rarity·.
The last step in the history of the factitive or causative

is the weakening of the initial h into the spiritus lenis. In Phoc
nician the perfect is written with initial " but was probably pro
nounced i~#/. Examples from the inscriptions are M~' .. he
set up," and ~'P' "he consecrated." This weakenin~ is almost

,. '" ",t
universal in Arabic, where the form is written J-U\ 'd/tta/a l

•

In Ethiopic too it is exceedingly common; and the prefix 'a is
used in this language to form causatives not merely from "aid/a,
but also from ~ttd/a, and even from ~iitd/a; as {}OFfl\: "come,"
~ffl\: "bring"; th~: "go," l\rh~: "make to go"; WiP: san
ndya, "be beautiful," l\WiP: 'astl1l11dya, "make beautiful"; l\tI.R{}O:

• [Indeed, the genuineness of such forml is doubtful; sce 7()ltr/I. of I'IIil. xvi. 72.]
1 In vulgar Ambic one hears islam for asinm, "he hllS become 11 Muslim," hut

this i~ 11 rllrC exception.
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.. make one finish"; 1\1'\+0: Cl condole with one." In Tigrifta and
Amharic too it is in ordinary use. In Hebrew it is very rare

('r:t~~ "I have defiled," Is. Ixiii. 3; O,~t infin., Jerem.

xxv. 3); but in thc Aramaic dialects it is the almost universal

form, ~f. In one instancc in Syr. the vowel of thc 1st !lyl

lable is weakened to 1, viz. ~l, as compared with n~t.. -: -
• ,L

n~t-Iike the v\llg. Arab. L\ mcntioned above. With re-
. '~

gard to the initial a, I may remark that it disappears after pre-
~ (".- 6 ("."

formatives; e.g. in Arabic, ~, part. J,.ac; in Ethiopic, from
, ,

1\'\1~: "makc speak," 1~~C: ytfndg-l'r and 1\1C: yJng-l'r j Syr.
\\t_~ \\A"_.~
~,~. Thc vulgar Arabic of Egypt has weakened

J l J

thc vowcl of the I st syllabic to i, as yik!l!Jir (~), yi",ltil,

(~). In the Aramaic dialects, the infinitive of Aph'el ex-
,

hibits nearly the same varieties as that of Pa"el. The BibJic."\1

and Targumic form is l"'1~7'j, N?ttJ~, corresponding very

nearly to the Arabic jUi\; Talm. Dablt and Mandaitic, '~;~~t
~ --I .

. as 'i2;~, ,~~; N'~':3"'1N .. kncel," N,.,mN .. condemn"; with

prefixed "', N"U0Nt3 .. ~o," N"""~ .. brin~"; Syriac, nlway!l
"\" ,wilh 1If, 0 ~o\o.

D. Stcond Group.

The 2nd group of derivcd conjugations consists of four
membcrs, serving originally as reflexives and reciprocals of the
previous four, but oftcn also as passives. Thc sign which is
common to the whole of them is the prefixed syllable ta. This,
whatever may havc been its primitive form and derivation, must
originally have becn quite different from the causative prefix ta,
of which we spoke above.

I. The reflexive of the first conjugation is ta*dtaln. Of this
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we have two varieties in Ethiopic, tn.ei: takadd1la, and tn.ei:
takdd1la, "cover oneself, be covered ,. j totn: and 1'O~n: .. guard

oneself, abstain, beware, be guarded"j tm".e: "be born"; t7\~H:

.. be taken"; t~: or Tt<I\)(): "be angry." In course of time
the prefixed la would lose its vowel, and take a prosthetic vowel
instead, becoming firstly t/, and then 'il or'ilk IIence the Ara-

maic form, ~~, more commonly, with weakening of the last

vowel, ~7~J ~~~. In Syriac and Mandaitic we also find

a supplementary vowel in frequent use, ~~l, S·~,·ny. The

Biblical Aram. has the spiritus asper instead of the lenis, ~7';'i"

•e.g. ~~~, Dan. Hi. 28. In Hebrew this form is of very rare

occurrence indeed. A possible example, without any prosthetic,
may be n'1l"1J':\ of which the imperf. ,'",M occurs in Jerem.,._:,_J .. _:,_ :
xii. 5, and the participle l"1-,nT\l) in xxii. I S. If so, this form is

"'-: 1-:

next of kin to the Syr. ~foNll. More certain is a derivative
& •

from the rau. 'pb, with the prosthetic spiritus nspcr, viz. 'P-~':1

"to be numbered, mustered," e. g. Judges xx. IS, 17, xxi. 9,
which is written without dag/ush and with ~ti"ul wherever it

,,,,~ """"",,
occurs '. The Arabic form JMi\. standing for JMi J offers us

...
the curious feature of a transposition of the preformative to the

place after the first radical, J,i.:U for J.iij. This began no
doubt with the verbs which commenced with a sibilant, as in

Syr. ~~J, ~~1; ~-\l, ~~; x>$~l. --?A.J; and

was gradually extended to all alike. The Arabic parallel to

'P-~J!''' is therefore ~~ .. to search for, inspect." Curiously

enough the same transposition seems to have existed in Moabi
tic; at least in the inscription of kin~ Mesha' we find four times

(11. 11, IS, 19, 32) a form ennSn, from the rad. enS, in the

, The pronunciation as A passive np.,J;lt', Num. i. 47. ii. 33. uvi. 61; I Kings

xx. 17. is I'rohauly due to A misundcrsll1l1lling of the MllSSOrclcs.
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sense of the Hcb. b"7~ "fight," Arab. ~~ "join oneself to,

adhere to," "rage" (of a battle). It is also found in Assyrian, as
rs/akan "he made," ifl/kid "he committed" or "entrusted"; and

.... ....
in J:limyaritic, without any prosthetic a/if, e.g.~ from ~,
L.... L.... - -
7Nnb from 7ND, ~,n) from ~'). It would appear that forms
without transposition of the /, as well as forms corresponding to
those of classical Arabic, exist in the modern dialect of Egypt
At least Spitta distinguishes carefully verbs of the form itfa'al
or i!fi'il from the corresponding forms of the intensive with
double radical. According to him itfa'al or itfi'iJ is usually pas
sive of Conj. I, as il(ralJas, ilktrsa,., ilmuik, i!fillim; whereas the
transposed ifldal is more usually reflexive than passive, as
i'tamad, in/aJfa,., 4la1aIJ, ista",a' (" be heard" and "obey"~

2. The reflexive of the intensive and iterative is naturally
, 'G", ...

Iqdttala. This form presents itself in Arabic, J:w, and in

Ethiopic, 1'+.en: tajadddsa, "be hallowed," 'tllRQ\): tafaud",a,
"be finished," 't1\HH: ta'tlJSsua, "(lbey," 'tettWth: tafassllJa, "re
joice" (because of the 3rd guttural). It would gradually be cor-

.........
rupted into J:w\ itjdtta/a, of which we find examples even in

...
classical Arabic, especially when the verb begins with a dental or

.......
sibilant, when assimilation takes place, as ;"'~ "wrap oneself up

..."c; ... .,. ~,.

in a garment," ~} "adorn oneself," ~, .. hear, listen," ~\
... ... ,

... fofo .....

.. ascend," J~' "give alms," ~\ .. regard as an evil omen." In
... ...

,to....... "" .....'"
this way~ would become v-W\' and so in vulg. Arabic

....~ .~

~, ifallaj, .. be suspended," ~, itnar/tfaf, "be cleansed,"
... ...

-
or with weakening of the 3rd vowel, ~\, ifa",,,,i,,,, "put on

a turban." Here we have the origin of the Aramaic ~~R~'

Syr. ~l.l, in Bib\. Aram. ~r~j~~':', as ~:J1~':' Ezrn vii. IS,

W.L 14
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v. 17, Dan. i\'. 12,20,30, etc.; with weakening of the last vowel,
l~~"!~;:t, Dan. ii. 9 (1!lrf); as weU as of the Hebrew form

St@~'; or S~'?J'?'':'. The assimilation of which I spoke above

as occurring even in classical Arabic. is common in most of the
...~~

dialects. In Arabic a word like ).)~ makes in its imperfect

..."'"", ""''''"."".
,;~ for,;~. Just so in Ethiopic, from verbs with initial

dentals and sibilants, we have in this and in the preceding con-

jugation, such forms as .emcJi,)>: from Tffi~: "be dipped, bap-
- -

tized"; .e.eet~: from t.e4:i: "be covered, buried"; .e....OC: from

tlHl~: "be broken"; ,fRth4:: from tR"met: "be written"; .eH.nc:- -
from tHn~: "remember"; .eR..el>: from tRJ?+: .. pretend to be
righteous." In Tigrif\a this assimilation extends to aU verbs,

-
.e'l.e4:: .. it will be forRiven," from t1J?'(:, .e~t'\h: "he returns,"

- -
from tQ\l&\I\:, .e4:R~: ,. it will be finished," from tctRO\:,- .-
,e'l>O&\: .. he receives," from #0(\:: Indeed the doubling
caused by the assimilation of the preformative seems to have
been gradually dropped in pronunciation, and these words are
now pronounced ylgldaf, yllJlllas, y!jI/Qm,yl#lJal. Hence He
brew forms like ~9~, .,;:tt@t':', N~~}, are at once explained, as

well as the similar H\::i):'. In Mandaitic and the Talmud this

assimilation is as common in both conjugations as in Tigrif\a.

E.g. in Mandaitic, not merely ~J"1Y "were heaped up" (~J,n~),

tlNbNb~ "were stopped up" (tlN6N~n~), but also NN,'%)
.. opened" (M.t'~), N'.)'%) .. wanted" (,~~),S't:)j'tJ " killed"

~?J;"t?); ~j~ "was fulfilled," I'NiNSy .. was coUected,"

SNSKS'%) "crowned"; in the Talmud, S'~';)'f:), :l'~~'f:), t~'l?,
'~7~'1:? for r'l~~'f:), 'N~~'~." cover thyself;' (fem.): and appa

rently with suppression of the doubling, POV'N .. he gave himself

the trouble," N%)~'N .. she hid herself," '-,n~'N "I am become
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rich." Similar phenomena occur in Samaritan; and even in
Hebrew we have at least one similar instance in the word C1;'~~,

Is. xxxiii. JO.

Yet again, the Ithp~'cl and Ithpa"al forms have a peculiarity.
common to them in several of the dialects. This is, that when
the first radical is a sibilant, the preformative is transposed and
appears in the 2nd place, as is always the case with the Arabic

J-.UI. Frequently too the" is changed into a t3 or a " accord-
...

ing to the character of the initial consonant of the root. So in

Hebrew, '~9',:" ~~ry, but ~~ry. So in Syriac, ~/).mJt

~A..l, ~A..!, but ~111, .cii1!, ~~!, ~~l- So in

i" ,,'" "' .... Lt .....

from ~, )w~ from ~. In Arabic the assimilation of the two

letters is the rule when the first radical is ~, &,), .;, or ~, and it
...! ...

may take place either backwards or forwards; thus from.JU
".1,- .... ,.,.......... "'.' G

Lane gives .JU\; from ~. &,),;3' and ~\, "crumble bread";
... ... ...

.,,,,, ". ........ ....", ... A

from ~';Ai\ and ~\, "cut the front teeth"; from tj&,)' t;.J\,
... ... ..

"""..... " ....
"put on mail"; from t'.J, ~"'~, "journey by night"; from J~';

....", ". ......... "'" ~ "'.... " "".,

and j';, ~~ and j.J~, rather than ..f';~ and J';~' but from ~.;

froll' ~ and ~. With initial l.I' and Jl this assimilation

".... "". .... ... '0 .... "" ,.

is far less common, as ~~t ..r.""'~' ~~~, ~~; and with ljN

.. ...... ... G

and j it is very rare, as ~\, \:}\j\. Bearing these facts in
... ...

mind, \Ve are, I think, justified in saying that a Hebrew form

14-2
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like ~J;:1 (Is. i. 16) is assimilated from ~:Hry, just as the similar

Cl);m (Eccles. vii. 16) stands for Cl)~~J=l with backward as-
.. • .. :. J

similation. Similarly in Syriac, }..:l,Aj for }..:lAi, ~l.Ji1 for

~l~, ~11 for ..bll.l. Here and there we find exceptions to
• • ,

the rule of transposition. In Aramaic the verb ~1 exhibits
the forms t~lJ;'~ (in Euting's Nabatiiisclte blscllriftm ails Ara"i~l,

no. 11) and tU3lNJ in the great Tariff of Palmyra ('7tmm. Asiat.
or: -: •

1883, Aug. Sept., p. 165), A.D. 137 (last year of Hadrian). The
solitary Hebrew example will be spoken of below (p. 213).

3. After all that I have said about the forms JZj\ and

"'~ ....,.
J.iij, the third member of this group requires but little notice.
It is the reflexive and reciprocal of ~tftala, viz. ta~tftala, which is

the ordinary Arabic form, as ~~ "to throw oneself down," .
"',. .... ..,. '"
~)W "to pretend to be sick," \)JW "they fought with one

another." So in Ethiopic, Tt\RP: or TI\8P: "to shave oneself,"
'tUfUf\: "to show oneself gentle to another, pardon," T(f\ffi.:
.. they parted from one another," TUtcfJP: "he was tortured,

afflicted." But JjW gradually became JjW', and hence such

",....... ,,"'.
forms in classical Arabic as ~b\ "rush headlong," JjU\ "be

, ,
I,· • " •

heavy and troublesome," \).l\ .. repel one another," hiLt\.
, ,

In the vulgar Arabic of Egypt the vowel of the 3rd syllable is
weakened to i or to slilva, as itkti",il, it'tirik "struggled with:'
ifdrtlt!ii, itntJs41JU. In Biblical Aramaic occurs the form Cl)'~-II·...,..~,

Dan. iv. 16. In Hebrew we may regard tlpiJ:'.':1 "stagge~ to

and fro, toss itself," Jer. xxv. 16, xlvi. 7. 8 i and rtt~, Is. Hi. S,

for ~~, "blasphemed," as examples from the ordinary tri

literal ve~b. From verbs 1'V I may mention ~~VJ;';:1"perpetrate.
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accomplish," Ps. cxli. 4 i ~'1'~':1 Is. xxiv. 19 i n'~' Gen.

xxv. 22; ~~p~':1 Zeph. ii. I; ~nd "\'';\':1. And he~e I will

notice in passing one curious Hebrew form, though it does not
,.JI.~.. ,.,c..".,.

belong to the conjugation J,iw, but to J.,.liv. From the
radical ro~ is derived the }'i'lel ~,~, "wander about," and

from this the Prophet Jeremiah has formed the Hithpa'lcl
~;~J;\'" in the imperat. plur. fern. i"1~;~J;'':1, Jer. xlix. 3·

It is thc solitary instance that I know in Hcbrew of the n not
being transposed with an initial sibilant; and the reason pro
bably was to avoid the sequence of three I's, i"1)fOt:);r-I~i"1.

'I" : - :.

With regard to the moods and tenses of these three conju
gations, there is but little to add to what has already been said
regarding the simple ~dlala, ~dltala, and ~Jlala. I will therefore
merely make a remark upon the infinitives of the fifth and
sixth conjugations in Arabic. As in the frequentative and

s G 5 -G ...

iterative we found the form JUi, for JUi, though but little

used, so we look here for a corresponding formation. This
50

actually occurs in the rare Jlill, with assimilation of the

60 5_ 50 11_

preformative vowel. Examples JI..o...s:\j, ,.l0, JLcJ, r\i.\j;
, ", " ",,,,. "",

11 lJ 11 _

to which we may add such concretes as ,.UlJ "glutton," l\i!;
" "11 lJ

"foolish chatterer," ""'="'\~ "mendacious," and the like. A great

many Hebrew and Aramaic words with prefixed I, especially of
5''''''''

the form .u ,jji, belong by their signification to this conjugation,

and not to the causative or factitive J.W. Such are in Syriac,

rhLwL, 11.~~2., ll.j~il., rl.c1lil.; in Hebrew, M~r:tT;"

"entreaty, prayer," M!~ "prayer," ~S'$l!;). "secret," C'~~)'$l:P

from )~UnM M'Nn from i"1!INn." i"1"'Ur.\ from n~MW', etc. The
- -: ., 'I' -: 1- 'I' - : • T: • TT: •

Arabic howevcr gencrally uses another form of the infinitive,
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~ ............
which is common to the 5th and 6th conjugations, viz. wUV

SJ ,

and JJU,; , with u in the 3rd syllable. These seem to be
closely connected with such Hebrew and Aramaic forms as

O~F?, O'J:n~~. O'~~~ , Bibl. Aram. ~':1J::\~ "rebellion,"

Mand. N'~~N~nv, Talmud. 'll'~'~. for 'll'~'t;t, "withdraw
sit........

from, abstain from:' J,;.U is almost exactly represented by the

Hebrew concretes ~~:1J:\ "having a white spot on the eye,"
\ - :

~~ "a kind of pinc" or similar growing trec.

4- I pass on now to the last member of this group, the
reflexive of the factitive or causative, which is represented by
the loth conjugation of the Arabic verb and the Et/alat of the
Aramaic.

In Arabic the loth conjugation is the reflexive or middle
......d.......... , .... e"

voice of the 4th; as ...L.....L...\ "to give oneself up," \U....\ "to.---, r ,
hold oneself upright, stand upright,"~\ "select one as a

........ (,,,... ~ '" ",,-

deputy for oneself," ..J~\ "ask pardon for oneself," ~,
, ,

"deem something lawful" (for oneself to do). It is exceedingly
common, and is derived, as I explained to yOll before, from the
form sa/flala, by the prefixing of the sylh,ble la. This form
lasa/fta/a became ilsa/flclla, and then, by the same transposition
as is usual in Ilebrew and Aramaic, ;sl#lala. Hence its identity

with the Aramaic ~tf)~ from ~7~ . It is found in

I;Iimyaritic or S. Arabian, without a prosthetic letter, salaj'a/

from saj'al, as N~l)nO, '1)"'0. It also occurs in Assyrian; as
,~IIIJ;b-lilliil, "I have set them" or "made them dwell," for
u/tliib [or IdIIUb], from :1~N = :1~'; allabllll1," I did," for- ..
ailabldu, from e.t:1V (Haupt ejJ/ill). In Ethiopic we had, you
may remember, three forms of the causative, 'a~Id'a, 'a~at/dla,

and 'a~iildla; and so also we have three forms of the reflexive,

,astallatdla or •aslcl/ftdla, 'astal;atldla and 'aslcll;iitctla; e.g. 1\h"'et"":
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"to draw breath, be refreshed," 1\h1-..n~: "to entreat," 1\ht1\np:
* •

"to ill-treat"; l\ht01W: "be patient," 1\htcltWrh: "rejoice";
1\hto'ln(\: "compare with one another," 1\htJ.fl1\: "collect."
On its inflexion it is unnecessary to make any remarks, as it
runs parallel to that of 'i~ltItala. The other causative form
, ,c..!

J...ij\ 'a#a1a forms in the Aramaic dialects a reflexive and
passive by prefixing the syllable dlt, as in the Palmyrene tariff

SYNn', J'SYN~, from 'Ul~~. In Samaritan, Syriac and
Mandaitic the assimilation of the t with the following alif takes
place, e.g. Y~t\N (n~Jj~, "be found"), C~CnN (C~~~

"be finished"), ~211 (.c..2U), ~Lo211 (~~), ~~211 (ll.l),
.. • '& •

.,.,,;.mUl (.,.,,~), ~N'1!lNnY, SNbcetNny, "'lNl)Nny.. -

C. Tltird Group.

Of the next group of derived conjugations the characteristic
syllable is 1Ia.

r. The most prominent member of this group is a reflexive
and passive of the simple form of the verb, in its original shape
1Ia-lfatala.

In Arabic this "a~dtala became first '~lfdtala, and then, with
,,~ • JI'~

prosthetic vowel, illlfatala, J.W\ j as J...t,j\ "to split itself, open"
" "

,"" l.. '" t.

(of a flower) j ,.jfi~ "to let oneself be put to flight, to flee" j oJw~

" ...c.

"to let oneself be led, to be docile or submissive";~\ "to be
"

" "A-

broken"; ~~ "to be cut ofT, to come to an end." In Hebrew

the imperfect and imperative and two infinitives follow the
same mode of formation as in Arabic. The Arabic imperfect is

j ...~ j the Hebrew, St;;l~~ for ~1r, with constant assimilation

of the preformative to the 1st radical. The Arabic imperative
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"..... Lis j).ij\. the Hebrew 7f;;)~', with the usual substitution of M for

" "
N in these preformative syllables. The Arabic infinitive is

• " ~!
J~\; the corresponding Hebrew form is "'1~" (with 0 for a),

as in;." ~~~p, beside which we have another form for the con

struct infinitive, viz. ~~':1, as Cr.t~':1, ':.1~':1. '!~p. But in the

formation of the perfect, the participle, and onc form of the
infinitive absolute, the Hebrew has taken a dilTerent line. In the
perfect the Hebrew contracted the primitive 11(J~aldl into lIa~ldl,

which was gradually weakened into lIi~ldt. The original vowel
of the 1st syllable is established by such words as nN~)

T _.-.

M~~, i17~~, ,~\) (for ~~), :l~a (for :l~9~), )\Ca (for 1ldsdK,

from )19~) j whilst N~~, nt\tJ~~, exhibit an intermediate state.

The infinitive absolute is now ~7~, for lla~lal, as ";A¥~, 'iJj).~~
[where the original vowel of the first syllable is protected by

the guttural following], ch7~' N~7? The Arabic participle.

formed after the analogy of the imperfect, with prefixed "', is
11 .... e" ..

~. The Hebrew, on the contrary, has no prefix, but

exhibits the same form as the perfect, with a slight difference
in the vowel of the 2nd syllable. As c~n is dilTerentiated,. ,.
from c~", so is lIa#&I, lIi~1tiJ, from '~ldl, lli~Id1; e.g. r,~~,

CAM), .,IN) and 'IN) , ,~\). ~l'1:l) We shall have occasion
T : Y T : I' n:I" TT: It I

to notice a similar participial formation hereafter in the form

iul141, as ~~ .. eaten," ,~~, .. born," n,i:J~ "taken." In a
,. \ ,. T\

very few instances we seem to find an imperative after the

form ni#dl or 11i~1;I, viz. ~y~~~, in pause ~Y~J?~' Is. xliii. 9;

Joel iv. 11; ~'7~ Jerem. 1. S. The Hebrew form of the Niph'al

seems to extend to Phoenician and Assyriau. In Phoeni
cian we find In) as the perf. Niph'al of In' .. to give," which we

pronounce either ltu or IN, and also [~])y), probably ~~~:J~'
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In Assyrian Schrader gives such examples as i""a~it (n:u), Cl he
Red," i1l11tr1llir ('1b), .. was seen," il1aki", Cl was set up" or .. re
stored," iJSI~;r, .e was broken," ;~l)(",n, "were created." The
imperative of iHaki" is given as ",uki", and the participle ",IIJ·
Jak;tl; the one resembling the rare Hebrew form r~t7~ .(men-

11 "' ..

tioned above), and the other the common Arabic form JiU,..
"

In l:Iirnyaritic Halcvy gives as an example the word t'!)/"Un,
with initial I,.

2. Ofthe actual Niph'al of the Arabic and Hebrew there is no
trace in Ethiopic, but a cognate form is preserved in the prefix
a", which we find in quadriliterals, more especially reduplicated
verbs of the form ~l~ala. the Hebrew Pi!pil. The meaning
of this formation in Ethiopic is not however 50 fixed as in Arabic
and Hebrew. It generally implies motion, sometimes reflexive
and reciprocal action j but sometimes too it is transitive. and
admits of a passive being formed from it Examples: 1\\fir't<D:
"to walk about," 1\\etCOR: "to leap, dance," 1\\'1"nR: "to
thunder" j 1\\11'\1: "to come together, assemble" j 1\\toRQ):
properly" to lean forward, prostrate oneself," but generally used
in the sense of " lift up the eyes or heart in prayer"; 1\\n<llo..!:
" roll" (intrans. or trans.); 1\\«1'&\«1'1'\: Cl totter" and "shake" j

1\\(1\&\0: "to spread out" as a veil, which is only transitive.
DilImann explains this curious phenomenon on the supposition
that the nominal forms with initial M, like f1'".e:.l£": Cl thunder,"
Ul'O.V:: .. rolling, a whirlwind," f«l'&\~&\: .. shaking," gave rise
to the notion that the prefixed 1\ might be identical with the

causative or factitive prefix 1\. Hence, according to him, the
occasional change of meaning, and the formation in a few cases

of a passive with t, e.g. t\'fl'Cl1o~: "to be rolled," t\fl'&\O: "to
be spread out." This view may perhaps be correct; I am not in
a position to affirm or deny it. It may however be well to
inform you that the Assyrian grammarians speak of forms like
if/tma"al and is/alla/'al [Del. iftatleal and ittmltrfal), in which an
" is inserted, and yet the meaning of all the examples cited by
Schrader is said to be transitive·.

• [TIlosc cited by Dclitzsch, I). 233, Are mostly intrunsitivo or roRcxivc.]
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3. Another member of this group is the Hebrew NitltjJa"el,
chiefly post-biblical. Th~ Biblical examples are .,~~~ Deut.

xxi. 8, for .,§'~~, ., be atoned for. forgiven," and ~~ Ezek.

xxiii. 48, for ~~1~, "let themselves be warned." In post-bib

lical Hebrew it is common, and has usurped the place of the

perfect Hithpa"Cl, as ~~~, ~~I?~, 1~1!~, ~~; and is then

extended to other forma;ions, as ',~~~~, C~~, 1"1~7~.. . ...
.. she is become a widow."

4- Lastly we may reckon here the third conjugation of the
quadriliteral verb in Arabic, where the letter 11 is inserted after

, ,"'.A.o

the 2nd radical; as ~.;.I "to open" (of a flower). "to bloom";..
,., ~ (" ... e" ,t..,e"

~r~ "to be gathered together in a mass or crowd"; ~!
.,., ",...

"to lie on onc's back";~~"to flow."

D. Fourtk Group.

I will next speak briefly of a group of reduplicated forms.
This reduplication is of different kinds, but always takes place at
the end of the root. not at the beginning. The chief varieties
are, to use the Hebrew terms, Pi'lil, Pl'al'a/. and Pi/pil.

I. Starting from the root ~atala, the simplest form of such
a reduplication is the repetition of the 3rd radical. ~talala. But
~atalala would naturally become ~al!dl, which would be weak
ened in Aramaic into ~!l11, and in Hebrew into #1111. Aramaic
examples are not numerous; e.g. :3~!~ "mix up, confuse";

.. , ., , . ,
~r2) "crumble," Ur2) "separate," ?~ "practise, reduce to

slavery," with its passive ?~l j ;~~ .. irritate," and ~Ll. .
.. to become fierce"; ~Ll .. to be intelligent, sensible." In.
Hebrew this form has taken the place of Pi"el in verbs ry, as

",) (better from ,~ than from ''J~), l~b, "'!'V. etc., and
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forms a reOexivc and passive with prefixed ta, S7.V~J:'-" . .In

other classes of verbs it is rare, but we can refer to it r~~ If to

be quiet, still," Jerem. xxx. 10; Job iii. 18 j l~~~ in the fem.

m511' Job xv. 33; further, with passive pronunciation, SSbN
T~I- - : \

.. to be withered, wither away, moum"; and from verbs ;-,.'S,
i"1)~~, contracted l"1}N~ .. to be seemly, beautiful"; ~ir'~~,

from ",nro .. to shoot," and the reflexive i"1,n,.,~" from "n~
T-: r 'I' -:,-: • t TT·

As to the Arabic development of the original ~atalala, it gene
rally took the following course j ~atalala became ~lIalala, ;",a
lala, and finally ;"'alla. This form ;~talla appears in the Arabic
paradigm as the 9th conj. of the verb, with the cognate i~ttflla as

.... "" " '" G ,t.. .....

the 11th; e.g. JJ) and ),} "turn away," ~} and ~~) .. be
"''' ...,

0..... " <-
scattered," ~} "run quickly," cJ~\ "be dishevelled"; and con-

... ...
....... • e"

stantly of colours and defects, as '[,y:~, '[I,y:~, "be crooked";
." l" 0 to '0...... • '" .. -'(" et ("

JP'" J~\, "squint"; ~\, J\A..\, "be yellow"; ~\, ~~\,
,,, "'.,. ......

"be white." The uncontracted form ;"'alala survives only in

some examples from verbs 3rd rad. J or t,J j as l.jr:) "to. ....
...... <-

abstain, refrain" j l.jJJ>\ "to become brownish," with its byform
...

... Il.o ...... t"

"",ly--\; I.,!~\ .. to stand on tiptoe." A kind of reflexive or
, ,

pn!lsive, with " inserted after the 2nd rad., may perhaps be dis-
........ c,,' ...

ccmed in the rare 14th conj. of the Arabic verb, ~\ for
...

............ '" , ". t.' to .,. ... (" ......

Jl.W j aq ~L....\ "be jet black" (~), ~\ "be long

and thick" (of the hair), un '" i .;\ "have a hump in front"

2. A stronger form of the reduplication consists in the
repetition of two radicals, the 2nd and 3rd. Hence the form
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;alaltala. appearing occasionally in Aramaic and Hebrew as
#ta/ld/; e.g. 't111J1? "to beat violently" (of the heart). Ps.

xxxviii. 11; "'Il)"'lbM "to be red" with weeping. "to be agitated
- :- 1':

or troubled." Similar cases are Ps. xlv. 3. n'!)'!)', which should
T •":T

probably be read J;I'~'~~; and ~:lIj ~1~, Hos. iv. 18. probably

in the first instance a mere clerical error for ~:l~ri:l~, from :lI~.

Aramaic examples in derived conjugations arc '>0$\0$ ull.
"to dream." ,~~! "to imagine."

3. The form ;al;ata, Aram. ;a1#/, Heb. #/#/, is often pro-
"'" '" '"duced by the repetition of an imitative syllable. E.g.~~

........ L..... ",,,,, c.. ""

"to make things rattle or rustle," VWr'J "to whisper," ~'--..,..,
"to neigh," ./-./- "to gargle," ~~~~ "to chirp." Very frequently

it is formed in Aramaic and Hebrew from verbs V"V and r'V by
repeating the two chief letters of the root; e.g. in Aramaic,

.. , \\ .:i~ . Z' 1 ,\ ~ \.! •• • .. r
~~, ~ .!))O" ~ j \\~1, "'101, X>PD'; with their

reflexives; in Hebrew, ~~7~, ~if?~, V~P:f? "gladden, take

delight in," S~7~, ~.!¥1l?, S~~l? "casting"; with their reflex

ives and passives.

4. Under this head I will next mention what is called in
the Arabic Grammars the 12th conjugation of the verb, wherein
the second radical is repeated, but separated from its fellow by
the introduction of the diphthong au. The original form was

.... """""'.... , .... ~""'" '" "c.. .... '"
j£:,-;, which became in Arabic ~.,..." as Y.,)J~\ "be arched.. ..
or curved, hump-backed" (~,;,),.. ~~~ "be gathered

"'c......... , ,
"be sweet" (}-), '-'.lV' "ride on a horse barebacked" (Lir)'.. ..
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I find a few similar forms in Syriac from verbs final 0 and .... ;

e. g. ~loi,...,l.l "to boast or brag"; ....u~.ll "to lie down, be
• • z~.

hidden, be blamed"; ~~ll "become young, be smeared
z. •

over." In Hebrew it can hardly be said to exist, unless we

take count of ~y~ "to blow the trumpet" (O'''~~~), from

rl1¥yq. But the form is doubtful, the ;lri being O'!~~;

and even if we assume it to be correct, '¥iyq might stand for

>. >

~~q, as ~,~ in Is. xv. 5, if correct, stands for np?p~.

S. The reduplication of the form ;atalala or jatlala seems

in some cases to have been softened into ;atlaya, which would be

represented in Arabic by jatlti ~, and in Aramaic by '?t?I~.

Such words are in Mandaitic N':Jt:N) "to bewail," N"~) "to
·1 -, ,

make an alien, estrange"; in Syr.....~ "terrify," ~~ "es-. .
z , z ,

trange," ~~J.\\." be deprived of, fail, perish," .-.lD.,m "expose,"

~~" deport," with their passives. In Arabic a passive of
".c,. ... c"

this form is found in the 15th conj. of the verb" J."i~' wit~ n

... ",-e"

inserted after the 2nd rad. i as~~ "to be swollen 01' in-

". ... ~vc.. ......
flated" (~), e,.s~' "be stout and strong" (k .. be hard Cl).

~ ~ ~

Curiously enough, a few verbs of this form in Arabic have a
,,'""'" c.. #c,.,'

transitive sense, e. g. .", ~.r~ "to overcome" (e,.sJJ.r " strong,

~ ..."
brave"), e,.sJJ~~ "to assail, overcome"; and, still more strangely,

the only Mandaitic parallel, N':JI.)N"'V, "to be shaken," is
derived from an active N':JbN", which however does not occur
in the extant literature.
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E. TIle Passi1't Forms.

""\

yu;talu
yu;alla/u
YI~;dtall~

yu;taltl
yllta;attal"
yUla;dtal,~

YII1l;atall~]
y'~;tataltl

yusta;taltl

(I) ~tala
(2) ;altala
(3). ;dlala
(4) 'a;tala
(s) ta;attala
(6) la;dtala
[(7) ;n;alala
(8) ;;tatala

(10) isla;tala

Lastly, in this enumeration of the verbal forms or con
jugations, I would call your attention to the real passives, as
distinguished from the reflexives a'nd effectives, which so often
discharge the functions of passivcs.

In Arabic nearly all the conjugations are capable of forming,
and actually form, passives by means of internal modification of
the vowels of the active voice. There are of course exceptions,
which will readily suggest themselves to you. For instance,

~" , ,

a verb like & Cl to be good or right," r.! .. to be glad," or ~
o;j;....... 'G, ...

"to be heavy," cannot have a passive i nor one like '>J""~, .>'r--!,
" to be black." The vowel-change in the passive voice consists,
generally speaking, in the substitution of duller sounds for the
clearer ones of the active, the vowel tI almost always playing
a prominent part.

In the other Semitic languages the use of these real passives
is far less frequent. In Hebrew the largest survival is found j

much less in Aramaic. In Ethiopic they have, to all appearance,
utterly vanished. In Assyrian Sayce states that .. a passive
formed by means of the obscure vowel ,~" exists for Pa"el,
Shaph'cl, Aph'el, and Istaph'al; but I do not find that he is
supported by Schrader or Oppert. From my own knowledge
I cannot speak'.

. I. In Arabic the following arc the principal passives :
Perfect. Imperfect.

A ,.,

;I~lila y'a;lulu
;ul#/a yu;alliltl
;Atild yu;dli/u
'u;tila yu;tilu
tl~;utt;la yata;allaltl
tu;tali/a yata;dlaltl
"";lIti/a yall;atiltl
'~;tlltila ya;talilu
ustu;ti/a yasta;ti/u

I [According to Delillsch, p. 149, the pennaosives n. I arnl Ill. I (Pa"el ADd
SbAph'c1) DUl)' be used eilher in active or passive SCDIIC, but without difference of foml.)
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2. In Hebrew the formation is !limilar, but not identical, the .
vowel a predominating throughout in the second syllable. The
passives in use are :-

(a) Intensive and iterative, ~II!1al, ~o!!al. imperf. yl~u!lal.

The infin. absolute has the form '~'" as :1~~, Gen. xl. 1S. The'1, ,
participle appears in two shapes, the one with prefixed tit.

mt't!:u!!til; the other witht>ut it, as ,~, "~~', "Ii:JS, n'~i1, E%ek.
"F\ .,. T\ ""," ,

xxvi. 17. And here it is curious to remark in what different
ways the several Semitic languages have made use of the mate-

rials at their disposal. The Hebrew infinitive ~b,( stands for

!:lIl!tf!; but the corresponding form in Aramaic is a verbal noun

fi I . I ~. h ft" 1" .. ."rom t le actIve Pa"e, e.g. r--~" t e, )0'101" warning,

1•" ..\nd'Q.a If finishing "; whilst the Arabic ;lIlltf! is now the plural
of the active participle of the simple verb ~atala, as #til-, a
"murderer," ~lItttf"'''. If murderers." So again, the Hebrew par-

ticiple '~N stands for 't/kkdl, a sing. mase.; whereas the corre-
T'

sponding form in Arabic is another plural of the active participle
of the simple ~atala, as stfiid, .. worshipper," migad, "wor
shippers."

(6) The form expressive of effort, ~~/al, imperf. yl~~/al. as

~~~, Job xxxi. 8.

(t:) The causative or factitive, Ito;/al, Itu;/al, imperf. )'o;lol
Other forms are comparatively rare, but I may mention:
(d) Hothjatal, in the form ~"R~J;\', Num. i. 47, ii. 33,

xxvi. 62; I Kings xx. 27; instead of ~.,~':t.

• •
(t) lIot#allal, in ~~~~, Deul xxiv. 4 j i1~~\" for

n~n, Is. xxxiv. 6; C:l1~n infinitive, Lcvit. xiii. SS, 56.
T: -, .. - , '

In these two cases, if correctly pointed, observe that t~e

Hebrew changes only tlie vowel of the preformative syllable ';
whereas in Arabic it is the vowel of the first ra,dical syllable
that is modified, and that of the preformative is assimilated to

it. Compare ~~iiii with ~.,~tr-" or ~~ with n?~~..
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(I) A curious form is presented to us in the Hebrew
~'Ni) Is. lix. 3; Lament iv. 14. This is generally explained

-. J"

as ~ ~ive of Niph'al. "~~' Zeph. Hi. I. I should rather be

inclined to regard it as a quasi-Niph'al formation from the Pi"e1

~J Pu"al ~A If you adopt the former view. you must...., - .
regard ~~~? as = \j:i~\; if the latter, I can produce a parallel

till " "..c..
from the vulgar Arabic of Egypt, viz. ~\ "it is lost. forfeited"..

.. lil,

(Spitta, Conies Ara6es. p. 9. l. 10), from ~ "to lose, forfeit."
Here again perhaps the Massoretic punctuation may be erro-

neous (~'.u) ?)...,_.
er) ~uilaJ, in '7~.

(.t) Ifo/~aJ, in ~'?J7~. I Kings xx. 27, and ~~F.I't;1,
Is. lxvi. 12.

3. Of the Aramaic passive the chief traces arc the following.
(a) The passive of PI'al, in a form which appears at first

to be that of the passive participle PI'II, and is accordingly
generally so treated. even by Kautzsch. In my opinion. how
ever. the verbal ftexion of this form forbids us to regard it as a
participle, and Noeldeke is right in adopting the other view.
The form was originally pili. but the weight of the accent
produced a lengthening of the vowel of the 2nd syllable, whilst
that of the 1St syllable was weakened in the regular verb to
simple sMvi: ,,"t) Dan. iv. 30, :1'il' Dan. vii. 4, 6. :1'lU

". -a • I

. Ezra v. 7. "~7 Dan. v. 30, D'~ Dan. v. 24. D7~ Ezra v. 16;

3rd fem. n7~~ Ezra iv. 24, n~'t1: Dan. vii. 27, n?~? Dan.

vii. 4, n~'~ Dan. v. 28, n"?~7 Dan. vii. I I j 2nd sing. masc.

NJ;\~?t;1 Dan. v. 27; 3rd plur. mase. ~:1'I~~ Ezra v. I S. ~~

Dan. Hi. 21. ~,~ Dan. vii. 4, ~M'Nl Dan. vii. 10. The dis-
• I • I

tinction of form is clearer in the case of verbs N''', where the
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perfect passive is ~~ Oan. ii. 19. '~},' Oan. ii. 30. '1~, E7-ra iv.

18. 23; plur. "b' Oan. iii. 21. vii. 9; whereas the form of the .. .
participle Pc'll is n~~, M~, '~?t M~, plur. l~~. Similarly

in the I'almyrene tariff. ':1.' = Arab. ~; sce Sachau in..
ZI>MG. xxxvii. pp. S64-S.

(b) The passive of Hipk'tI. vi7-. Hopllal. in Biblical Aramaic
and the Palmyrene dialect, vi7-. nmn Oan. v. 20, '::I~ Oan.

- I "F -

vii. 11. 1L)~n Oan. vi. 24. Sun Oan. v. 13, plur. ~~pn Oan. v. IS;
-\ -\ -\

fern. sing. n~~1 Eua iv. IS, '7 n~'; Oan. iv. 33. ~'Pt!
.. , f

Oan. vii. 4 (cf. ~\); 1St pers. ~?J:';:t (not n~-> Oan. iv. 33...
• •

Very peculiar are the forms n~t"1j Dan. vi. 18, and ~'t"1.:'

Oan. iii. 13. the vocalisation of the Ist syllable of which is as
yet unexplained. Similarly in the Palmyrene tariff, "1WM (from- \

~), e.g. M".1N~ "'""M "b'; imperfect ~?~t e.g. ::In:l"

N"V lb ., nO:lb MbV'b C~b~ j part. p~~ t e. g. M~ " C~b

MO'b)::I pOb; S~~~t e.g. I::lT::I r~, "M:~':l~S ~::Ib M"'"

l::lT; p~, for p~~, e.g. 'M MO,nn lb ':1 6VMn]b M'n' ',1.3
peNb.

(c) The pas!live of Pi"ll. vi7-. PII"al. in the Palmyrene tariff.

r~t~, e.g. r~~ M~bS I::lT' ~ ~VNn' " '~b r,:l lb'].
(d) The passive participles of Pn"ll. Aplal and SIIapllll,

formed exactly as in Arabic. Thus in Biblical Aramaic ,,;:tl?,
~~~, but r'J:'~~Z? "bound," Dan. iii. 23, 24, from "~~Z?;

Mn"'lr-lOb "hidden things," Oan. ii. 22, from "'Ir-IOb; ~~b
YTI-I --I -.-

Dan. v. 19. and l':»?~ nm~iJZ? E7-ra iv. IS. but n~¥~;:tl? Dan.

ii. IS. or l"l~~ Oan. iii. 22, from ~~~1.:'l?, ~~~. Also from

P~'nl. r'~~'9l? "!let lip, erected," Ezra vi. 3. from S~'tl~.
W. L.
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... , • , .... , r., • ,
Exactly so in 5yriac, ,..~, ,..~j ~, ~j I"" .\0,
I';'" ; 'n j and in Mandaitic, ,';''t.:lb "bles!iing." ,N'iN:Jb

" blessed" j N'ON~b "covering," 'NCN~ "covered" j "'i!)NIJ
"teaching," ~N~ "taught," j"i3N.b "bringing out," j'NiNb

."
"brought out." The corresponding Arabic forms are J.ii...

~...... "'J .... "' ...
Jj.i... ; Jj\L., Jjli...; Jj.i..., j.ii....

"(e) The existence of passive participles of Pa"cl and Aph'cl
after the Hebrew formation is not certain in Mandaitic, but Noel-

deke gives for the Pa"cl the possible instances of N"~' "the

highlands," for N:~~lf, and N~~~ N')~b, a name of Paradise,

lit. "the taken away of righteousness," Le. "the (land) of righteous
ness that has been taken nwa)'," =iI)~ On lhe olller hand, lhe

y \ :'

existenceofPu"al and I1oph'nl participles in modern 5yl'iac seems
tolerably certain. For example, in Pu"al, ~~ A,:?CD?-O " I have

healed thee," is lit~rally ~ fUr ~"'n "thou hast been

healed by me," the fern. being ~ ~, for l\OCXV?,,'n

.~ ....aJl 50 also in Pu"al, ~. &'-ib;""/. for ~ ~,

for ~ ~~; in Hoph'al,~ "raised up." X>!.~

" exalted" j with weakening of the vowel in the 2nd syllable.



CIIAI'TER IX.

TilE IRREGULAR VERBS.

I NOW proceed, with the Hebrcw Grammar in hand, to explain
to you thc principal forms of the Irregular Verbs. comparing
them. as before. with the corresponding forms in Arabic and
Syriac. and more rarely in other dialects.

I. Ver!Js 3.rV or Geminate Ver!Js.

I begin with the verbs V"V. or, as they are called in Arabic
Grammars. the dOl/bled or gcmillatc 71erhs or the solid 7lerbs.
The peculiarity here is the contraction of the trisyllabic root into
a disyllable by the rejection of the vowel of the second radical
or some other modification.

In classical Arabic thc rules of contraction are few and
simple.

(a) If all three radicals have vowels. the 2nd radical loses
its vowel. and unites with the 3rd. so ~s to form a double letter.

0., "'.,

Hence '-:--!-,... to causc." becomes '-:--..... ; V""""'"""' .. to touch."
~

• ... G "

V-; ~ "to become dear" (to one), '-:-'"' The original
form may be retained in poetry. for the sake of the metre. as

of, ..

I,~~ for ~. "they are stingy" i and in some verbs of the

forms J-j and j..; the contraction does not take place. as~.. ..
, ,. ,,~,

"to be knock-knced." e "to be sorc" (of thc eyes), ~ .. to
~ .. ~

be wisc." r-c,} "to be ugly." Vulg. Arab.• 1nadd. ·add. ~an".

15-2
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(b) If the first radical has no vowel, and the 2nd and 3rd
have, then the 2nd radical throws back its vowel on the 1st, and

...... "' ....
unites with the 3rd, so as to form a double letter. Hence~

'$ .. , ...... c.., ~", ... c.. .... '$,

becomes ~; ~, ~; .J~,~. The original forms

may be used by poetic license, as~for~. Vulg. Arab.,

YCfll1l11, yeJidd, yifaM.
(c) If the 3rd radical is vowelless, no contraction, generally

, "' ... ,
speaking, takes place. The forms in ordinary use are ~,

(d) Forms that might by rule remain uncontracted are
sometimes contracted in different ways. For example, the jus-

'" , c.. ... "'... L ... c.. ...

sive of ~ is ~, and the imperative ~I; but both. . . " ..
are usually contracted, with the help of a supplementary vowel,

into~ and............ Vulg. Arab., ZZl1It1, 'Md.I..· .
Bearing these rules in mind, we may proceed to compare the

Arabic forms with those of the Hebrew and Syriac, using chiefly
,

as our paradigms .,)y :1Q, and ),0.

~al. Here the uncontracted forms are relative~y far more

common in Hebrew than in Arabic, as ~~", l~", ''JI?, :1~9,
fem. n111~' plur. ~'1~, ~t'1n~, ~:1~19, ·~:1~9. The contracted

,
3rd sing. masc. :11;) and ),0 stand for saM and /Jazz, and these

il.

for saMa and bat:za, saba/Ja and bazat:a, like .,)) for .,).,)). Add a

suffix, and the doubling immediately becomes audible, '~~Ij, n~R

, , Q.

for ;abba-/lU; Aram. .........u:;)l; like Arabic "ri..,))' In the same

way in the 3rd pers. plur. ~:!1Q, ~J.:1, ]. Aram. ~r':J, Syr. Q.Ol,
~.

for sabalJ1i, tamam,i, d~a~rl, as in Arabic I,.» for ~)' The

retention of the tone on the 1st syllable is in accordance with
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. .. .

the primitive accent, but it is often shifted to the last syllable, as
> > >

~':;'!t ~::l1. The real existence of forms like ,::1\ Gen. xlix. 23,
~

and ~t.:l" Job xxiv. 24, is somewhat doubtful; but if genuine,
they would find their analogy in the Arabic forms of praise and

G J _ to ~ _LJ

blame,~ for ~,~ for c.:r--' and ~ for~. In

" tothe 3rd p. fem. sing., Syr. L.~ stands for bassall, (Bibl. Aram.

n1~, n~p, Mand. nNeN13, nN"'lNtt, nNSN), b(lSaS(ll j and simi-
c.. 'GJ... to .......

larty n?!;" for sabbath, sababal, as I.:,)')J for I.:,).)"'J' The pri-
> •

mitive accent is often retained, as in Mm n~ but may be
T .. J .. 'I' '

•
shifted, as in n::l" Is. vi. 12. In the 1st and 2nd persons, the

or -:'
'" to.... J ~.... 'to .."

normal form is the uncontracted Arabic ,:,.)~, ~J' \i.,),,)J'

which we find in Hebrew only in the forms 'J:lWT, Zech. viii. 14,
• : -y

15; my::I Deut. ii. 35. nut these forms may be altered in two:- ... ,
ways even in Arabic. Firstly, the 2nd radical may be dropped,
and its vowel go with it, or it may be transferred to the 1St radi-

.. L" , L..... .. ("... ..... to .. c.. .... ". c..

cal; as I.:,)~ for I.:,).).)J' ~ or~ for ~, L.:...-.c for

., .., "
~ "lO" •• So in Aramaic l~, ~l~, ~~, for btl8tl8la, basas-

10", basaslla". So in Hebrew, ~~ for la'1M",,,n, Num. xvii.

28. The 1St pers. sing., however, in Aramaic, is n~, Mand.

"'eN13, n'~, n'~N, Syr. ~j.; for bazsllh, bassit, b(18a&ti.

Secondly, the 3rd radical may coalesce in the usual way with
the second, and to make the doubling audible a vowel-sound may
be inserted after it. This vowel-sound seems to have been that
of the diphthong all or ai, which was favoured by the corre-

sponding forms of the verbs 3rd J and ,.s, as I.:,)j,)J, ~)'

More probably however it was ai, which is far more frequent in
the language than nil, occurring alone for instance in all the
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derived conjugations. Hence L:.J..l.l; would become (through the
impossible raddl(l) r(UM(I;ler, and this is the ordinary form at the
present day, mddail, radclt'l, and ill Algiers mild/I. We have
seen, however, that the diphthong ai passed in some cases into

'If
"; for instance, Arab. ~\, Heb. r~, i1~; C'J:1~, from n~~,

s....... .so ......
~; "';?1 or '1~1' from ~'~'J?1; and in Arabic itself c4\,rJ

SGf ..... ~ $" ,. ......~ ..
for 4:.,.l, dimin. of e4l..l. Hence out of ~.J,; sprang the form

~ 1J.

c.:.J\.ly the dialectical existence of which is vouched for by the
grammarians; and hence the Hebrew J:'~!, ~, 'J:'!Q, for

s(lbbctli, sababli. Of course the Hebrew 4 in these forms might
be as readily derived from an original er/l, but we have no
evidence of the existence of a form rm!d(1II1", whereas rm((""I(, is
a known dialectical variety of rat/de,;I".

The infinitive construct in Hebrew exhibits two forms: un-

contracted, Tt~, :lil9~, far more rarely with er, ~~~~q~. h;. xxx.

18, ~a~,,~. Ps. cii. 14; and contracted, ri. 1n, :lb, far more

rarely with a, ''1, Is. xlv. I, ;r?, Jerem. v. 26. These are, of

course, nothing but segolates of the same form as the Arabic
s s

.l,;' .lJ'

The Arabic imperative presents to us, as I explained above,
~... ...... '" G ,.

the forms .l,; (~,;" .J.i: ~.. These are exactly equivalent to

the Hebrew :lb, cl:t, ,t perhaps also'J Ps. cxix. 22; in Ara--,

maic, ~, Mand. ~\, "wash," 'N' .. dwell"; Syr. 1a..O, ~,.. , ....
,£l (from ,£l, ,JZU). An example of the uncontracted form is..
~'!~, Jerem. xlix. 28, corresponding to an Arabic ~) for

io~

'r,;'
The Arabic imperfect has, as explained to you, the forms
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~ ... ~ - ~ --
'>,t!. }j.'~' The first of these is reproduced exactly in the

•Ilebrew ::lb' for 1'aslIlJIJ, 1'asllblm, 1',ulmbll, with suffix ',)::10'.. .-\ :'

plural, ~::tC' for ytlSllbhii, ytlSllbbli1la. This 6 has rarely been..
weakened into fi, but we find examples in r~': h. xlii. 4, l~':

Prov. xxix. 6, .,~ Ps. xci. 6. These may not improbably have..
been influenced by the imperfect of verbs ,..V, as in Mand.,
where 1'b',) (from 1Nb) is identical with 0"'') (rom !:»tt" and
conversely 1l't") re dwells," 1tot)') re commits adultery," cannot
be distinguished from ON;") "be hot," IN,'n .. desirest" In

~ • io __

intransitives like the Arabic V-' ~. where the character
istic vowel of the imperfect is a, the Hebrew no longer maintains
the ancient 1'a#al, but employs the more recent )#Ial. Thus
the imperfect of ~ is not ~: but ~\ for 1';11Irar, 1'amrar.

So 1'1.\ 1"}\ and a few more. In I Kings i. I the form is

pointed on' instead of on' The reason of this deviation from- . -...
the (orm with a in the first syllable probably was that ~:' i:t:,
V'}:' too closely resembled in their vocalisation that of the

frrfect. Indced ~:' 1':';, and ''1:, rightly appear llS verbal

roots in our lexicons. This has not however prevented the sub
stitution of the form ~bT' for !I1.:)j' in Gen. xi. 6, because the sin-

:1" .,.
gular mllst actually have been cj" not CT'. In the fem. plur.

i1~'~~T;', i1~'~~';'. the c.Iiphthong""" has ~~ain been inserted to
facilitate the pronunciation of the contracted forms, which stand
respectively for It1s1mblla and Inilil"a, the intermediate steps
being Itrsllbbll", 1,,#"11", then I,Ullbballla, lali/lm·lIn.

The Aramaic dialects go their own way in the formation of
the imperfect and infinitive. They throw back the lost doubling

. ....
of the 2nd and 3rt! rnc.licals upon the 1St. Hence P'\ 1Q.QJ.

, 111 , .. • '"

~. ~, r:';-J' for 1'idll~'~, tU~bllJ13, etc., from1'adll!:!:II,lIaIJllJ13I1j
P••

and in the infinitive, P1l?, ~. for tn;4a~, tnebJ1aJ1. The
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Hebrew also has this form in such words as tl":J\ VJ1~; '~.

~'r~; Ct:\~, ~~; 'i1~~l!', Jerem. xix. 3, for 'i1~7~¥~; and so
forth.

The participle active has in Hebrew the uncontracted form
fli, r~M, ~;n, whereas in Arabic the contraction is prevalent,
s s
- , s "
J~, 1£b.., and the uncontractcd JIb.. occurs as a rare poetic

.-
license. In vulg. Arab. however the uncontracted ~t-. is

common in the masc. sing., whereas in the fern. sing. and in the
plur. masc. and fern. the contracted form is more usual. In
Syriac the form has been influenced by that of verbs ",V. The

l"-! \\.. •....~
sing. masc. is therefore 1~. "lE. like ~JooIoJ, but the fern. sing.

and the plurals are regular. ~, ~. ~. for ',UiI,'I, ',ilill",
'dlittl,,'. In Bibl. Aram. we find the uncontracted plur. I'~?M'
Dan. iv. S. v. 8. as KIIlltbh, the ~lrj being I'~Y. as also in

Samarit. ~~Y' ;,I.},V·.
Let us now glance rapidly at the derived conjugations.
Nipllal. Here the chief peculiarity in Hebrew is the pure

vowel of the 1St syllable, :l,?~, ,r:q, ~R~, for lltlSabIJ, Ila~ltIrr,

lIa~a", from lIaslmlJ, lIa~rar, lIa#al. Curiously enough. however,
we find here the intransitive vowels of the Kal also used in the

2nd syllable; e.g. D~~. ~p.~, r~; and so in the fern.. ,?~,

but ;,?'?~; and in the plur., ~~t:.?~, ~~~, but also !It:J~, ~~~.
This seems due to the resemblance of :lD) to the ordinary lfal-,.
~n, whence the same variations that were admissible in the one-,.
came in course of time to be thought allowable in the other.
Others think that the (} forms are due to the influence of verbs
"'V. There is a fourth form, which altogether gives up the

1 A poliliiole instnnce of tllb; Aramaic Curm ill lIeon:w i~ ~~~r, Jcrem. UX. 16

(A7/4toM), if we derive it from DOf;; ilW, the liing. being ~~ for cgi;.
I tf,11 OCCllrl nlllO in Palmyrenc I in PalllIitininn Syrinc both ))11 and wn

"suffering" are found: the former wo,d makes ita plural ,,)P.)
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doubling and inflects exactly like the {(a/ of ~~, for the same

reason as the first three; ~.g. i1?9.~, i1R~a, ~S!.a. A fifth form

resembles the ordinary Niph"al in the vowel of the first syllable,

as .,t:1~, Mt}~, Stt~, and gives the plur. "=l~, ~Snl~; participp.

C·~~, C'~~. This seems to be a secondary formation from

''J~, nr:t~, S'J~, after the fashion of Niph"al tJ~~ from I,{al eJ*
- Of the 2nd person examples are very rare; but we find

C1j~~ side by side with eJ;\7~~ and r;.7t:1~ .-Similarly in the

first person we have ·J:';~R~, with the plur. ~)~~?, Micah ii. 4

where the supplementary vowel ~ has been weakened into 12.
For the sake of comparison with the above I need only mention

" .. to .... c.. ....... (.,

the Arabic forms .J~I for i"lJamm i 2nd pers. c:.J)~\, uncon-, ,

tracted.-In the imperfect, the ordinary form is :llp~, for yissabll,

by assimilation and contraction for Yflllsa!Ji!J; as Mr, ,~\ S~~.

The uncontracted form occurs in :l:l~', Job xi. 12. The corre--...
sponding plural naturally exhibits the double letter, ~::l~~, ~':J~\

contracted for Ytllls"biM(lIfl), y",IIluld;tMC1l,,). Such words as

P".~, Prov. xi. I S. xiii. 20, and r'~, Ezek. xxix. 7, follow the

analogy of verbs rV. In Arabic, for the sake of comparison,
-s.,. <....... ~ ... L.... , ." ... to .....

take~ for .J~I plur. C),,~.

o,! "L!
lIiph'II. In the perfect the Arabic form is ~I for )..f.""1. 2nd

'(",LI ... c.. t ... t.. !
pers. c:.J)~I. Contractions like ~ '" 1 and ~ .' t!l 1, for

... Lt .... Lt
~ ", "' .... I. are very rare in the classical language. The Hebrew

follows the form IIl#tl/ or hintl! instead of Ilt'~Ia/; e.g. i'1::t,
'~1, :J~:J, Srt,j, which stand for hMa#, lu'sc!Jb, etc., by con

traction for kid~,,~, his6t'b. The uncontracted form in its latest

stage appears in 1'~1":', "'~.:J, which never undergo contraction

(also in Syriac ~l: Mand. S'S'Ni1). and in the participle
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C'~b Ezek. iii. 15. The fern. sing. and plur. actually exhibit.: -,

the doubling n~Ij::t. ~~Ij::t, ~~i?'''' ~t\!, ~V1!, ~~.,. The

2nd pers. usually has the form "t'V1~. (J;;~~:':J). CJ;V!~. The

original 1St pers. IItl#a/t; occurs in all its purity in '~':J1'

Jerem. xlix. 37 j and a modification of the 2nd pers. in r:bn.,
T:--

and m,g,-n for "it/Jalta and hiphrarta.-In the imperfect the
T : - •• :'

i. ~ ,.# c... ...

Arabic form is~ for .)~. The Hebrew preserves a purer
.- .-

vowel in the 1st syllable, :10' for )'tisllJlJ, contracted from )'trslJilJ
"T

for yaslJilJlI. r~~, ~~; plur. ~~J::1~ for ytr9 liIl1(lIa}.

In the Aramaic dialects the doubling is thrown back upon
the 1st radical, as in the imperfect Pc'al, whence arise the forms

P1iJ. S~m or S31~iJ, ~" for Pi1.7::t, ,~" impf. j'j~,~. To

these correspond such Hebrew imperfects as :1~~, CJ3~, ~J::1~.
The plural however has two formations, one of which retains the
doubling of the 2nd radical, whilst the other is purely Aramaic
in dropping it. The former is exemplified by ~::lI~~L the latter

by ~f!). Deut. i. 44·
• i "c..... ,. c.. c..j

The passive is in Arabic ~\ for .)~\, 2nd pers. '-=-'J-t-""' ,
it,. vi ...... (., ...

impf. J~ for .).)~. The Hebrew form :11?\' stands for Ims-

lJalJ, but has been influenced by the corresponding form of verbs

rV, C~'; e.g. SIj\', "Jj~n, fem. n~Ij\'. In the imperfect

we find a treble formation, as in the lIiph'il, there being forms
(I) like P1~', in pause for i'1~" resembling :1Q~; (2) like n~~,

plllr. ~~~, resembling :1~~, plur. ~~~~; and (3) like ~~~, Job

•xxiv. 24 j ~IDM' in pause for !It.",., Job xix. 23, resembling the
T \' ., -:1\

Aramaic pj,=, and r~'1~'

11. A. VerlJs of 'which the 1St mdical ;s w or y.

Of these the former, rg, are by far the more common in the
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Semitic languagcs. Thc number of vcrbs first J' in Arabic and
Ethiopic is very small indeed; in Hebrew and Syriac it appears
to be larger, but this phenomenon is due to a peculiar change
which verbs first '{(I undcrgo in these two languages.

I. The normal form of verbs first '1(1 in the perfect of the
""" ,,,, "",. ",

first or simple form is that of the Arabic, ~" ~"" ~",. t',.
." " " " "
~~, ~J' ~,. Similarly in Ethiopic, CD"R: CDUt: CDtR: <001\:

" " "
ow,P:. The only example that I remember in Ethiopic of the

change of w into y is in 1\££"0: "to make known," the causative

of an unused P£"O: lIeb. V":!:. The corresponding Arabic verb

is t" .. to put, place, store up, deposit"; what we .. know" is

that which we have" placed" or" stored up" in the mind for use'.
In Hebrew the initial 1(1 almost invariably passes into J', unless

protected by a preceding con1l0nant; hence ,S'. "1V~, rV" V"~,
-,j'. VJ~, ~" • ." .. NY~ The same remark applies to the Ara-

m~ic; e.g. in Biblical A;amaic, :1;:1> V1:. further .,?~, 'i2~' ;'?:.
n,' Hut the later Aramaic dialects vocalise this '. and turn it

-:. :

into a simple vowc1l. Hence in Syriac ~. ,,~. 4...~. ..0....
• • .. s •

which are commonly written in the oldest MSS. with prefixed ale)ll.

~!. ,,;..!' etc.; and in Mandaitic :1'nv. "Nj'V or "'j'V. ~nv·
,

The verb :1;:1:. M"nd. :1NrtV. ,,1110 occurs in Syriac as~. but
" ,

the more common form is .:;).:n... which appears in the Talmud
Ycrih-;halmi a1l :1~, in which form the n i1l elided and its vowel

I [The eXI,lnnnllon of 17", "know," from Ihe Ambic f">J is due 10 Schullens

bul hns nol found gcncntl ncccpll.nce. The fil'!ll mdical 7il Ihe verb "10 know"
il ' nol only in Hebrew, Ammnic and Elhiopic, hUl 1.110 in Slllxtean, and perhaps
In A~~yrinn (sce Dclil7.~ch, "'"yr. Cra",,,,. ". 308). The verh lherefore is now
1,''-'I1I:mlly lnken 10 he: lrue: '''D. Even in Amhie:, ns Niil.leke oll!lCrvCll, lhere I~ n

... ,'-,
lrnee of n root t~ dislinct from eJ (t~\). The forms wilh \ after a prefix

(P'1\n, 17'1\' ele.) nre 10 he explnined in Ihe lIl1me way as ~:nn, .oJol. i,,/rtJ,
p. 2.2.)
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thrown Lack on the initiallctler. The Assyrian exhibits a further
modification of the ground-form, since, according to the gram
marians, the initial syllable is written with N, :l~N for :lt1"
N~N for N~', '''''IN for "'. There is nothing antecedently im
probable in this change of sound, since in Syriac wc find these

sounds confounded in ".... compared with "...;1',~ compared
... 11. a. .....

, .. ~r
with 4, whilst in Arabic we have t) from <DC~: Mj:' In

Arabic every initial J may be pronounced with hamza, if ac
companied by the vowel; or u (but not 0); e.g. one may say

"J ...., , " -'J , i

t:.~\ for r.L.:.J , ;",L...\ for ;oJL...J , ~\ for ~)' . ~\ for. ':>J
... ". " "" ... 'w" "r "

:, c..t s ...,

(but not ~\ for ~J)'
In the imperfect indicative of the first form the Ethiopic retains

the w, .fCDC\~: .fCDCh:, with the exception of .f1}1l: (= .f}JCD'1l:)
from <DUn: (by transposition for .feD'}J{I:). In the subjunctive
the w is occasionally retained, as in .feD''!C: "throw, pelt,"
.feD'l>tW: or .e<DocJ»tW: "argue, go to law," .e<D'h~: "lead, carry,"
.eCD17\: "butt"; but ordinarily the <D is rejected, and the sub
junctive appears as .fh~: or .f()~: .e{\~: .f~h: .e1(: pU{I:
.fEl7\:: This rejection of the initial w is the rule in Arabic with
all verbs which have ; as the characteristic vowel of the imper-

fect, and with a few that have 0; e.g. ~J' ~; ~J' ~; L.:.J,J,'.. .. ..
L.:.J~; ~J' ~; t:iJ' ~; ~J'~' But the J is retained.. ..
when the characteristic vowel is 11, and generally when it is 0;

, ... ... ..... c...... ,.., ...... t-.... Gc..... J,.".... .. ...,,-, t ... , 1 ..........

e.g. fl:"J'~)!.; ttJ' tt'%; "'J' oJ)!. (for oJ,J,%); ,y,,' J'!)!. "have.. ..
t ... ,. 1.. c.. ...

murrain"; J"'J' J"')!' "be clean and fair." There arc, however,

some interesting dialectical varieties, which I must notice. Firstly,

initial J passes into y, yielding the forms ~~, t:t~, ('f:!'f.

"make mistake." Next, the sound of the 0 in this diphthong

prevails over the other clement, and the forms pass into ~~,
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~~. ~~. Thirdly. the vowel of the first syllable may be

weakened into i, and give us the forms ~. ~. ~.
, "r"· ~

Lastly, the vulgar forms of the present day are J..-~. ~~,

,.# .. ... "'" ... '" ... '"

~.%. o11J!.. l:Ji'%' instead of ~, ~, ~, ~'I:J.,t. We also
"" "" " , '"

find at the present day ill Egypt the forms y/~nf, y/~n', ylfal, and
ya#f,J'a~I', but they are comparatively rare.

Let us glance now at Hebrew. Here one form of the imper-

fect is represented by -teJ::l, ''J~, ::It?.'~, ~j~, 'R~, apparently

identical with the normal Arabic ..ill, ~. The a was weakened

as usual into i, and then lengthene~ beiore the tone into c, "r-t,
''J\ for lilid, yirid. A form like 'j?~ is against Arabic rule;

~

and forms like OP", ~~P" show that the fiT! was retained in
··TIU 'VTI··'

the 2nd syllable before the tone, which has led some to think
that it might have a diphthongal origin. They would derive

,~~, "l}.\ ~'J~.• from ,~;~. ''J~~. ~'J;~. according to the dia-
... "'" c..... ...", c.. ...

lectical Arabic ~,~. Another form of the Hebrew
"

imperfect is represented by ~'~, ;?'. (as well as ;"2~, t~'~'

Here we have, no doubt, the dialectical Arnbic ~, ~.
" "

The original a of the 1st syllable became ;. and this worked the

change of w into y. In one word, S,:,,, the imperfect S,:,~,
T -

resembles in form the vulgar Arabic J..-J!.' We may consider it

as the last weakening of an original S~1~' S~;·'.
Pa!!sing on to the Aramaic dialect!!, We find in Syriac the

imperfect written with an filaph, ~lJ, lJlJ. It seems to me that
the original pronunciation was lItflndh, "Amlh, as in the dialec-

I [Bul corn\,. \'. I Ro.]
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tical Arabic ~~, ~~; and that ti was weakened into i (for

which we have abundant analogies), whence the Eastern forms

~}j, l.\'li. Others think. however, that this form arose by
., • I

assimilation of the verbs '''1) and N"I), such as \\~U, ~J.i.
I ,

The Western Syrians weakened the I still further into t, ~l.i,

lili, as in the verbs N"I) JoP. In Mandaitic the first syllable

has " probably i, as ':U~"V, "I give," "'\Mp'), 'Np') or ""');

~,~ and ~,,'n, from ~'V '-, '~" These forms with tI in the
second syllabic are remarkable.

Let us next examine the imperative mood.
In Ethiopic, where the initial w is lost in the subjunctive,~t

also disappears in the imperative. We occasionally find such "
forms as <D"l£:: or <D't£:: .. hew, cut out," <D'1£:: "pelt, stonc";
but the usual ones are 'I>£:: or +t::, 1£:: or 1£::, I.~:, U.fl:, Q~::

In Arabic, all verbs that lose the J in the imperfect, also drop it
(., L. l" t. ...

in the imperative; hence ~, ~)' ",)). t:i. ~... In those that
, "

retain the J' it is necessarily changed, on account of the pros-
... .... c.. .... c..

thetic vowel, into a letter of prolongation; ~! for ~J~ from
.. ..

" J ... .,. J ... (.... 1. .......
J;,; ~JI for ~JI from ~,. The vulgar form of the present

day in Egypt is t2lJaf, t2fal, 12;0', t28i1l, t2lid; more rarely t;of,
I;a', Ifal, or ;1/

In Hebrew the forms waver somewhat: :1~, '1, N¥, V1;
. but perhaps ,." Uudg. v. 13). On the other hand, N.", ".,..

• -: '1": -:

~1~ (Deut. xxxiii. 23) but also ~ and t":', and even p~~ as

well as p¥ .. pour." In Syriac, on the contrary, the initial letter
. ,

is retained in the imperative, with the exccption of~ from
", , I ro
~, \\l from \\~, and oQ from oQA.o. In Mandaitic the. . .
form is not common in the extant literature. Nocldeke gives no
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examples but ::t~nv and ~~n "sit"; ::tNM "give," with the curious

variations ::t,r!V, ::t""M, and before enclitics with ~, in the sin
gular, M::tn and M::t,.,M, plur. tJrt and tL.,M.

In Arabic, the verbs which drop the initial J in the imperfect
and impcrative U!;ually lose it also in onc of thc commoncst
forms of thc infinitive, taking, as a sort of compensation, the

5, S S, $,

feminine tcrmination; e.~. ~.)~ as well n... .,)J~ and i.,)J~ or i.,)J~;

$, S c.. 5 c.. 5 , • 1",. 5 "

~)' as well as ~.J' or &.:.J); i.)&, as well as ~J; ~, as wcll
, ",."

5L, L
as \;,cy Precisely corresponding infinitives in Hebrew, as rrrz,
Mp":!; generally howcver, 1"17, 1"11, nm, n~~, nM~ (for

nMY), for lidnl, etc. In nu, the pnthnclu are due to the gut-., .~ - -
S'-, 5"

tural, as in L:.,), i.tw. The masculine form !l:! in Job is a

rarity, and equally so the contracted feminine n~ in 1 Sam. iv.

19. Examples of the fuller form are M'~, .,b~, ,,~ (Ps. xxx. 4),. . .. . .
pY~. The Ethiopic supplies us with many substantives of this

cln."s, but not infinitives, as t:\.P.t: C.P.t: o"t: e1\t:: In Ara

maic thcre arc likewisc a fcw, e.g. Mf::)U, Dan. ii. 14; 1!L;,"... .
l~, l~\; 11.;;' is probably to be regarded as borrowed

from the Hcbrew ,,'u.....
Passing on to the derived conjugations, I would first direct

your notice to the transitive or causative Hipll'lI, in Hebrew

,~~\., . The presence of the , is sufficient guarantee that the

verb originally began with this letter; an original ~ must have

yielded "~~~iT. The Arabic and Ethiopic have preserved for us
"",t •• , , , ,

the purcr form ~J\' I"(])-"~:, in Syriac ,sol, \\lOt, \\la...· In

the passive Hoph'nt, the weak consonant is vocalised, :1~n for
, 'f , (..j

:1~~, as in Arabic ~,\ for ~J\'
" "
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In the same way, in the reflexive and passive Niph'al, the

Hebrew ,~') stands for ,~,~, according t~ the form ~~p~,

whereas ,~~, is by assimilation from '~')' corresponding to an
•• Y" •• T:"

Arabic o.\l~ from .w~I. Such forms, though not uncommon in
~ ~

the modern language, are not deemed classical.
The reflexive cOIIJilgalio,ls formed with the prefix la require a

little more attention.
The simplest is the Aramaic filhptW. Of this the oldest

shape is to be discerned in the Ethiopic i'm&'\.'?: .. be born,"
T<DiJO: "be given." In Syriac it always appears with vocalised

y, ~Ll for 'eI/l-y-li'dh. and that from 'cth-'lc'-IMh, .:::xiu1.1·
s. ••

In Mandaitic however the vowelless )'odh is dropped. giving

~'i'U1y, "~n'bj but" she was given" is nN~MN'ny, as in Syr.

~Ll The corresponding conjugation in Arabic is. as. ..
you may remembe-r, the 8th, if/a"a/a, j.i...Ai1 for J.i.V. This

should give us J(;,~, ~,~; but these impossible forms neces

sarily become ~I, ~" .).~I, ~I, the existence of which
". , ,. '"

is admitted, although the assimilation of 'lv/ into It is greatly
, ....G , ..... .......... , ... ~

preferred: J!.i~, u-u~, ~~, J..:u~. The imperf. of the former is

J'3~, cJij~, ~~; of the latter ~, ~,~. So usual has
,. " , ,.,. .".

this assimilation become that many secondary roots beginning

with / have been formed from this conjugation; e.g. ..ili .. to be

born in one's house, be hereditary"; ~ "be wide," ~ IC fear
,. , ,. ,,,,,I

God," ..;..!:; .. rely on," ~I "insert,"
~ 'E-

~L is an example of this sort'.

, .....l-j

~I "suspect." In Syriac

I [l>ror. Wright's MS. citcs also ~L, latc IIcb. IP-J;\, "'hich some schollll'1i
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On the reflexive of the Hebrew Pi"ll, viz. UithjJtt'aJ, in Syr.

~ll, I will merely remark that the prefixed syJlable some-.
times preserves the initial w (rom passing into y. So in l"1~l"1,

y-: .

~~, M~y;\':1; whence in post-biblical Hebrew the substan-

tives ~~1' and ,,~~. The Syriac ,!.Ol] is hardly a parallel, be-
ap

C"llI~ in that language we have the Pa"el ~ and the noun

1" p
~.

The tendency to assimilate the w to the (ollowing letter,u.
which we saw in the Arabic 8th conj. ~" appears in the other,
dialects in some other (orms. In Hebrew, (or instance, 11J' =

~J assimilates in IIiph'il and 1I0ph'al, 1l~~, ~::,. The same

is the case with J'YM and ~; and with the rad. n~~, impf.. . . \

nY', Niph. n¥), Hiph. n~¥M. In other instances the assimila-

ti~~ is merel;" sporadic, a~' in ,DY', ~~ and even n'~l"1 (in!.
.., YT \

Hoph'al). In Aramaic instances o( a similar kind are S:a~ from
\ .

~~~ = S:,~, :m~, Oan. vii. 26 [Compl., Norzi, Baer], (rom :3n~;.. : .,. . . '.
Syr. \\~, ~'1J, from \\~, ~i..:, whence in Bibl. Aram. Yj~~,

with dissimilation o( dd into M.

2. The verbs which are really ~"!) are very few in number in
the Semitic languages, and call for but little notice. In Hebrew

there arc only seven or eight altogether; t1N~, ~, not used

in ~at j e'~> ~; :3f:)" not usctl in the perf. ~at; p~:; Tit,
~, not used in perf. I;{al j ~:; and the Hiph'ils S~~~;:r and

".connect with~; ~~: 10 still Mllhlllu Ilnd Volck, 11th ed., '. But~

•• 1: __•
like the Syriac ~ seems mther to be l\ denomlnlltive from ~, .triM

(10 Noldeke; cf. Friinlc.el, 1.111,""",. 1" 173), Ilnd therefore quite distinct from Jpn,

~l, ~.]
W.L.
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r~~:j. .,~~ is doubtful, and may be "'I); at least the Niph'al

is .,~), Is. xliii. 10. The imperfects are ~~,~, ::l~'~' p~~~, rR~~'

~ t ~ t",
~", according to the Arabic form lJN~ for lJN~; but in-- . ,
stances of assimilation occur, as rw~ (1 Kings iii. I5). ""'~ (I Sam.

vi. I 2), ~. The H iph'il is :1'~'lj for ::l~~~l':!' P'~~;::t, S'7','j,
t'~'tt, but the original diphthong is retained in .,'Gtl':!, Prov. iv.

25, Ps. v. 9 (~~re). In two cases the form "'~\' secms to be

used, falsely conforming to verbs rI), viz. Ps. v. 9 (Kethibh) and

Is. xlv. 2 (K~thibh). The same has happened with ~'~\'. Syr.

~i j and with the Niph'al ~M~). The Niph'al of .,~, is- -,
likewise. as we have seen, .,~) (Is. liii. 10). and its Hoph'al .,¥~,

(Is. liv. 17). The latter form would b~ quite ell re,g-Ie from a
, , c.....c.

verb '''I), because in Arabic too ~\ would become in the
", , '""

passive V-!'\' for ~\, the t.J conforming to the preceding, ,

vowel. In Syriac ~f and .ci..1' are the only words that
exhibit the radical y, and the latter of these has a second form

.o.iol', which seems to have carried the day in Mandaitic, if wc
may judge by the word MP)'%) .. foster, guardian," for MP)~'

The Mand. equivalent of ~l' is also ",~'lN,'. In the 8th
conj. of the Arabic the same assimilation takes place as in verbs

,..... ,,,,,," ." .... 'ft

"'I), e.g. ~\, ,;-1\, ~1., , ,

11. B. Verbs of which the middle radical is w or y.

In treating of these verbs, "'31 and '''V in Hebrew Gram
mar, we must, at the outset, distinguish carefully betwecn
verbs that never undergo contraction, and those which, ac
cording to my view, are generally or always contracted.
To the former class, for example, belong in Arabic many

" ,
verbs of the form j.A..i, as J~ .. to bc flaccid" or .. pendu-
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'" " '" .,
Iou!!," ';y>" "to be very white and black" (of the eye), )~ "to be

, ,

one-eyed," J~ If to squint," ~ "to have the disease called, ,
s"
~"(ofa camel). ¥ "to be tender and flexible" j in Hebrew,

"1':' "be white," P1! "expire," M1~ "cry out," Mn "be airy and

wide," :3~t:t "be hostile to," ~.~~ .. be weary" j in Syriac, J~
, ,

"be white," Ja.. "leap," 10J "rejoice" j and in all three lan-

guages verbs that are also rS or ,."" as . t:J')', M'., .....oJ; . t:::;,
-=r" • y' t "'ff' .I

i1'i1, loo,. What principle guided the Semitic languages in the..
contraction or non-contraction of verbs rp and '''p, I am un-

'" " , "
able to state. I do not know why wr became w\;., and

, ,
L.:J,.., L.:JLo, whilst J,,- and ,;~ remained uncontracted j neither

, ,,..
can I tell you why the Hebrew says M~, while the Arab changed

-T

his ~ into ~t.: '.
The uncontracted verbs '''p and '''p we may pass over alto

gether, as their inflexion is exactly like that of the regular verb.
It is only the contracted ones that require our attention. And
here I may remark that some grammarians of note, among them
Aug. MUller, Noeldeke and Stade, regard this class as actual
specimens of biliteral roots. Stade, for example, calls them
mi//c1vocalig", .. having a vowel in the middle," and denies alto
gether the correctness of the term '''p, for says he (p. 109) "these
roots never had a consonant' in the second place." For my
own part, I prefer the older view, which is held by the Arab
grammarians themselves, and for which I think we shall dis
cover many good reasons as we go along.

rhe question of the existence of verbs '''1' in Hebrew has been

, (With the exception of verbs which hllve ' III their third radiCAl (e.g. m~,

e.Jill nil thll!lC verbs In which middle' or ' 18 trented III n con!lOnl\nt, Ap(lCllr to be

denominl\tive8 nndto hllve been formeUl\t Il rellltively lllte period.-N.]

16-2
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finally settled by Noeldeke in the ZDMG. xxxvii. p. 525, in
the affirmative [as against the view of Ewald that such forms as
C'~ and t'~ are not true '''V verbs but shortened Hiph'ils from

roots r'V]. To this article I refer you for all necessary informa
tion on the subject.

If you consult the Arab grammarians, they will tell you that

such words as rU, w\;. and JU:" had originally a , in the
second place, which has generally been vocalised; whence it
comes that its place is occupied by a long vowel, which must
under certain circumstances be shortened. The rules for these
processes are few and simple.

(I) If three open syllables follow one another in succession
the first of which has short (I and the other two any of the three
vowels, then the vowel of the second syllable is rejected, and the

second radical is changed into long d. Hence J; becomes JU.
,. , "''' , .. , '" '"

w.f- becomes w\;., J"b becomes JU:..' If, however, the first,.
radical has " and the second i, the latter vowel, as being the

~

clearer, generally predominates, so that J;; becomes J+i;
~ ~

although some of the Arabs contracted the form more regularly
,. ~

into J;. whilst others gave the long vowel the intermediate
sound of u, ;i2/a.

(2) If the 1st radical be vowelless, and the 2nd and 3rd
radicals have vowels, then the vowel of the second is thrown

back upon the I st, and the J or ~ becomes the corresponding
.,..,.t. ....

letter of prolongation or long vowel. Hence J~ becomes
... , .. ,. _0' L.... ... "'.. "L..t '" t .,. ("...... ..

J~, ~~ ~~. J~ J~, r"";\ ,.l:il. ,.~ r=f: !.

Should the final radical under any circumstances lose its vowel,
then the preceding long vowel must be shortened. The jussive

L.. ... , .......... c.. ,.,. c.."" '" "... c......... to. ... "'... ,. ",,'I

J~ becomes ~, ~~ ~, J~ ~, ~ ~, ~UI.,. ,.
., ",,,t ,.", ... ,. c... ...

~\. ~..~! ~:!. A further consequence of these changes

is that the imperative of the 1St conjugation drops the now
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(" ~.. to,..-..- (.. ... ~ C,J

useless prosthetic "'if; J;\ becomes J;\, Ji\, Ji; or perhaps

we may rather say that it never required the prosthetic a/i/, for
...... '" c... J t... ...

the original J,i would naturally become J; and then Ji.
(3) In the perfect of the 1St conjugation, when the first

radical has t' and the third is vowelless, contraction takes place,
but the vowel of the first radical is affected either by the

;> L"

consonant or the vowel of the middle syllable. Hence e..:.-j
"'" t...... '" c.. ...

becomes, not ~, but ~, through the influence of the J'
"" c......... ... (.,

and c:.J.;:!-' becomes &.::.J~, through the influence of the L,!; but

, .... , ."(,, ,(".1 ' .... '

~y becomes ~, not~ or ~ i.";", through the
, ,

influence of the vowel i, which is characteristic of the intransi
tive form. Where these influences are combined, their operation

,. c"J,

is of course the more certain; ~f can become nothing but
,. c..... ,. (, , "" "-

~, and~ nothing but ~.
, ,

So much for the Arabic rules. Let us next study the forms
of the Ethiopic, Hebrew and Syriac paradigms as compared
with those of the Arabic.

The Arabic rli stands, as we have seen, for rJi, ...;\:;.. for
"J'uf'"' Ju, for JJ\,. The corresponding Ethiopic forms £:R:

"run," 'Pi\: "conquer," mol: "go," ni\: "come," Ul,Ql): "set," cT.l.m:
"turn," are not identical with the Arabic, for the Arabic long
tf does not ordinarily become" or f in Ethiopic. The Ethiopic
forms have been obtained by simple rejection of the vowel of
the second radical, and subsequent change of the resulting diph
thongs flIl, ai, into ~,(1. Thus 1'Q7Vala, sayama, became 1'all[a,
s,'ym", and then 1"'1", sblla. These vowels are retained through
out the whole inflexion of the perfect, £:Rt: £:R"'n: Ul,Ql)t:
UL,(I\)l'1: etc. The Hebrew form of the 3rd pers. sing. mase. is
still more peculiar, and indeed very hard to explain. As Arabic
long (f regularly becomes" in Hebrew, we should have expected
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C'~ to yield ;0111 as the equivalent of rli ;tlma, and not ;cilJl.

How then is this form ;a"" e,~, from ;4m, to be explained?

Assimilation to the class V"P can scarcely have been in opera
tion, for CR is always carefully distinguished from ~~ in its

~ ~

punctuation, and besides the fem. and plur. are itbt." mn, not. r-;'"tT -r;
~ ~

~'2, ~p. It would seem as if. in this case, the Hebrew,

attaching more weight than the Arab did to the characteristic
vowel of the form, had shortened the original ;m""'11 into ;am,
and then derived the other persons from this shortened form as
a base'. Similarly, the Hebrew differs from the Arabic in the
turn which it gives to verbs with It and i in the second syllable.

,. ,. '~'" ,
The Arab changes L:.Jr into L:.J\..o, and J;. into Ju,; but the..
Hebrew attached more weight to the vowels as characteristic of
the intransitive form, and spoke not 'lUll/I, but ~ lIletll (for lIlit,

from ",awit); not IJdsn or 'tlr, but ~~ MsII and .,;N 'Jr (for
!Jusll and 'ur. from !JawllsII, 'awur). These forms resemble those

(if "c.. ,. c..~ .,.,. c.. ,.

of the Arabic 2nd pers. ~, ~, ~, for L:.Jr' ~J="-'
"" '" ",.

" c.. ..,
~~. In Aramaic the ordinary form is precisely what we
should expect, with long tI corresponding to the Arabic cl; e.g.

~." ~, X1J5,~ j Mand. ON/D, R?NI) "remain"; but ~,-ty T •

Mand. M'b, corresponding to Heb. MQ. The 3rd pers. sing.

fem. is in Arabic ~li, ~l., ~lco.., ~\b, L:.J.JL.. .. The

Heb. n,?~, I'tt~, n~, n~:i, with the tone ordinarily on the

1St syllable, arc derived directly from the forms of the masc.

CR, MQ, ~~; but w~ also find n~~. with older termination,

Ezek. xlvi. 17. The Aramaic forms are n~ Dan. iv. 30; Syr.-.. '
, It ma, be, however, that the sound or tbe vowel was even ilill somewhat

longer than tbat or Il, somelbing between il and 4, as the spelling 1:IKp' in Hos. x. I ..

may _m to iDdicate.
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Similarly in
." '" J '" ~."

the 3rd pers. plur., \rU, \jl.. \y\c;.. ~u" \J.)L, corresponding

to Aramaic, ~, Dan. Hi. 12, ~hr;. Ezra v. 2 j Syr. ~,.. , ..
~, o~; Mand. ;;:J~NI), ;i~p (without n, in the

.. . .. ..
fuller form J"mtl), JW.3Np. The Heb. ~~, ~~, ~, ~3,

.'f"lN, with the tone usually on the 1St syllable, arc derived
directly from the corresponding singulars, e,~, etc.

In the 2nd pers. sing. and its analogous forms we find a still
greater variety among the dialects. In Arabic the 2nd pers.

'" (.,... "(,, ~ " '" ...
sing. rnasc. is ~,~,~,~, or from a verb medial

" t. , &,

I.,}' '-=-'..r"~' Here the vowels I~ and i are due respectively
, ,

either to the influence of the last radical J or e,I' or of the
. "t.... '" """ "c... ." t. '"

characteristic vowel 11 or i: ~ = r.::-cj. ~ = ~,,;..
, ,

• • '" ", t..J , c........ " (" , Lo .... ,. ,,"" , c.. ,.

~ =- '-=-'r' ~ ... &.:..J"b. 1.:J~ = '-=-'fl-" ~ -= ~.
, " ,. ,."

In Hebrew the form is J;\'ft~. i1J;\~~. ~. CJ;\~, 't:'1~' with

short (I, and ttillltf (tf) appears only in pause, 't:'t?~.. Micha vii. 8,

't-l-,o. Ps. cxix. 102, ,~. Jercm. xxxiii. 25. Before ~irnbi's
• ay • : I'"

time, however, even the ordinary forms used to be pointed with
• •

ttfmq, ~~. ~. at least when the accent was miNI. From

• •
~ we have, unexpectedly, i1t-lb, ~)J1t.) (we should have expected.. ... - : -

• • •
i1~, ~~), and in pause '~!. Gen. xix. 19, but also ~~~.

From verbs with ~ we get ~::l, 't:l~~. ~cp::i (for buskt, blukti.

btu/m;i). On the other hand, the long vowel is steadily pre-
•

served in the Aramaic, not merely in the 1St pers., l'lbtf.. ..
• AI:':!. AI~.:!.. , ....u , ....u, b IEua VI. 12, Syr. ~, &.\¥lW. Mand. l'l ~p, " WI'.1 j ut a so
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in the second, ~ Dan. iii. 10, Syr. ~, ~, Mand.
T : T •

Mj':lMn=~, ri!)N~ ..~ 11 didst teach."

Passing on to the imperative, we find the Arabic forms to be
c.... "',." .. , ~

such as r:i' ~,.r:,' But the plurals are \r;, ,;\;., ~.fl:';

.. ...
fem. I.rf:;' ~\;., l./J.t':,. In vulgar Arabic the shortening of the

sing. forms is neglected, J; ;A/, ~ bt; unless an accus. suffix

or an enclitic prep. follows, as s/#/-III" carry me," ;u/-/l, ;u/
/iJlmm. In Ge'ez the corresponding forms are ',.,(11):, mC: or

• •
fh.C:, 1)7\:, lJt,tO\):, exactly like the Heb. C~p, ~'''j tot~:ll, ~~j

~:ll, '~:ll; O'~, ~,~. In Hebrew 0'" stands for C~p; but t-n!
was originally bd', for totp, &;tl~; ~GfI:ll bdskii, for b!washi;; '!'tot
'drl, for 'ilwari. In Ge'ez the form mC: is difficult to explain;
perhaps we may regard it as an example of the change of d into
t1, and as therefore standing for !ldr j if so, then the other form

fh.C: is only a weakening of the original mC: , brought about by
the inftuence of the common fonn t,(ll):. In Aramaic we find

nothing unusual; Bibl. .~; Dan. vii. S, \b'~ Ezra iv. 21 j Syr.
~ ...

~, ~; Mand. C,." :1"', but also C'O· The verb L.:.Jl.,

~,~, has~,~, lmD, Mand. n\t)j and in Mand. there

is one example with a, viz. "'1N' 11 dwell," by assimilation to the
class y"y.

For the imperfect indicative the Arabic has the three forms
~ ,,.~,. ............... ,c..,Jc",

r,At., ~~,~. standing respectively for r~' ~~,~.

The peculiar Ge'cz indicative may be exemplified by such wonJs
as ,2h(])-'\:, Pfh(])-C:, ,2n(])-7\:, ,2W,2,(11):. It is only the forms
of the subjunctive that we can compare with the Arabic indica
tive. Here then we have ,2~R':, ,2(}~:, ,21)7\:, ,2lJl,(ll):. The
verb mC: "to go," has the same double formation as in the
imperative, viz. ,2mC: as well as ,2fh.C:, which we must explain
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in the same way.-In Hebrew the preformatives have usually
retained the original vowel a, as 0":, Nb:, D'i?:, correspond-

ing exactly to the three Ambit forms, since M'::S' was originally

yaM'tI; other examples may be the very doubtf~l lh:. Gen. vi.

3, and ~'I'" Job viii. 14- The only instance of the weakening of.. ,
the preformative to ; is ~b~, for ya6waslul, yaMsh, yiMslt,

J~' J '" ~ ~ '" c.. ......

yt~6~s!l. The jussives of rf~' ~~,~ are in Arabic ~,

c.. "" .... '"
~,ry. and to these correspond in Hebrew Op:, 0"', c~:,

r,~:, still farther shortened with vb conve~sive into Cjt.~, Ci'l'

~:~, ,~:t If however the last radical be" or a guttural, then
~ " ". .

It is substituted for ~ or t~ as y~:~, M~:', .,~~, ~l; except ~:"
•")1:\' In the 3rd pers. plur. fem. we should expect, after the.. .,_.

.,. "..,,, , t..."" "c.."
analogy of the Arabic ~!, l:1~' eJ.ry' a Hebrew form

;'~'fI't;l, and this actually occurs in .l~t;l. Exod. xvi. 55, IN::lt;l
(for taMm" talnua'lla), 'i1??~; but more frequently this form is

assimilated to that of verbs y"y, and a diphthongal 'y inserted,

with consequent restoration of the long vowel, M)'.:l~J:\, ;')'~.
l' Y : .. y :

The Aramaic forms of the imperfect are just what we should

naturally expect, viz. C~p~, Xx1OJ, ~~. There is however

l\l1other form in use, viz. Syr. ~, Mand. and Talmud. C'P').
In Syriac J can scarcely remember any but singular forms,

~, X>o.OL, though~ is quoted'; but in Mand. the

plural is r""~'), f. Mn'~'), ru,,'), etc., while in the verb C'P
the vowel of the 2nd syllable is rejected, I'~")' f. N~P')' These
Mandaitic forms coincide with those from verbs y"y in the same

dialect, as lU,.,'n from JJ." rm') .. sprinkle," from m. and the
Syriac variation must be traced to a similar assimilation of ,.,V

, .. "
,[~ is demllnded by the metre in Ephr. Syr.• iii. 316 A.-N.]
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,.
to p"p. The verb ,",:.JlG' ~,~ has in all the dialects L..:.'~,

n~', l~, like S~' from S:1), or ~;o; from .!)~. In
T ••• ,.

Mandaitic we find a future in a, ~"), '1N,p, .. dwell," by
assimilation to the class V·'p.

The infinitive construct in Hebrew has the simple form 0",
for O~p:, as in the regular verb ~p for ~7. The form ea:a,
';M, ~:a, probably springs from a long d, bd', 'dr, M.r/~, for
6e,wa', 'awe,r, 6ait/ask-In the infinitive absolute on the contrary,
';0, :1;~, n~, are contractions of sawdr, slltlwef6, maweitk-The. , .
Aramaic infinitive is e,~~, Syr. ~, for~j the same

variation occurs as in the imperfect, especially in Mandaitic and. ..
Talmudic, i.Co . • 0\0, CN~~, IN"~, Talm. OJ.,.~, n~'~, I"~;

but the emphatic form of OMP'~ in Mandaitic is ~.,.t), as if
from a verb Jrp.

The original form of the participle active must have been
s ~ s ,
('Ju, ~L.; but in the contracted verbs the J at the beginning of

s_
the syllable was changed into IIIJllua, 2\;' and the verbs mediae--Io.j followed this analogy, .J,L.. These forms are liable to a

.:.. $ S ""'- S

rare contraction into rU' JL. as ~\.:. for ~\.:. .. armed," JUt
s""'- ss"", s s ""-

for )Ut .. feeble," ~\k for ~IJ:, .. going about," V-L for vJl...,. , ,.

"decayed" (a tooth), ~1,il1 ~lG for ~L,; ., cowardly." To this corre

sponds the rare Hebr~w form t::);S,'ls. xxv. 7, C't?'~' Zach. x. S,
C'~;P, 2 Kings xvi. 7, for M/, Ms, ~m. The more usual form is

•however analogous to that of the perf., viz. M:ll, fern. i'IN::l ",
,. .... t ..

O~ r', sometimes written with M, as t:)M~ ]udg. iv. 21,~
" I .. 'I' J • "

Ezek. xxviii. 24.26,n~~, Ezek.xvi. 57, ~tn,2 Sam. xii 1,4,. .
Prov. x. 4 (compare the perf. E:»tt~, Hos. x. 14~ This form
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seems to me to be best explained as arising from a nominal
~/nl, i.e. fm"dm, mwd[, bnwd', contracted after the analogy of
the perfect into flllll, rf1f, ba'. In the same way in intrans. verbs,
with 1 and 0 in the second syllable, e.g. nt.3 for n~ (mm,,'I,

'nil), r~ for r~7 (/m"I/, lif), t';:ll for ~,~ (bn;',uh, bl~;'), accord-
6,. !lJ'"

ing to the lIeb. ,~~, -,j~, or the Arabic adjectives J~' ~•..
In Aramaic similar phenomena recur. In Bibl. Aram. the form

is ~R Dan. ii. 31, plur. in X'lhiM l'~~, l'~~, t'V~!, emph.

~~~., constr. '~~. The Ifl're usually substitutes' for N in

these plur. forms, l'~;!, t'v.~r., '!~~. In Syriac only the singular

is· written with l, ~ro, pronounced however, we are told,

~fyi'm. The fem. and plurals are invariably with yr«i, ~,
• ••< • \0 • 0, \0. o. In Mandaitic the , is written in the sing.

s <
masc. too, C"Mp, n"M~, fern. ~'Mp.-The passive participle

of the Hebrew is exemplified by S~, )!IO, fern. i1'O~r, for.. ,
tnnwAl, sawAg-, 1t''wAleJh. In Aramaic the corresponding form is

0''', ~, Mand. .,'r, "depicted," S':J "m~asured," for StOY/tn,. '"
/lw/I, etc.

I shall now proceed to the derived conjugations of these
verbs, and go through them as rapidly as possible.

I. Pi"fl. The uncontracted verbs form their Pi"el quite
...... , , ,

regularly i e.g. JY:' "W, J~, "to blind of one eye," n~~.,
"bend," Ja.. "leap in numbers." The contracted ones too
exhibit the normal form, that is to say, the weak letter. being
strengthened by doubling, undergoes no change or only a slight

.... 'G..... ..... '" .... G, .... Go"

one. In Arabic, for example, we have .. .i _ I. \ . .JJ:.'
I .T' J.r' ~.. , ~ ,

in Ge'ez th<DR: "inspect," "visit," R<D'O: "cry out"; in Heb... .,
,~~ "surround," Ps. cxix. 61; Aram. )~t, ,~!, t~~, Syr. lOl, ~"
.,., .. ,

lO1, \.0,:), ~ci.l; Mand. ,.lNl. But more frequently the middle
consonant appears as a y, the origin of which I explain thus.
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In a form like k,mwi'lll, the initial of the second syllable was
changed in Hebrew and Aramaic into y, !«myim (comp. ;'1,

"
i~; it:':', M)q. ",,,->, whence, by assimilation of the preceding.. .
letter, {uJiyhn, and finally #yyhll. So. in Aram~ ~~, ~,

.. , "
:1~J:I, ~• .-..1, etc. In Hebrew forms like ~~, :1~",

belong to the latcr stage of thc language. In place of Pi"el the
Hebrew frequently exhibits another formation, viz. PUiI, of
which the older form was Pa'/a/. as O~'P, ~h, 'lIV. ~~.
etc., for {uJumam, raumam, etc.

,2. /fiplliJ an~ Hop!lal. The contracted Arabic form is
",j. '" IS. '" 'LJ,. ,. ...Lts.

r\i\, l:.I~l, for ,..tl, ~\. To this correspond in Ge'ez ~R:,

1\ml:. 1\ll.J?:, which seem to be taken directly from the simple
forms t:'R:, rN::, 1l.J?: . Some verbs however exhibit a short a
in the 2nd syllable, which before a final guttural may become 1;
e.g. 1\~: '~1Ila; 1\~~: 'alldma, as well as 1\~"~:; NIl.:
'ald~a, "hem in." as well as 1\~CDcf>:; 1\\i: 'mui!.ln or 1\\i:
'm"IJ.a, .. lengthen"; 1\.fl1\: 'ab/'a "bring or put in"; 1\.flth:
'ab/(la, "permit." Such words seem to be really derived from
the old form 'atUJdma, 'a'lwd,na, 'abwl'a, ett:.; perhaps with
doubling of the first letter by way of compensation, as in n'l:)..,.. '
J:I'~~.-The Hebrew form O'i?'j stands far below the Arabic

and Ge'ez. The original hntwdllla must have already passed
through the stages of Iuz~m. "i~wdm, hitUJI"" hijim, before it
could become hi#",. The 2nd pers. of the Hebrew is likewise

'" Ci,! , c.."".t
far removed from the purity of the Arabic ~I, for ~\il,

,. L ......S
~;\. The purer form does indeed occur in such cases as

~~J, 1"1~ij. J;\N~j, J;l~~':I, plur. CJ;\N~~, ~~; but com-
monly an assimilation to verbs V"!' is effected by the insertion
of 0, for original tt, in which case the vowel of the prerormative
is usually t'f, sometimes !, and the vowel of the radical syllable
sometimes / instead of I; as n,'sm, nm'......, nN'::lI, n"o."

'I' • 1- 'I' • -:' T • -:' T • --:._ J

J:'~'~~, J;\b'~, nl;l'~p, J5b1'?'~; and in the plur. OJ:'i",~,
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~t"~)'~~, ~':;L:!, CJ;~~. The Aramaic perfect is in the
•

Old Testament tl·i?'~, tl'j?r~I~' :l'J:\~; 2nd sing. J;'~'i?t1, 1st

• • 1· ll·sing. ~'pq, 3rd plur. ~'~q; in 5yr.~ ,~ z i in Mand.

tl'pN. tl'''1t. In this last dialect the 1st pers. seems often to be

identical in form with that of verbs 1'''11. e. g. n'Z)j:lM. n'~N"

"1 despised," but n'~''1N. n'p"N.-The imperfect is in Arabic
~ ~ .. t.wo c.. .. c..t
~i! for r~' with the jussive ~ and imperative riL In

~ ~ ~ ,
Ge'ez the imperfect indicative is .I'R<D'£:: .1'11,2£':. the subjunc-
tive .I'I\.£:: J'h.£':, imperative 1\1\.£:: 1\h.£':. But verbs of the
form 1\~: 1\.(11\: have in the subjunctive .I':w.,oI): ytftt'tm,

.1'.(17\:. imperative 1\~,oI): 1\.(17\:. In Hebrew C'p; stands for

yo-hotuJim, Y0'rwi1/t i the jussive is tlp;, the vowel of which is

still further shortened with' c()1tf1n-nve into o,,?:). In Aramaic

the corresponding form is tl'P~,~ i but in Syriac the form

• •
~, participle ~ • 0\0, is admissible, and this is the only one

s z

found in Mandaitic, e.g. tl''1N), tl''1Nz), C'j'NZ). These are all

assimilated to verbs 11"11. as appears from the plur. l'~'~':)Nt3

as compared with t'~'P';'Nt3, "afflicting them."-The passive of
~ ~

""," , l.. ...

this conjugation in Arabic is ~\ for rJiL In Hebrew the.. ..
original hll~"lvtf11tn would naturally become Im~ifma, ""~d"" but
the form in actual use has been entirely assimilated to that of
verbs "'1), tlJ1\', :l~'. In 5yriac we have only the passive

participle X1.C\o, for 1tttll-wom, ",tI/felnt; but in Biblical Aramaic
there is the remarkable survival n~'i?'~ Dan. vii. 4. wrongly

pointed ~':;tJ in verse 5·
I .

3. Of the reflexive conjugations with prefixed ta, I will only
notice the Etlt.pl'fI, corresponding to the 8th conjugation of the

.... c.

Arabic. In Ambic the form is, of course, j~~' contracted for
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"",,,,c..

j~\; but the uncontracted form is used in many verbs either
"

by itself or along with the other i e.g. ~)~\ or ~)~t. ~,.;.c\.
" ""

In Ge"ez the corresponding forms are 1iJCD11: "be agitated,"

tW,2Q\):. The Aramaic of the Bible exhibits ~';'~. ~J;'~

C~~. but also l'~t;'~. The onc form, ci?'t:"':', comes directly

from the original tasayatlla, tasdma. The doubling of the t
may be an attempt to compensate for the radical which has dis
appeared by contraction, and so to give the word something of

the outward form of the normal ~I);)PJ:"::t ; or it may be merely imi

tated from the Ethtaj'al (lttaf'al). The other form, 1'!T;\'':', has no

doubt arisen by assimilation to' the Etlltaj'alor reRex of Apel, the
two being completely confounded in Syriac. E.g. l'~t;'c':' is 1£th-

pe'llof n. ~1.] or ~1.1.! of Xl.DJ; but ~!. ~lLl,

.0. ,lll are Ethtaj'als from f...&.\.I, ~11. ~f. In Mandaitic
:a .. 'Z It :I[

however the two conjugations can be readily distinguished i

IU)"'n') is EthpeW from ~,~; CN"'lNn'), Ethtaj'al from C".. I
find however n';,'mv "I was quieted," which seems to be Elh-

peW, whereas ~1.1.1 must be regarded as Ethtaf"al.
K •

4- The last form to which I shall direct your attention is
the reRexive and passive Niph'al. The Arabic form may be

'" c.. , c.. -" """" " "'" """'" 0# ,c..,
exemplified by &,)\ij\, V"\~t. for &,)~\, V'~\, hqperf. &,)\i~.

'" '" , '"
J ... c.. ....
V'\~. In Hebrew ~\,~ was originally 1/{ulttsh, contracted

""s "....t
from nadwash, as in the Arabic 4th conj. rut from riit; and so

fern. n~!)~. plur. ~Y~~. One verb, ,;V~. exhibits the weaken

ing of a to i in the preformative. The 1St and 2nd persons are
assimilated to verbs V"V by the insertion of a vowel i viz. 2nd

plur. cry;y~~, CJ:lbR~. with ~: 1st pers. sing. 'J:'i~~. 'J:U~~.

'MU:1). with sinking of ~ to 11. The infinitives have the form. \:
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S~" tt~tg,!. The vowel ~ (for tf) is sunk to " in ~~':1ry (Isaiah

xxv. 10) i and the prcforrnative is llbsorbed in -nN? (Job xxxiii.
30), if the reading be correct. The imperative is exemplified by

~;:,,! for h/',l:tfll (/,i"knwitl), ~S~!, \'.:)"1, the last with irregular

doubling of the",. The imperfect is, for example, ~:l)~ for

yi"ktfll, from ya"knwin, !l~3~, .,~V~; t1a,~, ~;.,~.' with irregular
doubling of the m.

Of the frequent and close resemblnnces in form betwccn
verbs rv and V"~, we have already had many examples. I may
add to these such Hiph'lls as )'S,', with its Hoph'al )~, and. . - \ '
n'~':1, which lattcr differs only in form from n'l;).j; whereas in

some other cases the difference perhaps extends to the meaning
as well, as r:t'~ry "cause to rest" and r::t'Pt':1 "lay down." Similar

is the Niph'al S~) for "a",tfl (nnmwal), Gen. xvii. 26, participle

t3.st.;)) Gen. xxxi~. 22, for "amifhm (namwahm).. .,

I I. C. Verbs of which lite 3rd radical is w or y.

We now proceed to the large and importnnt class of verbs
in which the weak Ictter occupies the third placc in the root.
In our Hebrcw Grammars these arc generally called verbs n'''"
but as the l"1 is mcrcly a vowel-Iettcr, I prcfcr speaking of

thcm as verb~ rS or ...t" according to circumstances. Verbs

iT"" strictly so cnlled, arc such ns ::t~~, which pertain to n quite
differcnt class, 11erbn tertjne gll/lllra/is.

In the first cOlljllgntio", thc fullest form of the vcrbs of this
class has been prescrved in Ethiopic. where no contraction takcs
place in the perfcct 3rd pers. sing. masc.: trHD: tn/thva, "follow" i

ntlP: bnktfyn," wcep"; fh.fCD: IJtfywn, "live" i O-flP: 'tfbyn, If be
large" i C1\P: t-/t'yn, .. sec." The solitary instance that I re
member of contraction is in a form corresponding to Heb. Pitrel,
viz. U(\o: halM, for Ut\CD: I",lldwa [" he was"], which are both in
use. The final vowel was obviously dropped in this exceed
in~ly common word, :md the resulting diphthong nw then natu
rally pnssed into f1.-In Arabic the final 'W appears as such only
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in verbs of the form j-U, as Jr "to be noble." }- IC to be

sweet." In verbs third t.J such a form would be impossible; the

final ~ would at once influence the vowel 11 so as to change it

into i. and the form jAi, if it ever occurred. would be indistin-

" "
guishable from j....J. as I.Jj-D.. IC be ashamed." I.J,) "be sated

"" "
with drink." Not only so. however. but verbs third J of the form
" -
JAi are indistinguishable from verbs third c.J. because the in-

" .
fluence of the vowel kes". necessarily changes J into ,:/. as ~)

"be pleased with." for ~)f ~ .. be comforted 0". consoled." for

*:'~ for~. These forms. be it observed. are all uncon

tracted (with the exception of ~. which a false analogy has
~, ,~

shortened into ~) j but in the most common form of all. J..,i,
the contraction. of which we found but a trace in Ethiopic. has
become customary. Td/awa and bdkaya drop their final vowel.

but the resulting diphthongal terminations a'lV and ay both pass
in Arabic into tt. Idltt, IJdktt. For distinction's sake the gram-

marians bid us write lJ with a/if, when the final radical is w,

""and~ with y, when the final radical is Y. but the sound is one

and the same.
. In Hebrew the tendency of the' to pass into' has almost

obliterated the differences between verbs r~ and "'S. The
radical ,t,e; alone has preserved the final w in such forms as

.r-.,L,e;, Job Hi. 25. and, which is more remarkable, in an adjective. :- .,

of the form ~, viz. ,~~ or ,.t,e;, Job xvi. 12, xxi. 23. Jerem... ., .. .,

xlix. 31 (writt::n "~)' Neither do intransitive verbs of the

form jAi seem to occur in Hebrew, so that we have only verbs
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of the form jAi to deal with. These follow exactly the same
course as in Arabic; the final vowel was dropped, and the result
ing diphthongal terminations passed into A, which the Hebrews
expressed by the vowel-letter;'. In this way the original taldwa,

bnMyn, became In!t£'W, Inlt( j bnktfy, bnl..J j and were written rt?l;1
"hang," ;,~! "weep."..

In Aramaic the intransitive forms are not very common, e.g.,

in Syriac, ~, ....~, which stand for sltallya, sltallwa, and

(tadlyn, IJndl1.v~. So in Mandaitic, N·t,·~ "he swore to me."
The transitives have undergone the same contraction as in
Hebrew, only that the termination is here usually expressed by
1N, and the door thereby opened for further confusion, as in

vulgar Arabic, with the entirely different verbs N''', like ~,

~. The words U"L, ~ stand for ta/dwa, bakdya j whereas

~, mo, were originally (ta!d'a, mald·a. Similarly in Man
daitic Nm "saw," Nn~ "drank," N~ "sought for" (for NV~).

In the Bibl. Aram. Nand i'1 are used indifTerently.
Onc verb in Aramaic constantly takes prosthetic aleph, viz.

'mN Dan. v. 3,4.....A..l. for ....~. I mention this for the sake
• : • S • •

of calling attention to the same phenomenon in vulgar Arabic
(Spitta, p. 232), e.g. ;lJklf "he narrated," ;s~o "he gave water,"
;rmo "he threw or pelted."

The 3rd pers. sing. fern. must of course originally have been.

as in Ethiopic, tt'\<Dt: tald'lvat, nnP+: fJakdynt. (The contracted
Ut»: Itn/M [ill/rn, p. 271] admits of a contracted Ut»t: hn/Mt,

for Ut'\<Dt: fln/M1C'nt.) In Arnbic and Aramaic the intransitives
c...,... , to" c.." ...

are regular in formation, ~,b-, ~.f-' ~); Syr. ~,
, ....

for sfln/iJ'nt. sfln/i'lvntj Mand. nN'~'~ "arrived," nN'O'~ "became
dense or firm" j vulgar Arabic of Egypt, mishiyc/ "she went,"
from 11I1SM, or more commonly mishyd, biky~/, "isyel, ritl.J'd.

In the TargClms the punctuation is n~'~9, n~~9, but this I

consider doubtful. nut the trnnsitives undergo contraction:
ga/dwat or ga/dyat becomes in Aramaic gaMt, which appears in

w.~ 17
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Biblical Aramaic as ~, n,q, n?1, n1P:; the form with

pathadz, though equally common, seems to be less correct, e.g.

n)~, ntt~, J1~, n~~; in Syr. as ~, l~; in Mand. as

Mm, M:l (for Aio); in the TalmOd as n!t!, J1!~J or more

commonly 'NYn, 'Nln, 'NnN, where the , must be a trace
either of the lost radical or of the evanishing final soft t, which

wholly disappears in Mandaitic before enclitics, as nSN~p, "she
swore to him." In Arabic the same contraction takes place,
but the Arab has a certain dislike to a long vowel in a shut.. "
syllable, and has consequently shortened 4t into at, ~ ,

c.. ,., '" " c..,,,. c.. ,,'" to ,,,,

~)' for ~~, ~L.;, and these for~ or ~;.:.; and

~;. In Hebrew, according to the analogy of n7r?t7. for

J1~... we should expect the 3rd pers. sing. fern. to be n:7.!
(for J1~7.~), and this form is actually once found, with the older

accentuation in pause, viz. l"1'6n Ps. Ivii. 2. More frequently,
T'r T '

however, the Hebrew takes the same course as the Arabic, and
contracts the original ga/dyat into ga/dt, whence with suffix
pronouns in sundry derived conjugations, ~~3t, Ruth Hi. 6,

~~~J Zach. v. 4. ~'J Prov. vii. 21. But in p;~se the vowel is

•
slightly lengthened, '~ Job xxxiii. 4. i~1 Job xlii. S,

')J1tn, Ps. xcix. So, ')1'\1:);:) Ps. xliv. 16 j and so also in the
• ".... • • or·

separate form J1~ Le~. xxv. 21, J1'n 2 Kings ix. 37 knit/M,.. ..
Siloam inscription 1. 3, and from derived conjugations n3t,.,......
Lev. xxvi. 34, J1NSn (in pause), Ezek. xxiv. 12, J1S:J,'J Jer~m.

'I' : Y T : T

XIII. 19- Far more frequently, however, the Hebrew uses sepa-
• •

rately the form nnt.'S), nnN', in pause nm J nnN'. Herein
... : IT .,. -: IT T T 'I' or T ..

there is no great mystery. The language had got accustomed

to the form ~7.., and as the old ~ (for J1~~) was no

longer perspicuous and intelligible, the usual termination n_..
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was once more appended to it. We ourselves do much the
same thing when we ~ay tlroll lovesT, with a double pronominal
termination, to distinguish this form externally from Iu lo'lJes or
lovcth. It i~ curiou~, however, to observe the Mandaite using a
l;imilar form when he connects the verb with an enc1itic, as

mNnN)l"1, "it pleased him," It:;'''NnN~.'I, "she revealed to you,"

~~NnNnN, "5he came to them." Hcre NnN)l"1 etc. stand for

nNnN)" etc., the final t having di~appeared al; in the ordinary

ff,N~N!)) or ff,N~'a), "she fell," compared with the separate

nN~a').
On the 3rd pcrs. dual. which occurs only in Arabic, I will

merely remark that the masc. form is uncontracted, \,.).i,

~.)' ~)' \,1.-; whereas the fem. is directly derived from the
'1" ",

contracted singular. The form in use is LU:--, li..o;, not, as we

should have expected, u~, UL.)' though these latter are said
to occur dialectically. The ear having once got accustomed to
" ."
~)' the dual was naturally taken from this form, as was

\.iL'U from ~.

The 3rd pers. plur. mase. requires a little more explanation.
Reverting to the Ethiopic, we find in use the uncontracted
"'''(1),: tn/dwfi, n~: bnkdJlli, O.(l(l: 'dlJyn i to which correspond

• •
in Hcbrcw the pau5al ~'cn, Deut. xxxii. 37, ~'ti)), Num. xxiv. 6,

T Y' T·

•
~'n" Is. xxi. '4, Jcrem. xii. 9; and so too probably, though out

0; ~ause, Ps. Ixxiii. 2, .~~"! ~.~~ (for ,~) kltkllJll), and Prov.

xxvi. 7, [where 50mc copies read] r:t~~ t)~~ ~'7~ (for [the

Massoretic] ~'~'1 = ~~'1). More usually, however, contraction

takes place in Arabic, Hebrew and Aramaic. In Arabic the

form varies according to the characteristic vowel i \,.,.1--
.1 , J,

becomes ~: \~) and \.H~ also become \,-.J) and

17-2
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'Jr; but a preceding fallJa produces a diphthong, IJ~ for
<...,.

IJJj, ',....; for~.J' The vulgar forms in Egypt are ramll

from ra11lti, but mishiyll or tIIishyii from fIIt'Slli "go," bil..")'ll,

nisyii, rit!yu. In Aramaic we may also remark a difference

between the intransitive and the transitive forms:~ makes
a

\.~, shortened into ~, but ~ makes ~~ con-

tracted, after dropping the final 11, into~ glld-ztl for glM'lt

The corresponding form in Biblical Aramaic texts is usually read

with ~ for atl, ,~!, ')~. ')P.. "'~. ,~; but also "J:\~~ Dan.. . . .. ..
v. 3,4. In the later Jewish writings I find such forms as ~:3~.

~~~, and ~'t:'~. In Syriac the original glld'll is used wi~h
"1.' _ to. ,

suffixes, as ...Jo~ or ~~, "they sought mc." In our

Jewish Aramaic texts the punctuation is exemplified by ';")~

Dan. v. 6, in later texts ';:1\1.)1. '~~,. In Mandaitic the usu~l

form is tni1, tU'lN, t'nt', t,:1 (for 1')':1), but the 11 is sometimes

dropped, ~." ':13t, U:1; this latter form is always used with

enclitics, N':l':13t, ,'S,nN. With suffixes the shorter form is

employed, e.g. In" "saw me," 1':1 "sought me"; but the fuller

form with' often occurs, as ~'T'" "saw me," 1":1'~' l"))'. In

Hebrew the prevalent form is identical with that of the vulgar

Arabic. The normal ~'Sl (for galayj;) has been contracted into
: ...

~'1T'

The corresponding fem. in Ethiopic is laldwii, bakdyii, 'dbyii.

In Aramaic the yet fuller form with final 11 is preserved, e.g.
.. , ....

Chald. ttt,;\', nq (for tttln>; Syl". ~;, ~,..w; but far

more common are the shortened i1tt~~. ~'~. ~;, ....;;:..
With suffixes, however, the Syriac exhibits the purer forms

.~ .. ~:.
intact, .,. ~ ...._~. In Mandaitic this form is rare,

but Nocldeke gives as examples N'Ti1V and N')j'V or N'1"

which are probably to be read c!zd and e~lIt1 or 1f'1/t1, for ....i,:,
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...
and~. The Arabic, as you may remember, has adopted

,c..,.,.
the form J:M instead of the original ~taldlUZ i whence in this

class of verbs we meet, according to the vowel of the 2nd
,t,.,,,., ,c..",., ,.

syllable. with the forms t:JJ.).i, ~J' ~J' l:J}>-. The form

, ,. '" f,., " "'" ... "'" , t. •• ",.

~J stands for l:Jr#.J' and l:Jp. for l;Ji-.
... ...
In the 2nd pers. sing. mal;c. the Ethiopic exhibits the oldest

form '1'f\<D''n: l,rld1tJk,7, nl1.f'n: lJakdyka, on.e'n: 'alJayka, from
O.flP:: The contracted form too is common in verbs 3rd ·w. as
'ttr'n: mP'}l:, much rarer in those 3rd)l, as il..'n:: Verbs 3rd
)I. of which the 2nd radical is a guttural, weaken the diphthong
still further into t. as Ct\}l: ,."ll.:a, Cc\''n: ,.,.lktr. from C""P:
and C(JP:: In classical Arabic the forms are precisely what we

".... , ,.~",

should expect from analogy: }- makes c:.J}-; ~J and ~,
... ...

",. '" "". " ,., ,. c.."-, ,. c... ",.

~J and ~f; but 1; and ~J make c:.J}; and ~J'
... ...

In the modern dialects these words may be pronounced nearly
as t'lot and ,.'mc1l. which are weakened in the dialect of N. Africa

to t1 and t, c:.J).J- glldU and ,.'mll. Spitta gives the Egyptian

forms as sa#t and muM!. In the Aramaic dialects there is a
considerable variety. The Biblical Aramaic of Daniel exhibits

si'," ii. 4 1, 43, 45. iv. 17. n',;, H. 31• 34. and n~;s'1 iv. '9
y:--: "':--:

(1..·,'</hiOII, where I do not understand the Massoretic alteration

into n~.,), ::tn,).:J (in some MSS. even ::tM').:J, with incompre-
-: -:- .., -:-,..

hensible y or .....) Oan. iv. 27. all with soft t, which I do not find

it easy to explain; in later books wc find t"?~ as well as J;\~~~,

but in the plural the weaker form J!ln'?~ has prevailed, ·e.~.

l~n'Jq Dan. ii. 8. Intransitive verbs of the form 'JO have of

course J:"~9, J~n'~9. In Syriac only the form~~~

is used i and from the intransitive ~~, A..~, ~~,...., likewise
a
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with hard t, by way of distinction from the 1St pers. ~~ .. ,.
The Mandaitic appears to have weakened the original vowels
most, for though the plural exhibits the diphthong I~'N;',

~'N\', more frequently than the weaker 1'In';', tv""V (I or

I?), yet in the singular we find only"';" "'TrT, "':1 (for
"'V:I). Lastly in Hebrew the weakest form of all has pre

vailed ; J;\'~~, CJ;\'~~, stand for !Jflllitluz, Vllltlth", and these for

!JalllJyta, !Ja'Ulyt'~",.

The 1st pers. sing. and plur. deviate but little from the ana
logy of the 2nd. In G~I~Z ami Arabic the forms, apart frum lhe
pronominal affix, are identical; and in the vulgar dialects the
forms are sa{llt, salfllld, ",isnit, ",ish/,Id. In Hebrew too 'J:',~,

U'~, are the exact counterparts in vocalisation of J:"~,

standing for 'asdytl, 'asdytltl The one form 'Jl\'~ is remark•
• : - T

., L ..........

able as corresponding exactly with the Arabic ~j....

The Aramaic forms we must notice with a little more detail.
The book of Daniel and the Targums offer us "'1~, n'}~'

N~'~"1' Na'~~, with 1 for ai; the weaker "'~¥ occurs in Dan.

vii. 19; intrans. verbs have naturally the vowel I, n'lO, N)'lO.: ,..:.
Similarly in Syriac, in the singular, ~; rl",ltl, (eastern) or

~; rh"ltn (western); but the plural retains the older diph-
, .,. .

thong ~; or ~;. Intransitives have always I, ~~,
,. , ,.
~~ or ~~. In Mandaitic the usual form is "';" n'l,',
n'J (for "'V:I), but whether with I or I is uncertain. The plural
has not only the weaker form l't:t", I'J'\N, 1':1, but also the

stronger diphthongal 1')'N~n, 1')'N1', J')'NtQt). Before encli-

tics the plural exhibits both forms, ff,N)'NTrT, ftSN)';" The

singular in the same position has ouly the weak form, but in two

varieties. Firstly, the final" may be rejected, as ;;S"p, ;;:1',,,;
or, secondly, the original termination of the 1St person may be

restored, ff"",;" ftJ'n'~, "I dwelt in it." In the Talmud
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the ordinary form of the 1St pers. sing. has also lost the final I, as

'NnN If I came," 'NV:l .. I asked," 'N~ '!J7 'N1t7 "iI~ er for thee

have I read (the Scriptures), for thee have I repeated" (the
Mishnah); but the fuller form is found occasionally both in it

and in the Targiims, as 'n'nN 'n'~J 'n'.m., . ":' ..:

Passing on lo the i",perfect, I will first invite your attention
to the forms in G~!'l~z of the indic. and subj. In the indic. the
original forms must have been yltdllwll, yllJdklyt~; but the final
short vowel!! were dropped, yielding yl'ldlttw, yNJdkly; and the
contraction took place, giving as the actual forms in use yltdld,

ylbdk/, yt~vh, .e<D'~: 3 sing. f. tl/aU7u/, tllJakly/j 3 pI. m. ylta
/ltvA, yt'fbakIyA. In the subj., which corresponds with the ordi
nary imperf. of the other Semitic languages, the fuller yltl1w,
ylbkl'y, were contracted into yllM, yllJk/; 3 sing. f. Ill/hul, Ilbklyl;
3 pI. m. yi'tI/I'wA, ylbld)'A. The forms with a in the 2nd syllable
may be exemplified by ylflaw, yi'bay, which become yljtall,
yl'lJai; the former may be further vocalised into ylfM.

The form of the Arabic imperfect is, as you remember, iden
tical with that of the Ethiopic subjunctive; Ar. y~/U/II = Eth.
y/~·tN. We therefore obtain in the imperf. indic. the forms ydl
/t/WII, ydlJkiyll, yan!ay". The rejection of the final short vowels
reduces these to ydllmv, ydbkiy, ydr(iay, which then become ydl/d
"'C#" to, ....c..",

~,ydbk/ ~, ydr4d ..".r..' The subjunctive differs from the

indic. only in its final vowel a, instead of 11; but as the combina
tions tlwa and iya do not undergo contraction, the forms in use

...... t...... .... c.. ...

are ydlltlwa ~. and ydlJkiya ~; whereas the combination

a)'a becomes first ay and then d, ~,;!. ydr{M, which is therefore

indistinguishable from the indic. The corresponding vulgar
form~ lire JJilll.r/d and yirf/tf. The 3rc.J Arabic form, the jussive,
is marked in the regular verb by the absence of any final vowel,

~. Hence in verbs 3rd J and '-:! the original form must have
c.. ....t....... c... t...... to.A.;,

been ~l ~. ~;.., which would necessarily become ydlM,

ytibk/, yar(if', and thus coincide with the indicative. To obviate
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this, the language shortened the final vowels, and the result was
..... ........

the forms ydllu ~J ydlJki ~,yartja ~~ .
...

These Arabic forms in their turn cast much light on the

corrcsponding oncs in Hebrew. If we regard the word n7~~ by

itself, we might readily suppose that the final vowell was merely
a dulling or obsc:uration of an older IJ i that yigli stood for yigllJ,.. ..
just asP!M~ stands for pd, Ar.~, or JI1 M! for BIJ, Ar. J.i. Were

this the case, M')' would correspond letter for letter to the Ar.
v : •.... ...

yag/IJ, ~. Other circumstanccs, however, militate against

this explanation. For instance, if M7~~ =~. then the 3rd pI.

fern. ought to be M~'¥:, =~~. for yag/mtma, whereas the

.L .....
form in use is Ma?¥:'. And how about M~r~ =~I and

........
~ry~ =~ ya(lyd 1 I t would seem therefore that in verbs of

this class the vowel a gained the upper hand in Hebrew as the
characteristic vowel of the 2nd syllable i and final w everywhere
gave place to y i so that the oldest Hebrew forms were yaglay,

........
yaMa!. mo~t nearly resembling the Arabic ~,;-!. yartja for

yart!ay. for the a/if malNlJra of the Arabic is represented in
Hebrew by the termination MT' In the jussive this vowel would
naturally be shortened to the utmost, whence such words arc

N-r-1, ~~~~, 11~1. 171. In course of time, however, as the final

letter became absolutely vowelless, a difficulty would be expe
rienced in the utterance of the two consecutive consonants.

Words like ~~, 7t\ :11\ 1~~' ~, N1\ were unpronounce

able by the Ilcbrew organs, and a supplementary or furtive
vowel had to be introduced to facilitate their utterance. Hence

such forms as ~1!~, ,~~, J?~, ~~ (with hard ~), V~, N1~. In

M:~ and M:r,. the jussives ?t and ~~~ became "!~ and 't:I>
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just like the similar nominal forms '~!, 'JU, for ,~! 'JU A.: ..: : : ., :: ..
trace of the original a of the first syllable remains, both in verb

» » »
and noun, in the pausal forms 'l:1:, 'ry:, '~~, for the original

'1"1' 'M' '.:J~::-'::-'::-.

In Aramaic the same form is dominant as in Hebrew, the

imperfect being usually of the forms M~~~ or M~~\ ~, Mand.

N';"'J. Very remarkable is N~t or M~~ in Ezra and Daniel,

with the plur. masc. 1\~ and fern. l:~±. The verb l~ has

also in Syriac a shorter form lau for the common l¥, and in

Mand. Noeldeke gives N'i'1') or N'M'~ as well as N"i'1'J or
N'\'~. Similar varieties occur in Samaritan, 'i'1', and in Tal-

mudic, ,,,,,, nnd ';"'1). In Syriac too the verb ~, .. to live,"

contracts its imperf. into~ or~ (for t..:..-.i), but in Mand.
t

this does not seem to be the case (Nni'1'J).
The contractions which the augmented persons of the imper

fect undefRo, I will illustrate by the 2nd pers. sing. fern. and the
3rd pers. plural.

In Ethiopic no contraction takes place: the 2nd pers. sing.
fern. is tt't/allwt, It'tbdklyt; /n/lwt, /t'tbklyl, /lftdwt; the 3rd pers.
plur. masc. yt"lalhvt1, f. -wd, jt'tfJaklyt2 -yd; yt't/lhvt2 -wd, yt'tfJklylJ
-yd, yt"'bdylJ -yd.

In the other dialects these forms are more or less contracted.
, ..,

In Arabic the 2nd pers. sing. fern. is, for example,~
, t...... .... (" ....

from ~, r.:r.:-</ from ~.J' In the former case,~ stands
, ..,

for taglll'ltJltlll; in the latter,~) stands for tann;yt'III. A verb

.... .... "f., ..,t" ....

like ~.J gives the form ~}, for /art!aytlla. The vulgar forms

are timskl, /irt!t. The corresponding Hebrew forms are l'~P'

'~1l~, '~?!', '~1t:', '~Y', '?'t'. Here r'~f:' stands for
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ta'sayln, 'iUt for labkayt, etc. The Syriac has the advantage
over the Hebrew in having the vowel I instead of the weaker I,

~t for tabkayl1l.
", ... c.. ....

The 3rd pers. plur. mase. in Arabic has the forms 4;)~'
, 0#"", ., c.. ,c..,

l:Jr.fl' 1:)"';;';::' The first of these is contracted from yagluwI111a,

the second from yarmiylJlla, the third from yart!aY/),la. The
vulgar forms are yimshl1, yirt!l1. The corresponding Hebrew
form occurs not unfrequently in its uncontracted shape, W~>

I~'m:, 1~'f1~' I~'~~; without final 11, ~,~:, ~,~~~; with a

weaker vowel in the 2nd syllable, l~~!~ Deut. viii. 13, I~!~ Ps.

xxxvi. 9. These stand for yabkayl111a, ycrrbaYl111a, etc. More
frequently, however, a still further change takes place: r~rt

becomes I~!~. H ence I~P;~-, ~~I~; -U.7~, ~l~> ~3~~, ~7~'

In Syriac the masc. form is \.~..; ,1b1,iJ", according to the
Eastern pronunciation, for lIarlllcryAII ; the Westerns weaken the

vowel of the 2nd syllable to 11, ""mA", \.~ri. The correspond

ing Mand. form is written l'"'lt")' I""'); with an enclitic,

M:ltt).,,); and in Biblical Chaldee we also find ~031~' l'mr~,

J\t·
", ... (,,,. '" c.., " c. """""

The 3rd pers. plur. fern. in Arabic is l:J~' ~.J!.' I,;}!~F-;

the first of which, according to the norm ~, stands for yag

Iuwlla, the second for yarmiylla. the third for ycrrt:!f'l)',m. The
corresponding IIebrew form is m'~J:\, m'lM. m'3:lJ:\. for

... 'I' -:1- ,. v"-:r' 'I' Y : •

la'sopltI. la!t3f'l)'llo, tcrbJ:ayllo. The Aramaic preserves here an
older shape than the other dialects, and does not contract. In

Jewish Aramaic we have I~~t~, I~~'~ Dan. v. 16; in Syriac
, ... . , .. .. .

~j:J; In Mand. IN'Y:J') or IN":l') «' '>0 '), correspondlOg
very closely to the Ethiopic subjunctive yllJklyd. for ylbklydll.

Passing on to the imperative, we find the minimum of con
traction in the Ethiopic where the masc. sing. is 11111 (for 111hv),
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f. m/fvt, pI. m. tlllwt2; hlltt (for IJIltl'y). f. IJIltlyt, pt. m. IJIltlyt2;
'I&li (for 'Ihay), f. '/My'. pI. m. 'lMyt2; /llatl or /It" (for /ltaw), f.
./lM-wt, pI. m. fltdwA. In Arabic the 3rd radical has altogether

disappeared, as in the jussive, and only a vowel remains: ~,
~ ~~

IIglll for uglllw, r} i,mi for i""iy, vO) i,tla for i,t!ay or i,tltJ•
~ ~ ~

The vulgar form!; have the long vowels, i",skl, i1'tld. The differ
ent persons undergo contraction precisely as in the imperfect.

" ..
For instance the fcminincs of the above words are ~, tlg-II for

c.. (., ... c..

lIg-lm.vt, t..r} i1'11l1 for i,,,,iyl, and ~} i1'tlay for i,tlayl; their
~ .. ..

J(.,... ...'"

plurals masc., ~, ltg-lt2 for tlg-Iuwt2, 'r.J~ i""t2 for i""iyt2, and
L .. ~

'.,;)~ i1'ifatl for irtlayt2. The vulgar forms are: fern. i",slll, i,tlI j

plur. imshA, i1'tlt2. In Hebrew the termination of the imperat.
sing. mase. is substantially the same as that of the imperfect, but

with a slight lengthening of the vowel, n7.~, Mttl, l"1~~. i1.~~,
for gNai, etc. This lengthening is sometimes found in the im
perfect, especially in pause and with a jussive sense; as N~.~

Gcn. xli. 33, ,,~, Is. lxiv. 3. i1'nA-~N Jerem. xvii. 17. The
.. -:1' .. : " -

sing. fern. is '~~, '~, 't:tl, for gifyl, and that for playl. The

plur. mase. is found in the oldest form ~lldl;i in such words as
• •

~'~ and ~'V~; but far more common are words like ~:' ~'t?,

~, ~~f' for IJikll'yt2, etc. The corresponding fern. is exempli-.. ~ ..
6ed by n~'~l, Cant Hi. 11, for rl'ayM, in Arabic ld-J ,ai,za. In

5yriac we find a very few imperatives with the original diph

thong in the 2nd !\yllable, e.g. ~, -..L, ~A..l; and in the

Targiims the punctuation with I :Ccurs," ,~~; ~ut generally

speaking, in Aramaic the sound of I prevails. So in Dan. H. 4,

'~~; in 5yr. ~~, ~, ~;; in Mand. N';." N'lM. The

fem. and plurals retain more of the ancient forms than in Hebrew.
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Thus the fem. sing. in Syriac is ~;; in Mand. 'N'p, 'N'n, and
in the TalmUd 'N,n "rejoice," 'N:U "get thyself paid." Hence

it appears that the fem. form ,,) in the TargUms is to be read

'~~ (and not '?~' as indeed we might infer from the variant

N~l (for 'N'l). The plural rnase. in Syriac is ~;. for rlmd'u.
T: ":

and that for rhna'fm ~~;. The Mand. exhibits the contrac-

tion I,m. t'I"'; the Bib!. Aram. the still greater one of ;n~. "~'...
The corresponding fern. in Syriac is ~i rhndylll, for rl",d-

ye'''. to which answer the Jewish Aram. n~l or I~l, and the

Mand. IN'M, in Syr. .;;..:.t.
With regard to the infinitive I will merely remark that the

Hebrew form rl,l, ni:ll. "M, \~, has lost its 3rd radical. Ori-
.. 'I' " ,.

ginally these were words of same form as the Arabic infinitive

~L:i:, :~' fti;, where the 3rd rad. J or e.,I appears as a ltamsd.
"

In Hebrew however the Ita1llZd fell away' after the loss of the
final vowels, and the preceding d passed as usual into~. The

other infinitive n\~~. n~, n'lt'~, stands for ga/alll, !Jamilll, by. . .
s ,,,

contraction for galawal, !JallIJyat; just as in Arabic a..:. stands
s,.,., s" , 5,,. , 5" S"i'

for i;", i~ for i~, iUi for i ..Ai. The Aramaic infinitive

with prefixed ", varies slightly in form in the several dialects.

In Bibl. Aramaic we have N~~. N?~' Nm~, with suff.

1l'.~ 1.~ ..
::1~~¥~f' as contrasted with the Syriac ~' ~~. with suff.

~. In the form~ I see the influence of verbs N'''"

as well as in the imperatives of Pa"el. Aph'cl, etc. In Mand.
both forms seem to occur, N'):J't), N"iI't), as well as NlD't).

N:J"t); and so also in the TalmUd '~~, '3!.~t? '.!O~' as well

as N:ll)'t) "to get paid." There also occurs in Bib!. Aram. the
": .

form :'i'):Jt), Ezra v. 9, like N'I:Jb in Targ. Prov. xxv. 27 and
T::· : ":: .
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N'~I.:) in Targ. Esther v. 14. The form N):n~ or N)~~ in Ezra.,.: : . ..:. ..:.

v. 3, 13, is probably corrupt; in any case it must be meant for
an infin. Pe'al and not Hithpe'cl.

The Arabic participle active has the same form as in the
~ ~ " S, 5",

regular verb, but contracted; J4--, r'J' vt'J' for "'~ • ...r'J'
~ ~,. '"

." 5., ,

~'J' fem. 4J~, etc. The vulgar form is M~t, ,ntfsht. rtft/t.
... ...

fem. M#)'e or Mbe (with short a), etc. The Aramaic has
preserved an older form 1·,IIa'. instead of the prevalent Mlit;

e.g. in Biblical Aramaic rt~y t rtt'~, plur. l~S~t r.~rt fem.

M'I.:)~ plur. l')e;; in Syriac n..:, ~., fem. ~.. _:~~. j
9:.'1'" '1":.'1' ~~ ~~. .. .

and in Mandaitic N'TNM, N"N:J. The form l~~~, ~, for
•

Mnaytn, is analogous to the Hebrew plurals C~t:'t C~~, for

may/m and shamayim, and is probably due to an effort to
preserve the consonant power of the yod unimpaired. Similar
to the Aramaic is the Hebrew form, which appears in its
integrity in the proper name '~t1; but ordinarily ai has pa'lsed

into ('t. and we get the form M!M, MV" construct MJ.M t MP\
like '!~, iI1~, l"11~. The corresponding fern. is exemplified by

"1St MY', M~tt which stand for pdrayal. rtf'ayal, 8tfflayal. The

fern. rt't:)31 Cant. i. 7, is like the Aramaic 1'1'1.:)' or It may
Y: I' y: Iy t

,
rather be taken as =Arabic ~~, with i in the 2nd syllable j

...
if so, the other form M:~i, M~~", n:"18, rt:~, is only a slight

variation, with emphatic utterance of the 3rd radical.
The pa...sive participle of the Hebrew presents the regular

form '{(iIIU, '~)::J ~, fern. j'M)::J, ~, with' at the cnd,
• • 'I' '9' ..:... -:

whether the third radical be really' or'. The final radical is
sometimes rejected, ~V,~!J which some derive from ~

'I" .. , .. ,

.., others from ,~, "bY. The original w reappears in the
y Y Y

two plurals I.-nh/M "\~, f Sam. xxv. 18, and I"mb~, Is. iii. 16.
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In Esther ii. 9 nitN-'" seems to be a mistake for ni'N-'"
\ :IY \ :IY'

which is found in some MSS. and editions. The corresponding
Aramaic participle has the form n~~. nm. N~%;). ~; Syr.

~ Mand. N'ti'1; the plur. is l~ Dan. jj'i. 25, 'in Sy~. ~?,

to;. j the fern. N;~~.~. The form would seem then to be

that of adjectives like ~, UhtO;~ (or ~), ~;

o!)~, lQ~j "JOl' ~;; which spring fr~m an original ~ta/
$i'i' S,.,. 5 ,.

or ~atil, like ~ "brave," ~ "handsome," J~ "glad,"
~

s ~ ~

~.J "dirty," The nearest Arabic equivalent would be ,t!'
,. Si ,. s,.

"in grief," ~.J "perishing," for ~, "r!~.J' but either the

Aramaic words had a in the second syllable, or the termination
was inftuenced by that of the active participle. On this sup
position n~~ would stand for banay, plur. r~~ for !JtJ1layl'l, fern.

N')! for 6anaya, IJanayal. Lastly, the Arabic passive participley:-
has the form ma#IJI, and therefore appears in these verbs as
s s s s s
- ... "'.." - .... , _ ... ,. ':" I.. ." - c.. ,.

~, ..."./' ~/' In the case of ..."./' ~r' the inftuence
s .. "' .....

of the final J' has sufficed to transform the original t2 of ..;r,;A'
s

s ... "'.... - c..,.

""~.J'" into t. The vulgar forms may be exemplified by r..j~
~

maluJiY''', which has become mdluJt, fern. mahdiye, plur. maluiiyin.
In treating of the derived conjugations I can be somewhat

more brief I.

In the intensive or Pi"el the Ethiopic form alone is pure
in the third person of the perfect: tf\{\(J): lJa"dwa, "watch,"

I [Of the sketch of the derived conjugations of these verbs there is, llmong Prof.
Wright's papers, onl)' II rough dran in pencil, not going be)'ond tbe inten!tive or
Pi"el. There are indications in the MS. that the writer intended to add, in a
leparate paraaraph,lODle remarks OD tbe other derived COlljUglltioDS, but, III Ih_ are
for the most pAlt CODItrw:ted OD exactl)' the same model III the Pi"el, it has seemed
aWlicient to refer to them from time to time, in tbe coune of the disclllilion of the
iDtelllive, b)' foot -Dota or insertioDS witbin aqlUU"e brackets.)
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rh"P: ~a1ldya, "meditate," rht'l<D: (uustlwa, "lie," U fp: sannd)'a,
"be beautiful," U"<D: lurlldwtl" become, be," contracted Un
hal/~'. The Arabic exhibits l./ for J in the 3rd per!!. sing., not.".

only here, but throuRhout all the derived conjugations i~
c....... ",. ~., ....

for ga/laya, whence plur. mase. '..t4-- for galla)'lJ, fern. ~.

The vulgar form of the plur. masc. would be gallIJ. In Hebrew

we find similar forms prevailing, viz. M~.3 for galla)'tI, ~~.3 for

galloylJ [Niph'al M")) plur. ~"n and so ;~rth]. In Ararnai~ the,. .. ..,. .
vowel of the first syllable has been retained intact, but that of

the second has been weakened to the utmost, the resulting form

being in Bib\. Aram. '~~, '~j [Haph'cl '7~':1, 't:'~;:t from nM~,
•• Y •

• 1 'etc.], Syr. ~" ....CU), Mand. N'ON, N')N~ for ma",ltI)'a, etc.,. .
[and so throughout the other derived conjugations]. The length-
ening of the final vowel by the complete vocalisation of the

radical )' has affected the form of the 3rd plur. masc., which

is now "~~, "?; Syr. ~, ~c;-O; the Mand. however

gives us l'3Nt', ~~ for slwmayAlIa. Of the 3rd plur. fern.
there are no examples in Biblical Aramaic. The Syriac form is

. , .. ..r . .
~;, shortened from ~, from an ongmal ra66a)'tfn(a) i. .
Mand. [Aph'el] N')ON, l':1"'N ...~ ....iof.-The 3rd sing... .".

fern. of the Arabic is~ for gallayat, which appears in

Hebrew (before suffixes) as ;illatk, e.g. M~~~, u:t~~, or, with
~ ~

slight tone-lengthening of the vowel '~~~, '~:". The ordi-

nary form in Hebrew of course is MM':ll, nm~, with double.: . ., : .
termination. The Aramaic inflects regularly, ~I for ra61Ja)'at,
Mnnd. nN')NC;, nN'~~. The Targfims give, it is true, the

forms ~,~~, n~~~, but this punctuation seems as doubtful as

I [And 10 in the other derived conjugations tltltrflNJ, tlsta7f/, tllj"tlhM, fII¥,."",

etc. i 10 that the wbole inAexion of the perfects is the same IlS in the strong verb.]
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in the 1St conjugation. The 2nd pers. always retains the diph-
#' l.'G,

thong in Arabic,~ gal/aita for gal/ayla, of which the

vulgar form would be gil//I. In Hebrew the vowel is weakened

to t, J;\'~~, J;\'~~J fern. n'~~J plur. masc. C1j'~~J OJ;I'W,
but the older I is sometimes retained in the first pcrs., e.g.

'J:l'~~J 'J:l'~7J 'J:\'~~ and 'J:l'~~J 'J:"~~ and 'J:'~I. In Biblical

Aramaic the only form that occurs is J;\'~'=?J Dan. Hi. 12. Syriac

distinguishes the second person ~i (plur. ~~i) by giving
" "

it hard I, while the first person is ~f with soft 11
• The. "

former word was originally rabfJaila, the latter rabfJai/i, and so
the reason for the different treatment of the two cases lies
merely in the wish to differentiate the later forms. Whether
the same rule applies to the Mand. n'~" n')N~, n'bt), we
cannot tell; probably not, as the Targums seem to make the

difference in the vowels, J;\'~~ fern. n'~~J but '~'~~J n'~~J
supposing the punctuation to be correct l

•

In Ethiopic the form of the subjunctive mood of the imper
fect is .ell',.: yl'jdmlA, pUt).: yalld/lfJ, .eRA.: ylfal/l, pthA:
yalfallJ for -,Ilw, -Ily. The corresponding indicative, 3rd pers.

sing., in Arabic is ~ by regular contraction for ~ J

, ~

1 [In the other derived conjugations the oilier I occurs also in the second penon.
In the Niph'aJ it ill commoner than " and in the perfects of Po"el Ilnd lIoph'Il1
I iIIuevcr thlnnL'tlto , hdure COUIlOIll\ulnlllffixes.]

1 [So in 1111 the derived conjugutions, as in the intrllllsilive form of Pe'lll; n",.,
p. t61 sg.]

~ [This distiuction is not uniformly carried out in the printL'tl texts: e.g., in the

first pcrson, Ihe Domhcrg editioru; howc 1J:l;Y 1'5. XXIt. 3 (Nchicnsis 1J:lI~Y), 'lJQ'tQ~
Deut. xxxiv. 4 (where the Sllme pronunciation is Indic:1led by mClUlS or the llnhylonwl
vowels in the MS. of the Brit. Mus. used by Merx, Cllrtsl. Targ. p. 54). side by side
with 'J)'O'lC Gen. xxxi. 39, Deut. xxvi. 10 (where the edition of SIlbhionc:tA.

acconJing to Berliner. has 'T,l'J;l'lC, but Compl. agrees with Bomb.). 'J:l~fJ;\'t:t Ezc:k.
xvi. 3. These examples shew how precarious are the rules formulated in onJinary
"Chaldee" grammars, which for the most part are not even based on the fundamenlal
editions of the TargiiDls.]
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according to the norm ~, the preceding ktsr changing every

tu into y. We are therefure surprised to find in Hebrew n~j~.. -.
instead of '''j' I can only explain this by supposing that it i~. - :.
due to an effort at uniformity. We found reason to suppose

that the a-form prevailed in the first conjugation; and it is in
L " , ..

its proper place in the passives: n-rt for yaglllla)', Ar. ~;
. .. (.. ~n?t: for ya/mgltry, Ar.~ I; whence, I imagine, it spread to

the P'~'e/. [Hiph't/]. and Nip/l'a/, giving n~j' instead of '~j~
... -: . -:'

Ar. ~. [n?t~ instead of ~'?t~, Ar. ~]. and n?~~ instead
, ,

of '7~~. Ar. ~. As regards the plural of the imperfect

we find in Hebrew examples of uncontracted forms. lW~lT;" Is.

xl. IS. ')~~~'''', ibid. ver. 25. ch. xlvi. 5. ~'D;:)\ Exod. xv. 5;. : - : \: -:

but the ordinary form is ~~~~, Arabic ~~, )'Ugal/flna, for

yttga//;)'nna. A similarly uncontracted participle is the Puual

O~t'~~ in Isa. xxv. 6. The shortened or jussive form of the

Imperfect is in Arabic ~, to which correspond closely the,
Hebrew '¥:' Deut. xxviii. S, '~~J, "WJ;" Ps. cxli. SI.

The Aramaic form of the Imperfect difTers from the Hebrew•

.. ,. ,..,
1 [In like manner .J.Jn! correspond. to lcU.]Ill. ~__.

t [Similnrly in the IIiph 'n the forms without II helping vowel ~~!, P,f!1, M1!1.. ..
corl'Cllpond to the Arnhic~ I wlllle the rorms with a helping mwellike ~i, ~U~

~tl\",1 ror )'f1.r/, fil'I, lI.~, in the CftSC or noun~, ~, ~5 stnnll ror mnlk. "a'r. In the

IIjthpn"elthejlls,qve it C,JJ;I!l ror yi'''grrll, pI. '/:)ZlJ;'!, in pau~ ~t'J;1!1,. 2 Snm. xiii. 6.
And 110 without J'ftU!le ",J;U:I. Deul. n. 9, 19 (under the InAuenee or the virtually

1I0l,h1Cfl gt,"uml), nlso 'ltt~~. TIle pj'lcl "ltWfi:1 has Jussive ~~~ for IF;1~~.]

W. L. 18
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being in Biblical Aramaic N~~~. N~> oftcn written with '7."
in the Targiims; [and this li'rt~ nms through all the conjuga
tions], whilesegltol appears in the termination only a very few
times in pause, as M~nN. Dan. H. 24, M~), Dan. ii. 4,-a doubt-

'I' - -: .,- :

ful punctuation. The plural is ~~~. ~V~~. The Syriac and

Mandaitic forms are nearly identical, viz. l.O;j, pI. ~;J j

N'~N")' N')N~), pI. I,SN"), r')N~'). In Biblical Aramaic
the final siri is however shortened with suffixes into 1, ')3~',. .-.- :

Dan. v. 7, and ;:'~'''~' Dan. H. 11, whic.h might raise a doubt

whether N.., ' .... arises out of ai, as in Hebrew, or out of i. I

prefer the former view because of ~he plural l~~;' and because

the participle is N~~~, Dan. vi. I I, with the plural t~~~l?' Ezra
n'" ,

vi. 10, Syr. JJ~, ~~' which could only arise out of.
mlfallaytn not m1fal"'7t". The striving after unity of termina
tion in the same part of the different verbal forms has here been
pushed to its utmost.

The Imperative has in Ethiopic the form I.',.: fdm,A, M.:
-[dill for fam,lw, fallly; fern. i\'e: fall1llwl, RM: ~ra/liyti plur.

mase. t/.",m.: fannlwlJ, R~: fa/llylJ. In Arabic the correspond-

ing form has a short vowel in the singular, ~ for gal/iy, but
io ...

the feminine is~ for gaU''7I, and the plural masc. 1J4.- for

ga//iylJ. Identical herewith is the shorter Hebrew form '~' IQ,

Ps. lxi. 8, ~~' Ps. cxix. 18, 22, D~, Dan. i. 12, for tallwi etc. The

longer and commoner form M~', ~p, has arisen under the

combined influence of the Qal M'~ and the normal ~~i?-II1
the Aramaic dialects similar forms prevail. The Bibl. Aram.

• •
yields the form '~ for '~' Ezr. vii. 25. In the Targiims you

will find both ~~ and '~~' but the former is probably correct

So in Mand. N'~T, N"N.'; in the Talmud ,~., changc,"
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L ~~ K ,

"remove," in Samaritan '7~, in modern Syriac ~, -'!:UX),

silpl for sai'i'l. In ancient Syriac alone do we encounter a

different form~ which is probably owing to the inftuence of

verbs N'.t" which would naturally have this voweP. The fem.

in Syriac is 4 in the Targiims N~~ for ,~!; the plur. m.

in Syriac is~ in the Targiims ;~~, Mand. t'~' l'ON:3;
.. '{ ,

the plur. fem. in Syriac' • II (or ga/ldyll1l, in the Targum!l
'- . ,

Nhi..... -
The Infinitive is remarkable for the variety of its forms.

5", e",

In Arabic the preference is given to the form oU.a;, the real

origin o( which I explained to you before [mpra, p. 204];
5,. (" "" 5 ... (" ....

thus ~, ~j-II-1, which become in vulgar Arabic, under
... ...

the inOucnce of the accent, tas/lye, /a's!ye, /arlJiye. In Hebrew

the usual form of the in£. abs. is "~~, "''2, according to the

norm S~ [and similarly Hiph. "~~':1, Hoph. rfJ.~, on the norm

St;?j?rj, St;?i!':'], but "~R occurs in Ps. xl. 2, which was originally

I [A~ in thc infinitive rc'al~; see p. '168, mf'rtl. An original gnlltJY (with

" In thc In~t ~yJlnhlcl necnnJlnlt to thc prlnell,le of eR'orl ftner tlnlfnrmlly of termlnn

tion cxplnined in the tcxt) would givc crUl'~,I"I". hut I\n originl\l ",,,11,,' (from~ ==
•
Lo) l11ight nnturnlly hcemnc ",,,lId. Now, in !;yrll\C, verhtl M.t, (with a very fcw ex-

,. !.... ' ,
eCJ,tions in thc inten~ive stem, lOch IUI~ and ~) have become entlrely fused
with vcrl", ,.t, nnd ....e,. anll In the main it t~ the laller elass of verbs that hnvc
I'rcvnilCll to IICll'rll1inc thc form of thc ycrhnl inRexlons. But in thc inf. rC'1\1 nnd

al!CO in thc imperntivcs ra"cl. Aph'cl and Ethpc1'al (~ ~: 11;\ll> thc M'.e,
form may hc supposed to have prevailcd. The Imperative Ethpe'el on the othcr hand

hlt.~ the un\YCllkened termination ny ~r, in Eastern Syril\C ~~f
""KWI, with transposition of the vowel I\nd II00tble silent...... Duval. po '93.

thinks thl\t thc imperatlvcs in A, to which must he I\dded 1\ single re'al form, It
"col\,e." nrc relic.. or the caergetie rorm in "", ... ; cf. p. '95 ntjlnr.]

18-2
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*allwd, corresponding to the Arabic form (with weakened vowel)

kit/dt. The inf. const. is n;~~. n;'n. n;~3. formed as an inten

sive from the ~a/ n;S~ etc.; originally ;herefore g-alldth. In

Aramaic the different dialects vary considerably. The Targums

have iJN~~ [with suf. 'rn~) j Aph'el in Biblical Aramaic M')~",
TT· ..,. - TT: -

M"nn. Targumic iJN'.:lN and so forth]. the Talmud Babli ,,;t:»t.TT-a- 'I' 'I' : - •• -

,~~~. Mand. N"'CN. N"'CN), which form sometimes occurs in

the later Targums. e. g. ,~~. In these dialects forms with

prefixed 1n sometimes occur. e. g. Mand. N"')N~'l:); and the

same prefix appears in the Syriac forms~ constr.
.. , , " ~ <.. . l"~. [Aph'el~ and so forth, which, apart from the

initial m. are of the same type as the Biblical and Targumic
forms].

The active participle is in Arabic~ for mug-aI/if".- '

the passive~ for mllg-al/ay'''', Here all is clear and dis

tinct, as also in Hebrew r'b.:lb. n~.:lb. But in Aramaic a
y - : y \ :

considerable amount of confusion has been introduced by the
unlucky as...imilation of active and passive forms. Thus the

absolute singular masc. N~~. ,~~. ~ is, it is true, suffi-

ciently distinct from the passive '~l:?' ~. but all the

other forms are hopelessly confounded, and can only be dis
tinguished with the help of the context. [Similarly in the

causative stem the Arabic active part. Js;\.c and the passive-'

~, the Hebrew active n~~ and the passive n~~ are

clearly distinguished, but in Syriac the active ~~ and the, ,
passive ~po assume identical forms with inftexional addi-

l' t_ ' .,
tions, ........,po. ~po etc.]
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[ApPC1ldix. Verbs of wnic/, one rndical is a" N.

Here we must distinguish, in general, betwccn forms in
which the N retains its original force as a guttural consonant
(11II1Il8a) and forms in which the N is weakened or disappears,
according to the principles laid down above, pp. 44 sqq. In the
former case there is no irregularity, properly so called, though
the N exerts the usual influence of a guttural on neighbouring
vowels; in the latter case weak forms arise, some of which can
be at once explained by the general rules at pp. 44 sqq., while
others involve also the operation of the law of analogy, and the
influence of weak verbs of the class that have a , or , among
their radicals.

In Ethiopic verbs a radical N is throughout treated as a gut
tural. Similarly in Arabic verbs a radical Ilam6a commonly
remains consonantal in all positions (except where two llamsas
come together in the same syllable) and the inflexion is essen
tially reRular, though a certain tendency to soften the guttural
pronunciation in the direction of ) or ":!' under the influence of
an " or ; immediately preceding or following the namza, is inui-

,. 1,. • 1,.'

cated by the orthographic rules which bid us write UNY. for UN~'

" "." jt..... ~ ,c...... .",.. ." ... ,J.J

l,""~ for UN~')..H for )4 etc. For the details of these rules

it is sufficient to refer to the Arabic Grammar. Further weaken
ings of a radical hamza, involving the entire disappearance of
the consonant or its conversion into w or y, occur in old Arabic
in certain parts of very common verbs, or, sporadically, under the
influence of metrical necessity. It is recorded that in the time of
Mobammed the people of the ~Iijaz retained the guttuml force
of leamza less firmly than many other tribes, and to the influence
of the ~liji\zI pronunciation may be ascribed such readings in the

,. ..
~or'~n as ..;,~, ~... for ya'tI, t1I,,'mi,,'. In modern Arabic the

, .
I In 1111 ,CMC!I where rlldiCIII I i~ repr~ntCf' hy )' U or simple, the eOn!lOnllnts,

tAlcen hy them~e1yC!l, indiCAte A pronl1nciAtion in whieh the radical ha.~ ceMCd to
he IIeAnl M A 1:1I1luml j And thi~ i~ very intclligihlc ir we remember thAt the Illws
or Ambie orthography are mllinly b.'\SCfI on the text or the \<or'ln, whieh wu (j~t

written llown In the '.lijii7., And withollt , or other diAcritic.'\1 points. nut ns rcgnrds -,
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weakening of /ta'".a has gone much further, so that, for example.
verbs lertiae ka1ll8ame are entirely merged in verbs Icrticli: ""
The extreme is reached in the Aramaic dialects. where conso
nantal N is maintained only as an initial or between two full
vowels. The Hebrew holds a middle position between the
Arabic and the Aramaic, but there is reason to think that at
the time when the oldest Biblical Books were written it rctained
the consonantal force of N much more fully than the Massoretic
tradition admits. (See below, p. 284.) Of the details a brief
sketch will suffice.

A. Ver6s N"I). In the perfect of the simple stem N is
initial, and retains its guttural force, so that the inflexion is

essentially regular. In Syriac initial 1demands a full vowel
instead of a mere vocal shlvd, and in the perfcct this vowcl is

commonly e, pOl~ with the same thinning of the original a as in

the fem. ~,~r But in some verbs thc Eastern Syrians

have the older and stronger pronunciation ~l", ~I, ni, ~f'.
In Mandaitic also the vowel of the first syllable is generally a,
"'lNbM. and so too in the fem. we have M"lbN, M"TN as well

as l'\N"'1bV. nN"TY· In Biblical Aramaic the vowel appears to

be shorter, ~, "!~" In Syriac a few verbs assume in the

perfect the for~ of v~rbs "'1), ~l. ~, ,...... ~.•• • • •• .11:.. ..
~ ... J" ...",.

In the imperfect the Arabic has J)~, ~~, to which such

thl: plOnuncilltion of till: tcxl Ihe innul:llCe of Ihe 1,1 ijiilt Wall IimilL,I, RIIlI musl reRller~

prCliCrvL,} IiOnu:lhinl: of Ihe 1.'IlllurlllliOulld in ver)' IIIRn)' CllSl:l; where Ihen.: wns nUlhin\;
to indiCllte thi» in the cOll5Onalltll1 tcxt. 'nle illll:rtioll of the sil:n • is Iherefore n sort
of corrL'Clive, warning the careful readcr 10 retllio, ID spite of the consonllnts, 111 IClllil a
trace of the orlelnal gUllural.

,~ ,~

I So too ~;I, for J/"GI == """'.T' The Weslern S)'rillns write ~;l, llnd even

, .. 1
l~, the ~ before Cl being pronounCL,} h), them 11S •

s A fuller vowel, ~, 1$, is gi"eo in 1455. and earl)' edilions of the Targums llnd

even in IOlDe copies of the Bible; but these forms, llnd olhcfll to be mentioned below,
with 't.C, ~ Il15tClld of II ~,,!t)", are now cxplllined as due to lranscription frolD MSS.

with Assyrinn punctlllllion in which there wcre no distinctive signs for the ~a{t)llS.
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Hebrew forms as "1bM', "1t)NJ:1 closely correspond. But in Heb.,
:., .. : y

where the N retains its guttural force, the pronunciation is usually

facilitated by the insertion of a !lIItcph or a short vowel, ~~~,

:L""1N', 2 fem. 'ebNJ:1 etc. By this means the radical N may--':,,, . : -,-
remain consonantal even in the first person, tlbNN, whereas in

"'--1 ~IY..
",~'f J ... ,-

Arabic JS" 11 necessarily becomes JS" I tUul", because two hamzas
cannot be pronounced in one syllable. The same contraction
sometimes appears in old Arabic in the other persons, and in
modern Arabic the pronunciation yd/ml, yd,ntlr is the rule.

Similarly Hebrew '::IN, M::JN, S:3N, ~. Ml»t form the imper-
-T 9'9 -Y -T 9Y

fects '::IN', M!)N" ~~N' etc.; y~- standing as usual for yd-... ., ..
The first persons are written '~k etc. with a single N, which

probably indicates that the contraction began, as in Arabic,
with the part in which two hamzas came together. King
Mesha' also writes ~,... and I said," 1. 24, MtMN' I. 11, 20,

but "1t3N" I. 6, 14. The i of the second radical, which becomes

a, t't in current discourse or with retracted accent, '~N', ~~'l'

~t" extends through all these verbs, and similarly Tt'1N
" - - ...

makes th,~: and tryN' j ~~, ~~~,' ~~ and ~?,J' ~~h
(with omission of the N). In all these cases the broader prefix
seems to have thinned the 11, " of the second radical to 1, l,
n vowel which the Hebrew imperfect usually avoi4s. Similar
forms from stative verbs with imperfect a are ::JMk'. Mal. i. 2,

- "
"V1;t, (for "V1Nt,), 2 Sam. xx. 5, Kt'7t~; but beside these we find

y - y - •

also :L'N, Prov. viii. 17, .,MN', Gen. xxxii. 5, and probably
A'I" •• - -19'

'1t1'~1. 2 Sam. xx. 5 KlthlM, with similar forms from itnN and

~TN. Those from the two last verbs may be mere Aramaisms;
the others seem to be genuine Hebrew forms and may be com-

..I., "I
pared with the dialectic Arabic ~ from ~I.

In the Aramaic imperfect (and inf.) the contraction into I

(for tf, a', as in the particle lJ = N), "a') is universal; Jewish Ar.
I "
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..

'1t*', "~" inr. "'1bN1;) etc., Syr. ~~lJ, ~~. But ill verbs-.. \.. -... ...

imperfect a the West Syrians further thin t to I i thus ~lJ,
I

~~ are in the East ,,111101", mbJlar, but in the West II/mar,
I

m/mar.
&. ... '" .........

The Arabic imperative is necessarily fi' not ,rJ\, J.c,' not
, , i' ,.

~ ...'i... ,,,.t ,,1.
J.eJ\ &. Three verbs commonly reject the first radical, .i.:>.\, .r"
,,1. ",... c..... .... ..

~', making .i.:>.'.r' ~, whence in vulgar Arabic we even find
,1

the perfects !Jad and Ita/. So from ~\ we have ~, and '-=J,
, , ,

in pause dJ. A similar apocope takes place in Syriac in the
,

imperatives II "come" and ~i .e go ".. Apart from these
anomalous forms the only point to be noted about the Syriac
imperative is that the full vowel necessarily assumed by the

\\ -' l' , 1"initial 1is a before 4 but e before a, 'W,:;) , ~ -a distinction
which does not appear to be carried out in the other dialects
of Aramaic. In Biblical Aramaic and Targumic, as in Hebrew,
a (lQ1epk commonly takes the place of a full vowel; yet \Vc find

in the Targums such forms as ~'tt, ~~:J'~' and even in Hebrew
•

the plurals U)N and ~'I'\N. In the passive participle: the Syriac
- T -

has r. but in Dan. iii. 22 we have M!~.

In the reflexive of the simple stem the ArabicA~, imper-
..

... ",J",

fect )i~, perf. pass. ,;:;,\, requires no explanation. .Hut the verb
, ,

,,1 "",, ......tii "'''''Cl

.i.:>.\makes ~\, and so also we find JJ\ as well as J~" ~\
". "',. ,

.. .. ..
c.... ... ... .1... L.......... c......... c.. ... , "" ........

I DutJ""'\;' J..~ Md 10 forth. So abo .J"\' lUi well lIl;r,' but .i>J' J)J'

• Talm.'B. ~, ~'l; but in Bibl. Aram. ~J", Eua y. IS (in the Tllrgllms ~'!'~,
Numb. uii. 35, Cowpl., Bomb.); \n~J, Dau. ill. 26 (in the Tugums KJ;l't.C, KJ;l~).
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""'''''' ..... c..
as well as~I, and more rarely a few other cases of the same

...

kind. Similarly in Aramaic r--:ll!, ,,,~ with sporadic cases
of the same kind in other verbs. The ordinary Syriac reflexive

is ~li.l, fem. l~llf, by the general rule of Syriac that 1
gives lip its vowel to a vowelless consonant and disappears in
pronunciation. In the Targums this elision seems not to take
place and the forms are regular. In the intensive stem the 1in
Syriac also mostly surrenders its vowel and is elided after prefixes

with a vanishing vowel: imperf. ~U for ,l'akkcl (1st person..
~f) part ~::l~ etc. Similar forms are found, though less.. ..
consistently, in Jewish Aramaic and occasionally in Hebrew,

'n!J::I1, 2 Sam. xxii. 40, for ,~~~~, Ps. xviii. 40, ~~Qt Job

xxxv. 11, and so forth. In Aramaic the extensive stem (Aph'el
and Shaph'c1 with their reflexives) passes wholly over into the.. ,
forms of verbs r'J), except in the two verbs lb';', ~C1I and

'n'l"1, 'n'N, l'almyrene 'nN, De Vog. IS, l. 4, ....~l: where the N
• : - ... s

•
becomes'; compare the Hebrew imper. Hiph. ~'nn, Jer. xii. 9,

T"

and the part. l't~ "giving car," l'rov. xvii. 4- The Hebrew

(orms are generally regular, but in a few cases we find the con-

traction of N into A, as "~' Hosea xi. 4, and so in the-:1= •

Niph'al ~lnNi, Numb. xxxii. 30, or even into tf, 'nN", Numb.
-: y ~

xi. 25, :1"", I Sam. xv. 5. The passage of N into " which plays....,.-
so large a part in Syriac, is sometimes found also in the Arabic
verb, but in a different conncxion and mainly in the later

language. Thus a'ef often becomes awtf, ~;cl; for ~r Li .. they

dcliberated together," and so too initial 'tf sometimes becomes

'lVef in stcm IlL, ji~ for Ji t In modern Egyptian Arabic we
..... ;

even find 'lVtrkl.:il (or ~I, perf. of J$1 II.
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B. Verbs M"Y. In Ethiopic, Arabic and Hcbrew thc forms are
generally strong throughout; and strong forms are also common
in Eastern 5yriac l

• llut in Arabic these verbs are sometimes
assimilated to hollow verbs, or, when the hamza begins a syllable
and is preceded by a vowelless consonant, it is elided and throws
back its vowel on ,the consonant before it. This happens mainly

"s"
with the verb JL. "ask:' from which we have such forms as
"" 0,# (; .. i""
JL.,~, J~, or more frequently, with elision, ~. Simi-

;" tt.,
larly the common &.j,J!. for e,I~ "he will sec," and a few others.

In Western Syriac the elision of 1 is the rule, whether at the
beginning or end of a syllable, unless it stands between two full
vowels; but the otiant letter is generally allowed to remain in

writing j thus perf. Peal ~}.,; (E. Syr. ~t:.), imperf. ~~, pI.

~~ (E. Syr. ~}:..J", pI. \.~J.--i, where the subscript line

denotes a kind of vocal s/~,,), Ethpe'el ~l!.i (E. 5yr. ~l~f),

1st pers. ASl~l~ and so forth. When the first or third radical is

an aspirate we sometimes find forms like ~~, _~, where
the hardening of the aspirate represents an older doubling, pre
sumably due to assimilation of the 1. In lliblical Aramaic the
M maintains itself, as in E. Syriac, and so apparently in the Tar
gums. In the latter M may pass into • when it is doubled, e.g.

.,"a; (~.Gt) Pa"cl of ~~. 50 too many Syrians pronounced

_~ as 6ayesh, and the verb .oU forms the Pa"d~ i but.
in the latter case it is the form of the Pc'al that is secondary. The
transition of verbs M"P to hollow verbs, of which we have found
some examples in Arabic, prevails within the Aramaic field in

I Sce for the Syriac Nelltle in BdJr. lur AssyrUK/1rie, i. 153 S,/,/. (where however
in Nohleke', judgment Ihe case is oveM:Ucd. and inllUfficient weight ill given lu the
lIulIleruu, illlllnncL'lI in whi<:ll Ihe ancient Nl:llilorian Ml1lIliOl1\ (uf A.". H!I9) fomilb Ihe

1to he IlrOIlOUIIl:Lod). All Syriac vcrlJll of thi, c1:1li11 arc ,lalive ill fom.. In Hehrew
the ollly ~'S uf conlraclion are mc~ pI. of the l'i'lcl n)lf4 (if lhb is not ralher an

old Niph'al from nUC) and poliIibly rM~, Eccles. xii. 5. .
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Mandaitic. A transition to M"I) sometimes occurs. in Syriac,

e.g. "";lli, ~ll (from ,~), ~lJ, Ps. xli. 2 j but most. ..
forms of this kind are only graphical errors.

C. Vtrbs M"'. Here the tendency ofthe languages,completely
carried out in vulgar Arabic, and almost completely in Aramaic,

is to entire assimilation with verbs ".c,. In the intensive stem
of a very few 5yriac verbs a final 1, though it is no longer
actually pronounced, retained its guttural force to so late a date

that the forms are still l~, ~ll: W (with a for t in the
last syllable under the influence of the guttural), and are com
1110nly inncded regularly, except that the 1 throws back its

1 • .:.vowel in forms like 3rd pI. perf. o~ etc. In Hebrew alone do

the M')' form a distinct class of weak verbs, the M retaining its

consonantal force whenever it has a vowel, ~b, ~~b" ')NIb',
: '9' : :. • - y : •

or even a vocal slu'fvtl, ,,~¥~, but being absorbed into the

previous vowel when it closes a syllable. In a final syllable this
absorption produces no change in the quality of the vowel,

though it lengthens tI to tt, M~b, stative M"b, imperf. M~b'
'9"r - ... .,. .•

(for yi1lt~tI', with characteristic tI before the guttural), Niph'al
N~b), N~1;i)" Hiph. M'~b' etc. In the perfect of the simple

.,.: • "y. .. : •

stem the normal vowel is also retained in syllables not final

nN~b, nN'b, but the other perfects in such cases uniformly
.. Y Y 'I' ....

take t nN~b), nN~1,)" etc. A similar law of uniformity pre-
y .. :. y -:.

vails in all imperfects (so far as the few examples allow us to
jllllge), but here the vowel is sl"'g'ho/; l"1~~~T:" rt~N~~T:' etc.

50 also the iIIIper. of the simple stem JN~~; in the derived

stems there are no examples of the imperative with consonantal
affix. If we compare these forms with the corresponding parts
of verbs third guttural we see that the i of the perfect and the
st"gho/ of the imperfect alike represent an older a', and it seems
most likely that the denection to l, C, has been produced under
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the influence of verbs '''7. The two classes of verbs often run
into one another, as may be sccn from the lists of mixed forms
in any Hebrew Grammar.

In what has been said above as to the treatment of radical N
in Hebrew we have had to do with the stage of the language
represented by the Massoretic pronunciation j but before we
leave the subject it will be well to glance at the reasons, already
alluded to on p. 278, for concluding that traces of a more
primitive pronunciation are preserved in the spelling of the
consonantal text. It is not doubtful that when Hebrew and
the neighbouring Canaanite dialects were first committed to
writing, spelling went by sound and not by etymology, so that N
would not be written unless it was actually heard as a guttural.
Let us first apply this consideration to ancient inscriptions, in
which we are sure that we have the actual orthography of the
first writers, untouched by subsequent correction. On the stcle
of Mesha' we have tt" 11 head," n'" .. gazingstock," '1bN' 11 and
I said," all with omission of a radical N which was already lost
in pronunciation. But on the other hand we have '1bN", tnNb
(Heb. 1:l~t\N9)' tN~ .. sheep." The last example is particularly

noticeable in contrast with tt, j for while the spelling tl"\Nt)
might conceivably be aided by the singular nN1.:) (I. 20) there
was nothing to help the retention of the N in rN~ unless it was
actually sounded when this spelling was chosen. So again
when the Phoenician writes N~ .. I built" (c. /. S. 3, J. 4) but
nN;' 11 I called" (/b. I, J. 7) we are certainly not justified by the

rules of Phocnician spelling in taking the N to be merely the
sign of the vowel a. When we pass from inscriptions to the
Biblical texts we are met by the difficulty that the spelling has
undergone later revision, especially by the insertion of vowel
letters in cases where these were not used in old times. But N
is not a mere mater lectiollis; the rule that prevails is that N is
inserted wherever it is etymologically justified, whether it is
sounded or not, and the exceptions to this rule are merely
sporadic, except in such cases as ""lbN for ""lbNN, where the
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second N must have lost its sound in very ancient times. It is
incredible that any systematic correction of the orthography,
by the lights that the latcr Hebrew scribes possessed, could have
given us a system so correct etymologically as the Old Testament
displays; and thc same degree of correctness already appears on
n sl1lnll scnle in the Silo:un inscription (t)'J"\Nb, NY~, ~N",

against Moabite and Phocnician t"1). The conclusion is inevit
able that when Hebrew first came to be written to an extent
sufficient to give a tolerably fixed orthography, radical N still
retained in most cases its guttural sound.]



ADDITIONAL NOTES AND CORRECTIONS.

P. 3, l. 35. Since this was printed Prof. Kautzsch, now of Halle. has
brought out the 25th edition of Gesenius' Reb. Gr. (Leipzig,
1889) with considerable additions and improvements.

P. 7, l. 35. For 421 read 420.
P. 12,jOO/M/e. Still later are the cursive tablets of the Arsacid period,

some of which Strassmeier has published in Zei/stllr. j. AsS)'r.
vol. Hi. (1888) P. 129 s9IJ. One of these (p. 135) of the year
801l.c. is, as Mr E. A. W. nudge kindly informs mc, the lalest
example of the Assyrian writing of which we have certain
knowledge.

P. 17. The Aramaic inscriptions will form the second part of the great
Paris Corpus. The first fasciculus, edited by M. de VogUe, has
appeared (Paris, 1889)'

P. 20, I. 10. For 1865 read 1855.
Ibid., joo/no/e I. Further information about the dialect of Ma'liihi is

given by Mr F. J. Bliu in the QII. S/a/mletll of the Pal. Expl.
A"d, April. 1890, p. 74 SfJIJ·

P. 25.joolltole. The text of the inscription, in Hebrew square cha
racters, with translation and notes, is given in Prof. Driver's
No/es tm •.. Samuel (Oxf. 1890), p. Ixxxv SIJIJ.

P. 29,joohlOle. A substantial addition to our stock of dated Himyaritic
inscriptions is promised by E. Glaser from the epigraphic collec
tions formed during his journeys in S. Arabia.

P. 34. In ai/stltr. j. aegyp/. Spr. 11. AI/er/lmlllsk. 1889, p. 81, Erman
has indicated the existence in Egyptian of a tense precisely cor
responding to the Semitic Perfect. (Nold.) The forms of the
singular and plural are as follows-

SING. PLUR.

3m. I}bs 3· hbsw

3f. ~bsti'

2m. I}bsti' 2C. ~bstini

I. ~bskwi' (cf. Aeth. -kii) I. '.Ibswi'n
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P. 35. For the history of Semitic, and especially of Hebrew, writing
the student will do well to consult the introduction to Prof.
Driver's Noles fill • •• Sn",,,tI, Oxf. 1890 (with facsimiles).

1'. 40, jrlf1l11olr. It llhould be stIlted that the quotation at the close of
this note is from Prof. Muller's article" Yemen" in the Encyclo
poedia JJn·laltnita. His paper in the Vienna Dmlmhrijten,
which had not reached F.ngland when the note was printed,
de:\Is with the Minaenn inscriptions of ]~uting's collection, of
which the dialect and ch:uacter nre S. Arabian, and with onc
group of inscriptions of N. Arabian type, which, on the ground
of their contents, arc called Li~yllnite. A large number of in
scriptions, provisionally classed together as I'roto-Arabic, are
reserved for future publication. Thus it is not yet possible to
say anything definitive about the history of the old Arabian alpha
bets j the materials already published have given rise to lively
controversy.

P. 44. I. 24. Prof. Noldeke observes that the form derived from

-sl",",'ol'''' by elision of' would be sltamal"', not sltamii/.... The
latter therefore must be derived from a secondary form slttrm'a/""j
cr. the Hehrew and Aramaic forms.

P. 48, I. I S. See p. 5I, joo/11ote I.

P. 48, I. 21. Prof. NOIdeke .. cannot recognise the weakening or loss
of V in anyone of the three cases adduced. In :nU'1b the
change of Vto N has heen deliberately introduced to change the

sense" [Geiger, Urultrijl ""d Uebtrs. p. 349], .. S~ is Babylo

nian, and that ':1 stands for '~1 is improbahle." There are,

however, other probable examples of the occasional weakening

of V in Hebrew, notably CkJ;'~ side by side with VJ:\~. Such

readings 0.'1 rtj'l'J for i1Y~~. Amos viii. 8, KethlM, ~b~ for

;tJJp~. Ps. xxviii. 8 (LXX. TOV MDV luirov), are probably due to

a pronunciation in which V was not sounded j but to ascribe this
vicious pronunciation to the original writers is not justifiable j

the readings in question are presumably errors of later scribes.

P. 5I, I. S. If In many parts of Syria ~ seems to be pronounced like

the French j"-(Nold.). In upper Egypt one sometimes hears
a pronunciation intermediate between English hard and soft g,

hut nearly appronching the latter. In Arabia ~ ill hard in Ncjd,
and soft (g in gt",) in the \fijll.z (Mecca, Tllif).
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.P. 58, l 4- This paragraph and those that follow it should be read in
the light of p. 41, where the author takes it to be probable that
the proto-Semitic had three sibilants besides $ and !. All three
appear distinct in Hebrew as .,;, tr and 0 respectively j but in
later times the sounds of tt and 0 were so much alike that the
one was sometimes written for the other. In Syriac (but not in
the oldest Aramaic j see p. 74 footnote) tt has been absorbed in
o (.m) j in Arabic, on the contrary, the primitive sollnd repre-

sented by Hebrew i' remains distinct (as ~), while the other

two old sounds (.,;, 0) are both represented by VW. For an
attempt to work out the history of the Semitic sibilants see
D. H. Muller, Zur Gese". do Sem. Ziseldaule, Vienna, 1888 (from
the Abha1ldlu1lcm of the 7th International Congress of Orienta
lists, Sem. Sect., p. 229 S'l'l.).

P. 73, I. 9 s'l'l' j and p. 256, 1. 16. Prof. Noldeke observes that the

distinction between li and ~ cannot be regarded as the in
vention of the grammarians, inasmu~h as it was carefully observed
by the writers of the oldest copies of the ~or'an. These scribes,

he believes, made a distinction in pronunciation between '~and

u L j we know indeed that many J.(or'ln teachers pronounced

u L with Imala. See Gesellk"te des Qorans, p. 252 s'l'l.

P. 94, J. 14· Forl~~ read lL..~M)V).
s .. ~

P. 100, I. 17. ProC Noldeke remarks that to connect 'Jjl? with ~

appears to be inadmissible, since to do 50 involves two irregu

larities (Hebrew tf should correspond to Arabic VW), and that

h! ~o is a mere transcription of the Arabic~. The
1 ,. ,

genuine Syriac form is ~~ ! ~0. 1

THE END.

CAIIRRIOOIl: PRINTED IIY C. J. CLAY, M.A. AND SONS, AT THIl UNIVKIlSI1"Y 1'1t1tSS.
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